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Their new range
microcomputers.

of equipment

supporting various major

31/2" Microcube 5 and 10 megabyte.
51/4" Microcube 21 and 42 megabyte.
PC -LINK - The ICE Low Cost Networking System.
Datavault - Fast 'Pape Streamer Back Up.
Combination 21 and 42 megabytes with Integral streamer.

All ICE products carry a full 12 months on site warranty
against manufacturing defects or component failure.
*If any ICE equipment fails we guarantee an engineer will attend
your premises within 24 hours ensuring minimum downtime.
For further information regarding the above system or any other ICE subsystems please contact
our Sales Department on Ashford, Middlesex (07842) 47271 /47171.

-

ICE Limited, Littleton House, Littleton Road, Ashford, Middlesex, TW15 1UU.
Tel: Ashford (07842) 47271/ 47171

Telex: 8952042 (ICE LTD GI

*Excluding customer misuse or incorrect application
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2nV Games listings to type in:
introduced by John Harris.
BBC GAMES SPECIAL

I

__>14EWS

411 3 SOFTWARE NEWS
Home, education and schools
programs lead a booming market.
IC HARDWARE NEWS
a Olympia and Plessey are
among the major manufacturers
joining the microcomputer business
this month.

2. GENERAL NEWS
Low-priced video interface
and a universal LAN.
COMPEL
A brief round -up of some
of the more interesting products at
the U.K.'s most important computer
exhibition.
II

2

127 LABELS

DECISIONS
John Hooper continues his
exploration of ways to write better
Basic programs.

13n EDUCATION - THE
V SCHOOL BANK
Walsingham School shares its
Research Machines program which

runs a bank.
18. INDEX FOR 1983

I Nigel Martin provides a
guide to the previous 12 issues.

>REVIEWS

70

MULTI -FUNCTION
LOTUS 1-2-3
Chris Bidmead reviews the bestselling business package in America.
ACT APRICOT
Does the Apricot live up to
its good looks? Ian Stobie finds out.

76

8, NEW PORTABLE

29

PRINTOUT EXTRA
IBM'S NEW PCs
"The Peanut" unveiled, and the
XT/370, as IBM plans to take over
the micro world.
IBM PC NEWS
Eagle relaunches its
IBM PC compatible micro, IBM
builds in Japan and other events in
the PC world.
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>FEATURES
OPTICAL DISCS

8n
Glyn Moody describes the new
V SPECIAL PREVIEW

Shugart disc that will reduce storage
costs to £5 per megabyte.

9c COMPUTER OF THE
YEAR AWARDS, 1983
Which are the four winning micros in
this international competition?
FROM A PET
TO A BBC MICRO
Enlarge your software universe by
transferring programs from Pets.

116
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COMMODORE 64
Paul Bond totes around the new 64
with colour screen and built-in disc.
CONCURRENT CP/M
MS-DOS 2
Will Concurrent CP/M earn Digital

8 4v

Research a place in the 16 -bit market?

80 OF MICE AND MENUS
Chris Bidmead has been
playing with today's trendiest
pointing device, the mouse.
JOYSTICKS AND
GAMES CONTROLLERS
Jack Schofield explores the world of
sticks, track -balls and joypads for
game players.

92

9A CP/M SPELLING

.11 CHECKERS
John Dawson checks out what is
available for CP/M word processors.
13A ORIC GAMES
mi. Ian Stobie finds they
lack originality, but some are fun.
175 BsiBConBOBe0eKsleSy

reports on
some of the latest offerings for
Britain's best micro.

>fPEED
NO WAITING
In the introduction
101
to this month's special section we
start with the slowest part of every

micro - the user.

100") THE TRUTH ABOUT
BENCHMARKS
Are they useful, or positively
misleading? Mike Lewis tackles the
problem.

OA HOW TO SPEED UP
.1' YOUR BASIC
Mike Lewis explains interpreted and
compiled Basics, and offers 10 tips for
writing faster code.

106

APPLE SPEED

Roger Cullis investigates
the ways to speed up the old Apple,
including the use of an accelerator
card.
RAM CACHES AND
HARD DISCS

11 0

Chris Bidmead looks into ways to speed
up disc access and increase

productivity.

>REGULARS
5EDITORIAL - ON

THE FIFTH GENERATION
Why can't Europe find the cash to
compete?
FEEDBACK
Readers share their innermost
thoughts on life, the universe, and
calculating pi.

7

CHIP-CHAT
Ray Coles' monthly column
3
5
on semiconductor developments turns

to RAM chips.

4, RANDOM ACCESS
OP BUSINESS MISTAKES
The pitfalls to avoid when buying a
business micro.
OPEN FILE
Free software for Apple,
BBC, Commodore and other popular
micros.
LAST WORD
Danielle Bernstein hits
back at microcomputing chauvinist

145
189
piggery.
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Ifthe number ofcomputer systems

You have a choice from a virtually

on the market leaves you totally
bewildered, we don't blame you.
And that's not your only
problem. If you are not very
careful, the system you buy
today could well be obsolete
tomorrow. That's how fast
computer technology is
progressing.
But take heart. There is
one computer system that
won't become obsolete.
Because it is modular in
concept it can be expanded
both inside and outside to
accommodate extra capacity
and new advances-as well as
being able to increase in size
and capability to keep pace
with your own growth or
changing requirements.

unlimited range of CP/M compatible
application software. Plus the
support of total dealer back-up.
And, most important, you
won't find that you've bought a
system that suddenly doesn't
meet your needs. The
Communicator offers the
facility to enhance and upgrade
existing models to take account
of new applications.
Comart have also met the
stringent CCTA requirements.
Which means we are Al
In short, Comart Communicator
systems can keep pace with
both progress and innovation.
So don't get bogged down
with obsolete equipment.
Contact your Comart dealer
for a demonstration now.
.

The Comart Communicator: One computer
system that won't sink into obsolescence.
What's more, it's British.
At any one of the addresses
listed below you can see the
remarkable flexibility of a Comart
Communicator system for yourself.
In under three years, it has
become a complete family of
compatible, fully expandable
microcomputer systems, covering

20 models and including single
user, multi-user and multiprocessing systems.
To become technical for a
moment, there's a choice of 8 or 16
bit processors, up to 1 megabyte of
RAM and a wide range of floppy
and hard disk storage capacities and
add on modules.

COMART COMMUNICATOR SPECIFICATIONS
CPINSeries Systems
Microprocessors:
Memory:

Stomp:

8 Bit ZSOA (1 rob)

64K.512K byres
390K or 790K byte diskettes
5M or 20M byte herd disks

CPINOSeries Systems
Mai, 8086
258K3M byto
390K or 790K byte diskettes
5M or 20M bye hard disks

Operating Systems: CP/M,MP/M11 &CP/NET, CP/M86,MP/M86
Multi -processor, Ito Sows I lab users
Features common to both CPIN A CPINSeries Systems
KcyboordiDisploy: 105 Key, detached 14' green sotto, solvtlitilt,
Expansion: Internal -3100 cords,mantrune communications & protocols,
Expansion: Enema] -Packable module inc.cartridge tape & 8. floppy & hard dolts.
MP1M I 0,1116 Mead 86 & CP/Net are trademarks of Dna.] Research Inc.
VI. ma truiemork of ZdoiCorp MS-DOS ma tandem...of PALcronoll Corp. Comsat
and du Conan Lopata tradarnarksofComart Lid

comart

Comart Limited, Little End Road, Eaton Socon,
St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE19 3 JG.
Tel: (0480)215005. Telex: 32514 Comart G
A member of the 9 Comorr Group of Companies

COMART COMMUNICATOR UK DEALERS
ABERDEEN

BELFAST

CHANNEL ISLANDS

EDINBURGH

SOUTHAMPTON

WATFORD

Cardiac Services
Tel:0232 625566

Bell Data Systems
Tel: 0481 26662

Holdene Microsystems
Tel: 031-557 4060

The Byteshop
Tel: 061-236 4737

The Byteshop
Tel: 0703 334711

Lux Computing Services

151:0224 22520

LIZINDON EC4
Zygal Dynamics
Tel: 01.2484883

MANCHESTER

Granite Chips

BEDFORD

BIRMINGHAM

COLCHESTER

GLASGOW

WNDONSW2

NOTTINGHAM

STOCKPORT

WILMSLOW

Remdex-Bradley

Eurotec Consultants
Tel: 0206 72538

The Byteshop
Tel:041.221 8202

Jarogate

Tel:023468581

The Byteshop
Tel: 021-622 3165

Tel:01-6716321

The Byteshop
Tel: 0602 40576

Alpha Business Computers
Tel: 061 477 7799

Holdene
Tel: 0625 529486

BEDS (AMPTHILL)

CAMBRIDGE

DONCASTER

GLENROTHES

LONDON SW8

SWINDON

WORTHING

M.E. Marketing

READING

Tel: 0525 404262

Fli-Tek
Tel: 0954 81931

Spot Computers
Tel: 0302 25159

Computer Services Scotland Datafit
Tel: 0592 773710
Tel: 01-385 6141

M.E. Electronics
Tel:0734 667663

Great Western Computing
Tel: 0793 485517

Ace Computing Services
Tel: 0903 35411

BEACONSFIELD

CAMBS (ST NEOTS)

DUBLIN (EIRE)

LEEDS

LONDON NWI

SHEFFIELD

TORQUAY

Proton Computer Services
Tel: 04946 4910

Westcom

Lendac Data Systems
Tel:0001 710226

Holdene
Tel: 0532 459459

The Byteshop

Hallam Computer Systems Conosil
Tel: 0803 24311
Tel: 0742 663125

Tel:0480217217

Te1:01-387 0505

Tel: 0923 47 367
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America and make money in Japan. The jest is
about to come true again.
Many of the most exciting developments in
computing are currently taking place in the U.K.
At the University of Edinburgh, Donald Michie,
Professor of Machine Intelligence, is leading a

team doing important research into artificial
intelligence - software that learns and that
manufactures knowledge.
Meanwhile, in South Wales, Ian Barron, head

of semiconductor manufacturer Inmos, has
announced the transputer. This revolutionary
32 -bit computer -on -a -chip appears to offer

computing power tens or hundreds of times
greater than current large-scale integrated
circuits. And it can directly address 4,000Mbyte
of main memory.
The British government appears inordinately

proud of having backed Inmos to the tune of
£100 million, most of which was spent getting
64K RAM chips into production. It is now
looking for commercial backers to continue the
transputer research. We have no idea how much
has been invested in Michie's work, but the sum
is probably even more trivial. U.K. research into

AI has certainly lost a significant number of
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Would-be authors are welcome to
send articles to the Editor but PCcan-

not undertake to return them. Payment is at £35 per published page.

Submissions should be typed

or

computer -printed and should include
a tape or disc of any program. Handwritten material is liable to delay and
error.

Every effort is made to check articles
and listings but PC cannot guarantee
that programs will run and can accept
no responsibility for any errors.

people to the U.S., due partly to lack of support.
The situation in Europe is even more
depressing. There was an initial burst of
enthusiasm, leading to the members of the EEC
agreeing on the Esprit fifth -generation project.
The original plan was to spend £450 million over
five years. The French suggested £250 million.
The British and West Germans said sorry, can't

afford any money at all - unless the Common
Agricultural Policy is altered to their benefit.
Now £450 million over five years is £90
million per year. Split equally between 10
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countries, that would be £9 million a year - so
small an amount of money as to be trivial in
international terms.
It contrasts markedly with the £1,000 million
so far poured into British Leyland, or the huge
amounts which are currently used to prop up
steel industries in Europe. Fortune magazine
records that during the last financial year, just a
dozen European state-owned industries lost,
between them, some £4,000 billion. In every
case, the bill was picked up by taxpayers.
This is not a party -political argument.
Governments of every colour and persuasion are
in practice united in two things. First, they will

not allow yesterday's bankrupt industries to
collapse, because of the immediate effects on
employment and on other industries. Second,
they are obliged to pay for fundamental research

into tomorrow's industries from the public
purse, because private companies in Europe,
with the honorable exception of Philips, cannot
or will not afford it.
The fact is that no European company has a
significant share of the world market in
microcomputers of the present generation.
Therefore it is unrealistic to expect Europe to be

competitive in making the next generation of
computers if government support for the project
is on a par with, say, London Transport's petty
cash.
However, a lot could be achieved with just a
small percentage of the billions pumped ashore
as North Sea oil, or a percentage of the £4 billion

to be raised by flogging off part of British
Telecom. We all applaud Kenneth Baker's
efforts to promote information technology, and
the subsidies which help put British micros into
British schools. But when the kids who benefit

finally arrive on the job market, in five to 15
years time, will there still be a British microcomputer industry for them to work with?

5 Years ago ...
1,31.1/3., 4,141,,,,,::q11`11511,11111Pe:11,1131111011
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Although delivered only in September, the
were the problems of educating the staff and of
advantages of the Pet are already becoming
getting the class to the computer.
apparent. In the first place, it allows Basic to be
The Pet clearly has created much more
taught without recourse to the terminal; and by
enthusiasm. Already, staff can be found in the
connecting it to a television set, it can be used for
computer room at lunch-time, taking lessons in
demonstrations to a full-sized class.
computing from the pupils. Green is still short of
Green also appreciates the mobility provided by
software - at present he is adapting some of the
having the whole package in a single unit. He is
programs from the Computers in the Curriculum
keen to spread the gospel of computing to other
course to run on the Pet, but what little is
departments in the school, but so far has met with
available is finding a ready market.
little success. One reason, admittedly, was the
difficulty of finding programs, but the main ones
Practical Computing, Volume 2 Issue 1
999995'19}9939999919911:99199999 911993:9999999999399999;999999999999999993999999
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COMPLETE PACKAGE
FOR SPECTRUM
OR BBC MICRO

SEIKOSHA

alfb.-110CIA

Add on the

printer that adds up to
less than S230
A Seikosha GP100A Printer. Plus the correct
interface*, cable and software for either a
Spectrum or BBC Micro. All at a price that adds up
to just £229.95 inc. VAT.
For a superb combination of economy and
reliability, this package is unbeatable.

Full graphics capability
The Seikosha GP100A uses standard width
paper, and prints in an 80 column dot matrix
format. Printing speed is 50 characters a second
(180 x 7 dots/sec).

The GP100A comes with a full graphics
capability.

Apply immediately
You can buy the Seikosha GP100A Printer at
any of our dealers throughout the country. For
the address of the one nearest you, phone this
number without delay:

0934 419914
Centronics parallel interface is supplied as
standard, unless serial RS232 is required for
use with Sinclair Microdrive. Please specify.

R
BUSINESS

MACHINES

DRG Business Machines. Unit 13/14 Lynx Crescent, Winterstoke Road, Weston -super -Mare, BS24 9DN
1

Please send me further details of the Seikosha GP100A Printer, and the name of my nearest stockist.

I am particularly interested in Spectrum

BBC Micro

Name
Address

Circle No.103
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Feedback

Stayi
alive
I

WAS INTERESTED in the editorial on page 5 of your

November 1983 issue, where you emphasise the importance
to the market of systems costing around £1,000 suitable for

home, education, games and small-business applications.
You are no doubt right, judging from various moves by those
who ought to know, but I would like to put the cause against
such a trend mixing up home and business when they should
be kept separate.
The microprocessor has opened up the use of computers to
a very large number of self-employed one-man enterprises,

small businesses and small self-contained departments of

large firms, all of whom were beforehand barred from
benefiting from computers by the prohibitive costs of
mainframes, minis and computer -service firms. It has
become possible to provide for about £2,000 what is needed:
a sturdy and reliable system including dual -floppy drives for
speed and security, back-up, a printer, a monochrome screen
with high resolution to cope with 80 -character lines, and -a

modest collection of application software for accounting,
stock control and occasional word processing. The ACT
Sirius and the IBM PC are examples of such systems.
Clients are prepared to pay the odd extra £100 in return for
reliability, but they are not interested in colour, graphics and

sound for games except, perhaps, when the boss is not
around. The important point to note in these £2,000 systems
is that most of the cost is for the screen and electromechanical

items such as the disc drives and printer. Large cost
reductions in the microprocessor, RAM and ROM will not
make much difference.
The home -micro scene is very different and very exciting.

Wordsquare

program disc since you only

First, there is the question of sheer numbers. For every £2,000
personal computer sold for small-business applications there
are several hundreds sold to homes. This market is extremely
sensitive to prices, especially at entry level. For a beginner the

relative advantages of the BBC Micro, £400, to the ZX-81,
£40,

is very theoretical. Once bitten he/she will quickly

progress to the more advanced systems but will still be within

£200 to £300 range, and nowhere near the £1,000 you
mention. Reliability is not so essential. Taking the computer
away for repair for a week or two does not create such chaos
as in a business.
Another unexpected characteristic of the home market is
its close affinity to education, especially at very elementary

levels. The therapeutic and educational values of arcade
games and their close affinity and adaptability to education
are often overlooked. This market is most exciting from the
technology point of view; by its sheer size it has brought
down dramatically the cost of colour, graphics and sound.
All this is, if anything, more challenging than the business
applications where a different kind of expertise is needed
rather than advanced technology.
Here, then, is an opportunity for someone to recognise and
exploit the essential different between these two markets.
Most of the industry and the press do not.
I M Khabeza,
London SE25.

The editor replies: The whole point of the micro is its
versatility. A single machine can cover home, games,
business, education and industrial control, hence the success
of the Apple II, the IBM PC and the BBC Model B. All the
latest and best business executive software uses and exploits
colour - even within WordStar. Thus the differences are fast
diminishing. IBM, Commodore, the BBC Model B with its
£400 Z-80 add-on and such companies as Advance are going
to wipe it out. Home computers remain cheap because of
what they leave out. Add a decent keyboard, £50, sound, £30,
joystick ports and cartridge interface, £20, Microdrive
interface, £50, and Centronics printer interface, £40, to the
cost of a 48K Spectrum, £130, and you might begin to wonder
if you should not have bought something else.
the

program

disc can

be

I get particularly annoyed by

have the one copy - plus the removed from drive B and stupid comments on the

replaced by a back-up disc so position of the Return key. At
A slightly easier method is that every time you Transfer work, I use a variety of
Wordsquare program on page possible. Set up your data discs Save you instinctively Save to B keyboards with the Return key
191 in the November issue. in the normal way by copying
in the conventional position and
as well.
Unfortunately I must point on to them Command.Com,
John Lewis, find that the Lynx keyboard
there were two bugs in my Mp.Sys, Mp.Hlp, Autoexec.
Oxford. layout is as good as any. This
THANK YOU for publishing my

listing: both lines 1050 and 1290
should read
FOR 0 = 1 TO NW

master.

Bat and any files you may need.

Then Copy on to these data

comment is as relevent as a car
reviewer complaining about the
position of the reverse gear.
I admit I was surprised to find
I FOUND IT IRONIC that your

Lynx defence

discs MP -80 and, if required,
R T Mann, MP -40 from your program disc.
South Stoke, These are the two files which are comment on page 141 on the only 14K for Basic, but this is no
Oxfordshire. supposed to be uncopyable: in November 1983 issue ". . worse than many others once
fact, they can be copied but do when the same idiocies appear the video RAM is removed. At
not work after being copied a month after month . ." least the figures for pixel
second time.
should appear in the same issue resolution and number of
To use Multiplan put your as your comment on the Lynx. colours always hold, unlike
data disc into drive A and the It was obviously written a long most other micros in which one
THE INSTRUCTION BOOK for program disc into drive B. Do time ago by someone who did goes down as the other goes up.
Multiplan recommends that you the three -fingered exercise Ctrl - not have much experience with
The main problems with the
put the program disc into A Alt -Del and the system boots the machine.
(continued on next page)
when booting up. Once running up. What appears to happen is
Our Feedback columns offer readers the opportunity
it is removed and replaced by that when Multiplan finds the
of bringing their computing experience and problems
your current working data disc. corrupted copies of MP -80 and
to the attention of others, as well as to seek our
This seems a slightly obtuse way MP -40 on A it looks elsewhere
of using the system though it for them. Finding them on B it advice or to make suggestions, which we are always
happy to receive. Make sure you use Feedback - it is
must be remembered that no uses those and continues the
damage must befall the loading process. Once running, your chance to keep in touch.
.

Easier

Multiplan
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Feedback
(continued from previous page)
Basic are the restriction to

the October issue on

main limiting factor in this case
is the For loop from lines 1018
to 1026. This may be speeded up
by putting it all on one line and
making S3 an integer variable if
possible.
I hope this proves to be use to

with a Goto, they all took about

those readers who wish to use
the plotting routines on

John Hooper found.
L Shannon,

machines with pixel but no line However, should the cost plotting facilities.
not always have. Camputers prove prohibitive, it is possible
Jonathan Bowen,
added many features to the to write one's own line -plotting
Imperial College,
London SW7.
Basic in the extension ROM routine in Basic provided that
supplied with the 96K version or the facility to write to individual
10 REM SIMPLE DDA DEMONSTRATION
upgrade.
pixels on the screen is available.
20 REM (C) J.P.DOWEN 1983
Scrolling is possible, and I understand that this is possible
30 GRAPH1
writing to the screen can be on the Commodore 64 using the 40 CALVRESOLUTIOW",0,1
INPUT"Start position (X,Y)";X,Y
speeded up, although the Poke command. Various 50
60 M=0

Hurstville,
Australia.

a

Commodore 64 micro-

single -character variables and computer. A plug-in ROM
single -statement

lines,

which

cartridge called Simon's Basic is

makes programs difficult for available from Commodore for
others to follow. It does, about £50. It includes graphics
however, have many excellent commands such as Draw for
features particularly for struc- line drawing which should
tured programming: Auto line enable easy interface to the

an extra 30 seconds. I assume
that the variable A used in the
test program was packed away
at the end of the variables list. In
any case I was not able to detect

the "pace and panache" that

number and Renumber are plotting routines.
features which other micros do

inexperienced user - or algorithms may be chosen but
reviewer - may not have the perhaps the easiest to
know how to do this. Don't implement in software is the
think the Lynx is perfect, but Simple DDA algorithm. For
your review seems to criticise readers who are interested in

the wrong things. Now the 96K line -drawing algorithms and the
version is available, and it is theory behind them, chapter 2
about time there was a decent of Principles of Interactive

review of this machine, pre- Computer Graphics by
ferably by someone who is Newman and Sproull, pubfamiliar with it.
Kym Wilson,
West Byfleet,
Surrey.

lished by McGraw-Hill,
recommended.

is

A version of the Plot

interface routine

using

the

The editor replies: At the time Simple DDA algorithm is
of writing, the Lynx had almost shown in the attached listing,
no software, no discs, no line 1000 onwards, together
joystick ports, a non-standard with a test program to use it on
Basic, a non-standard keyboard the Research Machines 380Z,
and was more expensive than lines 10 to 110. Additional entry
machines with more memory points include Point at line
free to Basic, more software, 1040, which draws a single point
more languages, more peri- at position X,Y, followed by
pherals, better editing facilities,

Move at line 1060, which simply

70 COSUB1000
80 INPUT"End position

Goto

For -

Next

Beginning

9

End

29

12
32

Time in seconds for running
John Hooper's programs at
beginning and end of a long
program.

(X,Y)"iX,Y

90 M=I

100 GOSUB1000

Calculating

110 GOT050
1000 REM "PLOT",X,Y,M
1002 IF 14.0 THEM 1060

1004 SO.ABS(X11)
1006 IF ABS(Y-Y1))50 THEN SO.ABS(Y-Y1)
1008 IF INTIS0+0.5>=0 THEN 1040
1010 SI.(X-X1)/S0
1012 S2=(Y-Y1)/S0
1014 XI.X1+0.5
1016 Y1=Y1+0.5
1018 FOR S3=1 TO INT(S0+0.5)
1020 CALL"PLOT",XI,Y1,1

131

IN THE OCTOBER issue, S
Mehew asked: "Does anybody
know what the exact value of it
is?" One exact mathematical
expression is
4 x (1 - 1/3 +1/5- 1/7 +

1022 XI.X1+51

...)

This expression derives from a

1024 YI.Y142
1026 NEXT S3

Fourier of a particular saw -

1040 REM "POINT",X,Y

tooth wave and could be used in
a very simple program to
calculate the value of n accurate

1050 CALL"PLOT",X,Y,1
1060 REM "MOVE",X,Y
1070 XI.X
1080 YI.Y

to any number of significant

1090 RETURN

For -Next not
so fast

figures.

Andrew Chugg,
Bristol.
THE EXPRESSION 4*ATN(1)

a better keyboard and fewer moves the current position to AFTER READING John Hooper's may be quick to write, but I am
bugs. In our view the machine X,Y. The machine -dependent article on page 103 of the sure that 355/113 is quicker to
finally stands or falls on the code is on lines 1020 and 1050. September issue on using a For evaluate, and it is an easy, close

ability of the 128K version to The code on these lines should statement to get rid of Gotos, I
offer a viable CP/M option. We set the pixel at co-ordinates tried the listings on a 48K
INT(X 1 ),INT(Y 1) and Spectrum. In all cases the Goto
live in hope.
INT(X),INT(Y) respectively. listing was three seconds faster
Note that the variables X1 and than the For -Next listing. I tried
Y1 are used to store the current them at the beginning and end
position and SO to S3 are scratch of a long program.
Another point of interest
variables used by Plot.
The disadvantage of writing a occurred. If the listings were
SEVERAL readers have enquiried
about using the geometrical line -drawing routine in Basic is added to the program after it
plotting routines in my article in the slow speed of execution. The had run, and the listings started

Commodore

plotting

THIS )kfg'40!
COMPUTER !f

ITS DRIVING ME

MAD!! Mflbll

8

WEU. , ENOM4

PouRTEEN liouaS
ON ONE
i'RO(oftAM
AND iVE GOT

60IN6,
poZ GOOD!! - ILL

L NOWHERE!!

TIAINC9 TOMOIZIZOIV!!

eroucomP-

AbVEIZTISE IT FIRST

WHAT A

GoOto 1101.
TpEN WE
CAN GET
SOME NEW,
CURTAINS!

approximation to r that is
correct to seven significant
figures. Very few applications
need more. All this is very old

stuff - from

fifth -century

China in fact. Those who want
10 -figure accuracy without
using trig functions could try
SORT(SORT(9 *9 + 19 *1 9/22))

Terry Stancliffe,
London SW19.

THAT'S RICAT -I! SLIGHTEST LITTLE
I-1/ECUP, AND YOVRE

FOR 4VST OIVINO vg

ARENT Yoe??!!VoUVE NO FAITH,
THAIS YOOR
TROUgLEti
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If your microcomputer job involves managing information, you'll need a Compsoft Data Management
System. It's your guarantee that computerisation will be a success.

Compsoft are world leaders when it comes to easy to use database programs. There is nothing quite so
genuinely user friendly, and nothing quite as powerful. And Compsoft were the winners of the 1983 RITA
(Recognition of Information Technology Achievement) Awards 'Software Product of the Year'.
We can give your *Computer the power to breeze through the management of any record keeping
situation, - effortlessly, efficiently, and more accurately than you ever dreamed possible. From sales
ledger to stock control, purchaser ledger to personnel, clubs to customers, and in a thousand other ways,
we can lend a helping hand.

You don't have to be a computer expert to use Compsoft's DMS or Delta. Both programs offer fast,
accurate and elegant database power for both first time computer users and professional syst
resigners.

You owe it to yourself to know more. Either return the coupon to us, or simply telephone
we'll send you a complete guide to our versatile database programs - today.
*

Delta is available for almost any microcomputer with the MSDOS, PCDOS, CP/M, or MP/M operating systems, including
IBM, DEC Rainbow, SIRIUS, XEROX, ICL, EPSON and many others.
DMS is also available for Commodore computers.

Compsoft Lim

Hallams Cour
Shamley Green

VISA

Nr Guildford, Surrey
England GU4 8QZ
Telephone: Guildford (0483) 898545
Telex: 859210 CMPSFT

Lame send me further details
Company 1111"811141.1.11111111111111111100

Contact
Address

PC

Tel No
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Personal and Prof

Please phone for the address of your nearest Dealer
MEMOTECH LTD STATION LANE WITNEY OXON 0X8 6BX TEL 0993-2977 TLX 83372 MEMTEC G

The All -Purpose System

sional

The MTX Series is a new departure in micro -computer technology.
Whether your needs as a user are for personal programming,
games playing, scientific or process control, educational or
business use the MTX Series is already capable or very easily
adaptable to almost every application. Glance through the
standard features below - you'll see what we mean.

Hardware - 32K RAM
on the MTX500, 64K on the MTX512.
The MTX500 has 32K of user RAM as standard (64K on the 512),
expandable to 512K plus 16K of video RAM, controlled by a
separate Video Processor. Sixteen colours, 40 column text, 256 x
192 high resolution graphics with all sixteen colours available,
and 32 easily moveable user defined graphics characters (Sprites)
combine to make effective screen displays quick and simple to
achieve. Standard outputs are centronics printer port, two joystick
ports, an uncommitted I/O port, 2400 Baud Cassette port,
separate TV and Video Monitor ports, 4 channel sound with hifi
output plus a dedicated cartridge port. Other standard
features include the Z80A processor running at 4MHz, real time
clock, full moving key keyboard with 79 keys including eight
2 -function keys and separate numeric pod.

Software
The MTX's 24K ROM contains several languages and routines
which enable the novice or the experienced programmer to make
full use of the machine. Standard languages are MTX BASIC,
MTX LOGO commands, NODDY. ROM routines include an
ASSSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER with screen display of the Z80 CPU

registers, memory and program,which can be manipulated from
the keyboard. Machine code programs can be stepped through
one instruction at a time, and easily called from within BASIC
programs. A further feature is the Virtual Screen facility which
enables the programmer to split the screen into a maximum of
eight sections to work independently whilst maintaining all full
screen facilities. Pascal is available as an add-on ROM pack.

The Disc Based

Computers from Memotech

Designed to use the full power of the MTX computers the FDX and
HDX make perfect business systems at prices which make perfect
business sense. Both feature the CP/M operating system, giving
instant access to a wide range of proven application software.
Available in October these feature:
Full Western Digital floppy disc controller set with SASI
interface for 4 drives, CP/M types 0-13.

NA -1->K173'12.
F4

rch

F5

4

F2

efrr

F3

F6

r7

minimal latency, very high data transfer rates
optional Colour 80 Column Board
optional Silicon Discs (1/4 Mb) which dramatically increase the
efficiency of 8 bit software to those of 16/32 bit software;
increases life and reliability of mechanical drive
permits single disc CP/M operation

FDX- Floppy Disc System
1 or 2 5 1/4" Qume drives 500K unformatted, 347K formatted,

HDX- Hard Disc System
5 1/4" Qume drive, 500K unformatted, 347K formatted,
5 1/4" Winchester which may be 5, 10, or 20 Mb
All Memotech products are designed and
manufactured in Oxfordshire, England
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.

IVIEMOTECH
SERIES

CONTINENTAL
SOFTWARE

We're not just playing games...
BLOBBO
A fast maze chase with untold perils
and hazards.

TOADO
Get the toad back to his nest - but
don't get run over or drown on the
way.

SUPER MINEFIELD
You may have seen other Minefield
games but ours has tanks that lay
invisiblemines, and spiders that are
very tricky to avoid.

CONTINENTAL INVADERS
Classic arcade action, with all the
features that make this game so
popular.

KILOPEDE
This one is very fast - its not easy to
get past level two.

RADAR/SONAR
Eliminate submarines with a
combination of radar screen and
sonar, very realistic.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Take off, navigate and land your high
powered light aircraft. All the features
of true flight.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
RESCUE, BEAVER,
CONTINENTAL RAIDERS, PILE
UP, SIGNAL MAN and many more.

we mean business too.
MTXCALC
Sophisticated and powerful, the
professional spreadsheet program.

MTX WORD PROCESSOR
All necessary features are included to
give a powerful business tool.

ACCOUNTING PACKAGE
Sales and Purchase Ledgers, stock
control, payroll - the complete

PROJECT PLANNER
Speaks for itself, and helps you achieve
deadlines efficiently and effectively.

business system.

STRATEGY BOARD GAMES
CHESS, BACKGAMMON, OTHELLO, DRAUGHTS.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS
MATHS 1 PHYSICS 1
The first two programs in a series of specially written software designed to
teach at the pace and level best suited to the user.

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE UNIT 24 STATION LANE WITNEY
Circle No. 105

Software for the

SERIES

News: software
FORMER PRIME MINISTER
Harold Macmillan was present
alongside Sir Clive Sinclair at

the launch of a new range of
software jointly produced by

Macmillan Education and

Sinclair Research. This is just

one instance of a growing
established
publishing companies in
educational software, which is
involvement by

sometimes aimed as much at
the home as at the school.
The initial Macmillan/
Sinclair list contains nine pro-

grams for the five -to -12 age
group designed to teach reading
skills and science concepts.
Running on the Spectrum, each
cassette costs £9.95. Details

Education

software

becomes
respectable

Information retrieval.

Stanhope Road, Camberley,
Surrey GUIS 3PS.
Cambridge University Press

is meanwhile teaming up with
Netherhall School in Cam-

bridge to produce a range of
more formal school -oriented
packages for the BBC Micro. and maths topics. Each proseven

titles

deal gram, with teachers' notes,

among other things with map costs £13.95 at the discounted
skills, kinetic theory of heat educational price. Details from

Microsoft

CB2 2RU.

is worth £1,800,
The company says it has
while the list price of the col- negotiated these special deals
leges' bundle is £2,500.
with software suppliers in

MICROSOFT is no longer at the

address we gave in our review

of Microsoft Word

Cambridge University Press.
The Edinburgh Building,
Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge

collection

moves

in

last

month's Practical Computing.
The new address is Piper
House, Hatch Lane, Windsor,
Berkshire. Telephone: (07535)
59951.

Stand-alone users of 380Z or

480Z disc -based systems are
not forgotten, with a choice of
two reduced -cost bundles.
Bundle A costs £39 and contains Logo, Touch'N'Go, the
Quest database and Word, a
straightforward word processor. Bundle B costs £95 and
contains Pascal, Telesoftware,

the Sir bibliographic teaching

Research

recognition of the difficulty
schools and colleges are finding

in raising the money to buy
software. Educational establishments increasingly want to
provide students with the

experience of using real commercial software, but they

seem to be funded on the
assumption that software

comes out of thin air.
More details from Research
assembler. These stand-alone Machines Ltd, Mill Street, Ox,offers are also available to non- ford OX2 OBW. Telephone
package, a text editor and

Machines'
schools offer

users.

(0865) 249866.

RESEARCH MACHINES LIMITED

is offering free or low-cost soft-

ware collections to school and
college users of its Chain network system and the 380Z and
480Z micros.

Schools buying or already
the Chain network
system get WordStar, Logo,
the Touch'N'Go typing tutor,
the Telesoftware viewdata
package, Pascal and six other
using

packages completely free. Colleges with Chain networks get

the same bundle plus
Microfocus Cobol,

Fortran

Family Roots is a comprehensive genealogy package running on

and Multiplan for an all -in the Apple II, Ile and IBM PC. It costs £149. Details from Pete &
price of £395. According to Pam Computers, New Hall Hey Road, Rossendale, Lancashire

Research Machines the schools'

Superfile 16. This is the
I6 -bit version of the popular
if slightly idiosyncratic database program designed by
Peter Laurie, former editor
of Practical Computing.
Superfile 16 is for the IBM
PC and other 16 -bit
machines running under
CP/M-86. Details from
Southdata Ltd, 166
Portabello Road, London
W11 2EB. Telephone:
01-727 7564.

Headline is a software
package designed to allow

from Sinclair Research,

The first

Software
shorts

BB4 6JG. Telephone: (0706) 212321.
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CP/M, CP/M-86 or MSDOS users to connect up to
mainframe computers and
public networks. It emulates
a standard Teletype terminal
and is particularly suited for
use with on-line information -retrieval systems such
as Dialog, Blaise and
Pergamon Infoline.
Headline costs £120 and
comes from Head
Computers Ltd, Oxted Mill,
Spring Lane, Oxted, Surrey
RH8 9PB. Telephone:
(08833) 5580.

Pascal for Epson HX-20.
Kuma Computers has
produced a Pascal compiler
for the Epson 11 X-20
battery -powered portable.
Although it runs an integer -

only "tiny" Pascal, the
£39.95 compiler promises
great speed advantages over
Basic. More details from
Kuma Computers, 11 York
Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire SL6 1SQ.
Telephone: (0628) 71778.

Compsoft Delta. Latest
version of Compsoft's bestselling database package
Delta can share data with
Lotus 1-2-3, the integrated
spreadsheet package
reviewed on page 70 of this
issue. This allows, for
instance, Delta data to be
manipulated with 1-2-3's
more powerful statistical
facilities, or lets 1-2-3 data
be transferred across to a
proper, full -function data based. Delta costs £495.
Contact Compsoft Ltd,
Hallams Court, Shamley
Green, Guildford, Surrey
GU4 8QZ.
Telephone: (0483) 898545.
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LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
NEC ADVANCED
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

LCC SPECIAL BUNDLE.
NEC APCNEC Dot Matrix Printer

Benchmark WP Software R.R.P. £ 311
Cables
R.R.P. £ 30

16 bit 8086 128K Ram
2.4Mb Disk Storage
CP/M86 - MS DOS
Green Screen
£1985
Colour Display
£2595

corona PC
PORTABLE

* 256K RAM * IBM PC Compatible
* Twin Floppy Disc Drives
* 9" Screen with high resolution to
display graphics and text
* Concurrent CP/M, Multimate (Wangwriter),
Wordprocessing software * £2195

SUPERBRAIN 2
Dedicated
Wordstar
Keypad

from

£1865

£2721

apricot 256K from £1495

SIRIUS 1
1.2 Mb Disk Storage £2195
2.4 Mb Disk Storage £2695
10. Mb Disk Storage £3995

64K -128K RAM

from £1299

EPSON TANDY 100
HX20
Portable with built-

Lap Portable with 8 built in programmes,
Word Processor, Investment Portfolio,
Loan Evaluator, Appointment/Schedule.
Bar Code Reader. Calculator, Tank &
Snake Game, Music Generator.

in printer

£433

FLOWRITER
RP 1600
60 CPS

41(0

Fast and reliable
8K buffer

£1600

3 inOne
TOSHIBA
P1350

24 Needles - high speed
drafts 190 CPS Letter Perfect
Printing 100 CPS Addressable Pin
Graphics £1130 Options:

Tractor £87: Sheet feeder £520

3 TRAY AUTO
SHEET FEEDER
For originals,
copies and envelopes.

£695

£ 736

Hard Disk for IBM PC,

Sirius, QX10 NEC

10 Mb £1545
15 Mb £1695
20 Mb £1995
20 Mb Tape

Streamer £1495

New TANDY TELE-VIDEO
806/816
Model
4
CP/M 3.0* Optional extra
NEC PC 8201 16K RAM
EXPANDABLE to 96K

from £402

£1985

you pay
you save

LAP PORTABLES
Portable with built-in
4 Programmes: Word Processor.
address book, scheduler, and
communications. Large 40 x 8 char.
line display

R.R.P. £1985
R.R.P. £ 395

the Multi User
Computer System
9 SCREEN

ZORBA
Portable
full 80 x 24
display
800K disc
storage

Large 40 x 8 LCD Display
Built-in Serial, Parallel &

£1595

Bar Code Reader Ports. £475

SENDATA 800 SERIES
ACOUSTIC COUPLER

£220

Compact, lightweight, portable
10 hours operation from the
rechargable batteries
300 BPS answer/originate
Handset sensor on/off switch
New crystal controlled
circuitry
B. T. Approved.

PEON
FX80/100
0 CPS
SINGLE
SHEET

New AMU 6100
Daisywheel 18 CPS
Bi directional
Adler
daisywheels
Diablo 630

protocols £399

-----------

al*

TEC F10
40
CPS
Diablo 620 compatible
Japanese reliability

£1350

New SHINWA
CP 80 MATRIX

FEEDER £375 PRINTER

SUITABLE FOR MOST DAISY PRINTERS

80 CPS Friction and Tractor inc.

interface cable and paper £250

All prices are Exclusive of VAT and Delivery. Dealer Enquires invited on all Products.
Large range of CPM Software available. Please phone for catalogue & price list
Demonstrations on all models,
43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 12-4 Sat.
01-387 4455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours Telex: 8953742
Circle No. 106
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News: hardware

Olympia People

Hardware
shorts
DEC is launching a new
version of the Rainbow 100
micro, the 100 + , with hard
disc and colour.

THE PEOPLE is a new 16 -bit

micro with an Intel 8086 CPU

and 128K of RAM, plus two

Zeus 4 is a dual

655K floppy -disc drives. It runs

eight/16-bit micro, with a
Z -80A and an 8088 and
128K of RAM. It can
support eight users. Other
Zeus options support from
two to 32 users. The
importer is Millbank
Computers at 01-891 4691

both CP/M-86 and MS-DOS,
and the detached keyboard has
91 keys including 12 programmable function keys. It costs
£2,498.

The only really unusual thing

about this new micro

is

its

name, People. As Olympia is
one of the best-known names in
the office -equipment market,
presumably the marketing

department knows what it

is

doing.
Contact Olympia at Olympia
House, 199/205 Old Mary-

lebone Road, London NW1.
Telephone: 01-262 6788.

Newbrain
lives!

manufacturer Sord has closed
its factory, while Apple has

been laying off staff. In the
U.S. Apple's earnings have

THE NEW OWNER of the dropped dramatically, and

micros, puts the increase down
to strong demand. Anyway, it
says, why sell "superior quality" products at give-away
prices.

feeling the squeeze. However,
the prices of professional

In the U.K. shareholders
dragged Dragon Data back
from the brink with a £2.5

Hondsijk 3, The Netherlands. micros look set to drop even
The U.K. distributor will be further.

million rescue package. Main
shareholders were then Prutec,

Brainwave Software Limited,
Barbie-doll maker Mattel
2-3 Belchamp Road, Tilbury- has decided to cut its losses and

42 percent, the Welsh Development Agency, 23 percent, Met -

Newbrain is Tradecom numerous other companies are
International BV, 2396 HG

Kouderkerk A/D Rijn,

Juxta-Clare, Halstead, Essex get out of the home -micro
C09 4JT. Telephone: (0787) business, eaving the Aquarius

toy, 15.5 percent, and the Na-

237831.

cent.

Hard times

to its maker. In the second

Mettoy,

the original

quarter, Mattel's home - parent of Dragon, later went
computer division lost $156
million on sales of $227

into receivership.

Information and Technology Computer Services,
Texas Instruments has also manufacturer of the Andro-

million.

decided to cut its losses - $183
manufacturer of the Dot port- million in the second quarter able, has sought protection and has withdrawn from the
from creditors under Chapter fray. It has laid off 750 workers
COMPUTER DEVICES, the U.S.

11 of the American bankruptcy
law, just as Osborne did a few
weeks ago. Dot lost $5 million
on sales of $14.4 million in the
first six months of 1983.

tional Water Board, 8.6 per-

at the manufacturing plant.

meda

Zita,

has

gone

into

receivership. Main unsecured
creditor is said to be the Scottish manufacturer Rade, which

makes the board. ITCS, the

Apparently remaining stocks separate sales and distribution
of the TI -99/4a will be sold off, company, launched its new
in U.S. at least, at even more range of Zita portables at
ridiculous prices than the nor- Compec.

Fortune Systems lost $9.1 mal £60 or so.
million in the third quarter of
Atari and Coleco are par1983, compared with a loss of ticularly delighted to see the
$0.8 million for the same back of Texas and Mattel, and
period last year.
the introduction of the
Victor Technologies, maker premium -priced IBM PCjr.
of the Sirius 1, lost $11.1 The Coleco Adam, once promillion in the second quarter, mised for $600, has had its
and is predicting worse results dealer priced increased to $650.
for the third. Staff have been Users will pay more.
laid off in droves. Chuck PedAtari has increased the price
dle has been removed from his of the 600XL and 800XL in the
position as president and made U.S. by $40 each. The comvice-chairman of the board.
pany, after months of losses
In Singapore, Japanese disposing of old 400 and 800
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

Jupiter Cantab, maker of the
Forth -running Ace, went into

receivership late in the year.
Around the same time Oric was

taken over in a share deal that
surpasseth our understanding.
With Commodore finding it
hard to meet booming demand,
it looks as though the price war
in home micros is temporarily
over. Prices look set to stabilise
or even rise, at least until after
the Christmas/Spring selling
season is over.

Zebra is a supermicro
built round the Motorola
68000 CPU, and it runs
Pick. The starter system has
256K of RAM and a
20Mbyte hard disc. Prices
are from £10,000 to £60,000
for machines to support
from two to 32 users.
Contact General
Automation at (0753)
889112.

Pericom has announced
an 8086 card for its Z-80
based Microsystem 7000,
converting it into a dual
eight/16-bit machine.
Contact Pericom Data
Systems at (0908) 614242.

Kode has started
importing the extremely
powerful new Pertec range
of 68000 -based micros. Most
operating systems are
available, including Pick.
Kode is at (0249) 813771.

Sord has launched its
M-685 micro, which uses the
68000 CPU and a Unixcompatiblc operating
system, *linos. Telephone
Sord at 01-930 4214.

Sirton's Midas 2D/TE
micro is designed for use in
hostile environments with
unreliable power supplies. It
can be run from car

batteries. Apart from that it
is a sensible Z-80 CP/M
micro, though you can have
a I6 -bit version if you insist.
Contact Sirton at 01-640
6931.

Microsoft claims that 16
MSX micros were launched
at the Japan Electronics
Show. Microsoft's MSX
system provides software
portability across brands,
which excuses the Japanese

manufacturers' inability to
supply a decent range of
software. Microsoft is at
(07535) 59951.

(More news on next page)
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News: hardware
Office
systems
NOW THAT micros are
respectable, not

just micro

companies are making them;
the office -equipment and communications corporations are
getting into the act too. As well

as Olympia, three others to
launch micros this month are
Lanier, AES and Ericsson.
Lanier's business micro is
IBM PC compatible and can be

BBC Micro at 40 columns.
The DN-1233 offers higher
resolution to display 80 columns, plus an intensity input
for brightness control. Three

less than half the cost of the

sentation, with the student's
models are colour TV receiver/ performance being recorded on
monitors with interface panels a floppy disc.
fitted to accept RGB signals via
Contact Scicon - a BP
a six -pin DIN plug.
company - at 49 Berners
Tatung will shortly enter the Street, London W1P 4AQ.
micro market with a number of Telephone: 01-580 5599.
Taiwan -made products, starting
with the VT -6600 terminal
Half -height floppy -disc drives

Computers launched the
Duet 16 it cost, sadly, £2,595
plus VAT, as reported in
Practical Computing July
1983, page 15. Now the 128K
version of this Japanese
16 -bit micro, with two 720K
floppy -disc drives and an
amber screen, is being sold

and a dot-matrix printer will

Plessey

£1,795 plus VAT. Contact
Computer Exchange
International in Maidenhead.
Telephone: (0628) 75355.

previous Cavis

The

system.

Cavis Minstrel provides fully
interactive text/video pre-

networked with up to 4,000 follow.
In 1984 Tatung plans to TWO NEW MICROS which have
work stations. Contact Lanier
Business Products at Lanier produce two computers. The been added to Plessey's popular
House, 171 Gray's Inn Road,
London WC1.
AES is famous for word

processors, and naturally
includes a word processor with

its micro, the AES 7100. The
7120 model has 128K of RAM

first will be the TPC-2000 small System 19 range represent the
business micro. This 64K Z -80A company's first step into deskCP/M machine will offer two top computing.
The PC -80 is a Z -80A system
640K floppy -disc drives and
cost around £1,400 including with 64K of RAM and two 8in.
VAT. Next will come a serious floppies offering 1Mbyte of

home computer which, with storage each. There are

and two 5.25in. floppy -disc 0.5Mbyte 3.5in. disc drives and 10Mbyte, 20Mbyte and
drives. The price of £5,750 colour monitor, will cost under 40Mbyte hard -disc options. The
includes word-processing soft- £800. It will be made in PC -80 can be expanded to a
four -user system by adding
ware and a daisywheel printer. England.
terminals to the four RS -232C
Contact
Tatung
(U.K.)
Ltd,
The machine can stand alone or
Hospital Street, Bridgnorth, ports.
The PC -16 is a personal work
Shropshire WV15 6BQ.
station which uses the Intel 8086
Telephone: (07462) 5721.
CPU running MS-DOS and
CP/M-86. It has 96K of user
RAM and 36K of video RAM,
plus two 5.25in. floppies
THE NEW Xerox 16/8 has 128K offering 720K of storage each.
of RAM and packs both an Aficionados will recognise the

Xerox 16/8

8086 and a Z -80A to offer machine as a version of the
link up with the AES office access to both eight -bit and Japanese -made Duet launched
network. Telephone AES Data 16 -bit software. There are a earlier this year.
(U.K.) Ltd at Sunbury (09327) number of disc options
Both systems can be
85631.

Facit, a division of telecoms
giant Ericsson, has launched the

Step/One personal computer,
an 8088 -based micro with
detached 93 -key keyboard and

colour or mono display.
Operating

systems are

MS-

including 5.25in.

and 8in.

integrated into a System

19

floppies, and a 10Mbyte hard

outfit. Contact Plessey

disc.

Microsystems, Water

Lane,

The most interesting part of Towcester, Northamptonshire
the 16/8 is, however, the NN12 7JN. Telephone: (0327)
detached keyboard. It has 20 50312.

Price cuts
When Lambart Micro

for £800 less - a mere

Comart has reduced prices
of its S-100 bus
Communicator range by up
to 20 percent. Eight -bit
systems start at £1,595.
Contact Comart in St Neots.
Telephone: (0480) 215005.

The price of the
Microwriter has dropped by
40 percent to £299.
Telephone Microwriter at
01-831 6801.

Commodore has reduced
the price of its business range
by 25 percent or more. The
8096 model with 96K of
RAM, for example, has been
reduced from £1,195 to £795,
excluding VAT. Contact your
local Commodore dealer.

Oric has taken £20 off the
cost of its 16K home
computer, bringing the price
down to £79.95 including
VAT. Buy a machine before
Christmas and you also get a
voucher worth £40 against
the Oric pen printer/plotter.
To contact Oric telephone
(0990) 27641.

dedicated word-processing keys

and a mousehole which takes

DOS, CP/M-86 and Facit's the original Xerox mouse from
own Magic system. Telephone:
(0634) 401721.

the 8010 Star work station.
The Xerox 820-11 user will be

offered a 16/8 upgrade.
Contract Rank Xerox, Bridge

Tatung
A RANGE of British -made colour
monitors and TVs is now

available from this Taiwanese
multinational, which in 1981
took over the remains of the old

Decca factory in Bridgnorth,
Shropshire.
There are seven 14in. models
in the range. The DN-1231 is a

House, Oxford Road,
Uxbridge.

Telephone:

(0895)

51133.

Cavis

Minstrel
FRE COST of interactive video

instruction has been brought
down to around £6,000 by the

Pal monitor with audio, Cavis
suitable for most low-priced includes the popular Minstrel
home micros. The DN-1232 eight -bit S-100 micro, a video
Minstrel system.

offers RGB input suitable for a
16

This

player, monitor and software at

Epson's battery -powered HX-20 portable can now be connected
up to a domestic TV or video monitor. The HO -20 display controller box lets you display 16 lines of 32 characters or 128 -by -64

dot four-colour graphics. The controller costs £129.95 and is
available from Oval Automation Ltd, Courtwick Lane, Littlehampton, Sussex BN17 7PA. Telephone: (09064) 25225.
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ORIC OWNERS UNLEASH REAL COMPUTING
POWER WITH I.T.L. KATHMILL

BYTE DRIVE 500
first Disc Drive with Hybrid Interface Cable and Master D.D.S.
For too long, the performance
potential of your computer, has
been limited by the lack of a
suitable Disc Drive. Now I.T.L's Byte
Drive 500 meets this need.
With its 500K Bytes (440K Bytes

formatted) capacity, and access
time of only 3ms, Byte Drive 500
opens up a new era of computing
capability for the more ambitious
user.

Byte Drive 500 is compact,

economically priced and easy to
operate. Systems will shortly be
available to interface with Dragon,
Spectrum and Vic computers.
The full D.O.S. included in the
price consists of:

3" F.D.D. Unit

Hybrid interface cable

Master D.O.S. disc

Power supply unit & mains cable

Power unit cable

100 page manual

A single P.S.U. can power 2 drives.

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £260.00 + V.A.T.

Byte Drive 500 is available from most quality computer retailers. In case of difficulty contact:
I.T.L. KATHMILL LTD.

The Old Courthouse, New Road, Chatham, Kent ME4 4QJ.

lk
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How can you
calculate
what computer
you'll need
in 5 years' time?

In the uncertain world of commerce,
there is one thing of which you can be
quite sure.

If your distribution network grows
In the -past, there was nothing for it
but to write off the investment and make

Your business in 1988 will bear little
resemblance to your business now
It may be considerably larger. It may
be more diverse, or perhaps more specialised. It may even have branched out in a
new direction entirely.
A thought which presents a business-

man contemplating buying a computer
with something of a dilemma: if he buys a
computer to help him while he's growing,
what happens once he's outgrown it?

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

You could double your capacity.
But could your computer?

Would too many salaries overtax your computer?
To run the latest I 6 -bit
programs as they become
available, as well as the tried and -tested 8 -bit ones.

To accept our supplementary slot -in boards for
more graphics, more colour,

more memory, more
terminals.

To offer a range of
particularly convenient keyboards, screens, printers
and storage facilities.
To link up with several

an even bigger one.

But now a new system has rendered
the problem obsolete.

your computer have a breakdown?
Conceived and built by LSI in Britain,
it's called Octopus. (Even with LSI's experience and reputation
behind it, it's comforting

to know the nearest
servicing centre isn't halfway round the world.)
It's been designed

to grow, either little by
little, or by leaps
and bounds. (Just
as your business
might.)

other autonomous stations,
ultimately forming a complete
LSI Octopus network.
And yet, to begin as a
unit no more expensive than a couple
of electric typewriters, and no more
bulky than a portable.
So you could easily take one home

with you of an evening.
To calculate, perhaps, what you
reckon you'll be worth in five years' time.
[Tease send me details of the LSI Octopus computer syste7
Name
Position

Company
Address
Postcode

IMO

The growing business computer.
LSI Computers, Copse Road, St. Johns, Woking, Surrey G21 I FX.
Telephone 04862 23411

Circle No. 108
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Su
ft®
BASIC Compiler
CP/M-86, MSDOS, and PC DOS
Compatible with Microsoft BASIC
The SuperSoft BASIC compiler, available under
CP/M-86 and MS DOS, is compatible with
Microsoft BASIC and follows the ANSI' standard.
If you want to compile BASIC programs under
CP/M-86, PC DOS, and MS DOS, SuperSoft's
BASIC compiler is the answer.
Greater accuracy with BCD math routines
If you have used other

languages without BCD
math, you know how

2. Full PRINT USING for formatted output
3. Long variable names
4. Error trapping
5. Matrices with up to 32 dimensions
6. Boolean operators OR, AND, NOT XOR, EQV,
IMP

7. Supports random and sequential disk files with
a complete set of file manipulation statements
8. IEEE floating point
available soon as an
option

disconcerting decimal

In addition, SuperSoft
BASIC has no run time
license fee. SuperSoft's
line of fine language

round off errors can be.
For example:
WITH IBM PC
BASIC

WITH SUPERSOFT
BASIC WITH
BCD MATH

10A= 99
20PrintA

10 A= .99
20 Print A
30 END
Output: .99

30 END

Output: .9899999

compilers includes

As you can see,
SuperSoft BASIC with
BCD provides greater
assurance in applications where accuracy
is critical.
SuperSoft's BASIC
is a true native code compiler not an intermediate code interpreter. It is a
superset of standard BASIC, supporting numerous
extensions to the language. Important features
include:
1. Four variable types: Integer, String, Single and
Double Precision Floating Point (13 digit)

FORTRAN, BASIC, C,
and Ada.
SuperSoft BASIC is
compatible with Microsoft
BASIC interpreter and
IBM PC BASIC. Due to
version differences and
inherent differences
between compilers and
interpreters some minor
variations may be found.
Machine dependant commands may not be
supported. The vast majority of programs will run
with no changes.
The following inserts are trademarks: CP/M-86 of Digital
Research. Microsoft of Microsoft Corporation. IBM PC DOS of
International Business Machines.

FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY

SuperSoft International
51-53 The Pantiles,Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 5TE
Telephone: (0892) 42949.Telex: 95441 Micro G.
SuperSoft Inter national is a trading division of Micro Technology Limited.

MICRO

TECHNOLOGY

News

oft

Su

Basic Compiler
CP/M-86

£200.00

MS DOS

£200.00
£200.00

IBM PC DOS

These require 128K memory
PRICE LIST

ADA
Analiza II

£200.00
£33.33

Basic Tutor (Apple DOS)

£66.00
£183.33

"C" (includes BCD routines)
"C" CP/M-86 (includes BCD routines)
"C" MS DOS (includes BCD routines)
"C" IBM PC DOS (includes BCD routines)
Corrector (Z80 only)
Diagnostics II

£333.33
£333.33
£333.33
£166.66
£83.33
£83.33
£66.66
£66.66

Diagnostics II CP/M-86
Disk Doctor
Disk Doctor CP/M-86

£66.66
£66.66
£66.66
£66.66
£26.66

Disk Edit
Disk Edit CP/M-86
Disk Edit MS DOS
Disk Edit IBM PC DOS

Dungeon Master
Elink
FORTRAN CP/M-86

£166.66
£283.33
£283.33

FORTRAN MS DOS

£283.33

FORTRAN IBM PC DOS

£283.33
£33.33

FORTRAN (Z80 only)

FORTRAN 8087 MATH SUPPORT

£133.33
£133.33
£83.33
£100.00
£53.33

FORTH Z80

FORTH 8080

IBM PC Personal Database
LISP

MACRO I
Nemesis
Optimiser

£30.00
£133.33

Optimiser IBM PC DOS

£133.33

Ratfor (all FORTRANS)

£66.66
£196.66
£196.66

Scratchpad 3.0
Scratchpad 3.0 CP/M-86
Scracthpad 3.0 MS DOS
Scratchpad 3.0 IBM PC DOS
Star Edit CP/M-86

£196.66
£196.66
£150.00
£150.00

Star Edit IBM PC DOS

£150.00

Star Edit MS DOS

£150.00

Starjump
Stats-graph
System Checker

£40.00
£133.33

Star Edit

£50.00
£133.33
£56.66
£40.00

Term II

TINY PASCAL
Utilities I
Utilities II

£40.00
ALL PRODUCTS WILL WORK WITH 8080 CP/M
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
THESE AND MANY OTHER SUPERSOFT
PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM OUR
DISTRIBUTORS:
073 529 2496

ANGLESEA LTD. (SIRIUS)

MICRO TECHNOLOGY

0892 45433
01-5916511

MPI LTD.
SOFT OPTION

0202 29 5951

01-8331173

SOFTWARE LTD.

07535 56747

TAMSYS LTD.

02406 5314
FOR MORE TECHNICAL INFORMATION OR
DEALER ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT
RICHARD ASHTON (0892)42949.

TELESYSTEMS LTD.

Function ke

FOR APPLE OWNERS who feel left

behind by the ever-growing
number of function keys on new
micros, GCS Communications
has produced the Keyport 717.

MIR 1101

all all

'

1.1° al".

11

This flat membrane keyboard,

*4** *1,0
*II**

which can be interfaced to most
micros, has no less than
717 user -programmable keys,

though in typical applications
only 150 to 300 will be used.
GCA has also produced disc -

based software to turn the 717 programs are being developed
into single -keystroke versions of for the IBM PC.
The Keyport extension costs
VisiCalc and Basic. With each
comes a flexible plastic overlay £195 plus VAT, and the
displaying active keys. Similar VisiCalc software about £25.

Shifting
static

Further details are available

from GCS Communications,
Orion Park, 226-236 North fields Avenue, London W13.
9QU. Telephone: 01-579 9401.

Of the 128K available, 100K quoting an outright purchase
is formatted, 16K is directely price, it estimates that a typical

addressable from &8000 to unit will cost about £25 per

&BFFF in the paged mode, and
TWO SOLUTIONS to the problems the rest is reserved for the
of electrostatic charges are now operating system. No
on offer. Statmat is a tufted additional power supply is

week to lease and run. Further

information may be obtained
from Crystron Communications Ltd, 2 Brook Street,
floor mat made from carbon required, but one disc drive is Bishops Waltham, Hampshire
fibres which you connect to needed, with its associated S03 1AX. Telephone: Bishops
earth via the mains socket. An software, over which is booted Waltham (04893) 6233.
alternative system, called the Solidisk system.
Zapmat, is placed under the
The cost of the extension is
micro and earthed via a radiator £104 plus VAT. Details are
pipe or similar. Discharge of available from Solidisk
personal static is effected by Technology Ltd, Sweyne
touching the mat for a few Avenue, Southend-on-Sea,
seconds.
Essex. Telephone: Southend A LOW-COST video camera

Video
interface

Statmat costs from £48.20 to (0702) 354674.
£96.40, according to size, and is

available from Walk Off Mats
Ltd, Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.
Telephone: Leighton Buzzard
(0525) 375033. Zapmat costs

interface has been launched by
Educational Electronics. The
interface

Two-way FM

can

accept signals

from a video camera, VHS
player and video disc, and

digitising takes about four
seconds. The image has a
£45 and comes from Inmac
resolution of 220 by 312 pixels
(U.K.) Ltd, Davy Road,
with 64 levels of grey.
Astmoor, Runcorn, Cheshire AS COMPANIES latch On to the
The interface is available for
WA7 1PZ. Telephone: (09285) possibilities for data capture the BBC Model B, Research
using
portable
computers
fitted
67551.

data link

with modems, Crystron

Communications Ltd has taken

a different route. Its two-way
data -communication system
links a small micro with other
terminals directly via the
company's 12 nationwide FM

RAM disc
for BBC

adding a repeater radio stations.
Data is entered on a four -line
Micro, it is now possible to buy LCD. The battery -driven
from Solidisk Technology Ltd a machine possesses 16K of
128K additional plug-in RAM RAM, but is intended to send
AS AN ALTERNATIVE to

second disc drive to the BBC

as a virtual disc. Under this data directly as a 1,200 baud Machines 380Z and 480Z, and
system drive 0 will be the serial radio signal, without the Apple. The cost is £174 plus
resorting to storage. The VAT. Further details from
standard floppy, and drive

IBM

1

IBM Authorised Dealer

MICR

TECHNOLOGY

51-53, The Pantiles,Tunb idge Wells, Kent TN2 5TE
Telephone: (0892)45433 Telex: 95441 Micro G.

the Solidisk. Of course, unlike suitcase unit includes a small Educational Electronics, 30
a standard floppy disc the thermal printer and weighs Lake Street, Leighton Buzzard,
additional memory lost when about 25 pounds.
Bedfordshire LU7 8RX.
the machine is turned off.
Though the company is not Telephone (0525) 373666.
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The Swan Disc Pack combines great strength
with simplicity of use. Made from rigid white
corrugated, it is a self assembly package
providing high postal security at
economical rates.

56 -way I.D.C. connector and ribbon cable
assembly, designed and manufactured by
Varelco in conjunction with C.P.S. Ltd., to fit the
Sinclair Spectrum computer.
Available in both single and double end format.
Also available, paddle board to convert female
connector to male plug format.

Circle No. 171

DISHS TD/SNS -- D/SICS

ME NM Mi
Please send me the following:
6" grey cable with
connector each end
9" grey cable with
connector each end
9" colour coded cable
with one connector

12" colour coded cable
with one connector
Paddle board for conversion
to male plug format

*** LOWEST PRICES - FAST DELIVERY ***
PRICE PROMISE

We will Better any low er delivered pace advertised in the current issue of PC

Insert Quantity
here

Please Telephone

5.25" DISKS - BOXES OF 10

£8.99
each

£9.49
each

£5.99
each

£6.49

MEMOREX

£1.99

ACCESSORIES

HCKS head Clean Kit with Fluid
LC5 5.25 Library cases EGLY
L840-5 Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
L885-5 Lockable Box 85 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-5 Verbatim 5 in Head clean kit
VCD-5 Verbatim 5 in H/c disks (per 101

Block capitals please

POSTAGE/PACKING (UK)
5.25 Disks/Glean Kit
Library Case
Lockable Box

1.80

1.70

6.40

6.20

6.00

12.50 12.30 12,10

Post Code

,

50p/Box 10 + )

50p/Box 135p/Box 5+, 25p/Box 10+1
E2.50/Box If 2/Box 5 + , E 1 /Box 10+1

VAT 15%
Total Payable

Please contact us for Quantity Discounts (10+ Boxes) and Trade Accounts. Official orders accepted
from Government and Educational Establishments.

Tel. No.

Name
Address

If paying by Access, enter number here

0_r
_

Access/Barclaycard/Cheque No

If you do not wish to cut out form send order separately

Available from:

Hawnt Electronics Limited
Firswood Road, Garratts Green,
Birmingham B33 OTQ
Reg. in England No. 306808

p&p
Total Exc. VAT

E 1 /Box 175p/Box 5 -f

'Add 30p/Box for 1st Class

Signature
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1.90

13.50 13.00 12.50
17.50 16.50 15.50

Phone for most Competitive Prices for Verbatim, Bast,
Memorex and Accessories.

Town

11.

15.90 15.50 15,00
.

8" DISKS - BOXES OF 10

Name
Address

-__

AMOUNT

14.50 14.25 13.75
14.80 14.50 14.00
20.50 19.75 19.00
23.00 22.25 21.50
25.00 24.25 23,25
13.25 13.00 12.50
16.50 16.00 15.50
20.00 19.25 18.50

3431 -HR S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3481 -HR S/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3491 -HR D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3504 -HR S/side Q Dens 96tpi 40Tr
3501 -HR D/side 0 Dens 96tpi 40Tr
BASF (Qualimetric) - Special Offer
1X S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
10 S/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
2D D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr

each

I enclose cheque/PO value £

County

OTY

21.00 20.00 19.00
104/1 S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
23.00 22.00 21,00
104/1D S/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
31.00 30.00 29,00
104/2D D/side 0 Dens 48tpi 40Tr
33.00 32.00 31.00
204/1D S/side Q Dens 96tpi 40Tr
39.00 38.00 37.00
204/20 D/side 0 Dens 96tpi 40Tr
VERBATIM DATALIFE (Five year warranty)
15.25 15.00 14.50
MD525-01 -HR S/side S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
21.50 20.75 19.50
MD550-01 -HR D/side S or 0 Dens 48tpi 40Tr
22.00 21.25 20.00
MD577-01 -HR S/side D or a Dens 96tpi 77/80Tr
28.00 27.50 26.00
MD557-01 -HR D/side D or Q Dens 96tpi 77/80Tr
10 or 16 hard sectors at same price.
Free plastic case for limited period only.
VERBATIM VEREX (One year warranty)
14.25 13.75 13.25
MD200-01 Soft Sector uninitialised
14.00 13.50 13.00
M0200 -AS Apple Systems Only

each
Prices include VAT and Post & Packing

L

Prices per Box (El
1-4
5-9
10-49

DYSAN

PC

84
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I
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34 Cannonbury Avenue, Pinner, Middx HA5 ITS
Telephone orders any time - we do the rest - 01-868 9548

Pinner Wordpro
Circle No. 172
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News: Compec
THE 1983 COMPEC exhibition was

about 15 percent larger than
the previous year, so there were
around 100 new firms to chase

up. Yet in spite of the evident
boom in business, there was
relatively little new to report.
The flood of new 16 -bit micros
seems to have abated, and even

in the Software Village there
was nothing radically new.

The major theme was

improvements and enhan-

cements. Some enhancements
are more a matter of taking the
bugs out of packages as they
become established; others

come through increasing the
integration of packages. Both
are welcome. They would not
make exciting reading in an

Attending
o detail
Jack Schofield reports on what was on show.
In the add-ons department,
away a free BBC
Model B to purchasers at the Acorn was showing the BBC
exhibition. Telephone: (0784) Model B with Z-80 second
computer. It is expected early
63212.
giving

was something else of interest
to BBC owners: an affordable
graphics tablet. Grafpad comes
in two sizes, approximately A4

One of the real portables in 1984 at a cost of around and A3. The smaller version
at
the show was the Husky £400. The point of the Z-80 is costs £125 plus VAT, with an
they are not here - but they Hunter,
a robust, battery - to give access to all that lovely extra £18 for a CAD software
article like this - which is why

really do improve the practical powered model running CP/M CP/M business software.
package. It looks ideal for
value of micros. And practical in a package weighing just over
Nevertheless Acorn was also home, educational and even
computing is what it is all Ikg. For the basic machine launching the Acornsoft/Mirle small business use. Hegotron
about.
80K of CMOS battery - International range of pro- Robotics, which makes the
One of the firms to show with
backed
RAM and 40K of grams which will, for many British Micro series of business
something new was Televideo, ROM, prices start at £997. The BBC users, make CP/M computers, is working on
which introduced the Hunter is kid brother to the irrelevant. The range of menu - versions of Grafpad for the
Teleporter, a 251b. networking piranha -proof Husky portable. driven programs covers Spectrum and Commodore 64
transportable complete with Both machines are designed to invoicing, order processing, too. Telephone: Watford
mousehole. It was claimed to operate in harsh conditions in accounts receivable, accounts (0923) 48222.
be the first multi-user portable,
Only one product outshone
field, at sea on oil rigs and payable, stock control and
so no one had better mention the
the Grafpad, and that was
so on. Telephone: Coventry purchasing.

the DMS Fox or APL

Scorpion.
The Teleporter resembles the

Portico Miracle, and several
other transportables, in having
a centrally placed 9in. screen. It
has a Z-80 CPU, 64K of RAM
and one or more 5.25in.
floppy -disc drives. Software
bundled with the machine

includes a word processor, a
spreadsheet and the Telechart
graphs package.

The mouse, christened
Supermouse, comes with a grid
to run on, works with all
Televideo micros, and at £90 is
claimed to be the cheapest
available. Encotel expect to sell
the Teleporter for £1,175 with

(0203) 668181.

On the British Micro stand

the Digisolve VGP-64 colour
vector -graphics system, running on an Apple II. This

1000

1020
1040
1060
1080
1100
1110
1120
1140
1160
1180
1200
1220
1230
1260
1280
1300
1320
1340
1360
1362
1365
1367
1380
1400
1420
1440

Project ICE1
columns Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Rows L(Lollies) C(Cornets) Choc(Choc Ices) T(Total)
Consider T
T = Sum of L to Choc
Report 2
Decimal places 0
Centre "ICE CREAM CO." and underline
Line
Centre "Monthly Projected Sales" and underline
Line
Centre "Half Year Ending December" and underline
Show all columns
Underline column headings
Line
Show 1
Show c
Show Choc
Show T
graph 1
barchart
Centre "ICE CREAM CO." and underline
Centre "Projected Sales July - December 1983" and underline
Show L
Show c
Show Choc
Show T
;

one disc drive, or £1,450 with
two. Telephone: 01-680 6040.

Another new transportable This is a set of Planstar instructions to display projected ice-

display was the boxy cream sales, first as a table and then as a bar chart. Planstar is a
new report -generating package from Micropro Intended for
Andromeda Zita-P. In its new financial -modelling applications like budgeting, cash -flow

system, designed and built in
Britain, offers 512 -by -512 pixel

definition and 64 real colours,
expandable to 4,096 colours. It
has its own 384K of memory

with two screen buffers, and
draws at the truly astonishing
rate of 1,500,000 dots per

second. Images can be drawn
manually using the Pixel Paint
program and the standard
Apple graphics tablet.
In Digisolve's practised
hands the VGP seemed capable

of almost everything done by
graphics work stations costing
£20,000 to £40,000, but the
VGP-64 starts at under £1,000.
For people who do not have an
Apple II, Digisolve seemed

on

interested in interfacing it to

form it is claimed to be IBM analysis, forecasting and sensitivity analysis. Once a model is

other micros. Obvious applications for the system are

PC compatible. The 8086 set up you can enter data on screen into spreadsheet -like cells, or
version with 128K of RAM, the data can be consolidated from existing models. Data from
two 500K floppy -disc drives Calcstar, Detester and Infostar can be moved directly to

and a claimed £2,000 -worth of Planstar, which according to Micropro can also read any comma free software costs £1,995 plus delimited ASCII file. And Planstar reports, charts and graphs can
VAT. A cheaper eight -bit be merged into WordStar files to produce finished reports.
was Planstar's first public appearance in the U.K. No
version is available, and so is a Compec
details have been announced but the package is
more expensive hard -disc pricing
scheduled to be available in early 1984, probably initially for the
model with 6Mbyte to 40Mbyte IBM PC and CP/M 2.2 computers. More details from Micropro
Winchester options. As if that International Ltd, Haygarth House, 28.31 High Street, London

were not enough, Zita was

SW19 5BY. Telephone: 01-879 1122.
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CAD/CAM, education, animation, computer art, interior
design, engineering and flight
simulation. The system has
already been used for the prep-

aration of 35mm. slides and a
number of television commercials. Digisolve is on Castleford
(0977) 513141.

Perhaps Compec was not that
dull after all.
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ASHTON TATE dBase 11*

The worlds leading
micro database package
can now be enhanced
with one of the worlds
leading automatic
programmers
firt31 [11j

r

1(0)

11

If you're not a programmer it writes powerful dBase II* programs for you.
If you are a programmer it cuts your time dramatically and gives you bug
free codes first time.
A 15 minute demonstration will convince you.
Automatic Menus and SubMenus
Automatic Data Entry screens
Automatic Data Entry Routines
Automatic Edit/Validation
String, Numeric, Date and calculated fields
Automatic Multiple Reports Selection on
part fields

Automatic Programs in dBase* code with
interactive screens

Documentation of the generated system
produced automatically
No prior knowledge of dBase II* is needed
Installed on more than 50 microcomputers
Available on MS-DOS, CP/M 86 and CP/M 80

Call Stemmos or any of our distributors and dealers to arrange your
demonstration at your nearest Autocode centre
DISTRIBUTORS
TRADESOFT LTD
London SW11 01 622 9373

XITAN SYSTEMS LTD
Southampton 0703 38740
SOFTWARE LTD
London EC1 01 833 1173/6
FERRARI SOFTWARE
Feltham 01 751 5791

PETE AND PAM COMPUTERS
Rossendale 0706 212321/227011
ENCOTEL SYSTEMS LTD
Croydon 01 686 9687/680 6070
Micro Computer Products (MA) Ltd,
London 01-591 6511

STEM MOS LTD

jal

Stemmos Ltd
199 Uxbridge Road, London W12
Tel: 01-740 9444 Telex 893003 Stemmos G

*dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate Ltd.

Circle No. 111
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& Macmil

& Macmil

ZX Spectrum

ZX Spectrum

ZX Spectrum

LEARN TO READ 2

LEARN TO READ 3

LEARN TO READ 4

&Macmil

sun

11-1

-

& Macmil

& Macmil

ZX SpectruM

Z X Spectrum

TO READ 5

LEARN TO READ

Macmil
X Spectrurri
Wow Horizons

ft/101010h d

77 Spectrum

zx Spectrum

ZX Spec-0mi

THE

CASTLE
SPELLEROUS

ALPHABET
GAMES

APOSTROPHE

Inside...

Setting new standards in
educational software with
Sinclair -Macmillan

Plus six other learning programs

TODAY,
LEARNING

IS A
NEW GAME
Subsidised microcomputers are
now commonplace as teaching
aids for the very youngest
children and the ZX Spectrum is
prominent amongst those micros
at use in schools.
In the relatively short time
that the Spectrum has been at
work in the classroom, two
questions have been answered.
Yes: with the right software, the
micro can and does teach effectively and thoroughly (and gives
teachers more time to devote to
individual pupils). Yes: young
children think little of working
rapidly and successfully, with a
screen and keyboard, on even
quite complex subjects.

In this Sinclair Special
we reveal a range of educational
software specifically designed to
make full use of these advantages. The programs produced
by Sinclair in collaboration with
Macmillan Education are fascinating. They deal imaginatively
and most effectively with early
reading skills and take a truly
refreshing approach to basic
science.
In the Blackboard range
we've programs which bring a
light-hearted clarity to the tricky
matters of spelling and
punctuation.

These programs are designed
for use both at home and in the
classroom. Each program is
accompanied by full documentation which gives parents helpful
advice and guidance on the
educational objectives.
The programs covered on
these pages represent only a
fraction of the full and fastgrowing list of Spectrum software. Be assured we'll keep you
in touch with new developments
as they happen.

NEW WAYS TO LEARN WITH
THE ZX SPECTRUM
Programs from Blackboard Software
The new range of educational programs from Blackboard Software makes
learning an enjoyable process by involving the child in a game which teaches as
it entertains.
Each program has a step-by-step example section and gives correct answers
after a number of attempts. Vocabulary changes can be made, allowing each
program to keep pace with the child's development. This flexibility can also be
used in the classroom to cater for children of differing ability.
The instructive and colourful games which follow the successful completion of
each group of sentences provide useful practice in letter recognition and
increase familiarity with the Spectrum keyboard.
All programs are written for the 48K RAM Spectrum.
Alphabet Games
Three games of letter recognition (using either upper
or lower case) to help children learn the alphabet
and find their way round the computer keyboard.
Alphagaps - The full alphabet is displayed, along
with a second, incomplete version. The child must
fill in the missing letters.
Random Rats - Press the letter key that is
displayed on the gun to destroy the rats which have
invaded the cellar!
Invaders - Stop little green men from landing on
Earth by pressing the appropriate letter.

Early Punctuation
While an animated matchstick man marches above
displayed sentences the child must decide which
punctuation mark is missing and where to insert it.
At the touch of a key the matchstick man drops the
mark into place. After successful completion of every
sentence in the exercise, light relief comes in the
form of a bottle -shooting game!

The Apostrophe
As each sentence is displayed, a bird appears with
a worm in its beak. The keyboard is used to move
the bird and drop the worm into the correct place
for the apostrophe. When ten sentences have been
corrected, the Grub Game is displayed. Press the
correct character to change the grub into a
butterfly...before it munches through a flower!

Capital Letters
A program to teach the use of capital letters.
Sentences incorporating proper nouns and
sentences without opening capitals are displayed.
The child inserts the correction by guiding an
animated figure to the appropriate letter.
For each correct answer an apple grows on a tree.
After ten correct answers the child's skills in recognising letters and using the Spectrum keyboard are
needed to save the apples as they fall to the ground.

Speech Marks
A comprehensive program including sentences with
one or two sets of speech marks ("inverted commas")
and exercises in both direct and reported speech.
Using the Spectrum keyboard, a cursor is used to
guide speech marks to the correct position. The
program offers three levels of difficulty, with full
examples for each section. Guide Max the mouse
through a maze, after the correct completion
of five sentences from each section, but beware of
Persian cats!

Castle Spellerous

David Park

Education Marketing Manager

A spelling game with ten levels of vocabulary,
including words with silent first letters, double letters
and other difficult words. The Princess has been
captured and carried off to Castle Spellerous. Helped
by ten soldiers, the child can attempt a rescue by
giving the right answers. Part of a siege tower is built
for each correctly spelt word. Mistakes are costly the wicked wizard appears as a vampire bat, turning
the men into frogs, butterflies and bats!
When ten words are spelt correctly the rescue
begins and the wizard takes flight.

SINCLAIR + MACMILLAN: A NEW DIMENSION
IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Sinclair have joined forces with Macmillan Education to
produce a completely new and different range of educational
software. The results so far can be seen in these exceptional
programs.
The Learn to Read series is derived from Macmillan
Education's best-selling primary school reading scheme,
Gay Way. It offers a unique opportunity for parents and

teachers to participate in the child's first experience in
reading.
Macmillan Education's Science Horizons is one of Britain's
most successful school science schemes. Each program
concentrates on key scientific ideas and, through simulation
of real life, makes the learning process entertaining and
enjoyable.
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Learn to Read 1

Learn to Read 2

Learn to Read 3

Learn to Read 1 is designed for children who

Learn to Read 2 extends the fundamental
reading skills practised in the first program,
as well as encouraging logical thinking. The
child's vocabulary is gradually built up as
new words such as "red:' "green:' "car:'
"ship" and "bus" are introduced. In addition,
Learn to Read 2 features an attractive
'reward' system enabling children to see
their achievements grow.

Learn to Read 3 builds on the child's
progress so far, so that he or she can gain
the confidence to move on through the
complex reading process. Learn to Read 3
features four different activities, all of which
are colourful and lively. Further vocabulary
is introduced until the child is reading more
than 30 words.

are just beginning to read. It is in four parts,
each of which develops skills central to the
reading process - letter recognition, sight
vocabulary, early spelling and memory. The
program is full of colour and fun and
children will enjoy learning to read as they
meet the animal characters - Ben the dog,
Jip the cat and their friends.
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Learn to Read 4

Learn to Read 5

Cargo

Learn to Read 4 is the alphabet program in
the Learn to Read series.
Using various stimulating activities the
program gives the child plenty of practice in
working with the alphabet - matching initial
letters to words and pictures and spotting
missing letters. These exercises build
familiarity with simple sequences within the
alphabet.

Learn to Read 5 teaches positional
language - often difficult to understand and
remember - by using words and phrases
such as "behind" and "in front of:' "inside"
and "outside:'
The program first demonstrates the
meanings of the words using clear pictures.
It then tests the child's understanding of the
words in two lively games.

Set sail around the world. Choose your ports
of call - New York, Tokyo, Belem, Helsinki
- then the real challenge begins! You must
reach your destinations safely, weathering
storms on the way. But first, load your cargo
- using all your knowledge and skill. Poor
loading can mean capsizing and sinking.
Your rank, if not your life, is always at stake!

Glider

Survival

Magnets

Be a glider pilot! The glider models real -life
gliding conditions so that you can learn
through experience. As the pilot you must
consider the time of day, the amount of cloud
cover and the kind of terrain below you in
order to find the up -currents of air that will
keep you airborne. Try to fly as far as
possible and, when you are high enough,
navigate your way back to your home airfield
and land safely - if you can.

Discover what it is like to be an animal in the
wild! Be a lion stalking your prey, escaping
human hunters. Or be a hawk, mouse or
even a butterfly, searching for food and
avoiding predators.
Survival models the natural world and
brings to life hazards that different creatures
must face in their struggle to stay alive.

With an army of small magnets you set out to
conquer the powerful supermagnets of your
opponent. You have one weapon - your
forces of magnetic attraction and repulsion.
The strategy is simple: attract smaller
magnets to build strength to repel the super magnet. When cornered, just turn your poles
on your enemy and see what happens!

Learn to Read and Science Horizons programs are written for a 48K RAM Spectrum , and are supplied complete with
comprehensive supporting documentation for parents and teachers.
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ZX MICRODRIVE/

ZX INTERFACE 2

ZX INTERFACE 1
The ZX Microdrive System is unique.
This compact, expandable add-on
system provides high-speed access to
massive data storage. With just one
Microdrive and a ZX Interface 1 you'll
have at least 85K bytes of storage, the
ability to LOAD and SAVE in a matter of
seconds, the beginnings of a local area
network of up to 64 Spectrums and a
built-in RS232 interface. The cost?
Less than £80.

THE NEW ROM CARTRIDGE AND
JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Now available in shops

How to get ZX Microdrive and
ZX Interface 1
Spectrum owners who bought direct
from us by mail order have been sent
full details. Order forms are being mailed
in strict rotation. If you haven't yet
received your order form please bear
with us. We're making good progress in
meeting the huge demand.
If you didn't buy your Spectrum by
mail order, send us the form at the
bottom of this page and we'll add your
name to the mailing list.

How to order

Loads programs instantly
Takes two joysticks
Just plug-in and play
The ZX Interface 2 is the latest new
peripheral for the ZX Spectrum system.
It enables you to use new ZX ROM
cartridge software: plug-in programs
that load instantly. There are ten terrific
games already available on cartridge.
ZX Interface 2 also allows you to use

Complete the appropriate sections on
the order form below. Note that there is
no postage or packing to pay on software purchases. Orders may be sent
FREEPOST (no stamp needed). Credit
card holders may order by phone,
calling 01-200 0200, 24 hours a day.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

one or two standard joysticks without
the need for separate special interfaces.
To use new ZX ROM Cartridge
programs, just connect Interface 2 to
the rear of your Spectrum or Interface 1
and plug in the cartridge of your choice.
Switch on and the program is then
loaded, ready to run!
You can use any joystick that has a
9 -way D plug. Use one or two of them
for extra fun with suitable ZX ROM
cartridge or Sinclair cassette programs
- or with dozens of other Spectrum
programs.

u2 Sinclair, ZX Spectrum, ZX Microdrive,
ZX, ZX Interface are trade marks of
Sinclair Research Ltd.

Sinclair

Sinclair Research Ltd, Stanhope Road, Camberley,
Surrey, GU15 3PS. Telephone: (0276) 685311.
ORDER FORM

To: Sinclair Research Ltd, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR.

Item Price

Oty

Item
ZX Interface 2
ZX Spectrum - 48K
ZX Spectrum -16K

Code
8501
3000
3002

Postage and packing: orders under £90 0028

orders over £90 0029

19.95
129.95
99.95
2.95
4.95

TOTAL £

Section B: Software
El 0/S Learn to Read 1
El 1/S Learn to Read 2
El 2/S Learn to Read 3
E13/S Learn to Read 4
E14/S Learn to Read 5
E15/S Cargo
E16/S Glider
E17/S Survival
E18/S Magnets
E19/S Early Punctuation

4309
4310
4311

4312
4313
4314
4315
4316
4317
4318

9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
7.95

4319
4320

E20/S Speech Marks
E21/S Apostrophe
E22/S Capital Letters
E23/S Castle Spellerous
E24/S Alphabet Games

Section A: Hardware
Total

7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
TOTAL £

4321

4322
4323

*I enclose a cheque/postal order made
payable to Sinclair Research Ltd for £
*Please charge my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account no:
`Delete/complete
as applicable.

II
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Signature

Mr/Mrs/MisslI

lAddressiI
11111
I

I

I

I
I

I

1
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I
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PRC 401

(Please print)

ZX Microdrive information request
Please add my name to the Microdrive Mailing List and send me a colour brochure with full specifications of
ZX Microdrive/Interface 1E1 (tick here).

Free Sinclair ZX"'M' Software Catalogue
Please reserve my priority copy of the January 1984 Sinclair ZX Spectrum Software Catalogue E (tick here).
Please use the form above to send your name and address.
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NO NEW MICROCOMPUTER has ever been the

subject of as much speculation as IBM's
new model, code -named "Peanut". On
November 1 it was finally unveiled in the
United States and found to be just what
Infocorp, a Cupertino -based research firm,
had said it would be. So the real news was
its delay. "Peanut", henceforth called the
PC Junior or PCjr, will not go on sale in the
States until early 1984. It could be up to a
year before it finally reaches the U.K.
It might not seem an opportune time to

launch a microcomputer, especially one
you cannot deliver. This year three major

sellers - Texas Instruments, Atari and
Mattel - have admitted quarterly losses of
over $100 million. Both Texas Instruments
and Mattel have dropped out of the home

Big is

eautiful

Jack Schofield predicts hard times ahead for
established home -micro manufacturers as the mighty
IBM prepares to make its entry.

micro market, while Atari has laid off
staff, shifted production to the Far East
and launched an improved range to These facilities make the PCjr as powerful
compete. Many other micro companies as most of the computers currently sold
including Victor, which makes the Sirius, into the business market, and more
Osborne and Grundy Business Systems powerful than many.
Thus the PCjr is far from being a toy,
have also run into financial problems.
Profits of both DEC and Apple have and that really distinguishes it from its
dipped recently.
Nonetheless, for IBM, the world's
largest and most powerful computer
company, business is booming. Its first

which has a built-in 10Mbyte disc. Extra
cards which carry the instruction set of an
IBM 370 mainframe are available for a
mere $3,800, so many mainframe programs
can be run on a desk top.
In fact the PC XT/370 provides about 97

home -micro rivals. It will be sold by IBM's percent of the mainframe's performance
for three percent of the cost. Considering
corporate sales force.
At the other end of the scale, what one the billions of dollars worth of IBM

might call the "PC Senior" also comes in mainframes in use, to which these new
micro, called simply the IBM Personal two models. The 3270 PC is an en- models are designed to be attached, they

Computer - PC for short - dominates hancement of the PC that can be hooked up look set for massive success.
Many of IBM's rivals will be rushing in
the American market. Its annual cont- simultaneously to more than one IBM
ribution to IBM's turnover could be as high mainframe. It can display information in to copy IBM, making PC look-alikes,
as £1.3 billion. The PC is beginning to seven separate windows on the screen at the sometimes known as IBMulators. A lot of
dominate the U.K. market too. IBM's only same time. Four windows can show the

problem seems to be making them fast progress of programs running on host
enough.

But in the last month we have seen that
the PC is only one tine of a three -pronged
attack. IBM's new launches include not just
the PCjr, but also the 3270 PC announced
two weeks earlier.

mainframes, two can act as notepads, while
the last can be used for personal
computing. Windows can be made smaller,
larger or can be hidden.
Thus the 3270 PC more than replaces a

standard IBM 3270 mainframe terminal,
The PCjr is a version of the IBM PC while also providing the personal comdesigned for educational and home use as puting power today's executive requires.
well as for the office. The basic $669 model The similar PC XT/370 is an enhancement
has 64K of memory and a detached of the XT hard -disc version of the IBM PC,

the rest will simply be wiped out. Few can
compete. Many are selling terminals and
office micros that can be linked to
mainframes. Others are selling home
computers that are little use for anything
else. But IBM has a range of more or less
compatible machines that stretch right
from the top of the range to the bottom.
The advantages are profound. First, all
IBM PC users get the benefit of the biggest
possible range of software. And software is

(continued on next page)

keyboard. The advanced model, costing
$1,269, has 128K of memory and a built-in

floppy -disc drive. Both can also be used
with cartridge -load programs - like video game consoles and the better home

computers - or with cassette tapes. Both
can be plugged into an ordinary TV to
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provide a visual display.

The PCjr has several enhancements to
make it attractive as a home micro. They
include a cordless infra -red connection of
the keyboard to the console, like the Canon
X-07; a games cartridge port and joysticks;
three sound channels instead of one; builtin colour graphics; and a light -pen
interface. Together they make the PCjr one
of the most attractive home micros on the
market.

The disc model runs the PC -DOS 2
operating system introduced this summer
with the £5,000 XT version of the PC. It is
therefore capable of running many, if not

most, of the same programs. IBM has
announced a communications program

that will allow the PCjr to talk to

mainframes and other large computers. Schools will be able to use real -life IBM software on the PCjr.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984
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Big is

With the launch of the PC, all IBM's
precepts were overturned. It bought in
components and software from other
companies: your PC has an Intel
microprocessor, Tandon disc drives

beautiful

perhaps, and Microsoft's operating -system
software. Technical details were published

(continued from previous page)

so that other companies could produce

the most important thing; without it

software, some of which is even sold under
the IBM label. Instead of using only its own
expert sales force, IBM passed the PC on to
independent dealers to sell and support.

hardware is nearly useless. Second, the
distinctional between home, educational
and business machines breaks down.
With IBM, executives will be able to take
work home on a floppy disc, or bring their
home programs into the office. Work done
at home can be sent down the phone direct

to the corporate mainframe, or infor
mation extracted from it. The current

trend for people to work from home could
receive a significant boost.

Most important of all, IBM used a
grams eventually find their way on to other

machines, but there is no doubt they are
now written to make best use of the IBM
PC's facilities.
Already these programs are being
converted, where necessary, to run on the
Junior and Senior versions of the PC. The

Charlie Chaplin figure in its U.S.
advertising, and cartoon characters in the
U.K. The IBM PC was given sound and
colour -graphics options, and launched with
software which included games. The

computer was no longer mysterious but

business software and games. It should

computing at school, not use some toy or

make the success of the new micros

friendly and fun. The PCjr is just a logical
extension of this aspect of the original PC.
Of course other manufacturers like
Apple will survive and even prosper. Not

specialised machine. Real -world computing

irresistible.

means access to real -world software such
as the word-processing, financial and
communications programs children will
have to use after they leave school.

even the giant IBM can keep up with
booming demand. Companies like

But IBM succeeds not just because it is
IBM; product quality and marketing count

In America at least, schools will buy
massive numbers of the PCjr, because it

arrival of the new models in U.S. shops

makes sense for children to learn real -world

The IBM PC already dominates the

early next year will coincide with a flood of

too. With the PC, the Blue Giant has
completely changed its tune. IBM used to
sell computers as complicated office

Commodore and Sinclair will still find a
ready market for machines at half to one sixth of the price of the PCjr.
Nonetheless IBM could soon be taking

around 35 percent of the whole micro
products that had to be kept in air- market, and up to 50 percent of the world
executive work stations. Virtually all the conditioned rooms and could only be computer market. Those companies which
middle market of small business micros and

exciting new programs are launched for the

operated by highly skilled technicians in

have missed the point of the all-purpose PC

IBM PC: recent examples include Lotus

white coats. It was incredibly secretive, and
made and sold only its own computers and
programs.

and still think they are safe in their little
section of the market are in for a tough

1-2-3, Context MBA, Oz, Expert -Ease and

Microsoft's Word. Most successful pro-

as BASIC as
the knife and fork

EXTEND YOUR BASIC WITH
THESE NEW COMMANDS

INDEX
* File records by name
* Fast retrieval by key
* Fast sequential retrieval
* Balance Tree files
* Cross reference keys

SORT
* Fast sorting
* Comma delimited files
* Fixed length files
* Sorts INDEX files
* Compatible with Wordstar

SCREEN CONTROL
* On line screen design
* Automatic data validation
* Screen editing features
* Adaptable for any VDU
* Memory mapping

time.

USE OUR TOOLS FOR NEATER, QUICKER CODE All of these tools have been specifically designed for use with
Microsoft BASIC (interpretive or compiled) but can be linked
for other languages. They will run on any CP/M machine with
8080 or Z80 processor. They are all written in machine code

for maximum efficiency and full source code listings are
given in the manuals, with full instructions on how to implement
and install them.
PRICES

INDEX Manual
SORT Manual
SCREEN Manual

£9.95
£13.50
£9.95

Diskettes £50 each, excluding VAT. Standard format,
IBM single sided single density 8". Other formats can be
supplied - enquire for full list.

Dept E FREEPOST EM463 (No stamp)
172 Kingston Road, Ewell, Surrey KT19 OBR
Telephone 01-393 0283. 24 Hour answering.
Prices include postage but for air mail delivery in Europe add 90p (outside Europe add £2.20) per item.

PHIPPS ASSOCIATES

Access and Visa welcome

Circle No. 113
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Microware and IBM
an unbeatable
combination.
IBM

Personal

Computer

We promise to:

Analyse and identify your
requirements.
Advise on your system needs.
Supply and install your
equipment.
Provide the widest range of software support.
Offer comprehensive maintenance contracts.
Take pride in our unparalleled after sales service.
IBM

MEMORY EXPANSION
1. Memory expansion from 64-512K
2. Memory expansion with extended features:

NETWORKING
PC net
Local area network and shared resource

Printer port

Independent of disk type ie XT, corvus etc
Independent hard disk system

Games control
Battery clock/calendar
Expansion up to 512K

Remote PC
IBM PC DOS 1.1, 2.0
Disk and file sharing

R232

3. Memory expansion for electronic disk
(RAM) providing capacity of up to 2 Mb

MULTI -TASKING
Multi -tasking software is now available
for PC DOS - up to 9 tasks can be run

Concurrent CPM
WINCHESTER DRIVES
1. PC Pair
Hard disk storage
3.9" Winchester drives
Single board DTC controller plugs
directly on to PC Bus
No additional power required
Fixed or removable second drive
2. Our range of 51/4" external Winchesters
provides up to 80 Mb of storage
Easy back up facility

TRAINING
We offer training to our IBM PC customers:
1. Computer aided training, which, after
initial set-up, your PC guides you through
the software
2. On site personal training by our
experienced professional instructors

MONITORS

Low cost, easy to use
Simple to set up
Up to 16 PC's per file sharer

We recommend from our range the following:

The new IBM colour monitor
LUXOR - high res. colour
AMDEK - the only IBM compatible
amber screen monochrome available
HANTAREX - 14" high res. colour
SERVICE

SOFTWARE
Pegasus - Business application systems

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger

We offer a number of service options including:
1. Warranty/non-Warranty repairs
2. Extended Warranty contracts
3. Quick response service contracts covering
both parts and labour

Invoicing
Payroll
Stock Control
Order Entry

D Base II Applications
Our complete list of software is too long to
publish, but the widest range is available from
stock including:
Wordstar, Mailmerge, Supercalc, D Base II,
Fortran 80, Easyfiler, Easywriter, Visicalc

PURCHASE TERMS
1. Rental agreements
2. Leasing contracts
3. Approved credit purchase
4. Credit cards

(DMicroware

Mdl

1111,
1111.
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Microware (London) Ltd.

Showroom at: 637 Holloway Road, London N19 5SS.
Phone 01-272 6237/6398 or Telex 297598.

IBM Authorised Dealer
Circle No. 114
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Earls Court,
London.

June 5-7, 1984

EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE
.00

Certainly the major software event of 1984 will be Software '84, to be held
for the first time in Central London. Software '84 will be totally dedicated
to ptaronfsecssoiounrLailnsoLnftwe caerneLsrealoesf Laonnddwonill LbneehNeladdforonm,s oJuigngees5L-7co,

commercial
market place.
Such a show could only come from a company that understands the
computer market. Reed Exhibitions, the country's largest exhibition
I

organisers, will be staging Software '84 with all the skill the company has
already brought to the highly successful Compec shows.
Computer Weekly, Software and the National Computing Centre (NCC) will be sponsoring
both the exhibition and the prestigious conference, running at the same time, guaranteeing a high level of interest in
both events. The event has the full support of the Computer Services Association (CSA) and The Institute of Data Processing
Management (IDPM) and are co -sponsored by 'Systems International', 'Practical Computing', 'Micro Business' and
'Computer Talk'.
Inevitably, top quality business visitors will be drawn to such a show, with DP professionals, dealers, OEM's and serious
business and professional end -users all visiting the exhibition with nothing but software purchase at the forefront of their minds.
With that kind of captive audience you can't afford not to be a part of this important event. So turn the key to the booming
software market and make Software '84 the key to successful software sales. The first step is to fill in the coupon below:
Return to: The Exhibition Manager, Software '84, Reed Exhibitions, Surrey House, I Throwley Way, Sutton, Surrey SM I 400

I am interested in exhibiting at 'Software '84'. Please send me full details. El

I am interested in visiting 'Software '84'. Please send me a visitor registration form. n
I am interested in attending 'Software '84' Conference. Please send details. [j
Name

Position

Company
Address

Telephone No.

Telex

-_

---_

-

=

EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE
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he 8064 packs all the power you will ever need. Sleek and trim, yet fully expandable with eight slot
xpansion unit.
he newly designed compact keyboard is a piece of art in itself. The 0M8064 features ultrasensitive key
nd single key programming commands, you will get much more including a powerful 64K dynamic RAM up to
4K of ROM, 24 line x 40 character text display with high resolution graphics a 6502 and Z80 microprocessor.
Dealer Enquiries welcome

THE PRICE OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM COMPRISING OF:

TASHKL COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
24 LOGAN ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 8PX
TEL No. 01-904 4467. TELEX No. 296708
GP/m is a registered trade mark of Digital Research Inc

£1080 PLUS VAT

OM 8064 MICROCOMPUTER WITH
* STANDARD 64K RAM
* 8 SLOT EXPANSION UNIT & COVER
* STANDARD 2K ROM FOR CP'M
* MAXIMUM 14K ROM FOR BASIC
* STANDARD 6502 CPU AFG CARD
* STANDARD Z-80 CARD

* STANDARD CENTRONIC If CARD & IlF
CABLE

Circle No. 115

* STANDARD 80 COLUMN CARD
* STANDARD FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
CONTROLLER

* TWO 51/4in SSSD SLIMLINE DISK
DRIVES & I/F CABLES EACH 163 KBYTES
* 12in GREEN MONITOR & CABLE
* JOYSTICK ADAPTOR CABLE
* TV ADAPTOR
* TAPE RECORDER CABLES

13,
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Tandy°17S-8M Setting The Standard

With Dot Matrix Printers...
91/2" Dot -Matrix

399

With Colour Computer and
Parallel Interfaces

DMP-120. This versatile 91/2" dot-matrix printer has high speed data
processing and graphics modes, that makes light work of many many tasks. It
prints ten and 16.7 characters per inch, or elongated five and 8.3 characters
per inch at up to 125 characters per second. A very compact printer it uses
fanfold, single sheet or roll paper and has built in parallel and colour computer
compatible serial interfaces. 26-1255

Colour Graphics

£149

Uses Easily Replaceable Ink
Cartridges

CGP-115. Ultra -compact colour graphics printer helps you create beautiful
graphics in red, green, blue and black, and it prints alphanumerics. Built-in
commands make it easy! Text mode prints 40 or 80 characters per line at 12
characters per second. Uses easily replaceable ink cartridges. A selection of
colour pens is available. Set measures 215/16 x 81/4 x 81/2". 26-1192

APr

Low Cost Dot -Matrix

£7995

Print Graphics
and Alphanumerics

Whisper Quiet!

TP-10 Thermal Printer. Perfect for use with the MC -10 Colour
Microcomputer, and our other colour computers. You can print both screen
graphics and alphanumerics. Textmode prints 32 characters per line at 30
characters per second on 41/6" wide thermal paper. Special repeat function to

make graphics programming easier. Colour computer -compatible serial
interface only (600 baud). 26-1261

Computer Cassette Recorder

£3995

Designed For The TRS-80
Mains Or Battery Operated

Specially designed for use with TRS-80 microcomputers, the CTR-81
computer cassette recorder is ideal for loading and recording programs and
data on cassette tapes. It can easily be connected to Models I, III, 4 and the

new TRS-80 Model 100 portable computer. Smart white finish. Mains
operation or requires four "C" batteries (not included). 26-1208

...Or Choose The Daisy Wheel Printer To Meet Your Needs
"Letter
Perfect"

"Letter
Quality"

£1199 £599
With Free
Bi-Directional
Tractor Feed
(26-1459)
DWP-410. Ideal for SCRIPSITTM word processing! Select ten or 12
characters per inch, or proportional pitch. Forward and reverse paper

feed and 1/2 line feed, underline and programmable backspace.
1,120" space and 1/48" line feed. Automatic paper set makes
Includes/

paper insertion easy. Uses interchangeable print wheels for type
selection. EPM mode for special wheels.26-1250

With

Automatic
Wheel
Positioning

DWP-210. A low-cost printer for that "professional look"! Select ten or
12 characters per inch, or proportional pitch. Prints over 200 words per
minute (18 characters per second) at ten characters per inch. Easily
handles an original plus two copies, features 1/200" space and 1/48"

line feed, ribbon end, cover open and paper empty sensing. With
carbon ribbon and Courier 10 print wheel. 26-1257

Chip -chat
IT IS REASONABLE to suppose that for every
microprocessor chip sold at least eight

memory chips will be sold too. That ratio
has a remarkable effect on the economics
of semiconductor supply and demand. Of
course, it is the microprocessors which are
the sex -and -glamour devices that generate

most of the electronic hullaballoo, but
beavering away in the wings there are the
memory manufacturers. They find
themselves locked in a never-ending price
war in a desperate attempt to ensure they
maintain their share of the biggest bonanza
of them all, the market in dynamic RAM

Memories
are made

of this

chips.

As every schoolchild now knows, RAM
stands for random access memory. Yet it is
a misnomer, since ROMs are also random-

upgrade usually involves unplugging eight
16K devices and replacing them with eight

access devices. A more descriptive title

would be read/write memory, but un-

64K chips. In this case, 16K of the 64K

fortunately there is no convenient acronym
for read/write memory; so I suppose we are
stuck with RAM. The term has now
become embedded as a convenient

chips is wasted because of the need to keep
16K out of the total 64K address space for

the Basic ROMs. We have to be thankful
for dynamic memory since it is this
technology, just as much as the glamorous
microprocessor, which enables us to have a

yardstick for manufacturers to hype the
power of their home computers.
So much for RAM, but what is dynamic
about it, and why is it the mainstay of most
of the larger semiconductor giants? Well,
that's easy: the dynamic RAM is a memory
which will forget anything you store in it
within a few thousandths of a second. Most

cheap personal computer with sufficient
memory to do really useful jobs.

Home micros
The up-and-coming 256K devices are
being sampled right now, and you can

people prefer this type to the alternative
static variety which will remember every-

expect to see them in your machines within
two or three years. These monster chips are
so capacious that eight -bit microprocessors
just cannot take advantage of their size in a
256K by 1 format. Consequently we will

thing you store in it for as long as the power
is switched on.

Flip-flops
But this idea of dynamic RAM does seem

little strange doesn't it, since a few
thousandths of a second hardly provides
time to zap a couple of Lunar Crabs. And,
after all, it takes 15 minutes to load the

by Ray Coles

a

blasted thing via the cassette port. In static
RAM devices, a bit is stored by means of a
pair of cross -coupled transistors - a flipflop, in fact. Once set to a state they remain
in it until reset by a further write operation,
or by the power being removed.

In a dynamic RAM flip-flops are not

also be seeing other useful formats, like
that used by the spanking new Mostek
MK -4856.

bits per buck - in fact about four times as

This device has been specifically designed
for small home -computer style applications

many as you would get if you chose a static

which do not require large amounts of

device. There is no way round it: if you
want to beat the Joneses in those how -

memory, and is organised as 32K words of
eight bits each. The 32K of RAM is quite a

many -K -has -yours -got conversations, you
have to have dynamic RAM.
Dynamic RAM first appeared in the late

respectable memory size for the smaller

in a 256 by

format, followed
roughly four years later by the 1K by
format, followed four years after that by
1960s

1

1

used. Instead, the state of a one -bit cell is
indicated by an electrical charge stored on the 4K by 1, then the 16K by 1, then the 64K
the tiny capacitor formed by the gate oxide by 1. Today we are on the brink of the next
of a single MOS transistor. These stored step, the 256Kbit dynamic RAM.
charges rapidly leak away, and once they
Open up your trusty micro and inside
have gone the stored data is lost for ever. So you will probably find either 16K or 64K
there is a whole collection of extra logic dynamic RAM devices in 16 -pin packages,
circuitry which must be provided by the in multiples of eight. Actually, the 64K era
system designer to perform the essential has only recently dawned in the personal
single

28 -pin package will be needed, and add-on

increments to 64K and beyond will be
simply a matter of providing a few spare
sockets. Even better, this new dynamic
RAM is pin compatible with the ROM
devices currently used, giving the user an
option to add either extra RAM or extra
ROM to his or her system.

devices have been available for about three

new generation only replaces the previous

No longer will system designers have to
provide a collection of expensive external

location, and do so every two years. This lag has occurred because the

milliseconds or so.

16Kbit dynamic RAMs to achieve this
total. With the MK -4856, only a single

The most useful MK -4856 feature of all is
the provision of an on -chip refresh counter
and address multiplexer which makes this
device almost as easy to use at static RAM.

function of dynamic RAM refresh. This computer market even though 64Kbit
topping -up activity has to operate on every

systems which currently use as many as 16

But why should anyone in their right one when its cost per bit has fallen low
mind want to use a dynamic RAM when enough to make it the most economic
there are plenty of no -fuss static devices choice for the system builder. The choice
available which do not forget and do has been made easier during the
not need lots of extra refresh logic? The 4K/16K/64K eras by the pin compatibility

logic to refresh their RAM array, and this is
bound to result in even cheaper systems for

answer is simply that there are more built in by the chip designers.
transistors in a static cell which means that
Several home computers can be had in
for a given chip area you get more dynamic 16K or 48K versions, for example, and the

NMOS technology called LD3. It will be
available in versions with access times of
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us, the lucky consumers. The MK -4856

runs from a single 5V supply and

is

fabricated by Mostek in an advanced
100, 120 and 150 nanoseconds.
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BUY AN giciPPle
In our January Sale
The Personal
Solution

The
Professional
Home Solution
Apple Ile 64K

!£760
With Controller
Disk Drive

Includes over £300
of extras
TV modulator colour and
sound
3 Apple books
100 Training Voucher
Apple Monitor Voucher
Software Vouchers
Micronet/Prestel Voucher
Windfall Voucher
Apple Sports Bag

The Business
Solution

APPLE Ile
Apple Ile 64K
Disk Drive with
80 column card
1 2" High Res.
Monitor

£900

Apple Ile
Monitor
Colour Monitor
RGB and Composite
Disk Drive

Without
80 col + 64K
Applewriter
Quickfile
Multiplan
80 Col. Card

APPLE III

£599
£90

Apple HI 256K
Monitor III
SOS System Software
with Apple II emulation
built in disk drive

£1999

Apple III 256K
Computer as above
plus Profile 5mbyte

£2800

hard disk

£199

Applewriter III
£130
Visicalc III
£170
£ 55
Quickfile III
(All 3 packages for £2951
Complete range of invoicing,
ledgers and stock packages

£200
£150
£119

£ 60
£175
£50

available.

THE SUPPORT PACKAGE
Training - Free half day appreciation course before you BUY
- Free one day application training when you buy your Apple from us.
Full year guarantee on all parts and labour.
On site maintenance available.

LISA

Printers

Why not attend one of our free seminars?

EPSON

or Rent a LISA for evaluation
OKI

Please ring for details
L_

£242
RX80ft £269
£350
FX80
£299
82A
£439
92
RX80

A
For computerised solutions to business problems contact

SIMMONS MAGEE COMPUTERS LTD
13 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 3JZ

01'891'4477

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.
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Britain's No 1
range of
products

Check our UK
dealer network

for your nearest

outlet

After sales

service from our
own factory and
engineers

It's our aim to provide satisfaction at
the sign of the Big 'M'. By providing
local distributors, best prices and
service, we offer you the most. If you
don't see it in our ad ask your local
distributor, or write to our Head
Office for full list.
All prices include VAT
All prices correct at time of going to
press, but subject to change

All products normally in stock
but to prevent a wasted
Journey phone your local
dealer first before calling.
Circle No. 117
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The Apple Professional
Home Computer Pack
What will you get?

The heart of the system is the Apple lie
microcomputer. It's the latest version of the
famous Apple II personal computer. It
incorporates the latest in L.S.I. technology
and other state-of-the-art advances. Its
unique modular design incorporates 8 slots
which allow user expansion capabilities no
other personal computer can match. In

addition, you'll get the Apple II disk drive disk, of course, gives you access to

information more quickly and reliably than
cassette tape which is why disk -based
systems are the standard for business. A high

quality TV and sound modulator which lets
you use our Apple with your home TV set.
(Also available at a special price with this
package is the New Monitor II - for those
who need to view text as their main
concern. This special complete pack contains:
Apple Ile Personal Computer, disk drive and
controller.
TV Modulator (colour and sound)
£25 Apple Software rebate certificates
£100 Training Voucher
£25 Apple Monitor rebate certificate

MicronetiPrestel discount voucher - £68 off
'Windfall' Apple user magazine

Price £999.

Apple Sports Bag
Software Certificates

Catalogue of Hardware and Software

Electron
BBC

Son °I t"

at selected
retailers

SSC

NOW

41.11.."°1.1.1111".A

ALSO AVAILABLE
BBC Model B + Econet
BBC Model B + Disk Interface
BBC Model B + Disk Interface + Econet

A full colour 32K ROM computer with
text and graphics modes up to
640 x 256 graphics and 80 column text
screen, extended Microsoft basic, built
in assembler 1 MHZ and tube interface,
sideways ROM, RS 423, A/D converter.

BBC Model B £399

DATA BASE RETRIEVAL

AND INFORMATION PACKAGE
BBC and Disk Interface Disk Drive,

Green Monitor, Dot Matrix printer,
Data Base program complete with all
cables, manuals and formatting disk.

£1075
IMM11101.5.

The MTX
Series is a new
personal
Series is programming, departure in micro
games
already
-computer
capable
playing,
standard
features below or very easily scientific or technology.
process
adaptable to almost
control,Whether your needs
Hardware - 32K - you'll see what
as a
The
we
educational
every
mean.
MTX500 has 32K
or business user are for
RAM
application.
RAM,
use the
of user RAMon the
Glance
controlled
through the MTX
graphics with all by a separate
MTX500, 64K
as standard
(64K on the
Video
on the
(Sprites)
sixteen
Processor.
512),
combine to makecolours
MTX512.
Sixteen
centronics
available,
expandable
to 512K
effective screen and 32 easilycolours, 40
and Video printer port,
two
column
16K
moveable user
text, 256 xplus
standard Monitor ports, 4 joystick ports, displays
quick
192 highof video
an
and
defined
features
simple to
with 79 keys
include thechannel sound
resolution
uncommitted
I/O port, achieve. graphics characters
with
hifi
including eight 2Z80A processor
output plus a 2400 Baud Standard outputs
are
running at 4MHz, dedicated
-function keys and
Software
Cassette port,
The
MTX's 24K
cartridge port.
real time
separate TV
separate
ROM
Other
numeric pad. clock, full
programmer to make contains
moving key
full use ofseveral languages
commands,
keyboard
CPU
the
NODDY. ROM
and
registers,
machine.
routines which
routines
memory and
programs can be
include anStandard languages
enable the
novice
programs. A
stepped program, which
are MTX
through one
can be
into a
further feature
BASIC, MTX or the
ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER
maximum
is
is the
with screen LOGOexperienced
instruction
at manipulated
a
available as an of eight sections Virtual
time, and from the keyboard.
Screen
display of the
to work
add-on ROM
facility which easily called
The Disc
Machine code Z80
pack.
from
enables
independently
within BASIC
the
Based
whilst
Designed to use
maintainingprogrammer
to split the
prices which
Computers from
the full
all full
screen
power of the MTX
screen
to a wide
make
facilities. Pascal
perfect
Memotech
Full range of proven business sense. computers
the FDX
Western Digital
Both
application
feature the CP/Mand HDX
minimal
floppy
make
software.
latency,
disc
perfect
optional Colour very high data controller
Available in
operating
business
set
with
system, giving
80
October
systems
optional Silicon
SASI
transfer
these
Column
rates
instant access at
interface for 4
feature:
to those
Discs (1/4 Mb)Board
of 16/32 bit
drives, CP/M
which
permits single
types 0-13.
software;
dramatically
disc CP/M
increases life and increase the
FDX - Floppy
operation
reliability of efficiency of 8 bit
1 or 2
Disc
51/4"
mechanical drive software
Oume drives
System

HDX - Hard

51/4"

Oume drive,

500K

Disc
500K

unformatted, 347K

System

unformatted, 347K

MTX500 £275

formatted

formatted, 51/4"

Winchester which
may be 5, 10,

MTX512 £315

or 20 Mb
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Disk Drives
£201.25

100K disk drive

200K single disk drive £241.50
400K single disk drive £396.75
800K dual disk drive

Software

Printers

local dealer.

SEIKOSHA GP100
SEIKOSHA GP250
EPSON RX80
EPSON FX80 160 cps

£214.99
£276.00
£339.25
£454.25

OLIVETTI SPARKJET
PRINTER

£419.75

UK's No. 1 range of software.
Check availability with your

£711.85

SMITH CORONA D/WHEEL

£459.00
TEC STARWRITER 40 cps

1265.00
JUKI 6100 D/WHEEL £458.85
STAR MCP40 COLOUR
PRINTER

SINCLAIR SOFTWARE
- SEND FOR LIST

TORCH Z80
DISK PACK
Twin disk can store
up to 800K.
Disks can be used for
storage under ACORN
DFS systems or for CP/M
programs.

CONCHESS
This remarkable chess game comes in 3
different finishes. Warning ... try it once
and you're sure to buy it.
Models available:

ESCORTER

AMBASSADOR

MONARCH

£179.99
£229.99
£279.99

STAR DP510

£171.35
£275.00

LYNX
LYNX 96K
£299.00
JOYSTICK INTERFACE
£13.95
SERIAL INTERFACE
£3.99
CENTRONICS INTERFACE

£49.95

Workstation
Designed to take
computer, disk drive,
printer and paper.
Robustly built for school,
business or home use.

£839.50

700mm £118.00
1100mm £138.00.

MASTER
CLASS VIDEO
Finding it hard to come to terms with user
manuals. Master Class videos will take
you step by step and make first time
computing much more enjoyable. Hire or
buy for a very low cost

1/0UGip
CHZ4S

Want
to buy
present
present b4
bu da

RGB Colour, standard resolution.
As used by Acorn Computers.
This is a top quality monitor,
also comes in high resolution.

RGB Colour
HIGH/RES

RGB
STD/RES

£632.50

£247.25

toget?

What

Big
answer, Gift Vouchers

in

Your local

are the
f 1 0 and

4vailable£20

check
Big "M"
at
store. out list for dealer

your

local

411111111

111111111111111111
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COMMODORE

SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM

COMMODORE 64

16K and 48K, basic, colour, text and
graphics, vast range of software
including education, printer, built-in
speaker. You can build a very good
system at a very good price.

-64K RAM,

ORIC
48K, colour, high resolution graphics
240 x 200, text 28 + 40, preprogrammed sound, user -defined
keyboard/graphics, non touch -sensitive
keyboard, microsoft type basic with
powerful extensions, RGB/UHF,
standard cassette interface, parallel
printer output, several periferals
available, printers available modems and

colour, sophisticated ROM/RAM user,
full business applications, disk drives
available, sound, UHF/composite video,
proven basic language, exceptional
value, high resolution graphics, many
"add-ons" available, printers.

ZX SPECTRUM 48K

£129.95

£229.00

ZX SPECTRUM 16K

PRESTEL (coming).

FIDELITY

DRAGON

MTV 1400
Monitor/TV

(

DRAGON 32

I

SPECIAL

32K RAM, colour, extended basic, sound
5 octaves 255 tones, vast software
range, typewriter keyboard, standard
cassette drive, high resolution graphics,

No tuning necessary when
switching TV to computer

£139.95

ORIC-1 48K

£99.95

OPPORTUNITY

256 x 192, text 16 + 32, looks like a

Uses new Scart plug
Cable & satelite facilities
Fantastic graphics
RGB composite video

British worldbeater.

TO

£174.99

PURCHASESFF
OVER £20

Use this coupon
to get
even better
value at your
local Big 'hi' dealer.
Check
our list for your
nearest
dealer.

in one

Audio facilities
Compatable with:
BBC Model B
Commodore
Dragon
Oric
£247.25
Atari

11111

This coupon
official Microcart be used at any
The bearer is Management
entitled to dealer.
reduction on purchases
a £3
Oniy one
coupon per over £75.
be redeemed.
person can
Valld until
January 30th 1984.
Micro Management
6 Princes
Street Ipswich
Suffolk

fo.

Up to £1000 instant credit available through selected Big 'M' dealers.
Ask for written details.
AGENTS
Aberdeen
Microcomins
372-374 George St. 0224 633385

Abergele

Chelmsford

Hemel Hempstead

Essex Computer Centre
Moulsham St. 0245 358702

Norwich

Stirling

Faxminster
25 Market Square. 0442 55044

Richard Pank

Anglia Square, Norwich. 0603 27963

Micro Store
Unit 3, The Arcade. 0786 64571

Clacton -on -Sea

Hornchurch

Norwich

Stoke on Trent

174 High St. 04024 75613

Abacus Micro Computers
I 2A Potter Gate. 0502 715061

Town Computer Store
30 Town Rd., Hanley 0782 287540

Horsham

Nottingham

Stroud

Computer Market
27 Goose Gate. 0602 586454

The Model Shop
22 High St. 04536 5920

Plymouth

Surblton

The Model Shop
1 Old Town St. 0752 21851

Computasolve

Clacton Computer Centre
Pier Avenue. 0255 422644

Channel One

Colchester

Abergele Computer Centre
8 Water St. 0745 826234

Capricorn Computer Centre
32 North Hill. 0206 68471

Altrincham
M Copeland Ltd
37 Stanford New Rd. 061 928 0087

Ballymoney
Everyman Computers
Charlotte St. 02656 62116

Microstore
136 West St. Horsham. 0403 52297

Croydon

Orchard Computer Centre
34 East St. 0403 68461/54707

Universal Micro Peripherals

233 London Rd. W Croydon
01 683 0060

1

Hull

Derby
First Byte Computers
10 Main Centre

Bedford

London Pd. 0332 365280

B ishop's Stortford
Computers of East Anglia
3 Church St. 0279 506801

Dover International Computer Centre
18-19 The Charlton Arcade
High St. 0304 212433

B lackpool

Co Durham

Dover

Chester -le -Street. 0385 888144

Automation Services
31 Wernleys Rd. Penyfai 0656 720959

Brighton
Gamer
24 Gloucester Rd. 0273 698424

Bristol
Brensall Computers Ltd
24 Park RoW. 0272 294188

Gloucester
The Model Shop
79 Northgate St. 0452 410693

Sheffield
Just Micro
22 Carver St. 0742 752732

Ipswich

8 Central Parade, St. Marks Hill
01 390 5135

Uxbridge
J.K.L. Computers
7 Windsor St. 0895 51815

Welling
Bureau Computer Services Ltd
52-54 Bellegrove Rd. 01 301 2677

Weymouth

Shetland

Silicon Chip Computers
39 Park St. 0305 787592

Lancaster

Tomorrows World
Esplanade. 0595 2145

Wolverhampton

Castle Computers
5 Frances Passage. 0524 61133

Lerwick

London

Southend-on-Sea
Estuary Software

Guildford
The Model Shop
23 Swan Lane. 0483 39115

London

Stamford

The Advanced Technology Centre

Hastings

207 Eltham High St.
London SE9. 01 859 7696

261 Victoria Ave. 0702 43568
Burghley Computers Ltd
Hanover Court. 0780 54444

Source Computers Ltd
230 Crow Lane East
Newton -le -Willows. 09252 4394

B romley

The Computer Centre (81s)
22 Market Courtyard Shops

Datastore
6 Chatterton Rd. 01 460 8991

Haverfordwest, Dyfed. 0437 68228

Nederland

Micro Management (Holland)

Cardiff

Heckmondwike

Thoughts and Crosses
37 Market St. Heckmondwike,
W Yorks. 0924 402337

2406 Ah Alphen-ann-den-rijn.
01720 72580

Wolverhampton Computer Centre
17-19 Lichfield St. 0902 29907

Think you're
good enough to
become a Big

'M' distributor?

Merseyside

Haverfordwest

Computer Systems (Torbay)
Pump St. 08045 6565

Ashby Computer Centre
298 Ashby High St. 0274 871756

Computers of Wigmore St.
87 Wigmore St. WI. 01 486 0373

The Computer Centre
37 Robertson St. 0424 439190

Brlxham

Scunthorpe

Bits + Bytes
44 Fore St. Ilfracombe
N. Devon. 0271 62801

Brainwave Micro's
Crown St. 0473 50965

Knowledge Computer Centre
15 North Burns

B ridgend

4MAT Computing
67 Friar Gate. 0772 561952

Ilfracombe

The Software Centre
52a Bromham Rd. 0234 44733

Blackpool Computer Store
179 Church St. 0253 27091

Preston

Computer Centre (Humberside)
26 Anlaby Rd. 0482 26297

Full back up

given. Write for
details and
application
forms to Steve

Micro0473

Steves Computer Co. Ltd
Castle Arcade. 0222 41905
411=1111

AMIONIIM

411=MMI.
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ggGordon Baker had often thought about
buying a computer, but his courage always failed
him at the vital moment. "I'm not a technical man", he
explained. "I need patience and understanding and
when I saw Columbia in a recent issue of a computer
magazine, it looked so attractive and uncomplicated
that I just had to send for more details."
A package arrived from Icarus the following
Monday. With trembling hands Gordon opened it
and read through the letter and introductory
brochure. It seemed too good to be true: Columbia
embodied all that had been missing from his
previous relationships.
A meeting was arranged.
Gordon passed that afternoon with his local
Icarus dealer in a state of near ecstasy! Columbia
was not only attractive to look at, but, as the dealer
explained and demonstrated,
proved extremely competent
without being overly
complicated.
Soon after that initial contact
Gordon had to fly North on
business and it was a fortnight
before he could contact
the dealer to fix another
meeting. It was decided
to bring Columbia round
to Gordon's office to be
introduced to the staff. It
was vital to establish as soon as
possible whether Columbia could
operate efficiently in his own
business environment.

Things could not have gone better. Columbia
was a big hit with everybody; Accounts, Stock
Control, Sales, Research and Forecasting were all of
one accord: Columbia was terrific.
They enthused over the high resolution amber
screen, were effusive about the choice of CP/M 86
and MS-DOS operating systems and IBM PC
compatibility, and then became quite emotional over
Columbia's floppy and Winchester disc
configurations, its expandability up to 896K RAM and
the access it gave to hundreds of 16 BIT 'off the shelf
software packages.
The dealer asked Gordon if he would like to see
Columbia again. "Oh, please", said Gordon, "could it
stay for just a couple more days?"
Within a week Columbia had moved in
permanently, and Gordon was on top of the world.
"I'd just about given up hope of ever
finding my perfect partner", he said,
"until Columbia came along and
changed my life!"
In the background, the
warm glow from the amber

screen seemed to indicate
that Columbia too was
well pleased with the
situation .

.

tip

If you think the
Columbia PC could
be your perfect
partner too, we'll be pleased to
send you more intimate details in
complete confidence.

The Columbia 16BIT

Computer Systems Ltd

ICARUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD, Deane House, 27 Greenwood Place, London NW6 INN. Tel: 01-486 5574. Telex: 264209

Circle No. 120
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Random access

How to buy
for business

Lionel Moon offers advice to help prevent you making an expensive mistake.
IT HAS BEEN

estimated that seven out of when the extras can cost two or three times roughly the same price, or even less, this
more than the computer itself. So when time next year.
However, all is not lost. Several
comparing prices it is the system price that

every 10 business and industrial micro users
buy the wrong type of computer system the
first time around. With more than

counts.

computers are based on the IEEE 696 S-100

bus standard. The S-100 bus is nothing
1,000,000 micro users in the U.K., and a
typical system costing at least £3,000 to Buy a machine that can be upgraded to a more than a series of sockets into which
£5,000 a time, that makes an awful lot of multi-user system. Once you have dis- computer boards and circuitry are inserted.
expensive mistakes.
covered the benefits of computing in When a board becomes out of date, or you
Most of Sirton's current users are practice you may want to have more than want to change the computer's capabilities,
experienced computer personnel. Yet one screen and keyboard so that several you simply plug in a new board.
around 65 percent to 70 percent of them people can be using the computer at the
pretty quickly found that the first system same time. This is where the micro- Make sure your system can accept a
they purchased was simply not up to the job computer ' s cheap introduction to Winchester disc. Winchesters can store
required. Clearly some guidelines are computing can all of a sudden become an much more information than a floppy typically up to 100 times more - and are
required for people purchasing their first expensive nightmare.
The secret here is to buy a computer to much more robust. Find out what a goodbusiness micro.
which other terminals can be added easily sized 20Mbyte Winchester will cost to add
Buy the software first, the hardware and cheaply. Unfortunately this is not on to your system; for some systems they
second. Virtually all first-time users work possible with most microcomputers. If you are much more expensive than for others:.
the other way around. They buy the micro want to have two, three or four users you You will probably want one, but they can
that seems to be receiving the maximum will need two, three or four micro- be a very costly addition to some micros.
amount of coverage and publicity and then computers. Even if they can be connected
set out to find the software required to together, so that the capabilities can be Choose 8in. floppies, not 5.25in.
make it run. Many users have come unstuck shared and multiplied, this option can be Winchester or no Winchester, you still need
a floppy -disc unit to run programs and to
using this back-to-front approach.
very expensive.
The first stage is to define what you want
A system consisting of five Apples make back-up copies. It is well worth
the computer to do - word processing, networked together, with the relevant investing in 8in. drives, which are more
perhaps. Look at the best-selling word- printers and hard -disc units, can cost serviceable than the 5.25in. little brothers.
processing software, try it out, make your anything up to £20,000. A system based on

choice and then select the appropriate the IBM PC would cost even more. A five hardware to make it run. In this way you
are buying a package to solve your

problems. The other way you may end up

with an excellent box of tricks but with
inferior software.

Many people experienced

a

similar

software/hardware problem when the first
16 -bit micros came on to the market. The
machines boasted all sorts of impressive

powers and capabilities but there was
hardly any software available for them.
Users had a terrible time trying to make
their proud acquisition do the job it was
bought for. At the same time, well tried
machines costing a fraction of the price
were capable of performing

perfectly

adequately the task required.

Do not forget the cost of extras. The
computer itself is only a part of the expense

involved in computerisation. Most people
will want a good printer, and that can cost
as much as the computer itself. Then there
is the cost of the disc drives, the software,
support and maintenance. It is no use just
scouring advertisements for a dealer that is
advertising brand X at £499 instead of £500
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

Choose your supplier with care. A supplier
with experience in your problems, who has
flexible and expandable and take extra helped other companies like your own, will
users in its stride can be obtained for be worth his weight in gold. He will be able
to advise you on which systems are best for
around £12,000.
the job and will know what has or has not
Do not wait for prices to drop. It is unlikely worked in the past.
It is all very well spending days hunting
that any basic small computer system will
be reduced in price by more than £300 in a around for the cheapest price, but will the
year. A properly chosen computer will save supplier still be around when things go
you far more money over a given period of wrong?
time than any decline in price. If your micro
is not saving you at least £1,000 a year then Buy the best printer you- can. Unlike the
you have either got the wrong one or you other elements in a microcomputer system
the printer is full of moving parts. What is
are not using it to its full capacity.
more, they have to move extremely fast to
Make sure your computer can be updated. print 30 characters per second or more.
user system designed originally to be

Most microcomputers currently on the They are quite often used several hours a
market will be out of date in 12 to 18 day flat out, in order to produce
months. It is a fact of life that there will be documents, letters, reports, memos and
far superior products on the market for summaries by the dozen.
Lionel Moon is Managing Director of

Sirton Computer Systems, which
specialises in equipment for technical
and scientific applications.

A letter -quality printer rather than a dotmatrix printer is normally the best choice.
The same unit can then be used across the
board, from the smallest internal memo to
large presentation documents and, if
necessary, type founts can be changed to
included foreign -language lettering.
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WHEN IT COMES

TO MICROCO PUTER
SOFTWARE
WE WROTE
THE BOOK
How do you stay up-to-the-minute with
the rapidly changing world of microcomputer
software? Get the Lifeboat Catalogue.

The latest innovations The new
Lifeboat Catalogue is packed with the latest
state-of-the-art software.And if we publish a
new program after the latest catalogue has
gone to press, we enclose a flash bulletin in
your copy.

The greatest selection
Because Lifeboat is the world's largest
publisher of microcomputer software,
our catalogue offers you the greatest selection of
programs for business, professional and personal use. Our
more than 200 programs range from the integrated
accounting and professional practice systems to office
tools for book-keepers and secretaries to sophisticated
tools for programmers. Included are business systems,
word processors, programming languages, database
management systems, application tools and advanced
system utilities.
We specialise in software that runs on most small
business computers. Our more than 60 media formats,
including floppy disks, data cartridges, magnetic tape and
disk cartridges, support well over 100 different types of
computer.

Get it now Lifeboat
now serves tens of thousands

of satisfied customers with our breadth of up-to-date,fully
tested, fully supported and competitively priced software.
You may not need all we offer, but we offer just
what you need. After all, we wrote the book.

tifeboat

World's fore

Get full service We give the crucial dimension

sociates
7

ware source

rMail coupon to: Lifeboat Associates

PO Box 125, London WC2H 9LU or call 01-836 9028

of after -sales service and full support to everything we sell.

Please send me a free lifeboat catalogue.

That includes:

Name

An update service for software and documentation.
Telephone, telex and mail-order services in the London
office and at overseas offices in the United States, France,
Switzerland, West Germany and Japan.
Subscriptions to LifelinesTm the monthly magazine that
offers comparative reviews, tips, techniques, identified
bugs and updates that keep you abreast of change.

Title

Company
Address

Postcode
,

Copyright © 1981, by Lifeboat Associates.

Lifeboat Worldwide offers you the world's largest library of software. Contact your nearest dealer of Lifeboat.
USA Lifeboat Associates 1651 Third Ave. New York NY 10028 Tel (212) 860-0300 Telex 640693 (LBSOFT NYK) TWX 710 581-2524 JAPAN Lifeboat Inc. OK Bldg.5F 1-2-8 Shiba -Daimon Minato-ku
Tokyo 105 Japan Tel 03-437-3901 Telex 2423296 (LBJTYO) ENGLAND Lifeboat Associates Ltd PO Box 125 London WC2H 9LUfngland Tel 01-836 9028 Telex 893709 (LBSOFTG)
SWITZERLAND Lifeboat Associates GmbH Hinterbergstrasse Postfach 251 6330 Cham Switzerland Tel 042-36-8686 Telex 865265 (MICO CH) W GERMANY Intersoft GmbH Schlossgartenweg
D-8045 Ismaning W Germany Tel 089-966-444 Telex 5213643 (ISOFD) FRANCE Lifeboat Associates SARL 10 Grande Rue Charles de Gaulle 92600 Asnieres France Tel 1-733-08-04
Telex 250303 (PUBLIC X PARIS)
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THE PROFESSIONAL

DATABASE
For:

CP/M-80
MS DOS
PC DOS2
PCOS

INCLUDING:
IBM PC, APRICOT, WANG, DEC
SIRIUS, ICL PC, OLIVETTI.
EASY TO USE
MANY APPLICATIONS
MULTI KEY ACCESS
LINKS TO WORDSTARTM
SUPERFAST SORT
FANTASTIC VALUE AT £295 + VAT
SPECIAL TERMS FOR DEALERS

RING NOW FOR MORE
DETAILS AND FREE FULL SPEC

GMEX39
01-253-3998
EYETIOVIE Ur'
0)

TELEX

262729

5 CHARTERHOUSE BLDGS,
27A GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON EC 1M 7AN
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MAGIC
MEMORY is the

application of
micro technology
combined with the
sophisticated
operating techniques
usually only associated
with large mini computer
systems. Literally Hours
each week can be saved with
MAGIC MEMORY both by
increased performance with the
micro cache and by not waiting
for printing to finish before being
able to resume working. Alithis is
available to users from £195 for 64K
up to £595 for a full 512K, from dealers
or direct from DATAFLEX.
More details available from PHILLIP BENGE
or DAVID LOW at DATAFLEX LIMITED on
01-748 4176.

Name:
Address:
TEL:

PHONE 01-748 4176 OR SEND BACK COUPON TO'

el.

Dataflex Ltd The System Centre 238-246 King Street London W6 ORLI
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0'114" COLOUR TV with TELETEXT
FULL REMOTE CONTROL!

'eland *at% SHARP PC 1500 PORTABLE COMPUTER!
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FORM - BUT HURRY- CLOSING DATE IS 31.1.844 -AND YOU CAN'T BUYBETTERI

COMPARE OUR PRICES

product on this page!

DON'T WASTE MONEY!

INCREDIBLE!

ON OTHER COMPUTERS: COMPARE THE TD8

A high quality daisy wheel printer with RS232 interface, 3KB
character buffer, and a host of other features like full WordStar
function support, dual colour lredIblack) printing
f12 caul
ONLY E475 lex. VAT

WITH OTHERS - COME TO US LAST!!

FROM f995

For dual 250KB disk system with 25.80 char.
VDU, 93.key keybord, user definable char. set

lex. VAT and mondorl
PHILIPS 12" VDU 25.80 char.

EL.

.040:04

128KB RAM no upper limit to expansion, due to
our unique hus structure. This also allows CPUs
to be mixed). 4KB ROM with MIC monitor,

display

bootstrap, dual RS232 ports to 19.2K baud,
software controlled. Unique 'stackable' option
modules allow easy and cheap expansion of your

system - the first rational development from
5.100 bus based machines!

COME TO US LAST!!!

E149

CDC DISKETTES AT CRAZY PRICES!

TD8 SYSTEM

CP1M80 E139. CPIM86 E225. 808617 with

STATE SOFT 10 or 16 SECTORED

PROCESSOR
Dual Serial

128KB £495 extra gives you THE most powerful
machine in its class. You could spend (6,000 for
a machine of this specification.
Other options include: 64KB RAM expansion

Code Type

T01 51" 40 TRK single sided

TD2 51" 40 TRK double sided
TD3 51" 80 TRK single sided
TD4 51" 80 TRK double sided
TD5 B" 40 TRK SSSD

...................... ..... ........ .......
......... ......... ......... ........ ........

£1.70
E2.05
E2.85
£2.99
f 1.78
E2.10
E2.85

E995

Ports

10MHz

Drives

TD8 8" 40 TRK DS.DD

Sync comms f78. Dual Parallel Ports E59. Oual

FREE DATA CABLE WITH EVERY BROTHER HR15!

RS232 E59. 68000 CPU ETBA. 16032 CPU
ETBA. A to 0 and 0 to A converters, high res.
graphics, floppy and hard disk controllers and

Use this printer with the low-cost TN micro for the ultimate in
low-cost WP systems.

drives, tracker ball, real-time clockicalendar with
BBU and more on the way!

At

10 per box. Prices per diskette quoted. Discounts for quantity
ADD 15% VAT + f 1.50 P&P

SPECIAL OFFER UNTIL JANUARY 1, 1984

E135. 192KB RAM E249. IEEE488 E97.50.
Dual 250KB

TOO Keyboard

DATA CABLES

FROM

MADE TO YOUR SPEC/OFF SHELF

SOFTWARE: WordStar, Mailmerge, D Base II,
Personal Pearl, MBasic, CBasic, Pascal 2, MT+,
Fortran, CIS Cobol, C, Cardbox, FMS, DAtastar,

CHOOSE YOUR SOFTWARE
FIRST THEN COMPARE OUR

MINIMUM ORDER FOR PAPER -5 BOXES

HARDWARE ...

TALK ABOUT CHEAP!

CalcStar, Supercalc, Mathemagic, Peachtree
Sales Nominal, Purchase Ledgers, Inventory
management, Payroll, etc., ADA, Charger, Ratfor,

LARGE RANGES OF PAPER AND RIBBONS AT
GREAT PRICES

80 characters, P31 green
phosphor attractive case.
Ex. VAT & Can.

Philips 12" Video Monitor - 25

Act 80, Act 65, 68, 69, 86188, Tran8, Catchum
and much more!

e.g.: Listing Paper

ONLY f134.501

Code Type

TD9 11" .81" 60 GSM Plain
TD10 11" .91 60GSM Perf'd Margins .........
TD11 11".14}" 70GSM Music Ruled

per 1000 E3.75
per 1000 E3.95
per 1000 E5.95
E49.95
E49.95
........ .......... ........ ..... E42.50

PHONE TO ARRANGE DEMO

.....

RIBBONS: 10 off EPSON FX-80
RIBBONS: 10 off EPSON FX -80
10 off EPSON FX-100 .....
. ....
(Refill for metal cartridges)

ADD 15% VAT + £1.50 CARR. PER ITEM (PAPER) OR BOX OF 10 RIBBONS.
DELIVERY 1014 DAYS

01-965 0627

r

24 HOURS - SEVEN DAYS

Complete TD8 system (as illust.) with Keystar, Epson
RX-80, disk filing box, CPM 2.2 and WordStar, VDU and
keyboard

MANY MORE AVAILABLE - PHONE FOR DETAILS NOW!

UNCASED
UNITS

ADD f 19 Darr. Does not include desk unit. Price is ex. VAT & carr.

OR with HR15 Daisy Wheel - £1995

WITH

lex. VAT, f 14 caul

OR

Very powerful and versatile, from Rade Systems

WITHOUT

the R150 multiprocessor SBC 08511 (ex. VAT
+ carr). Amazing spec. Look what you get:
Z8OA at 4MHz with 64K RAM 51/8" disk con-

POWER

KEYSTR

troller, Z8OA CTC, 280A DMA, Z80A P10,

memory mapped VDU uses M6845 CRTC, got
25 x 80 char display, you can use all the TDB
option cards to build your own powerful system,
or build your own TD8! Suitable power supply
£95. Keyboard from £85. Cased Video Monitors

New LSIs make
the FD 55 Series
better than ever

CASED
AND

ONLY £1895!

01965 0672

-1

KEEP RUNNING OUT OF SPACE!
BOOS ERRORS? ADD AN EXTRA DISK DRIVE
TO YOUR MACHINE

SUPPLY
MODULES

BBC COMPATIBLE
SCALE COPY OF KEYSTAR KEYBOARD
SHOWING THE FUNCTIONS PROVIDED

CASED

NO MORE FUMBLING
FOR THE 'CONTROL'

from £95. Keyboard from £85. Cased Video
Monitors from £95. Supplied with full technical

KEY!

documentation. Demand for this excellent
machine is high! Order now! Power requirements: + 5V@ 1 . 5A, + 1 2V@2 5A. - 12V

FD -55 restores
Hall the height of conventional

A190 PSU

250KB SS 40 TRK
500KB DS 40 TRK
500K8 SS 80 TRK
1 MB DS 80 TRK

[129

.

E195
195
E229

drives

Caput,' tram 125 Mires to
I.6MBytes
Perfect disk regatration
Brushless 00 deem dove motor

1.6M8 OS 80 NV
2 drive PSU Module

_...........E69

4 05, PSU modules

required for RS232 option - available on our

a

Mgh-speed data access
Low power generation 14.9 W.
operatingl

40

standard PSU.

fEllphoto sensor system

* -* -* -*

-*

ITS

ONLY E189.95 e. VAT & carr. Add 62 P&P)
SUITS MOST MACHINES:
KeyStar's friendly keyboard allows you to work
more efficiently saving time and mistakes!
Demand is high for this amazing addition to the
world's most popular WP package,
SO ORDER NOW!

DUAL DRIVE UNITS
WITH PSU

£675! £495!

HERE!

The answer to all your WP
problems!! U you use
WordStar. KeyStar will allow
even those unfamiliar with
WP to use the system
straight away!

2MBytes

3.2MB

inc. case and PSULI

Twin 250K SS 40 TRK E299
Twin 500K OS 40 TRK.....E425
Twin 500K SS 40180 TRIU425
Twin 1MB DS 40180 TRK.E495
Twin 1.6MB DS 80 IRK...0000

ex VAT

inc. case and

ex VAT. Carr. f4.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

01965 0627 Telex: 24708

Post now to: TELEDIGITAL COMPUTERS, 42 GORST ROAD, PARK ROYAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LONDON NW10 6LD
Qty

Description

£

VAT 8 Carr

I enclose cheque

Please send me

Name

Address.

'My Access/Visa
Phone us it you require more
information on any of the
above

01 965 0627
Tel

VISA

is

Allow up to 28 days
delivery on non
products. Your entry may
be sent by return.

'Delete where applicable.

MIMI I= INN Ma WM_

Mk.
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Anglia Computer Centre

Work on your own
where you're
not alone

88 ST BENEDICTS STREET NORWICH NR2 4AB
TELEX 975201 ACOMP G

SPECIALISTS IN BUSINESS COMPUTERS

King's

Lynn

A place where you can set up alone or start a business or open a branch office and not have to worry
about who answers the phone when you re out.
And the location gives swift access to M4/M3 motorways. the North Circular. the Underground. British
Rail and Heathrow Airport in a leafy environment
with the Thames nearby.
It's London without the hassle

Cromer

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 66703213 or 21117

Great
Yarmouth

Dereham

APPLE, SIRIUS,
OSBORNE, ANADEX,

NORWICH

IBM*, DEC, EPSON.
* Complete with professional
back-up service*

Thetford

UNITS FROM 100 SQ. FT. AT

Lowestoft

pw.

INCLUSIVE

Call in phone or write Barley Mow Workspace,

10 Barley Mow Passage, Chiswick, London

HOME COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 260021667031

W4 4PH. Telephone 01-994 6477.

Diss

BBC, DRAGON,
COMMODORE 64,
SINCLAIR, ORIC, LYNX.
* On special offer *
Call for Price LEE

Ipswich

BOOKS AND
STATIONERY CENTRE
Phone (0603) 29652

PROBABLY THE
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COMPUTER BOOKS
IN EAST ANGLIA
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD WELCOME
*IBM authorised dealer - IBM Personal Computer
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Spreadsheet or Financial
SPREADSHEET

Planning

Splitscreen display, menus
and matrix, scrolling
without losing row
descriptions,
comprehensive matrix and
tile manipulation, flexible
data input.

FINANCIAL MODELLING
Spreadsheet plus

comprehensive procedural
language; IF, THEN, ELSE,
GOTO, and WHILE.

Shorthand models (R3 = R1
+ R2) or in plain English
'Total Cost' = 'Fixed Costs'

ANALYSIS AND SORTING

+ 'Variable Costs'.

Sort data by row, by
column, in ascending or
descending order, even by
row name Highlight values
meeting specified criteria,
statistics include regression
for forecasting.

GRAPHICS
'Quick and Dirty' from
spreadsheet or
comprehensively from Exec.
Provides over ten different
chart types. Can be used
with external data files.

JOB AUTOMATION
Compiled job streams
make running
comprehensive systems
quick and easy; options
allow for operator prompts
and choices to be built in.

EXEC!
A compiled language for

EDIT

REPORT WRITER

A powerful screen text
editor for writing models
and procedures, or letters
and memos.

Compiled for fast production of
formal reports with graphics
sorting comprehensive
formatting and display facilities.

systems writing, includes
formal reports, graphics,
menus, over 100
commands for writing
comprehensive systems,
perfect for consolidations!

DATA INPUT
Direct into spreadsheet or from files
built in Encore, or from files external
to Encore. Plus random number
generation and arithmetic on entry.

ENCORE is written by FEROX:

authors of DSS/F - The Micromodeller

:11

A COMPLETE PACKAGE

See Encore at your IBM Dealers today
at only £395 + VAT can you afford to
ignore it? Sirius version available soon.
'in case of difficulty contact:
1Dataflex Ltd, 238-246 King St.
London W6 ORF, 01-748 4176
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FOR ONE OF THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE RANGES
OF COMPLETE MICRO SYSTEMS
IN THE HOME COUNTIES
== =

WHY NOT VISIT OUR
NEW SHOWROOMS IN
MARSHALL CHAMBERS?

OkCIPPIC® le
liyswied
Compider

"Lease rentals from 10.13 per week"
AND UNBEATABLE CASH PRICES FROM ,E1200 PLUS V.A.T.
Or telephone our hot line

(0582 450710),
Shurland Computers, Marshall Chambers,
Mill Street, Luton, Beds.
BARCLAYCARD ACCESS AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED
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SUPPLIES
SURPRISE!

MACH 3

EPROM -ERASER
erases
4 EPROMS

rfvcich3

simultaneous!,

PRINTER
BUFFER
Why wait for your printer ?...
With the MACH 3 you can use your computer. while the
printer is working.
16k
32k
4196

par. input
serial input

£ 26.50

VIC 20

-

par. output
par. output

£ 86
£ 94

£ 98

£ 109

109

123

EXPANSION
UNITS
with 2 slots

£ 15.50

If ordered together with the
40430 Column card and the 64 k
card
£ 5.95

With 5 slots, fully buffered,
switches for deselecting slots.
and on -board power supply
£ 29.95

Simply the best catalogue of
Computer & Word Processor Supplies available.
We would be pleased to send you a copy.

VIC 20
59'95

£ 11.95

Name

for 2716. 2732. 2516 and 2532'
(Already over 1000 satisfied users)

EPROM CARD

Tel
AWS Computer Supplies Limited, 57. Surbiton Road,
Kingston- upon -Thames, Surrey KT1 2HG Tel: 01 - 541 115$

1. 1m

ELECTRONICS

4

Assembled and tested
With extended manual (21 peg.)
--This programmer can be very easily connected to almost
any microcomputer, e.g.,

OSI xP, PET, CBM, TRS 80, EXIDY, SWTPC, EXORCISER,
NASCOM, MAXBOARD, AMICOS, ACORN ATOM,
VIC 20, APPLE, JUNIOR, SYM. DAI, AIM, EXPLORER,
HEATHKIT. ZX 81, ABC and CBM 64.

Expand your VIC 20 with two
4 k EPROM sockets.
Addresses are changeable.

zero

Address

48

EPROM PROGRAMMER

2 k EPROM
EXPANSION

for all our products Dealer inquiries invited.

Company

,

Universal

64 k RAM +

With software for RAM -hl es. Easily connected. Needs
no extra power supply.

VIC 20

COLUMN CARD
Turn your VIC 20 into a professional computer .
40 or 80 columns instead of 22, very sharp and stable picture.
Try It out without obligation!

Convince yourself, that this programmer also can
be very easily connected to your computer, ask for a
free brochure.
Control software in EPROM £ 6.50

All pricesexclude VAT.

We have good documentation of all our
products, free of charge.

All equipment can be tried out without
obligation; if returned undamaged within
10 days, you only pay postage and packing
costs.

149 KINGSTREET + GT.YARMOUTH NR30 2PA + TEL:(0493) - 2023
(NASH HOUSE)
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wabash

No 1 Disk - Won the

Prices/Box 10 "Industry Seal of Approval"
51/4"

10

50

100

Datalife

5yr Warranty from Verbatim.
Best known brand in the World
100
50
10

23.70 22.30 20.80
23.70 22.30 20.80
33.50 31.50 29.50
31.20 29.40 27.50
42.20 39.70 37.20

SS SD 48TPI
SS DD 48TPI
DS DD 48TPI
SS DD 96TPI
DS DD 96TPI

M11 16.10 15.20 14.20
M13 19.00 17.80 16.70
M14 21.20 19.90 18.70
M15 24.20 22.80 21.40
M16 27.50 25.90 24.30

MD 525.01
MD 525-01
MD 550.01
MD 577-01
MD 557.01

SS SD 26S
DS DD 26S

F11

16.10 15.20 14.20
F14 27.50 25.90 24.30

FD 34.9000 32.60 30.70 28.80
DD 34.4001 39.60 37.20 34.90

Dysan
Premium Quality Diskette range
10
50
100
10411

104/1 D
10412D
20411 D

29.10 27.40 25.70
31.40 29.60 27.70
45.50 42.80 40.10
43.80 41.30 38.70
58.70 55.20 51.80

36.90 33.80 31.70
3740/2D 49.90 47.20 44.20
3740/1

Full range of each brand stock. State sectoring & phone for any disk not seen.

Flip 'N' File 10 £4.99
Flip 'N' File 15 £6.99
Flip 'N' File 25 £26.99
Flip 'N' File 50 £35.40

Illr

FLIP 'N' FILE 15

ORDER: THE SIMPLE WAY - Remember! The price you

see includes VAT + carriage.
No hidden extras!
BY MAIL: Clip whole coupon. Enclose cheque or postal
order for total of goods required & send to FREEPOST
address shown. Your goods will be despatched
immediately the payment has been processed.
BY PHONE: Call us with your Credit card Number
(Access or Barclaycard) and your goods will be
despatched directly to you.

FLIP 'N' FILE 25

Also available FLIP 'N' FILE 50 for 50 disks
NAME

Daytime tel. no

ADDRESS

ORDER Qty

Part No & Description

Price

DISK DIRECT, FREEPOST, WOKING GU22 9BR
TELEPHONE 04862 26626.
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A picture is worth

a thousand words
Complete your computer system with the Beaver
Plotter, from dealers at around E400. The Beaver
Plotter gives the best value for money today. By using
the latest linear motor technology, the Beaver Plotter
brings you quality and performance comparable to
units priced nearer £1,000.
Our advanced technology means more than just low
cost. A dramatic reduction in moving parts provides
you with excellent accuracy
and reliability.

To find out more send for details now.
MN

Tell me about the BEAVER

I have an immediate need
Send me information only

LI

Linear Graphics
A new line in computer hardware

EV

50

34A Brook Road, Rayleigh Weir
Industrial Estate, SS6 7XN.

GRNDH

Tel: (0268) 741322

L V TED

Telex: 995701
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Quantumise
your options!

NETWORK
* The Network will support over 30 terminals
* 11.8 Megabytes Hard Disk Storage
* Global drive with common read only files
* Password protected, read/write files
* Common read/write files with file locking

* Message facility
* Shared or local printer
* Terminals can support local floppies
* Fully intelligent terminals with dual processors
& 64K System RAM

Limited number of Dealerships
available in the U.K.
QUANTUM COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED. THE LEEDS COMPUTER CENTRE
55, WADE LANE, MERRION CENTRE, LEEDS LS2 8NJ
Telephone (0532) 458877
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MULTIBOARD COMPUTER
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01.

VICROLF\
Microline 84
Highest performance and reliability place these
printers on top of the Microline printer series. The
printhead is designed for over 200 Million character
printing.
Printing speed is 200 cps in data processing mode
and 50 cps is achieved in correspondence quality
mode. Character types are user defined.
A choice of character sets is permanently stored in the
printer's EPROMs.

Additional memory space is provided to store one's
own specific character set. This happens by downbading the specific character set from one's computer
to the printer before the printout begins.
The carnage width of 136 characters allows the use of
A4 paper in portrait or landscape formats, from an
optionally available single sheet feeder.
The interface pans allow for parallel or serial data
transfer - buffered or unbuffered -, from most popular
desk top computers and widely used PC's.

MICROLINE - more than

150. 000 printers in Europe in use.
w OKI ELECTRIC EUROPE GmbH
Emanuel-Leutze-Str. 8 D-4000 Dusseldorf 11
Teleton 02 11/59 20 31 Telex 8 587 218

U.K. X -Data

Ltd.

F-705/751 Deal Avenue
Trading Estate. Slough
Berkshire SL1 4SH

Tel 0044-753-72331
Tlx. 051-847728

COUPON

Please send me/us more information to,

MICROLINE 84
The whole MICROLINE program

Name:
Street
City.

Phone

52

Ob
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MEW
With the Which Computer? Show
otell leave nothingto chance.
The computer or word processor you install in
your business is going to be with you for a long
time. So when you're buying a system, the last
thing you can afford is a mistake.
The Which Computer? Show is for business
people who believe in leaving nothing to chance.
Firstly, the show offers you the widest choice
of equipment you'll find under one roof.
But then it helps you narrow down that choice
until you've found the one system that matches
your needs exactly.

At the Which Computer? Show you'll find
computer experts who talk your language.
A SPECIAL OFFER
FOR VISITORS
on

H=

Major discount
Which Computer?
magazine.
SEE COUPON.
I

carr16123

\
17-20 January1984

National Exhibition Centre
Birmingham

The National Computing Centre will be
presenting special video briefings and you get a
free NCC Questioner when you send for your
tickets to help pinpoint what you're looking for
before you leave.

Compare, discuss and get practical experience of the very latest products. Only then
can you make your decision with confidence and save time, money and effort!
Simply clip out the coupon and send it to us at

Which Computer? Show, 232 Acton Lane,
London W4 5DL. Phone: 01-747 3131 during
office hours.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I

FREE TICKETS WORTH AT LEAST

£3 + INFORMATION PACK
Please send me
complimentary tickets for me and my colleagues.
Also send your free information pack containing the NCC Questioner.
Which Computer? Show, 232 Acton Lane, London W4 5DL.

Name

I
I
I

I

Position

Company
Address

I

Telephone

I

n I would like to receive Which Computer? magazine at the 34,/r) discount
rate of £12.00 (normal annual subscription £18 -send no money at this stage)

I am interested in exhibiting at the Which Computer? Show

LC 1 /84

I
I

Nobody under the age of 18 will he admitted

M1. =IN 1.181 I1M NMI !MI NM EM
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G. W. COMPUTERS LTD
LONDON'S WEST END
NATIONWIDE OVERNITE SERVICE
MORE PRODUCT
RANGES
BETTER SERVICE
PROBABLY THE WIDEST SELECTION OF NETWORKS...
MICROS...AND PRINTERS ON DISPLAY NATIONWIDE

r

THE NEW DBMS III (series III of the world's first 'taskrobot-programs')
*****FEATURES
1400 character record sizes

32000 records per filename
20 main/200 sub fields per record
field and record related formulae
'Jump -to' any of 32000 records per file
random/binary/key/multiple field search
'if -then' questioning
file protection/password entry
range match. not match. integer match
sort speed 500 records per 20 seconds

mathematical scratchpad
record relational indexes
translateable to any language
User-defineable reporting
field protection/classification
either-or. same as. greater. smaller
sorts 'alpha or numeric' any window
12 online file architectures

12 online file architectures
240 fields using cross-referencing
cross -record calculations
'Jump -to' any record in 12 files
User-defineable files/field words/sizes
endless 'either-or' matching
formulate/recall on selection criteria
13 interrogation question types
short filing output/audit trails
Word -star 8 Mbasic compatible

DBMS 111.7 NEW SWITCH MODE FACILITY ENABLES YOU TO CROSS UP TO 12 DIFFERENT FILES
(32000 RECORDS PER FILE) PRE -SELECTING ANY OF UP TO 20 FIELDS PER RECORD/FILE FOR
DISPLAY/PRINT OUTPUT (240 FIELDS) IN ALL. ONE MASSIVE ENQUIRY CAN PASS THROUGH
384,000 RECORDS
You might have two files whose records are directly related to each other, so that the first file (say containing names and addresses) refers
to the second file (say financial and other information relating to the same record numbers in the first file) directly. Then you can simply
select that in file 1 you are interested in just the name and telephone numbers, whereas in file 2, you are interested in the income,trading
period and number of branches, information. Your enquiry can then pass through both files highlighting that information only. Actually there
doesn't need to be a strict correlation between the same record numbers in different files, and you can also on just one JUMP command go
to any record in any of the 32000 records in any of the twelve files and carry on cross-referencing from there onwards.
DBMS'S MACROS WORK FROM THE MOMENT YOU INSERT THE 'TASK DISK' IN THE COMPUTER
Simply design your file, give its fields your words, setup your report mask, and then enter your records. Switch to 'automatic drive' and
formulated any task you wish to program to fulfill, the task is stored as a macro. Take a copy of the program on another 'taskdisk' and from
then on, the task disk will function without a single key -stroke. Think of a number of such 'task disks' such as "stock -re -orderreports";
"stock -valuation reports"; "analysis"; "patient history analysis"; "research -analysis"; "budgetting-analysis"; "vehicle -location
control"; "librarian analysis"; "plus more?"
Not only does this program surpass most of its kind that you might buy elsewhere, but if you buy the hardware from us, then you get it
FREE . . DBMS II (WITHOUT MACROS) AND DBMS III ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED UNDER CPM-86 (tm) AND MS-DOS (tm) I.E.:
. DBMS III is £575.000 (or £295.00 by mail order
DBMS II IS £395.00 (or £250.00 by mail order ex. training)
SIRIUS/VICTOR/IBM
ex. training).
.

.

The ALL YOU NEED system deal that is the best package on the market.
The personal budget system . .
Sirius 1 (128k ram/1200k disks)
Oki microline 80 printer
Diskettes
Cables and testing
Word -star word processor
.

Mail -merge

Super-calc spreadsheet
Dbms 111.7 database management
Basic interpreter

2195
295
150
85

295
95
195

575
150
4035

G.W's price as a system
SAVES 1040.00
2995.00

Why not phone in for details of other systems we
have to offer. Our range includes: Ibm/Dec/Sirius/
Superbrain/Epson Televideo/Sanyo/Texas/
North -star Nec/Qume/Diablo/Oki/Olympia/Dre
Anadex/Corvus/Compac/Corona/ and many others!! .
We specialise in network systems using resources
such as spools/port-expanders/modems/
hard-disks/ramdisks/concurrent ramtasks etc.

The professional office system .
IBM (256k ram/5.6mb dsk)
Nec 3550 daisy printer
Diskettes
Cables and testing
Word -star word -processor

.

.

Mail -merge

Super-calc spreadsheet
Dbms database management
Basic interpreter
Basic compiler
Spelstar word -check
The `KEY'
Transactional -database for invoicing/

mailshot/sales ledger/purchase ledger/
order-entry/personnel files/aged debt analysis/
letters/disk spreadsheet etc Direct telephone
link to our system by modem
modem software

3995
1895
150
85

295
95
195

575
150
195

95
995

295
95

60
60
375

Dos 2.00
Cpm 86
Concurrent cpm 86
Cbasic 86

95

9700

G.W's price as a system
SAVES 2005.00
7695.00

If you want serious advice by the experts: just call 01-636-8210 or 01-6310-4818 and leave your
name & address on our 24 hour answerphone. We will send you a complete info -pack.

Terms: C.W.O./C.O.D. prices exclude VAT. Showroom demonstrations only by prior
appointment. Unless otherwise agreed, all warranties are the standard 'return to base'
manufacturer's warranty. Annual maintenance facilities are available nationwide upon request.
Telex: 892031 TWC G.
01-631-4818
G.W. Computers incorporated in Boston. Mass. USA.
Grama (Winter) Ltd. 43/55 Bedford Court Mans, Bedford Avenue, London WC1.
Telephones: 01-636-8210

TELEPHONES 01-636 8210

01-631 4818

TLX 892031 TWCG (BOSTON 94-0890)

r

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR POTENTIAL SYSTEM BUYERS
style) from the database and perform calculations, the
difference here is that unlike other 'calc' programs giving
you 254 lines per spreadsheet, THE KEY gives you 32000
lines if your database has that many records.

Any serious buyer knows that although the HARDWARE
and SOFTWARE are both inter -dependant, the choice of
software is CRITICAL to the consequence of having useless
piece of hardware nor not.
With this in mind our standard system deal gives you the
software free with a system purchase. However, if you
want more!

The standard attributes of any field, allow you to SEARCH
OTHER FILES for fields to accept into any field on the
current form, plus allowance to POST OTHER FILES any
fields from the current form into any fields on that file.
RELATE TO AS MANY OTHER FILES, as the number of
data fields you have on the master form. Make data fields
CALCULATE AGAINST FORMULAE, and other data fields.
VALIDATE DATA INPUTS criticially character by character;
numerically, alphabetically and date -wise.

NOW we have a piece of software that is a challenge to the
highest state of the art on micro -computers today. It's the
first of its kind world-wide. It is called THE KEY, and it will
unlock the power of your micro to the limits of your
imagination. It is very expensive however, because it is the
first to embody many features of other programs, in one
single program that has over -lapping functions. It costs
995.00 Stg., and is available with a system purchase.

NO MANUAL NEEDED, all help menues accessible by hitting
'esc' at any point in the three major modes of activity
(create, data entry, data query).

it features, the entire list of functions already covered by our
program called DBMS III.7a to be seen elsewhere in our

You can set up dozens of individual files that eventually are
inter -connected through one master form; like an invoice,
order, personnel -file, stock control, mail -shot. The master
form may at every juncture of a data field, go outside the
current form to supplementary forms for data retrieval, or

advertisement. PLUS. + + + + + + + +
Paint any form including upwards from 100 (depending
upon size of ram in hardware) data fields on the screen.
Screen width up to 250 columns. Page lengths 100 lines.

The form might be a letter where data fields on the screen.
Screen width up to 250 columns. Page lengths 100 liens.

post -filing.

Come along the computing road with us. We're out in front
so you'll get the best there is at the price. On IBM and

The form might be a letter where data fields are name addresses. Search files and accept any fields on teh
database into any fields on the letter. The form might be a
spreadsheet, where searches call records lin columnated

SIRIUS.

The first robot -concurrent -forms -database -text -processor spreadsheet -no -manual -all -in -one -program.

G. W. COMPUTERS LTD

- Tel: 01-631 4818

Contains the highest state of the art software available today

FORMS/TEXT/CALC/DBMS IV ALL IN ONE PROGRAM - "KEY" - at £995
When you budget for a complete system of software you eventually end up with a host of packages like, Sales, Purchases, Nominal,
Data, Text, Calc, Mailshot, Invoice, Order, Workflow, Personnel, and so on.
The list is endless and the outlay several thousands of pounds.
Features.
Design a form as wide as a window of 250 characters, long as needed. Cursor movements are 'left, right,
up, down, delete left delete right, tab right -left -up -down' Paint your form as you like directly on the screen.
Text
Write a letter as you see it on the screen, edit it then simply enter ^ P to print.

Set into the form, your data fields, "£££ HE" and specific file -related activities, formulae and validation
checks.
Enter values and see the spreadsheet calculate itself.
Database.
Search files for data to be inserted to fields specified.
All the features of DBMS III, explained elsewhere in our ad.
Here's an example of an invoice you might design for your stationery
You could design your own spreadsheet, order form, statement, or any other kind of form that is required to fit your existing
stationery.
Calc

INV ICE <0>fECEEMME
To £<1 >£££££££££££££
£<2> £££££££££££££££££
C<3>£££££££E£E£ECC£££

From: G. W. Ltd

55 Bedford Court Mans.
Bedford Avenue
London W.C.1.
Tel: 01-636 8210

c<4>ccucccucces:
i.:<5>CECC£££££

Tax point <7>f£1£

Date <6.>CE.E£

Quantity

<9>£E£
<14>££

Description

<10>££££££££££££££
<15>££££££££££££££

Cost

<11>££
<16>£1

A ent <8>£££
Tax

Total

<12>££
<17>£1

<13>£££
<18>£11

and so on ..

Total.. <19>££££££

<??>
<??>
<??>
<??>
< ??>

Tax...<20>££££

items <1 >to <5 >internal command to request name input, and then search an address file for details.
items <6 >to <7 >request date input and validate.
item <8 >request agent number and validate range.
<9 >request quantity, validate range.
<10> request description, search file, accept, and calculate fields < 11 >, <12 > , < 13 > , if finished in-

voice then calculate fields <19> and <20>

Now comes the more valuable facility, you can provide the 'FORM' with file -related instructions, not only to request a 'console' input for a file search against names, and stock, but after the invoice is finished the fields you have selected may be passed to
related files.

EG: Send fields <0 >, <1 >, <6 >, <7 >, < 11 >, <12 >, <13>, <19 > , <20> to a sales ledger.
Then send fields <9 >, < 10>, < 11 >, to product analysis file.

Then send fields <0 >, <1 >, <7 >, <19 > , <20> to V.A.T. file
Then send fields < 10>, < 11> , < 12 > , <13> to Nominal ledger.
Available at present only on SIRUS/IBM PC.
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TRANSFORMS THE CONNOCCRE 64
INTO A FULL -FEATURED AND
PROFESSIONAL DATABASE
SYSTEM! WITH UP TO 1000
CHARACTERS PER RECORD ON UP
TO 4 SCREENS... AND UP TO
128 ITEMS PER RECORD.
DEFINABLE AS KEY, TEXT.
NUMERIC, CONSTANT, RESULT OR DATE... IN FILES OF UP TO 16M CHARACTERS!
SUPERBASE EVEN HAS SPREADSHEET AND CALCULATOR CAPABILITY, CALENDAR
FUNCTIONS, EASY INPUT FROM WORDPROCESSOR/DATA FILES, BOTH MENU -DRIVEN AND
PROGRAM OPTIONS, SORTING/SEARCHING. FULLY DEFINABLE OUTPUTS... SUPERBASE 64
IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU WANT THE MOST FROM YOUR 64! SUPPLIED ON CBM 1541 mu
WITH EXCELLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENCE MANUAL. EX -STOGY NOW!

PayRight
Payroll software you can trust

OUR PRICE ONLY 1:59-1<" £88!

LE PAYROLL PACKAGE,
DESIGNED TO MEET THE MOST EXACTING REQUIREMENTS. IT
MAY BE USED BY YOUR EXISTING CLERICAL STAFF, AND NO
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE IS NEEDED.

NOW AVAILABLE ON CARTRIDGE,
VIZAWRITE 64 IS A HIGHPERFORMANCE, LOW-COST WORD
PROCESSOR, WITH ON -SCREEN
FORMATTING, THAT TAKES FULL ADVANTAGE OF THE 64's COLOUR, GRAPHICS AND
MEMORY FEATURES... AND SUPPORTS VIRTUALLY ANY PRINTER! WITH A COMPREHENSIVE
AND EASY -TO -FOLLOW USER MANUAL, VIZAWRITE OFFERS THE ULTIMATE IN PERSONAL
COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING! ALSO AVAILABLE ON DISK (OUR PRICE £79.35 £65!). OR
COMBINED WITH VIZASPELL (OUR PRICE 199.00 £85!).

VIZAWRITE 64

Sixty different pay elements and deduction types.

Wide choice of payslip style, with all payslip stationery easily
available off the shelf.

£68!

OUR PRICE ONLY 1:119

Fully conforms to statutory requirements for PAYE, NIC, and

asteC64

MASTER 64 IS A TOTALLY NEW
CONCEPT... A COMPLETE PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE, THAT'S
AVAILABLE RN FOR THE CBM 64.
MASTER HAS 85 NEW COMMANDS... AND BASIC IV Too! PLUS PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT,
MACHINE CODE MONITOR. BUSINESS BASIC, KEYED DISK ACCESS. SCREEN MANAGEMENT.
USER -DEFINABLE INPUT ZONES, REPORT GENERATOR, 22 -PLACE ARITHMETIC, DATE
CONTROL, STRING FUNCTIONS, DISK DATA COMPRESSION, SCREEN PLOTTING, SCREEN
DUMP, OPTIONAL SOFTWARE PROTECTION KEY. AND MORE... IN FACT EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO PROGRAM YOUR 64 TO TOP PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS! MASTER 64 COMES WITH
A FULL USER REFERENCE MANUAL, DUTCH REFERENCE GUIDE AND DEMO PROGRAMS. ALSO
AVAILABLE FOR CBM 700 (£339.25) AND CBM 4032/8032/8096 (£339.25 £225!).

SSP. Rates may be changed by the operator in minutes.
Equally suitable for payroll bureaux and for companies' own
wages departments.

PAYRIGHT RUNS ON MOST CP/M-BASED MICROS. PRICES
FROM £300 TO £500 DEPENDING ON FEATURES.
DEMONSTRATION PACK £50, REFUNDABLE AGAINST
SUBSEQUENT PURCHASE. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
From the payroll experts.

£115!

SPECIAL OFFER PRICES:1:zip-

MIKE LEWIS CONSULTANTS LTD.
48 Willoughby Road, London NW3 1R U. Tel: 01-794 3886

THESE ARE JUST SOME OF OUR FINE SOFTWARE PRODUCTS FOR COMMODORE COMPUTERS...
PLEASE TELEPHONE OR WRITE FOR FREE DATA SHEETS! PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE 15% VAT
AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. ORDER BY POST/TELEPHONE/PRESTEL,
USING CHEQUE, ACCESS, BARCLAY CARD OR OFFICIAL ORDER. TELEPHONE 01-546-7256
FOR SAME -DAY DESPATCH! POST FREE EXCEPT ON CREDIT/OVERSEAS ORDERS. (REF A23)

Please send lull details of PAYRIGHT, without obligation.

PC

Name

Position

Eal e o SthillJEFE

Company

Address
Postcode

LAKESIDE HOUSE. KINGSTON HILL. SURREY KT2 701 TEL 01-546-7256

Type of business
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
N462 COVENTRY ROAD, SMALL HEATH
BIRMINGHAM B10 OUG

THE COMPUTER PEOPLE

021-771 3636 (10 lines) Telex: 335909 (Camden G'
"releplione:

- 5mB WINCHESTER

1111111111111111111111111111W

SPECIAL OFFER

APPLE IIE

APPLE IIE PLUS GREEN SCREEN
MONITOR
5 MEG WINCHESTER WITH BUILT-IN
FLOPPY.
RECOMMENDED PRICE £2810
£1995
OUR PRICE

80 COL CARD
80 COL + 64K
DISK WITH CON
DISK W/OUT
TRIDENT 5 MEG
TRIDENT 5 MEG
PLUS FLOPPY

10 MEG VERSION

RRP
845
80
180
345
245

CAMDEN PRICE
645
70
150

1450

270
220
1150

1700

1465

£2275
ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

12 MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR ON ALL APPLE AND TRIDENT PRODUCTS
Circle No. 142
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The market
leaders!...
ATA'S philosophy is to

NEW!
HOME
PACK.
COMPUTER
T.V.

Controller,
Disc Drive with Vochers + FREE
Computer
Software
Apple Ile
Apple Books,
Modulator, Bag
Apple Sports

ONLY

ensure that our
customers have quality
computer hardware and
software products at
COMPETITIVE prices,

together with technical
assistance required to
efficiently operate their
computer system.
Export specialists - ring or telex for details

...with recognised professional support
Interfaces

£
Apple RS232 Super Serial card
99.00
Apple IFEE 488 card
205.00
Apple parallel interface with cable
99.00
Apple III parallel interface with cable
130.00
CCS 7710-01 RS232 serial interface
109.00
Grappler + parallel graphics interface
105.00
PACT 8 bit A/D converter
115.00
Keyzone 12 bit A/D converter
138.00
PACT 12 channel D/A converter
125.00
RGB card TTL/analog output (programmable) 99.00
RGB card TTL output
85.00

Digitek Accessories & Interfaces
64K RAM
128K RAM
PrintMaster parallel printer
interfaces available for
Anadex, Epson, Centronics, Citoh,

199.00
299.00
75.00

NEC & TEC

Apple Hardware
Apple Ile

£

599.00
249.00
199.00
220.00
125.00
99.00
105.00

Apple lle 64K
Disk drive with controller
Disk drive
III Monitor including stand
Apple Ile monitor
Phoenix hi-res green 12" monitor
Phoenix hi-res amber 1 2" monitor

Apple Ill
Apple III 256K including Monitor III,
Disk drive & SOS

1980.00

Additional 5.25" disk drive

270.00
1299.00

Profile 5mb Winchester

Accessories
80 column card
80 column card 64K extended
Numeric keypad (//e)
Numeric keypad Ill +
T.V. modulator with sound
Videx Videoterm 80 column card
Videx Soft Switch 140/80 column)
Videx Keyboard Enhancer
Videx Inverse ROM and character sets
Microsoft Softcard (Z80 CP/MI
Microsoft Softcard Apple III (Z80 CP/MI

65.00
145.00
85.00
75.00
12.00
195.00
20.00
87.00
199.00
265.00

Accelerator card 13.6 mHz 6502C & 64K) . 289.00
Joystick (//e)
29.00

22.00
59.00
6.50
Dust cover for Apple II 2 x DD & 12" minitor 9.00
Dust cover for Apple III & Monitor III
11.99
Joystick Ill + 1
System Saver fan & voltage reg.
Dust cover for Apple II

Z80 with manuals
Screenmaster 80 inc. soft switch
inverse video, 3 scroll speeds
& altern. chr. sets
Eurocolour card with modulator (II +
UHF Modulator with 'clean signal'

100.00

KAYPRO II 2 x 200K disc drives
1395.00
KAYPRO IV 2 k 400K disc drives
1695.00
KAYPRO X 1 x 400K disc drive and built
in 10MB Winchester
2875.00
Other Software including financial
ledgers etc also available.

£2395.00

Hyperion 256 x 2 MSDOS, BASIC

Printers & Plotters
Epson
Epson RX80 120CPS
Epson FX80 16OCPS
Epson MX100 100CPS

240.00
345.00
399.00
265.00
480.00

Epson RX SOFT

Epson FX100 160CPS

Apple
80.00
149.00
185.00

Apple Dot Matrix 120 CPS
Apple Letter Quality Printer

95.00
39.00

Ricoh 1300 Flow Writer
Ricoh RP1600 Flow Writer
Mannesmann Tally MT160L
Mannesmann Tally MT180L
Plus full range of Centronics
Printers Available.

Robocom Bit Stik C.A.D. Graphics
System
Robocom Bit Stik 1.1 system
Robocom Bit Stik 1000 upgrade software
Robocom Bit Stik 1000 system package
Plotter driver for A4 and A3 plotters

FRESH FROM THE U.S.A.! The best value Portable
Micro from Kaypro . . Including Software

230.00
190.00
415.00
90.00

349.00
1199.00

Ricoh
1150.00
1499.00
449.00
649.00

Plotters
999.00
1399.00
2999.00

Hewlett Packard HP7470
Hewlett Packard HP74751A3) TBA
Calcomp 8 PEN (A3)

WE ALSO STOCK APPLE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
For delivery please add

£0-£199 + £5, £200-£1499
+ £13, £1500 + 11%.

CHEQUES WITH ORDERS
Please allow 10 days for clearanc
PLC's, public sector etc 30 days

credit available on official orders
subject to 5%
VISA
credit charge.

AND HEWLETT PACKARD

Apple lle

PACK WITH
BUSINESS AND 12" MONITOR9
DISC DRIVE
CARD
+ BO COLUMN

05

ATA- LONDON 4 Albion Hse,

Colour Monitors
Luxor high resolution
25Mhz linear & TTL
Kaga Denshi medium resolution TTL
Kaga Denshi low resolution

Super PrintMaster III interface
available for all printers
as above and also far the
Apple Dot Matrix printer
RS232 high speed serial interface

Kaypro II

499.00
325.00
265.00

We also stock the Hantarex RGB monitors, as
recommended by Apple in Europe.
PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CURRENT AT TIME OF
PRINTING

1 Back Hill, London-EC1. 01-833 0044
Telex 25102 CHACOM
ATA POTTERS BAR 197, High

Street, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 5DA
10707) 5 7 1 1 3

ATA - SHEFFIELD 72 Eldon Street,
Sheffield, S1 4GT. (0742) 700802
FREEPOST SHEFFIELD S1 1 AY
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D+ HAS ARRIVED
In the deluge of computers, at last
there's a ray of light.
The Rainbow 100+ personal
computer. The latest addition to the
Rainbow range from Digital.
It allows you to cope with increasing
business demands by having a more
powerful memory. (Up to 896Kb for the
technically minded.)
It lets you change programmes
from CP/M to MS DOS by simply
pressing a key. (When using the integral
10MB Winchester Disk drive.)
A choice of monitors is available.
High resolution monochromes orcolour,

for graphics and text.
Lotus 1-2-3 has been added to the
leading range of software that already
covers most types of businesses.
Two days at one of our 25 personal
computertraining courses are included
in the price of £4,200.
As are full customer support,
and twelve month on -site servicing
warranty.
And of course ourtelephone help line.

Call our Customer Information
Centre on 0256 59299 for more about
the new Rainbow 100+.
Think of it as the pot of gold.

1 -2-3 is a Trade Mark of Lotus Development Corporation.
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PERSONAL COMPUTER
DEALER
LONDON
Beauchamp Computer Systems Ltd.,
115 Fulham Road, London SW3 6RL.
Telephone: 01-589 1975.
Beauchamp Computer Systems Ltd.,
22 Deerpark Road, Morden Road, Merton
SW19 3UN. Telephone: 01-589 1975.
Circulas Ltd.,
69-73 Theobalds Road, London WC1X 8TA.
Telephone: 01-242 0223.
Computacenter,
290 Kensington High Street, London W14 8PA.
Telephone: 01-602 8405.

Computerland -Marble Arch (Fotodisc Ltd.),
38 Edgware Road, London W2 2EH.
Telephone: 01-723 3071.

CLM/Matmos Ltd..

BEDFORDSHIRE
SWW Ltd.,
Ketwell House, 75-79 Tavistock Street,
Bedford MK40 2RR Telephone: 0234 40601.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Minicomputer Commercial Software Limited,
Insurance brokers

Computer House, Thames Industrial Estate,
Marlow, Bucks. SL7 1TB. Telephone: 06284 71011.
Rapid Recall Ltd.,
Rapid House, Denmark Street, High Wycombe,
Bucks. HPII 2ER Telephone: 0494 26271.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge Computer Store,
1 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge CBI INE.
Telephone: 0223 65334/5.

G ST Computer Systems Limited,
13 The Mall, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8DZ
Telephone: 0954 82061.
CHESHIRE
Micro Business Systems PLC.,
The Genesis Centre, Garrett Field,

Birchwood Science Park Warrington WA3 7BH.
Telephone: 0925 822261.
Rapid Recall Ltd.,
28 High Street, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 5AS.
Telephone: 0270 627505.

Opticians

CO. DURHAM

262 Earls Court Road, London SW5.
Telephone: 01-373 4508.
Digitus Ltd.,
Lading House, 10-14 Bedford Street,
London WC2E 9HE Telephone: 01-379 6968.
DSR (UK) Ltd.,
27 Princes Street, Hanover Square,
London WIR 8NQ. Telephone: 01-409 0077.
Demotab Ltd.,
Victory House, 99-101 Regent Street,
London WI. Telephone: 01-439 3971.
Guestel Ltd.,
40 New Bridge Street, London EC4.

Whessoe Business Systems,

Telephone: 01-248 0416.

Hamilton Rentals Limited,
Hamilton House, North Circular Road.
London NWIO 7UB. Telephone: 01-961 6777
Hoskyns Group Limited,
Africa House, 64-78 Kingsway,
London WC2B 6BL Telephone: 01-242 1951.
Micro Business Systems PLC.,
St. Mary Abchurch House, 123 Cannon Street,
London EC4N 5AX. Telephone: 01-626 2181.
Oyez Professional Services Limited,

Brinkburn Road, Darlington, County Durham
DL3 6DS. Telephone: 0325 60188.
DERBYSHIRE
Davidson -Richards Ltd.,
Systems House, 29 Charnwood Street,
Derby DEI 2G U. Telephone: 0332 383231.

Micro Business Systems PLC.,

Wirksworth, Derbyshire DE4 4EZ
Telephone: 062-982 3120.

Midlectron Computer Systems and Terminals,
Midlectron Ltd., Midlectron House,
Nottingham Road, Belper DE5 1JQ.

Norbain Micro Ltd.,
Norbain House, Boulton Road, Reading
Berkshire RG2 OLT. Telephone: 0734 752201.

Telephone: 021-382 4171.

Hamilton Rentals Limited,
Crawford House, 84 Caroline Street,
Birmingham B3 IUP Telephone: 021-236 3561.
Sumlock Bondain Ltd..
Carleton House, 268 Stratford Road, Shirley,
Solihull, West Midlands B90 3AD.

Telephone: 0784 56601.

Ferrari Software Ltd.,
683 Armadale Road, Feltham,
Middlesex TW16 5DA Telephone: 01-751 5795.
Hawke Electronics Limited,
Amotex House, 45 Hanworth Road,
Sunbury -on -Thames, Middlesex TW16 5DA
Telephone: 01-979 7799.
Morse Computers,
Unit 9, Hampton Farm Industrial Estate.
Feltham, Middlesex TWI3 6DB.
Telephone: 01-898 2772/9934.
Newbury Data Recording Limited.
Hawthorne Road, Staines, Middlesex TW18 3BJ.
Telephone: 0784 61500.

Telephone 021-745 8616.

WILTSHIRE
Computacenter,
Theatre Square, Swindon, Wilts. SN1 IGN.
Telephone:0793 694997
Whymark Computing,
20 Milford Street, Salisbury, Wilts. SP1 2AP
Telephone: 0722 331269.

YORKSHIRE
ComputerStyle Ltd.,
Park House. Park Square, Leeds LSI 2PS.
Telephone: 0532 444337
Microware Computers Ltd.,
Diamond House, Whitelock Street,
Leeds LS7 IAL Telephone: 0532 434377

NORFOLK
Anglia Computer Centre,
88 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich,
Norfolk NR2 4AB. Telephone: 0603 667032/314.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Computer Services Midlands (Sales) Ltd.,
Dunlop India House, Abbeyheld Road,
Lenton Industrial Estate West,
Nottingham NG 7 2SZ Telephone: 0602 866366.

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford Data Systems,
29 Pound Way, Cowley Centre, Oxford OX4 3X X.

WALES

SOUTH GLAMORGAN
Sigma Systems Ltd.,
266 North Road, Cardiff CF4 3BL
Telephone:0222 621414.

SHROPSHIRE
Jentech Services Ltd.,

Telephone: 0224 770816.
Pilgrim Business Machines Ltd.,

4-5 Victorian Arcade, Mardol, Shrewsbury,

30 Northfield Place, Aberdeen ABI IXQ.

DORSET
South Coast Computers Ltd.,
South Coast House, Wimbourne Road, Ferndown,
Dorset BH22 9NG. Telephone: 0202 893040.

Shropshire SY1 ITS. Telephone: 0743 57345.

Telephone: 0224 645104.

SURREY
G SI Ltd.,

STRATHCLYDE
Ayrshire Office Services Ltd.,
22 Douglas Street, Kilmarnock KA1 1RB.

Steiger Computers Ltd.,
Steiger House, North Circular Road,

Microsystems Centre (Slough) Ltd.,
56 High Street, Slough, Berkshire SLI1EZ
Telephone: 0753 769762

Computer Services Midlands (Sales) Ltd.,
Refuge Assurance House, Sutton New Road.
Erdington. West Midlands B23 6QX.

MIDDLESEX
Cord Design Ltd. (Sytec Products Division),
Victor House, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4DS.

Devon Computers Ltd.,
The White House, 39 Totnes Road, Paignton,
Devon TQ4 5LATelephone: 0803 526303.

DEVON

SparteX Micro,
3-16 Woburn Place, London WCI OJE
Telephone: 01-833 1867

Telephone: 07535 68171.

WEST MIDLANDS

Hamilton Rentals Limited,
Unit 4. Howemoss Drive, Kirkhill Industrial
Estate, Dyce, Aberdeen AB2 OGL

Telephone: 077-382 6811.

Dataview Ltd.,

Bytech Limited,
Unit 57, Suttons Industrial Park Earley, Reading.
Berkshire RG7 1AZ Telephone: 0734 61031.
Care Software Technology Limited,
81 London Street, Reading, Berkshire RG1 4QA
Telephone:0734 55521.
Micro Business Systems PLC.,
119-120 High Street, Eton, Berkshire SL4 6AN.

Key Computer Services Limited,
28 Osborne Road, Jesmond, Newcastle NE2 2AJ.
Telephone: 0632 815157

SCOTLAND
GRAMPIAN

ESSEX

BERKSHIRE

MERSEYSIDE
Rockliff Micro Computers Ltd.,
2 Rumford Street, Liverpool L2 8SZ
Telephone: 051-227 2568.

TYNE AND WEAR

Zygal Dynamics PLC.,
Zygal House. Telford Road, Bicester,
Oxon OX6 OXB. Telephone: 0869 253361.

Oyez House, PO. Box 55, 237 Long Lane,
London SE1 4PU. Telephone: 01-407 8055.
Personal Computers Ltd.,
220-226 Bishopsgate, London EC2.
Telephone: 01-377 1200.
Planning Consultancy Ltd.,
46-47 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5JG.
Telephone: 01-839 8890.
Programs Unlimited Computer Centres,
35 Baker Street, London WIN 1AE
Telephone: 01-487 3351.

Telephone: 01-9616000.
Sumlock Bondain Ltd.,
263-269 City Road, London ECIV 11X.
Telephone: 01-250 0505.
Systems Plus Ltd.,
47 Berkeley Square, London WI.
Telephone: 01-629 0065.
The Computer Terminal,
44 Cathedral Place, London EC4M 7ED.
Telephone: 01-236 2187.

LEICESTERSHIRE
Hogg Robinson Systems Ltd.,
Pegasus House, 17 Burleys Way, Leicester LEI 3BH.
Telephone: 0533 50131.

South East Computers Ltd.,
Unit 2, Castleham Road, Castleham Road
Industrial Estate, Hastings, Sussex TN38 9NR
Telephone: 0424 426844.

Telephone: 0865 717720.

Legal profession

Stonebridge Park London NWIO 7QZ

M. W Systems, (M. D. Wright Data Services Ltd.),
64 Burgate, Canterbury, Kent CTI 2HJ.
Telephone: 0227 69090.

Portreeves House, East Bay, Colchester,

Essex COI 2XB. Telephone 0206 865835.

STC Micros,
West Road, Harlow, Essex CM20 2BP
Telephone: 0279 443421.

Motor dealers

Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey GUIS 3PS.
Telephone: 0276 62282.
Key Computer Centres,
Enterprise House. Terrace Road,
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey KTI2 25D.
Telephone: 09322 42777

Telephone: 0563 24255.
Counterpoint Industries Limited,
7/8 Blythswood Court, Anderston Cross Centre,
Glasgow G2 7PH. Telephone: 041-248 5544.
Micro Business Systems PLC.,
Burlington House, 183 Bath Street,
Glasgow G2 4HU. Telephone: 041-248 5665.

Microfacilities Ltd.,
7-9 Church Road, Egham, Surrey TW20 9QL.

GREATER MANCHESTER
Cytek (UK) Ltd.,
Sandringham House, 9 Warwick Road,
Old Trafford, Manchester MI6 OQQ.

Telephone: 0784 31333.

WEST LOTHIAN

Novus Systems Technology Limited,
Weymead House, Millbrook, Guildford GUI 3YA
Telephone: 0483 69933.

Telephone: 061-872 4682.

SUSSEX

Micro -Centre (Complete Microsystems) Ltd.,
30 Dundas Street, Edinburgh EH3 6JN.
Telephone: 031-556 7354.
Pilgrim Business Machines Ltd.,

Hamilton Rentals Limited,
Grove House, Skerton Road, Old Trafford,
Manchester MI6 OWL Telephone: 061-848 8338.

Amplicon Micro Systems Ltd.,
Richmond Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN2 3RL
Telephone 0273 608331.

28 Walker Street, Edinburgh EH3 7HR
Telephone: 031-226 5528.

Mancos Computer Services Ltd.,
269-271 Barlow Moor Road,
Chorlton-Cum-Hardy, Manchester M21 2G).
Telephone: 061-860 6600.

Bartholomews Business Systems Ltd.,

NORTHERN IRELAND

Farming: agricultural suppliers

Systems Plus (N.I.) Ltd.,

Portheld, Chichester, Sussex P019 2NT.
Telephone: 0243 775111.

19 Glengormley Park Newtownabbey,
Northern Ireland. Telephone: 023-134 2636

Solicitors in Scotland

GREATER MERSEYSIDE

Rockliff Micro Computers Ltd.,
2 Rumford Street, Liverpool L2 8SZ.
Telephone: 051-227 2568.

HAMPSHIRE
Computerland (Sperrings Computer Shops Ltd.).

-I

Fro: Digital Equipment Co. Ltd., Customer Information Centre,
Jays Close, Basingstoke, Hants. RG22 4DE.
Please send me details on the Rainbow 100+ and associated software.

Spencer House, 12-14 Carlton Place,
Southampton SO1 2EA Telephone: 0703 39571.

Name

Quest International Computer Systems Ltd.,
School Lane, Chandlers Ford,
Hampshire 5O5 3YY Telephone: 04215 66321.

Position

HERTFORDSHIRE
Tesco Business Centre,
Bessemer Road, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts. AL7 IHB. Telephone: 07073 39333.

HUMBERSIDE
Microware Computers Ltd.,
Priory House, 1133 Hessle High Road,
Hull HU4 6SB. Telephone: 0482 562107

KENT
Bromley Computer Consultancy Ltd.,
417-421 Bromley Road, Bromley, Kent BRI 411.
Telephone: 01-697 8933.

Company
Address

L

Telephone No.

TM
Market specialists
where available are
shown in italics.

d

111141
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`Get it right
at Las SO
Games, business, education, word processing, accounting... The
amazing potential of micro computers is virtually limitless, so you
need the right advice in order to find exactly the right machine for you.
At Laskys we have a specialist micro department called Micropoint,
where we can help you to analyse your requirements and experiment
with everything from the simplest to the most sophisticated
equipment.
A choice of easy ways to pay, free 2 year guarantee, a commitment to
exchange products if you are not completely happy and, of course, a
nationwide after sales service. You can't buy micro anywhere better
than Laskys - who else offers you so much?

APPLE He PROFESSIONAL HOME

ATARI 400

COMPUTER PACK

Home computer
with 16K memory.

Spill proof
keyboard. Superb
graphics. Colour
and sound,
includes Basic
program
kit.
M
,ToRIN
SP

ic

9 90

SPECIAL ATARI 400
SOFTWARE PACK OFFER

4I4II4B1E WHEN WM

'RCN .18

44.4121.100

St.ir Meidcrs c.irrridgc 012'1.90 ,,,1

FREE 'ItIl it, ion to PrognIttlitiirig C./..sef r.
PPM,
its

7

PLUS VOUCHERS

yy:

WORTH OVER £100

FOR PROGRAMS
& ACCESSORIES.

A sophisticated micro with amazing scope for home
and office.
64K memory, disk drive, RF modulator enabling
you to use your existing TV as monitor, includes
Owners Pack.

LYNX 96K
Compact powerful 96K home unit at a
budget price. Colour, sound and graphics.
Compatible with most cassette players. £298

Lynx Parallel Printer Interface £49.90
Lynx Serial Printer Interface
£3.90

Epson FX80 £498
Epson MX100/3 £539
pAY
Epson RX80 £349 y, ys ToDETAas

coo l
AsK

oilers sue, to

All

All prices correct
at time of going
to press, but
subject to
change without
notice. 17/1113

Recommended Epson printers for Lynx

.e.owene or Lau, cnotere.ns
oak Joe ...len Osukis 1,cescomKt
ass. tuned qowa, io press 04.r. ma,
be

ALL MAJOR
MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED
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r,enn
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beeereonam,

eau.pmem one year Computer
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rComeneroel use on Compolem.31.,
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The Home Entertainment Specialists

XMAS&
NEW YEAR
OPENING HOURS
*on 5th Dec - Mon We Jan'
ALL STORES

9.. - 7P. 1.1ore1
9Are -6pm(Sat

LONDON S HOME COUNTIES CadderS Green Road NW/I

KINGSTON Eden Semi

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

42 Toot..., Court Road WI
BEXLEYHEATH IS 16 The &waver LUTON 192 A.R. Gonne
257 %W.V.", Cool Road Al BRENT CROSS Snorong Genre
READING enaT SIseel

BRIGHTON III 2 We., Pool

7.1 Oteensemy W2
clTen SunOv n are 7pre

CHATHAM 8 The PenTagen

BOSTON 1920 Pene Streel

SOUTHEND205.206 Churceol West

LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street
MOLANDSANONORTH
15751 JON, PiECIIXT
MANCHESTER
ENRMINGHAM 1971 Corporation St
CAMBRIDGE 2728 The Grano, Centre 12 -la St Man s Gate
CHESTER 7 The L orcre
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
LEEDS 2831 Aldan Skeet
6 Nonnumterland Si

BROMLEY 22 Mane Spore

OCHMOND He Sew

4,1,3 OA. Seeet WI

COLCHESTER 12 Tresty Square
CROYDON 7781 Nene En0

18 19 Eahnq Broanaav Centre

ENFIELD ADM Palace Ge,lers

ROMFORD Soon, Street
GLOUCESTER 25 Eastqate Sven!
SLOUGH Oueensmere Centre MNDSTONE 7941, Wee. Skeet
WATVORD Ganef Place
SOUTHAMPTON 92 93 East 51101 LEICESTER 45 Markel K., Soylb

NOMNGHAM Id Srntev Re.
OXFORD t6 Weslgate
of TERBOROUGH Oveensgate Centre

SCOTLAND
E D1NBuRGH 4.6 St James Centre
GLASGOW 66,70 Bocnanar Street

PRESTON &unseat.*

WALES CARD, 122 Queen

SHEFFIELD SO Leon,* Seem

Sat 24th Dec closes aprn
Open Moe 2nd Jan
UEENS WAY A COWERS GREEN
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

ww7pm

WOLVERHAMPTON 2 Wottrur So,.
NORTHAMPTON '8 Annoor Street YORK 100 Cone, Street

New store opening in Exeter late December
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CAMEL PRODUCTS

dBASE

BLOPROM-81

A uniquely sophisticated

Co

f0

EPROM
PROGRAMMER
In

0

use at various labs incl. Sinclair
Research

Eprom programmer for the 2516,

Co

NO. OF SYSTEM -HEX
EPROM TYPE -27128
RAM START ADDR -4000

STATUS

27XX single supply families,
yes, even the 27128 from Intel.
Check, Read, Program +
Verify all or part of Eprom.
So immensely user friendly you'll

hardly need the manual.

Designed for the beginner but

includes a single key entry
route for the professional.

Supplied as firmware, the in/c
co

2

driver routine alone is worth
more than the price of

EPROM ST. ADDR - 9000
JOB LENGTH - 4000
TASK - CHECK
WHICH TASK DO YOU WISH TO DO
W) CHECK THAT EPROM IS CLEAN
X) READ THE CONTENTS OF EPROM INTO

0
co

RAM
Z) VERIFY THAT EPROM DATA IS THE SAME
AS IN RAM
0 TO QUIT
R TO RESTART

BLOPROM-81. No Personality

FAST CODES AVAILABLE
H
POR
WXYZ

D

RELATIONAL
DATABASE
SYSTEM

FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

RAM

Y) BLOW AN EPROM WITH DATA FROM

THE

Cards, or other additions, just a ZX81. Several inbuilt safety
features. On -board Vpp generation. 28pin ZIF socket. Cabled
connector and extender plug. ABS case.
Note: Can provide up to 36 inputs or 40 outputs as an I/O £79.95
Note: A Spectrum version of this very popular instrument will be
released in 1984.

TRAINING?
ADVICE, GUIDANCE,
CONSULTANCY?

PROGRAMMING?
DATABASE 'PRIMER' MANUAL
featuring 'dBASE II'

DREAM -81

Co
CC

CC

A 64K with extras
Full 64K Rampack with link options to disable 0-8-16K. Plus a 28
pin EPROM socket for 2716, 2732/2764 and even the latest
27128 from Intel. Fast/slow Eprom option, professionally built
£59.95
and tested. In an ABS case with an LED indicator.
PROMER-81

At last! A low cost reliable programmer for 2516/32, 2716/32
EPROMS. This is the solution to using EPROMs instead of

tape. Requires 4X PP3 batteries for a regulated 25 volts.
Remarkably priced at

PROMER 81-S
CL
CI3

CC

CC

£19.95
for Spectrum

NEW

The very popular PROMER-81 for the ZX81 has been adapted to
£22.95
the Spectrum, and the price kept low.
PROMER-SP

for Spectrum

NEW

A brand new Spectrum programmer for 2764/128. Zero insertion
force socket & software on tape. Delivery Jan. 84. Order now at

CL

For further details, contact:

Lionel Boreham
LANTECH Information Systems Ltd.
55 Peascod St. Windosr, Berks SL4 "IDE

Tel: Windsor 58182/58013
/MEI

I

Information Systems

£29.95

Circle No. 203

for Spectrum

NEW

ROM -SP

Ingenious unit for Spectrum, with 2X28 pin sockets and a Reset
button allows up to 16K of Basic or M/C program to RUN or
LOAD instantly from EPROMS. Cabled connector and full
extender card. NOTE: Does not disable Sinclair ROM. £29.95
ROM -81

Provides two 24 pin sockets for up to 8K of EPROM memory in
£14.95

the 8-16K area. Can use 2516/32 or 2716/32
MEMIC-81

VER-WORD

A 4K CMOS RAM and lithium battery unit. Easy SAVEing, 10yr
storage and instant retrieval of programs. Resides in 8-12K or
12-16K of ZX81.

£29.95

CRAMIC-81
CC
LLI

Ingenious hardware/software allows this 16K CMOS RAM with
lithium battery to CO -exist in same memory area as ordinary

RAM. ZX81 can multitask on two completely independent
programs.

0.

£79.95

P10.811P1O-SP

Rugged TTL user ports for ZX81/Spectrum. 8 Inputs + 8 Outputs
£14.95/118.50
on 16 pin sockets. Mating plugs are supplied.

THE ULTIMATE
WORD PROCESSOR
For your CP/MTmMicrocomputer

PRINTERIMONITOR ACCESSORIES

MSB Monitor Stand for BBC micro.

Sits over the Beeb
17 " X 12" X 3.75"

P&P £3.50

PSS Standard printer

Write now for a full specification brochure.

£19.95
stands for

OK1. Epson etc. 15"X12"X4.5".
£16.95
P+P £3.50

PSI Large model 1.7"X 14.5"X 3.75"
£19.95
P&P £3.50
PSC-3 for Epson MX -100

etc. 21"X14"X3.75".
P&P £3.50

£22.95

CUSTOM PRINTER
STANDS for larger
P.O.A.
printers
POT Printer Output Tray
for 11" fanfold paper
£16.95
P&P £3.50
UK. VAT extra. No VAT on exports P+ P UK.

141
VERWOOD SYSTEMS
Verwood House
High Street,
West Haddon,
Northants NN6 7AP.

Free Europe +5% - Overseas +10% TLX 81574
CP/M TM is a registered trade mark of Digital Research, Inc.
Camtodge Meoekartno ltd, One Mdron Rd.

Caniddlce

C84

lel 101231 314814
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...nobody sells

micros
better.'

Wr-177:717:174TM
atLask s

VIC 20 STARTER PACK

ATARI 600XL
£159.90
,

Allr9T AA. ASV AA

'A =nem, 74 sr

77 7. '3' 'A" A., AfA

sr as 42-

'Z'/;

New Home Computer with 16K memory. Full size
keyboard plus help key (for additional information and
menu screen) superb graphics, colour and sound.
Compatible with all Atari home computer Software.

COMMODORE 64K
A home computer with a full size keyboard.
Powerful 64K memory, sprite graphics,
colour and sound. /

L199."

DISK
DRIVE 1541

A /Af A //

£229

& Type -a -Tune!

ORIC 48K
A home computer with 48K memory,
ergonomic keyboard, colour/sound graphics.
FREE SOFTWARE STARTER PACK
inc; Teach Yourself -Basic, Home Finance,
Flight Simulation & Gaines Pack.

Oric MCP40 Printer £169.90.

FLASKYS SOFTWARE
SELECTION

MACHINES

(US UAL PRICE £105.)
A I prices correct
at time of going
to press, but
subject to
change without
notice. 17/11/83

'All
offers sut1K, t°
acceptanceby LasAysCrefat Brokers

Asa lof wrrtlen details Prices correv

as at Int, qo, to prVse

^,aV

aut,ecl to renal,. All oilers
sueort io avaoladlity Pr., Include
15°. VAT -Exoea31

Year COmi.,e,

Pern,eralsgogrerne we year
leOrn,,,e,clakree on

cO,^1.....

one year Penpners. 0-W.".
rnonlfis

i139-9°

ISCOVER OUR MASSIVE RANGE
OF SOFTWARE IN STORE! ALL
THE LATEST TOP TITLES FOR
ALL THE POPULAR
FORMAT

,/, ,.7

WITH FREE
EASY SCRIPT
WORD PROCESSING
AND GAMES
SOFTWARE.

Includes VIC 20 5K computer, C2N cassette recorder for
loading & storing programs, & cassette software which
includes Introduction to Basic Part 1, Blitz, Hoppit, Race

S TO PAY

EASY

Fig
The Home Entertainment Specialists

,AYs000-suis

0(11'51'
ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

XMAS&
NEW YEAR
OPENING HOURS
(Moo Sth Dec -MOO 9th Jafil
ALL STORES

9am - Torn (Meeinl
8, GSTON Ecen Street
LONDON A HOME COUNTIES U., Gre, Roaa NW 1 ,
42 Tonenharr Couri R. WI
BEXLEYHEATH 15 IS The EN..., LUTON 192 AatlaleCentre
R APING F.M. Street
25- Toltenharr COO Row W1 BRENT CROSS 9.10g Coke

SOUTHERN ENGLAND
BRIGHTON 151,2 Wester, Row
BRISTOL 16.20 Peen SIreet

' 9 Queer..., W2
open Sund,,, Ilarn 1,

BROMLE Y 22 Markel Sq..,

RI HMOND HA Steel

COLCHESTER 12 Tong', Square

471473 Oxford SPeel W 1

CROYDON 97 81 N. UV

ROMFORD South Streit
GLOUCESTER 25 EasIgate Sir9e1
SLOUGH OkteeHAme Centre MAIDSTONE 798 i Yk9elt Sweet
wArrono Ghee( Race
90U'HAMPTON 92 93 ERR Si,,,e!

18

, 9 E al, Broaoway Gem°

ENFIELD 4.4 Palace Gauens

CHATHAM 8 The Penlac,

...,20221AM ' 4 5r ,,, Rory

SCOTLAND

MIDLANDS AHD NORTH

1,7 St Jon 5 P!ecuu
JXFOHO 16 Wesigale
MANCHESTER
PETERBOROUGH Oueensgate Centre
CAMBRIDGE 27 28 The Greta, Centre 12.1a Salary 5 Gale
PRESTON GurM. Mca0e
CHESTER 7 The Forum
NEWCASTLEUPON.TYNE
SHEFFIELD %Leopold Saver
LE EDS 283. Alton Street
6 Notlbontellartl SI
WOLVERHAMPTON 2 WuNur Souare
L FICFSTER 45 Markel Race So,on
NORTHAMPTON ,8 Adnplor 5lr,1 SOAK 108 Cone, Snee,
BIRMINGHAM 1421 Corpoc.n SI

WILT,

9am -6prn (Sat)
Sat 24th Dec closes 4pm
Open Mon 2nd Jan
SUE DISMAY &SOLDERS GREEN
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
11 ons7pm

New store opening in Exeter late December
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KINGSLEY

PROJECT
pi. I NNING

ENTERPRISES
Mail Order Discs
Prices are for boxes of 10 discs

ON YOUR
DESKTOP COMPUTER

Soft Sector

IBC PROJECT PLANNER
GIVES YOU:
Network Analysis

User Defined Reports

Resource Analysis

User Defined Bar Charts

Resource Scheduling

Histograms

Resource Costing

Critical Path Reports

Subnet Library

Special Sort Feature

Nashua
Xidex
5.25" Diskettes

SS/SD.48
SS/DD.48
DS/DD.48
SS/DD.96
DS/DD.96

15.00
17.00
19.00
24.00
25.00

SS/SD 48
SS/DD 48
DS/DD 48

20.00
21.00
22.00

19.00
24.00
25.00
31.00

Dysan

CenTech

22.00
23.00
31.00
32.00
40.00

25.00
31.00
35.00
40.00

26.00
30.00
35.00

30.00
37.00

8" Diskettes
23.00
27.00

Sony 3.5" (Apricot) Diskettes £40.00

Add carriage (£1 per box) and V.A.T. (15%)
Prices correct at time of going to press
Please write for kill -range price list
011

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Oecj

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road

BCComputer Systems Ltd,

Ise °)C,0°)
9' eGI GS

Stockton Heath

Belgreen House, Green St,

Warrin_gton
WA4 6NB

Macclesfield, Cheshire (0625) 616399

01 Geo

60
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MAYFAIR MICROS
* * COMPUTERS * *

* * PRINTERS *

APRICOT

DIABLO

EPSON
C229.00
C256.00
£335.00
£375.00
£430.00

RX 80T
RX 80F/T
FX 80
MX 100F/T III
FX 103F/T

SEIKOSHA
C175.00
£219.00
C349.00

GP100A
GP250X
GP700A Colour

£1699.00
£490.00

630 RO
SHEET FEEDER

RICOH
RP 1300S
RP 1600S
RP 1600S SHEET FEEDER
RP 1600S TRACTOR
FLOWRITER

£945.00
£1185.00
459.00
£138.00
£1249.00

OKI MICROLINE
£180.00
C289.00
£435.00
£855.00
£730.00
C395.00
£545.00
£460.00

OKI 80A
OKI 82A
OKI 83A
OKI MA (P)
OKI 84A (S)
OKI 92P
OKI 93P
OKI 92S
OKI 93S

f812.00

MANNESMANN TALLY
285.00
£495.00
E800.00
£505.00

MT80
MT160
MT180
PIXY PLOTTER

PRINTERS - OTHER
ANADEX DP6500 500cps
BROTHER HR1
CANNON AP400KSR
DRE 8925 240cps
JUKI 6100
OLIVETTI ET121 + INTERFACE
OLIVETTI INK -JET
OLYMPIA ESW102
PRINTRONIX P300 3001pm
SHINWA CP80
SMITH CORONA TP1
STAR DP510
STAR DP515

£1718.00
£525.00
£780.00
£1495.00
£350.00
£830.00
£299.00
£875.00
£3683.70
£299.00
£235.00
£299.00

£1500.00

f1780.00
£1120.00
£1250.00
£490.00

TEC
STARWRITER F1040
STARWRITER F1055
SHEET FEEDER

sq.
E959.00
£459.

* MONITORS *
NEC JB1201ME
NEC JC1201DE
NEC JC1202DHE
PHOENIX P12
SANYO 14in Colour Hi -Res
SANYO 14in Hi -Res

C185.00
325.00
£545.00
£84.50
£280.00
£84.50

£1275.00
£1440.00
£1445.00
£1575.00

256K 0.3 15MB
256K 0.315MB MONITOR
256K 315Kx2
256K 3151(x2 MONITOR

SIRIUS
£1675.00
£2025.00
£2185.00

128K 1.2MB
128K 2.4MB
256K 2.4MB
256K 10MB
128K MEMORY EXPANSION
256K MEMORY EXPANSION
512 MEMORY EXPANSION
WASP 40MB STREAM/HARDDISK

£2995 .00
C225.00
C335.00
C473.00

£4495.00

OLIVETTI
£1995.00
£2395.00
£3995.00

160KB 2k320KB Disk Drives
160KB 2k640KB Disk Drives
160KB 10MB Hard Disk

SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM 48K

f240.00

QUME
9/45 RO
9/55 RO
11/40 RO
11/55 RO
SHEET FEEDER

PRICE
EX VAT

PRICE
EX VAT

PRICE
EX VAT

£108.70

COMMODORE
COMMODORE 64
COMMODORE DISK 1541
COMMODORE C2N CASSETTE
COMMODORE 1525 PRINTER
COMMODORE 64 INTERFACE
IBEK 64/Parallel INTERFACE
COMMODORE 1311 JOYSTICK
COMMODORE 1312 PADDLES
COMMODORE 8096

C155.51

£165.21

£3651
£175.00
28.69
C59.95

08.09
£11.30
£735.00

EPSON
HX20 EXECUTIVE
HX20
OXIO

£575.00
£375.00
£1600.00

MAYFAIR MICROS

5TH FLOOR 65 DUKE STREET LONDON W1 TEL 01-629 2487
Circle No. 153
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ASHTON TAI E dBASE 11

The world's leading
micro database package
can now be enhanced

with 3 new products
Fox & Geller, the world's largest suppliers
of dBASElladd-ons, are now established in
the UK to supply and support

UICKCODE
The dBASE II program generator.
QUICKCODE writes concise programs to set
up and maintain any type of database. You still
have all the power of dBASE II and there is no
programming required. Draw your data entry
form on the screen and you're in business - it's
that simple. The most powerful program
generator available. And the easiest to use.

dGRAPH The dBASEllgraphics system. Now you can
bring your dBASE IC database to life! Produce
pie charts and bar or line graphs in minutes and
with ease. Advanced features make dGRAPH
as powerful as it is easy. Features like
autoGRAPH which will automatically load
dBASE II data, compute scales, draw grid lines
and label charts. Then there's automatic
shading and overlay graphs. And more.
_J

QUICKCODE makes dBASE II easy.

dUTIL
The dBASE II utility program. dUTIL automatically combines your dBASE IL command
files, saving disk access time and speeding up
your programs. dUTI L makes your listings more
readable by automatically indenting and
aligning command sequences. Makes
debugging that much faster. dUTI L also cuts
out repetitive programming. Simply type your
instruction sequence into a standard text file then INCLUDE it in as many dBASE II
command files as you wish.

dUTIL makes dBASE II faster

Easy to use dGRAPH makes dBASE 11

better to look at
Dealers - contact your Fox & Geller distributor for
more details:
Encotel
Ferrari

Midlectron
Pete & Pam
Sot tsel

01-680 6040
01-751 5791
(077382) 6811
01-769 1022
01-844 2040

Soft Option

(0476) 860171
Tamsys
(Windsor) 56747
Tradesoft
01-627 1800
Xitan
(0703) 334711
Software Ltd
01-833 1173

AAFox & Geller (UK) Ltd

17 Wigmore Street
London W1.
Tel. 01-580 5816

FOX&GELLER
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

QUICKCODE, dGRAPH, dUTIL
and autoGRAPH are
trademarks of Fox & Geller
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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SHIFT

GRAPH

IPS, THE

KEyToA

E OF DATA MONITORS
orld's leading colour television and computer product manufacturers.
A range that's available now at your fingertips.
If you're investing in business micros for the first time, or just simply
xten din g your present system, phone STC on 0279 26777 or Micro
eripheral on 0256 3232.
Alternatively, clip the coupon and we'll tell you all about Sanyo,

he key to a complete new range of data monitors.

A good tool is wo
its weight in gold

me TEXT64
The professional text processor with more than 80 functions
to aid productivity; multi -colour display; up to 120 columns
without extra hardware; search Er replace; enhanced block handling;
direct access to addresses in CODA files; etc etc
ONLY f 50

An1/ CUDA 64
Your professional standard, personal address filing system. Direct access
to 620 addresses per disk; 5 extra lines per address for comments;
totally menu -driven; powerful editing and back up facilities;
ONLY £40
several hardcopy facilities.

KIT64
The famous programming tool for Commodore micros. Extends BASIC - merge, find,
re -number, dump, trace, enhanced floppy monitor (disk doctor), highly efficient machine
language monitor with built-in assembler, disassembler, trace, and many other helpful features. A real golden tool!
ONLY £40

/I' 1SM64
This index sequential file manager gives you a new dimension on direct access
file handling. Up to 40 keys, variable record lengths, simultaneous handling of 10 files.
How can you program without such a tool?
ONLY £40

Al MAE 64

The definitive tool for the would-be master of the 64. If you are ready for
programming in assembler, buy it now. Not for beginners, this tool will help you
to fashion masterpieces of the programmer's art. Coexists with
Commodore BASIC.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

If your Commodore dealer cannot supply, contact us direct.
Cheque with order please. Prices include vat, packing and carriage
within the UK. Allow 7 days for delivery. All programs on disk
and described in detail in a manual.
Prices firm to end 1983
SM SOFTWARE (UK) Ltd
Raglan House, Long Street
Dursley Glos.

tele: 0453 46065 Et 2101

Part of the SM Software group, supplying international software.

Dealer enquiries invited.

PC Bulletin: news

In full flood

IBM HAS recently launched five its graphics are considerably processor running at 8MHz,
new micros. Four are described more sophisticated than those against the PC's 8088 running at
4.77MHz. Disc capacity is 640K
in an article on page 29 of this of the standard IBM PC.
issue: the PCjr for cassette,
The 5550 offers 82 characters per drive, against the PC's
PCjr with disc, 3270 PC and by 25 lines, instead of just 80. It 160/320K or 360K.
The IBM 5550 is being made
XT/370. Together with the also displays 41 characters by 25

existing models they cover the lines in Kanji, which the PC
whole range of personal com- cannot handle. Kanji characters
puting, from something that are drawn on a 24 -by -24 grid.
suits the beginning home user to The highest graphics resolution
the powerful "mainframe on a is 1,024 by 768 pixels, against
desk".
the standard 640 by 200. The
In addition, IBM has 5550 has a separate area of
launched a Japanese -made video RAM for the graphics,

by Matsushita, which alleviates

IBM's problem of not having
enough factories making IBM
PCs to meet a booming
demand, in spite of opening a
new one in Australia. Other
manufacturers might also

consider this sort of Trojan
Horse approach to selling their
micro, the 5550, on to the from 114K to 256K.
Japanese market. To cope with
Other advantages of the 5550 products into the notoriously
Japanese language processing are that it has a full 16 -bit 8086 insular Japanese market.

Eagle

less

money than IBM, and multi-user options. Tascmaster

partly on the degree of com- comes from Profit Systems
patibility - and that will take Inc., and is available now from
Pete & Pam Computers, New
some time to establish.
Contact Geveke Electronics, Hall Hey Road, Rossendale,
GEVEKE ELECTRONICS has
relaunched the Eagle range of RMC House, Vale Farm Road, Lancashire. Telephone: (0706)
IBM PC compatible micros Woking, Surrey GU21 1DW. 212321. Early in 1984 Accent
Computers is also planning to
which first appeared on the Telephone: (04862) 26331.

portable

supply Tascmaster and a range
of add-on boards for the PC.

U.K. market about a year ago.
Geveke is now the sole distributor for the U.K., France

and the Netherlands.
There are three models in the
Eagle range: the familiar
floppy -disc based and hard -disc
based versions, plus a new

transportable model. The basic
Eagle PC has an 8088 and 64K
of RAM, plus one or two 320K

Multi -tasking
IBM
NINE PROGRAMS can be run

-

PC Flashes
Expert Systems has
launched its fifth version of
Prolog -1 for the IBM PC and
other machines based on the
8086/8 CPU. The language
has been available for some
time in its Z-80 guise.
Telephone: (0865) 242206.

Anyone daft enough to
share their XT with someone
else can do so with the
Thoroughbred/OS multi-user
operating system from the
Science Management
Corporation in New Jersey.
It costs $795 and is claimed
to out -perform Unix.
Telephone: (U.S. Area 201)
685-9000.

Stock control can be done
on the PC using Infotory,
from the SSR Corporation,
Rochester, NY. It costs £350
and is imported by Pete &
Pam. Telephone: (0706)
212321.

IBM 3278 terminal
emulation is made possible
by a plug-in board
manufactured in the U.K. by
Encotel Systems. It is said to
work on the Future
Computers micros as well as
the IBM PC. Telephone:
01-686 9687.

IBM PC

Accelerator

IBM dealers can now have
an IBM sales aid which
consists of an XT, a touch -

simultaneously on your IBM A BRITISH COMPANY,
PC under Tascmaster software Intelligence Research, has

with the Addram Elite board in
floppy -disc drives. A hard -disc one of the expansion slots. Only
option is available.
one keystroke is required to
The Eagle Spirit XL is, switch from task to task. The
however, the interesting model. Elite board also provides an

produced a PC accelerator card

This transportable features a asynchronous adaptor, a real10Mbyte hard disc plus built-in time clock/calendar, a pa.allel
colour graphics, though the 9in. printer port, and from 64K to
screen only displays green. 512K of extra memory. Soft-

called the PC Express, features
an Intel 8086 running at 10MHz

Standard memory is 128K, ware allows the extra RAM to
expandable to 640K. However, be used as a disc or for printer
the machine is rather heavy for spooling.
a transportable at 32.51b. The
An alternative board, the
price is £4,200. The success of Addram Plus, has two async
the new range will depend partly ports and no parallel printer

on offering more facilities for port. Both boards also offer

which, when plugged into an
expansion slot, makes it run
three times as fast. The board,
designed by Gerry O'Prey and

and carries its own RAM - sensitive monitor, a Philips
from 128K to 512K. Boards are
also available for the ACT
Sirius and Apricot micros, and
prices start at £607 plus VAT.
Intelligence has sold the

board to Titan Technologies,
which seems to have changed its

name from Saturn since we
reviewed the similar accelerator
card for the Apple II - see page
106. The deal is said to be worth
$750,000.
Intelligence is

also manufacturing multi -function boards
and selling RAM expansion
cards. Contact Intelligence
Research Ltd, Unit 6, Sergeant
Industrial Estate, Garratt Lane,
London SW18. Telephone:

laser disc and a specially
produced video -disc
program. Contact: (0705)
694941.

Broderbund has put it
Apple/Atari/Commodore 64
arcade game Serpentine on to
the IBM PC, with more to
follow .

.

.

Fox & Geller is expecting
its wonderful executive
management program Oz to
be available in mid -January.
Oz is a three-dimensional
modelling program which
will do lots of the things
executives currently do less
efficiently on a spreadsheet.
Telephone: 01-580 5816.

01-871 1422.
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Lotus 1 2 3
Another super -spreadsheet package has arrived in the U.K. Chris Bidmead finds out
whether it has any surprises to offer.
1-2-3 FIRST APPEARED in this country at the

elegantly extended to

beginning of 1983 as a grey import. Now
this remarkable category -defying software
package for the IBM PC is here officially,

database management and statistical you through the 350 -odd pages with the

include some

analysis. 1-2-3 can also generate graphs
from the spreadsheet data it handles,

backed by the newly inaugurated Lotus displaying them on the screen - as long as

(U.K.) Ltd and Reflex Ltd, the U.K. you have the appropriate high -resolution or
distributor. It is also available for Zenith colour monitor - and printing them on to
Z-100 micros, and versions for the Wang the standard IBM printer.
and other 16 -bit machines are promised
Graph printing is actually carried out by
shortly.
a separate program, but the user hardly
It is a lot easier to say what 1-2-3 isn't recognises this because these routines,
than what it is. It is not a fully-fledged word
processor, nor yet what most people would
think of as a complete database management system; and it is not

together with some useful file management,
have all been pulled together within a shell

examples. Tabbed section dividers guide

help of not one but three indexes, organised by command, by function and
alphabetically.

For dual -floppy users installation is
relatively simple, as the package is already

configured for the IBM PC. The only
complication is that the different screen
combinations available on the PC require
different drivers, but the batch routine
supplied by Lotus helps you with this and
automatically puts the PC -DOS system

called Lotus. The Lotus shell is a rewrite files and utilities on to the 1-2-3 system disc.
of Microsoft's command -line handler
XT installation needs a little more
particularly cheap. But it is a whole lot of Command.Com, a sort of menu -driven thought, because you will want to get the
other things that make it a very worthwhile outer wrapping. At this level you can call Lotus files across to the hard disc. If there is

acquisition for people who need to up menus for copying, deleting files, a Command.Com on the Lotus system disc
manipulate figures, create tables and draw transferring them to different formats or you must be careful not to copy it, as it will
graphs. 1-2-3 is one of the very few pieces of printing out graphs - all simply by moving screw up your hard -disc system. You will
software I have seen that even begins to the cursor.
also have to reset the default drives where
make use of the possibilities of the new
Four standard IBM PC soft -sectored 1-2-3 expects to find its system and data as
16 -bit generation of machines.
5.25in. discs make up the distribution copy the IBM hard disc is, somewhat oddly,
The people from the Lotus Development of the software. One contains a tutorial, installed as C:.
Corporation are not shy to tell you the same two are the 1-2-3 system disc and its backAn added complication arises because
thing: "A new generation of desk -top up copy, and the fourth is a separate set of Lotus Development Corporation does not
computer programs" is how they describe routines for printing graph files created by want you to be able to make your own
1-2-3 in a manual introduction well the main program.
copies, and so has set up a sort of disc
peppered with phrases like "important leap
The slip -covered manual that comes with dongle. If the manufacturer's disc is not in
forward" and "sophisticated features". the discs is in the new dwarf format now drive A when you power -up, the program
They go on: "It combines the largest and adopted by IBM, Microsoft, Digital will bomb out. The system -reserved section
most advanced electronic worksheet yet Research, Ashton-Tate and others. The of the Lotus distribution disc is larger than
developed with state-of-the-art graphics new standard is two-thirds of the old A4 that created by the PC -DOS Format
and a complete information management size, loose -leafed for updating and glossily routine, so there is probably a small section

printed in two colours - ochre and black of code there that 1-2-3 checks before it
for 1-2-3. The well written documentation condescends to run.
Even if you are using a hard -disc
use it is as easy as ... 1-2-3!"
contains clear section headings and
Essentially, then, we are dealing with yet plenty of cross-references, diagrams and machine and have copied the system files
another offspring of VisiCalc. Many new
Worksheet Range Copy Move File Print Graph Data Quit
ideas have been introduced to streamline
Format, Label -Prefix, Erase, Name, Justify, Protect, Unprotect, Input
the user's task of setting up the data and
capacity. Best of all, whether you are an

experienced computer user or a beginner, to

formulae, and the concept has been

Figure 1. Secondary options for the highlighted selection are shown in the second line.

1-2-3 as a Visi clone
Users will probably approach 1-2-3 initially as a
spreadsheet, and here there is an inevitable similarity
to Multiplan. But there are two immediately obvious
advantages over the Microsoft product. First, cells are
sensibly labelled with alpha column names and
numeric row names so that 1-2-3 uses B7, where
Multiplan requires the long-winded R2C7. Second, the
menu is not constantly on display, taking up valuable
screen space when you do not need it.
High on the list of nuisance features in many early
Visi clones was their reluctance to accept text. Long
headings had to be entered in a series of cell -sized
chunks. But 1-2-3 draws on a number of ideas that have
emerged in packages like Supercalc and T/Maker, and

70

like them handles text intelligently. Simply write a long
heading into a single cell, and as long as the adjacent
cells to the right are not being used to hold data or
formulae the entry will be allowed to spill over.
Look -up tables and If -Then statements are supported,
and cells can be protected against accidental
alteration, making it possible to create robust
mathematical models that can be safely turned over to
other users with no computer knowledge. For the
experienced user there is a keyboard macro facility,
allowing commands entered at the keyboard in setting
up or using a model to be stored in a text file-prerecorded, as it were for a later playback. This is an
immensely powerful feature, a development of
T/Maker's Do command and Supercalc's Execute.
As a word processor 1-2-3 is less comprehensive than
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Figure 3. Spreadsheet data can be transferred to graphs.
Figure 2. Selection criteria are entered in line 17.
Full -screen help is never more than a
across you will still have to fish out the times longer to work through. It is certainly

1-2-3 distribution disc every time you run fun to play with, but real beginners are couply of keystrokes away, and wherever
the program. After a while you start to liable to find it slow going and may be none you are in the program the in-built logic

resent the unnecessary exercise and wonder
if Multiplan or Supercalc would not do the
job just as well. It makes less difference to
dual -floppy users, except that they will be

grinding their distribution disc, with only
one back-up copy and no chance to make
others. It is an accident waiting to happen
every time the disc goes into the drive, and

anathema to the well brought -up data
manager.
The tutorial disc supplied claims to get
you over the groundwork in about half an
hour, although the full course takes many

1-2-3 in brief
Application: Spreadsheet calculations in
conjunction with small database
management and graph construction;
ideal multi -purpose package for
producing tables and graphs to
accompany management reports
System: IBM PC or similar; needs
minimum of 128K RAM
Price: £375

Publisher: Lotus Development
Corporation, 55 Wheeler Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02518
U.K. Distributor: Reflex Ltd, Wellington
Industrial Estate, Basingstoke Road,
Reading, Berkshire, RG7 1AW

the wiser in the end. Despite the screenfuls makes sure that the Help key calls up the
of densely packed text, no overall picture relevant screen. From there the arrow keys
emerges of what computerised spreadsheets can be used to move the cursor to
highlighted keywords in the text that lead
are for.
Despite its claims, the tutorial is not on to other help menus.
really interactive at all: the user's path is
As you first enter 1-2-3 the screen clears
entirely linear. Any departure from the and displays a copyright notice, at the same
tramlines, deliberate or accidental, is time checking the legitmacy of the system
greeted by a bell -tone from the console, and disc. Touch any key, and if all is well the
the program refuses to proceed until the inverted -video outline of the spreadsheet
co-ordinates appears on the screen and you
correct key is pressed.
A genuinely interactive program would are left looking at the empty spreadsheet
allow you to pursue your mistakes and ready for action.
would have side branches to give extra
There are two cursors. A single -character
attention to your weak points before flashing underline up in the top left-hand
steering you back into the mainstream. corner, above the spreadsheet proper,
Something along these lines is promised for accepts the entry of text, data and
future releases, and Lotus shows some signs formulae. Within the spreadsheet a
of working on the problem. Early versions column -wide inverted -video cursor is
of the tutorial did not even allow you to moved around in the conventional way.
The arrow keys on the PC keyboard
review the previous page, but that has now
been fixed.
double as a numeric keypad which proves
Unless you have a lot of time to spare it is to be a bit of a nuisance when it comes to
probably best to treat the tutorial as a red setting up data and formulae. Text is

herring put together in celebration of the entered directly, with no initial character

remarkable power of 1-2-3's keyboard necessary to define its data type. As in
macros to produce automated screens. For

most people, turning straight to the full
system and calling up the Help pages
whenever necessary should prove a much
faster way of learning.

T/Maker, but it has acquired most of its other skills,
such as data sorting, sophisticated data searching,
consolidation across files, some text -handling routines
that come close to word processing, and the statistical
analysis of field contents to answer questions along
the lines of "How many men over 40 are there in .the
Accounts Department?" These functions are extended
powerfully in several directions while keeping the
traditional VisiCalc cells -and -formulae approach. Like
- Supercalc 2, 1-2-3 allows you to calculate days between
dates, or add days to dates, but goes one better in
supporting three different ways of displaying the date.
There are, however, one or two annoying gaps in the
lessons it has learnt from the longer -established
Visiclones. For one thing, it does not have any way of
using the conditional @If with string values. Supercalc
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Supercalc, cell addresses can be read into
formulae directly by moving the cursor to

the appropriate cell, but 1-2-3's way of
handling such matters is even easier as the

(continued on next page)

2 lets you use this mechanism to make cells appear as
blank if the formulae in them have no data to work on,

or to show asterisks in a column if something is true invoice overdue, for instance - and a blank if not.
File handling is less sensible than Supercalc 2. When
saving a file that already exists in the current dictionary
you should have the option of turning the existing file
into a .Bak file and saving the current file under the
original name. 1-2-3 only gives the option of overwriting
the existing file or cancelling the operation altogether.
1-2-3 also lacks the option of displaying zero values
on the screen in a way that suits the user. Typically you
might want zeros to appear in your layout as a pair of
dashes or as a blank. Supercalc 2 at least allows you
the zeros -as -blank, and in T/Maker Ill yoL can display
zeros as anything you choose.
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(continued from previous page)

allowed to intrude into this field the

program logic automatically senses when

criterion range would look exactly the

an address is needed. In Supercalc you have
to hit the Esc key first.

same, but I would never find Dick Frankly
because his address is not a single space.

cell

If you have ever had to plot complex

ranges. Say you wanted to pigeon -hole the
formula

graphs by hand or, worse still, write a Basic
program to do it, a feature of 1-2-3 you will
certainly appreciate is its ability to generate

1-2-3 has a neat of establishing
@SUM(A4..B7)

graphs from data in the spreadsheet. A
colour monitor and the IBM colour -

The block of cells with A4 in the top left-

hand corner and B7 in the bottom right

graphics card are necessary if you want to
see four-colour graphs while the spread-

contains an array of numbers you want to
total in the formula cell. So A4..B7 is the
range: you could of course enter it by hand,

but the program offers a more visual way
of doing it. You point the cursor at one of
the corners of the block, define that point
by entering a full stop, and then move it to
the opposite corner.
A template identifies redefined keys.
As you move the cursor with the arrow
keys you will see the area of inverted video
Lotus calls its data handling "database
stretch. Stop when you have covered the management", but that is pitching it
desired range and you will find the correct rather strong for mechanisms than can
range co-ordinates entered into the formula only handle a single flat file. Admittedly
you are assembling. Complete the formula with some ingenious keyboard macros it
and the cursor goes back to its normal size. ought to be possible to string commands
At this level 1-2-3 is a straightforward together to do searches across files, but I
and ergonomically well designed spread- cannot see the average user getting into
sheet package. But put a / character against

the entry prompt and you get to the real

power. Now the menu appears on the
second and third lines of the screen, the
spreadsheet cursor is frozen and a second

sheet is displayed on the mono
monitor, but even without this hardware
you can still get good value from the
standard IBM printer.
The spreadsheet in figure 3 shows the

projected cash flow of a fictional firm.
Menu selection lets you set up ranges of
figures to plot in much the same way that

input, output and criterion ranges were
defined in the Data Query part of 1-2-3.
You can also select the type of graph: you
can choose from bar graphs, line graphs,
x -y graphs, stacked bar or pie charts.
Units are included in the graph

automatically, and there is a comprethese depths. The 256K machine I am hensive set of tools to add legends,

running 1-2-3 on has room for about 1,500 titles and identifiers for the axes.
of the sort of entries shown in figure 2, so Disappointingly they are only handled

files are not only flat but also relatively semi -intelligently and it is easy to generate a

graph that looks a complete mess because

small.

Lines 1 to 13 of figure 2 represent a text strings are too long or axes too short.
short database of entirely fictional So although you can do all your graph
The upper menu line displays the main solicitors, listed against their far from work with nothing more than a printer it is

inverted -video cursor appears, highlighting
the first choice of the menu, as in figure 1.

options, which can be selected by moving

fictional charges

for the elementary

a good idea to have a graphics monitor for

the cursor across them. For any one business of conveyancing. The screen checking before you print.
option the lower menu line shows the shows me looking through my database to
secondary options that will be opened up find the entry or entries that match a
by that choice. If a particular upper -line particular criterion. I have already used the
choice offers no further options a short menu at the top of the screen to define the
sentence of explanation appears instead. criterion range as lines 16 and 17. Line 16

Conclusions
1-2-3

is

a heavily marketed package.

Lotus has already spent millions of dollars
selling it and is currently going back to the

Even without the manual or the help duplicates the fields of the database proper
screen this gives the user a very good so that 1-2-3 can understand the criteria I U.S. stock market to raise $47 million to
picture of where the menu is leading. If set out in line 17.
sell it some more. This is very serious
You can see from the criterion range that software.
you evoke Range by hitting Return at the
point shown in figure 1, it will lead to the what I am looking for is a solicitor in
is also very good, which makes
secondary options displayed on the second London. Students of formal logic will omissions and shortcomings like the limited
line. Alternatively you can move the recognise the - symbol in front of Mr database handling that much more
cursor across the main menu with the Billum as meaning "but please not Mr regrettable. Software that does everything

It

Billum". The last column is less obvious: it
arrow keys.
Users of less carefully designed software means "and where the fees are less than
are often discouraged from exploring tree - £500"; unfortunately the 1-2-3 expression

structured options by the difficulty of evaluator needs the rather artificial cell
climbing back to familiar territory. But name to stand for price.
I can use the Find option at the top of the
screen to show me the results of my search
You can also jump to an option by by moving the cursor into the database or,
hitting its initial letter. This direct as here, get 1-2-3 to deliver the answer to a

1-2-3 has a simple rule: hit Esc at any point
and you are back at the previous level.

approach is something you tend to use chosen output field in lines 19 and 20 by
more as you come to know your way calling up the Extract option. The
around the package, until eventually you expression
+ E2< 0500
can ignore the menus and enter multiple
character strings directly from the prompt is hardly a user-friendly requirement, and
line. For example, / followed immediately another awkwardness is the need to be
by FS and a file name will save the current precise about upper and lower case. If you
spreadsheet straight into the data search are looking for MR Costly then "Mr
routine. Lotus has also set up the 10 -key Costly" will not find him. The most serious
function keypad on the left of the key- problem is the way 1-2-3 handles space
board to generate many of the common characters. As it stands at the moment the
command strings, and a plastic template is address field in the criterion range is empty,
meaning any address will fit. If a space were
supplied to match.
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is not yet with us, but 1-2-3 is an impressive

pathfinder.

So far 1-2-3 only runs on the IBM PC
and its close clones like the Compaq. If
your machine is a look -alike then check
carefully before you buy: there is no
guarantee it will be able to cope with 1-2-3's

hardware calls or respond correctly to its
code protection. 1-2-3 software is promised

soon for Wang and other machines, so it
might be worth waiting.

Also promised is a U.K. version. The
manual has already been modified slightly

for the U.K. market, but when you buy
your copy check that you can substitute £
signs for dollar signs.

The software protection with the disc
dongle may go some little way to helping
the investors recoup their massive stake in
the product, but is a classic pain in the neck

for the legitimate user. Complain to your
dealer about it.
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GamePak
Piggy -backs

MemPak
Available in 128K or 256K
does not interfere with next slot

above edge connector

SECOND SERIAL PORT (optional)
configurable as COM1 or COM2
100% IBM compatible

PARITY CHECKED MEMORY
socketed from 64K to 256K

QPIus II

CLOCK/CALENDAR
Clip -on battery

Automatically
sets time & date
PRINTER PORT
configurable as
LPT1 or LPT2

\

100% IBM Compatible

PARITY CHECKED
MEMORY
socketed from
64K to 38K

ASYNCHRONOUS PORT
configurable as COM1 or COM2
Programmable parity, baud rate, etc.
IMB compatible RS232 -C Serial

Game Adapter

SixShooter

(optional)

THE ONLY BOARDS YOU REALLY NEED FOR YOUR IBM PC OR XT
QPIus II and the SixShooter are America's most popular
pair of enhancements for the IBM PC & XT. They offer
the most comprehensive list of features available while
occupying just one slot in your computer. State of the art
engineering along with the most rigorous quality
controls in the industry result in a product in keeping
with the high standards set by IBM.
The Qplus II comes standard with
clock/calendar, asynchronous serial
port (RS232C), and your choice of
memory from 64K to 256K. Options
include: a second asynchronous port, a
parallel printer port, a game port on a
plug-in "piggy -back" board, and a choice
of 1 28K or 256K MemPaks. The
MemPaks give you the ability to add 384K
or 512K of memory in one slot.
The SixShooter is ideal for the XT model. It offers a
battery powered clock/calendar, asynchronous port,
parallel printer port, SuperDrive & SuperSpool software,
and your choice of memory up to 384K, all standard.
Optional is an IBM compatible game port adapter.
Circle No. 157

Also included with both boards is the SuperDriveTM disk
emulation software. It allows you to create up to three
"electronic disk drives" in memory which access your
programmes at the speed of RAM memory. You also get
SuperSpoolTM, a programme which allows you to assign
a portion of memory to act as a print spooler.
Both boards are backed up by a one year parts and
labor warranty and 48 hour turnaround on any warrant)
repairs. Visit your local dealer and pick up a brochure
with the full details. If he doesn't have the information
have him give us a call. Your PC will really thank you.
Suggested List Prices:
64K f289 128K £359 192K £429 256K £499
Options: Second async port, printer port, game port,
and GamePak, each £35. MemPak 128K £199,
MemPak 256K £349.

QUBIE' DISTRIBUTING LTD.
Tempo House, 15 Falcon Road
London, SW11

(01) 223-4569,223-7662

The newArgu
Above all, a tru

'ro-personal.
6 -bit computer.
On performance alone, the new Argus
Pro -personal computer is way above the rest.
It's a true 8086 -based 16 -bit machine. And
it's fast-8MHz.
Our Argus Pro -personal also gives you a
choice of backing store from floppy right up to
big Winchesters, and memory up to 896K.
So you've got the capacity and speed for
professional -sized programs, and that means
savings in expensive professional time.

A NEW WORLD OF SOFTWARE
Running industry -standard CP/M-86t, the
Argus Pro -personal opens your door wide to a
vast array of 16 -bit application software.
Ferranti also supplies software packages for
major applications such as word processing
and spreadsheet calculations. Of course the
Argus Pro -personal can also run your existing
8 -bit software.
It adds up to all the power and capacity you
need. Benchmark tests have proved it
outperforms its competitors.

A COMPLETE PACKAGE PUTS YOU
ONE UP
Right from the start the Argus Pro -personal
gives you what you want. CP/M-86t and BASIC
are included. So is 128K of memory -and it's all
available to you because the VDU has its own
memory for both alphanumerics and high
resolution graphics.
Check this out against the competition.

looking, with clear characters on an anti reflective screen. The VDU tilts and swivels,
and the keyboard, VDU and processor box can
be placed to suit the operator.
CP/M-86t is menu -driven so it's easier to use.

IF YOU'RE LAUNCHING AN
AUTOMATED OFFICE
The Argus Pro -personal with the rest of the
Ferranti office product range allows access to
mainframe computers, so if you want it to be
part of a general office automation scheme,
there's no problem.

YOU'RE ON FIRM GROUND
WITH FERRANTI
Behind the Argus Pro -personal computer, a
product at the leading edge of a fast moving
technology, is a company with over 20 years in
the computer business.
Ferranti has an unsurpassed reputation for
quality assurance and reliability.
So, your investment is protected for the
longest possible time. And you get a first-class
maintenance service to back it up.
For a high -flying computer the Argus
Pro -personal price tag is remarkably low level.
It starts at just £2,800.

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited,
Simonsway, Wythenshawe,
Manchester M22 5LA.
Telephone: 061-499 3355, Telex: 668084

A COMPUTER WITH THE
HUMAN TOUCH

F ERRANTI

For all its professionalism, the Argus
Pro -personal computer is easy to live with. It's
user-friendly in every way. Compact and good

Computer Systems
Please show me how the Ferranti Argus Pro -personal
computer can serve my computing needs.
Name
Position
Company
Address

'CF',11t1 -841 is a imfernark of 0,1a,talS,,,ard,

Telephone
Telex
Ferranti Computer Systems Limited,
Simonsway, Wythenshawe
Manchester M22 5LA.
ARGUS
PC/1 /84
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PRICOT
This good-looking not -quite -portable may be just the thing
for newcomers to serious computing.
Ian Stobie investigates.

ACT'S APRICOT

is being launched with a

great deal of hullabaloo, at least some of it
deserved. It is one of the first mass -market
computers to use the fully 16 -bit Intel 8086
processor, and comes with 256K or RAM,
one or two Sony 3.5in. micro -floppy disc

drives and is at least semi -portable. At
£1 ,890 for a twin -drive machine and just
under £1,500 for the single -drive version,
on the face of it the Apricot represents very
good value for money.

ACT has designed the Apricot to be
closely software compatible with the Sirius,

the machine which the company imports
from the United States. The Scottish -built
Apricot is also quite close to the IBM PC in
software terms, and software houses

should have little trouble in converting
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Review
commercial packages to run on the new
machine.

The review system came provided with
MS-DOS 2.0, Microsoft Basic, Supercalc
and numerous utility programs. Users will
get all these included in the price, along
with several other software products which
were not available to review.
Compared to most 16 -bit desk -top
computers the Apricot is very compact and
stylish. The main box, which includes the
disc drives, is only 16.5in. wide and 12.5in.
deep. It weighs 14.21b. and is designed to
pack up neatly for carrying. The disc -drive
openings can be protected by pulling down

a plastic flap and a carrying handle is
provided.

Limited storage

80 -character display has very good
definition, and boasts 400 -by -800 dot
resolution for graphics work, matching the

Sirius. Like the Sirius the Apricot screen
has a fine, black nylon mesh positioned in
front of the glass to cut out reflections.
The display unit weighs only 9.11b. and
has a recessed handle for easy carrying. My
only objection to the display is the colour of
the P-39 screen phosphor, which is a very
bright green. Screen colour is very much a
matter of personal taste, but I have a strong

preference for amber, or even white, over
green. ACT is not offering a choice at the
moment.
The keyboard is attached to the main box
by a long coiled cable, providing a two-way
serial link to carry the information
displayed on the small microscreen built in
above the keys. The key layout is standard

At present the disc options on the
Apricot are rather limited, two single -sided

QWERTY, without IBM's irritating

Sony drives with a formatted capacity of

Shift, and with the four cursor -control keys
arranged in a sensible configuration. There
is a separate numeric keypad.

315K each being the current limit. Double sided drives are promised, along with hard
discs, which would fit in the case in place of
one of the Sony micro -drives.
How far the Apricot is a British machine

The keyboard has a good, if slightly
spongy, typing feel. An audible blip from
the Apricot's built-in speaker can be turned

assembly and final testing are done at

touch -sensitive grey pads which can be used
Glenrothes.
as program -definable function keys. One
The display unit is only as large as it has way of using the microscreen is to provide

measures 9in. diagonally. You can tilt and

labels for these function keys - as for
instance the ACT supplied version of

swivel the display on its pedestal, and a

WordStar does. One of the big advantages

wide groove for it runs along the top of the

of this approach over plastic keyboard
overlays is that the same six keys can be

main box. Although the screen is small
compared to those on most desk -top
machines it does not appear cramped or
difficult to read. Indeed the 25 -line by

when you hit one of them varies depending
on the program you are running. Print will
normally give you an exact screen dump if
you have a suitable printer connected. Calc

lets you perform a calculation using the
numeric keypad and display the result on
the microscreen independently of anything
going on the main screen. Even better, you
can send it to the current cursor position on
the main screen, which is useful for things

like totting up columns of figures when
word processing.
The microscreen can be used to echo the
last line of the display so if you wanted to
use the Apricot as a portable you could take
the main box and keyboard away with you.

But for practical work you really need a
proper screen too, which involves both
(continued on next page)

Backslash key where you expect the left

is a moot point because in addition to the down or right off if you prefer. The
disc -drive mechanics, the main board and microscreen is a very clear two-line by
CRT are made in Japan. The main board is 40 -character liquid -crystal display which
populated with chips in Singapore and the normally shows the date and time when you
keyboard is American. The mouldings, switch on the machine.
chassis, and cabling are British, and
Underneath the screen itself are six

to be to accommodate the CRT, which

labelled Help, Undo, Repeat, Calc, Print,
Interrupt, Menu and Finish. What happens

continually redefined and relabelled by the
program as the functions required change.
There are also eight preset function keys,

Specification
CPU: Intel 8086 16 -bit processor
RAM: 256K, expandable to 768K

Portability: main unit with keyboard
attached for carrying weighs 17.51b.,
screen weighs 9.1lb; mains powered
Size on desk top: 16.5in. wide by 12.5in.
high by 12.5in. deep, ignoring
keyboard
Display: 9in. diagonal 25 -line by
80 -character CRT with 800 -by -400 dot
high-resulution graphics capacity;
characters are formed on 10 -by -16 dot
matrix
Keyboard: detached QWERTY-layout
keyboard with numeric keypad, preset
function keys, and six programmable
touch -sensitive function keys;
keyboard has two-line by 40 -character
liquid -crystal display which can be
used to label function keys or show
other messages; keyboard also has

connector for forthcoming mouse
Interfaces: one RS -232C

communications interface, one
Centronics -type printer interface
Discs: one or two 3.5in. micro -floppy
drives for Sony discs; formatted
capacity 315K per drive; promised
disc options include double -sided
micro -floppy and 5Mbyte and 10Mbyte
Winchester hard discs
Software included in price: MS-DOS 2.0,
MS -Basic, from Microsoft CP/M-86,
Concurrent CP/M-86 and Personal
Basic from Digital Research;
Supercalc 1 spreadsheet,
Superplanner diary / scheduler, and
various utilities including GSX
graphics
Other software: system software
includes DR compiled Basic, UCSD p System, Pascal, Fortran, C, Cobol and
BOS operating system
Hardware options: Intel 8087 maths coprocessor, on -board modem with
auto -dialler

Manufacturer: Applied Computer
Techniques at Glenrothes, Scotland
U.K. prices: £1,890 for 256K system
comprising screen, keyboard and twin
disc drives; single -drive version costs
£1,495

The keyboard clips under the main unit - but the display must be carried separately.
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APRICOT
(continued from previous page)

hands and is fun only as far as a nearby car.

You might keep a second display unit at
your destination, but that would cost on
extra £195. Yet ACT was probably right to
conclude that having a system which is easy

to use is more valuable to potential users
one that is easy it is to carry.
When you turn the Apricot on and insert

a disc the system boots up MS-DOS and
then goes straight into an application
program loaded from the disc. There is no
need to type in the date and time when you
turn the system on as the operating system
takes the time and date from the Apricot's
built-in battery -powered clock. Apricot's

version of MS-DOS 2.0 takes up a great
deal of space since as many features
as

possible have been made software

redefinable, including the screen -display
character set, the ASCII codes assigned to
each key and the function -key definitions.
As a result only 128K is free to the user's
applications on the standard 256K

Benchmarks
The ACT Apricot performs almost identically to the IBM PC, which is by no means
the fastest machine we have tested but a good enough standard to aim for. The table
shows the time in seconds to run eight standard Benchmark routines. They test out
various typical tasks, each routine repeating an appropriate set of Basic statements
1,000 times. We were using Microsoft Basic version 5.28 running under MS-DOS 2.0,
supplied with the Apricot.

HP Series 200 Model 16 -

BM1
0.2

8M2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8
0.6

1.4

1.6

1.7

2.8

4.3

15

0.6

2.1

1.5
1.2

4.8
4.8

4.8
10.4
11.7

4.9
10.8
12.2

5.8
12.2
13.4

10.5
22.8
23.3

16.7
35.5
37.4

34
30

68000

Orion -

8086

ACT Apricot - 8086
IBM PC - 8088

can reconfigure 40K of MS -DOS's 128K as

an extra disc-cacheing area to increase

Conclusions

machine.

Menu Manager

the U.S.-made Sirius in Britain, and a
correspondingly large range of software the price.

The Apricot is well made, compact and
stylish. It is good value, considering the
specification and the software included in

has grown up for the machine. Practically
Its similarity to the Sirius will give users a
all these programs are likely to be available wide range of existing software to chose
for the Apricot since ACT has gone out of from. The choice is further extended by the
its way to preserve compatibility. Most three standard operating systems included

in the price, and the availability of other

choosing from menus of names which come

operating systems at reduced price.
The Sony discs are tougher and

up as soon as you boot the system. The

menus can be set up by the dealer or

more compact than conventional 5.25in.
floppies; at the moment the Apricot lacks

software supplier to include the names of
programs which you might wish to run.

higher -capacity disc options, which rules it
out for some applications.
The two-line by 40 -character LCD
microscreen on the keyboard is quite
handy, though not a world -shattering
breakthrough.

Menus are displayed in a particularly
effective way: you choose by flicking the
cursor through a ladder of up to 30 names
with the cursor -control

7.3
16.5
16.9

full discs as I did not have a spare box of documentation is generally excellent for the
micro -floppies to hand. The ACT intended users. Most manuals are well
approach of doing things in software illustrated and have indexes, and glossaries
whenever possible means that loading if necessary. A full technical manual is also
programs takes longer if alternate character on the way. Any user who runs into
sets, microscreen labels and so on are problems normally looks to the dealer for
required by the application. Programs help, and here ACT has the advantage of
which do not need to use alternate an established dealer network.
character sets or high -resolution graphics
speed substantially.
ACT has been very successful at selling

ACT provides the Apricot with a
Manager program to shield more timid
users even from MS-DOS. It lets you
generate MS-DOS commands simply by

13

Av
3.4

keys. A brief

explanation of each option is displayed on
the screen as you move through the ladder.

The Apricot is not really portable unless

Pressing the Help key produces a fuller

you buy a second monitor: you cannot do

explanation, and to select your choice you

Pulsar software is being converted for use

use one of the touch -sensitive function
keys. Common housekeeping tasks like
copying discs can be done without going

on the Apricot. The Apricot version of use. With keyboard clipped to main box in
WordStar, for example, is well documented one hand and screen in the other, the
and makes full use of the machine's Apricot is easily transportable only as far as

into MS-DOS by choosing the appropriate
menu options. If you choose a task which is

function keys and microscreen.
A lot of software is included in the price

not on the discs currently in the drives
Manager tells you to insert the proper disc.
Use of the 8086 processor does not seem

to have produced any startling gains in
terms of speed, at least when running Basic

programs. Running standard Benchmark
routines on the Apricot revealed it as no
faster than 8088 -based machines like the
Sirius and IBM PC. There is room on the
main board for the optional 8087 maths co-

processor, which should speed up Basic
programs that are particularly heavy on
computations.
The discs appeared rather slow, though
they are no slower than other Sony drives

without a decent -sized screen for practical

a nearby car park.
The Apricot does not boast spectacular
of the Apricot. Most of it is systems performance, but it equals the IBM PC and
software, including Digital Research's the Sirius at standard Benchmarks tests,
CP/M-86, Concurrent CP/M-86 and which should be good enough for most
Personal Basic. They are not actually people.
delivered with the system, but you get a The excellent documentation and
voucher which you return to your dealer to straightforward Manager system show that
get your free copies. Other vouchers offer care has been taken to make the machine
discounts on the UCSD p -System and suitable for first-time users.
MPSL's Cobol oriented BOS operating ACT's dealer network is well established
system. Such a good choice of operating and is familiar with the similar Sirius
systems should give users access to a very system; it should be able to offer the user
wide range of application software. Digital adequate support.
All computers are probably more
Research's GSX graphics kernel is supplied
on disc.
confusing at first than people bombarded

ACT seems to be trying to move the with advertising now imagine, but the
and faster than most standard 5.25in. Sirius up-market while the Apricot is being Apricot is not a bad choice for business or
floppies at actually transferring promoted as the entry-level machine for the professional people coming to serious
information. However, I was using rather
78

first-time office or professional user. Its computing for the first time.
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Add
to your BBC
micro in

.......
................

.........................................
..........................................

.....................

five minutes
- ARIES -B20 Features
* Adds 20K of useable RAM to
your BBC Micro

* Run programs up to 28K long in
ANY SCREEN MODE

BBC Micro - can be
removed at any time
* Incredibly simple to
use

* Price £99.95 including post,
packing and VAT
* If not completely satisfied with
your purchase, we will refund

* Patent applied for

your money in full providing you
return the ARIES -B20 in good
condition in its original

* Designed in Cambridge by

packaging within 14 days

* Extra memory can be used
directly from BASIC I and II,
VIEW 1.4, FORTH, LISP, and
many other existing programs
* ARIES -B20 is compatible with
all correctly written BBC Micro
software, on cassette, disc,
sideways ROM or cartridge

* Don't be deceived: this product
is unique - no other expansion
unit has these capabilities
* Complete compatibility -ARIESB20 uses only documented
MOS facilities
* Fitted in 5 minutes using only a
screwdriver

* Simply plugs in inside the case
* No soldering or cutting
* (Unlike some add-on products)
will cause no damage to your

How to Order.
Send cheque or postal order
made payable to: Cambridge
Computer Consultants Ltd and
forward to:

Cambridge Computer
Consultants Ltd, FREEPOST,
Cambridge CB1 1BR.

Telephone Cambridge
0223- 210677

BBC Micro experts

* Top quality manufacture
* Unquestionably the most
important add-on ever
produced for the BBC Micro

* Top software houses are racing
to produce the "super programs" made possible by

Machine requirements:
* BBC Micro model B

* MOS 1.2 or later
* Plugs into CPU socket and 1
sideways ROM socket

the extra capacity

* 1 year guarantee.
* Available mail-order only
* Official purchase orders
accepted from bona -fide
educational establishments, all
other trade cash -with -order

r

Please send me (Qty)

Also available IEEE -488 interface.

Coming soon: Compatible ROM
expansion board.

ARIES- B20 (s) at £99.95 (incl. p. p. & VAT).

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to
Cambridge Computer Consultants Ltd for £
Signed
Name (block letters)
Address

Post Code
-79

I ;-.3 Cambridge Computer Consultants Ltd, FREEPOST Cambridge CBI 1BR
Telephone Cambridge 0223-210677
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Mass storage
Glyn Moody assesses the
1 Gbyte laser discs just
announced by Shugart.
AS YOUR FLOPPY slowly disgorges itself into

RAM, or has filled up yet again, have you
ever longed for something a little faster and

roomier? Shugart, the firm that brought
you the 5.25in. floppy drive you know and
love, has now produced Optimem 1000, an

unsealed disc unit storing one gigabyte,
1,000Mbyte, with an average access time of
100ms. and a transfer rate of five Mbits per

second. The cost is a mere £5,000 for the
unit and £200 for each disc.
These apparently fabulous figures are the

result of extending laser video -disc technology to include a read/write capability.
Gone are the days when high storage and
retrieval rates meant extreme user
environments. The double -sided disc is
encased in a clear plastic shell about

2.5mm. thick and can be handled and from a laser diode is formed into a parallel
inserted without abnormal precautions. It beam, then polarised. Before the light is
is claimed that no regular maintenance is focussed on the disc its plane of polar-

required and that the mean time before isation is rotated through 90°. In write
failure is 5,000 operating hours under mode, the light is intense enough to burn
typical use. The complete unit is only 7in. away a thin layer of polymer and leave a
high, 19in. wide and 24in. deep, and small pit in the metal layer. For reading, the
light intensity is lower so that it merely
requires less than 230 watts in operation.
The basis of operation is simple. Light bounces off the reflective pit, back through
the polariser. The reflected beam's

Specification

Capacity: 1Gbyte per disc, 25K per track,
1,024 bytes per sector, all formatted
and controlled; 25 sectors per track
Access time: 1ms. track to track, 100ms.
average, 200ms. maximum
Rotational speed: 1,122rpm
Recording density: 14,500 bits per inch
Track density: 14,500 tracks per inch
Dimensions: 177mm. x 477mm. x
610mm.
Weight: 22.7kg.

U.K. distributor: Shugart Corporation, PO
Box 57, Woking, Surrey GU21 1AJ.

polarisation is turned through a further 90°
so that it is completely out of phase with the
original beam. The half -mirror in the
polariser deflects it on to the photo detector to produce a Winchester -like
output.

As the disc is spinning round at over
1,100rpm, the beam is kept focussed on the
series

of pits by tracking pre -grooved

optical tracers. The data tracks are only the

width of the circular pits, typically one
micron, so 40,000 tracks can be
accommodated on the 12in. disc. The

Beam rotator

Half -silvered

Light from the laser passes through a polariser
before being directed at the disc.

mirror

Objective lens

1
Detector
Collection lens
assembly

Telescope lens
assembly
Focus error
prism

Correction
prisms

Laser diode

Mirror assembly
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sees the
radial track density of 14,500 per inch is
matched by the number of bits per inch
along the data track. Each track is divided

Metal
polymer

up into 25 sectors. Clearly, the real advance
of the Optimem lies in its storage density.

Transparent
substrate

date and time the latest version could be
filed as a permanent record.

It may even be possible to transfer
printed documents straight into memory
via OCR units, saving hours of input time.

Even using the less efficient direct line
scanning and bitwise saving 20,000 to

And compared with magnetic media, the
optical disc is much more durable so data is
correspondingly safer from accidental loss
as a result of physical damage or
demagnetisation.
The advent of such high -density storage

30,000 pages could be saved on a 1Gbyte
disc.

Shugart is currently working on discs
with up to 3Gbyte capacity. Competitors,
such as Philips, Storage Technology and
Hitachi are also active in this field of very
high -density media at relatively low cost.
One problem with the present system is its

could well signal changes in the way and
reasons information is stored. Apart from
obvious applications like standard Winchester back-up and its use in large
reference databases, there is the possibility

lack of an erase facility, but with the
possibility of discs holding one terabyte or

of using the disc as a centralised back-up
resource. As part of a networked system it
could routinely be linked to local terminals

at regular intervals - say, at the end of
each day - and store selected programs for
reference. If each program stored in local
memory were suitably coded with name,

light

Bubble is one
micron or less
in diameter
Metal
polymer

1,000,000Mbytes in the not too distant
future, erasure could become a largely
irrelevant facility. Mass storage space
would then be so cheap that recording
afresh and forgetting about the old data
would be far more economical.

Transparent
substrate

Pits burned by the laser are packed more
than 200 million the square inch.
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COMMODORE
SX 64

Paul Bond dons his smart s
try out the "executive" version
of the 64, complete with built-in
disc and colour monitor.

WHEN THE UGLY DUCKLING turned into a

which doubles as a screen support. In the screen to take place with a smoothness

swan, he found it hard to believe. While

appearance it is quite a different animal

owners of the Commodore 64 will tell you
of its many advantages, they would find it
hard to recognise in its executive
incarnation.
The Commodore SX-64 Executive

from its muddy -brown relation.

entertainment software still seem bemused

otherwise only available to machine -code
programmers.
The machine has a range of 16 colours,
and there are two character sets. The extra
character set is potentially as useful to
someone trying to present a graphic

Computer is, at first glance, what many
people refer to as a "sexy machine". For

by a positive Mersey Tunnel of memory

solution to a mathematical problem or a

around £900, including VAT, you get a disc
drive and miniature colour monitor as well

confines of 3K, 8K and 16K RAM packs.
And not many home computers have the
kind of graphics capacity possessed by the
64. It has taken a leaf from the Atari book
in providing sprites, which enable the

as the basic computer. All this comes in a
steel -grey plastic casing approximately 16

inches deep by 14 inches wide by four
inches high, carried by a ratchet handle
82

An executive implementation of the
Commodore 64 makes sense. After nearly a

year on the market, the providers of
capacity - compared, that

is,

to the dynamic presentation of last year's sales

movement of high -resolution designs about

figures as to those brave souls who dedicate

so much of their free time with their
microcomputer to fighting off inexorable
waves of hostile alien beings.

Of the 64K on -board memory 38K is
available for Basic programming. That
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Two AID interfaces, a printer connector and the DIN audio/video connectors are on the back, along with the power On/Off switch.
Computer Software Associates' Practicalc
leaves plenty of room for grown-up

software such as a good word processor
plus a dictionary for spelling checking.
Handy though the Commodore 64 is in
comparison to its ancestor, the Vic -20, no
thrusting young executive wants to have to
fiddle about with connecting up leads, disc
drives and monitors. So here it all is in one
streamlined package.

On the back of the SX-64 is an On/Off
switch, two DIN plugs, two A/D interfaces
and an edge connector for the printer. On
top -of the machine there is a hatch covering
a ROM cartridge interface. The front of the

machine - revealed, Osborne -style, by
removing a lid which doubles as a keyboard

- features the built-in 5in. colour monitor.
It accommodates a standard 40 -character
display, although it is possible to handle
240 -character lines by using the screen as a
window. The primary screen display is the

same pale -grey on pale -blue familiar to
users of the domestic machine. A single

Specification

64 is available cheaply on tape.

CPU: 6510

Memory: 64K expandable to 256K on
main board
Standard interfaces: two games ports,
one cartridge slot, IEEE serial port,
user port, audio/video connector
Discs: single Commodore 1541 5.25in.
floppy drive built-in, capacity 174K
Portability: mains -powered or separate
battery supply
Dimensions:
406mm. x 356mm. x 100mm.
Weight: 10.5kg. (231b) approx.
DISPLAY
Type: 6in. colour, built-in
Text: 40 columns by 25 lines
Graphics: 320 by 200 pixels
KEYBOARD
Type: detached; clips on to front of
main unit for transport
Keys: QWERTY plus four function keys;
67 keys in all

174K, 5.25in. floppy -disc drive is built-in,
and there is a second disc -drive sized hole
coyly labelled "storage".

figure work or word processing. If you
insist on colour, the Commodore's habitual
pale grey and blue appear to be a good bet,
but most of the more garish combinations
seem set to destroy your eyesight.
The SX-64 is not a games machine, but
should you wish to indulge yourself it can
be output to a larger monitor. The lack of a
cassette interface militates against using it

for games: it would, after all, be rather
naughty to spend vast sums of company
money buying software on disc.

Conclusions
The SX-64 is a serious rival to other
The quantity of practical applications
software already available for it on disc

Five output controls are mounted on the

makes it a viable machine.
However, the 5in. colour screen is really

front panel, protected by a hinged flap.
They control volume, contrast, colour,
brightness and vertical hold. Two ad-

too small to be used for a long time,
although it is useful to have it there if

ditional fine-tuning screwdriver -operated
controls are provided, labelled sub -contrast

people persist in walking off with your fullsize monitor.

It

is a serious inconvenience that no
is available, since the
difference in price between discs and
cassettes can be a crucial factor for a

is

included between colour and vertical hold
controls.
A short 25 -pin lead connects the

keyboard to the underside of the micro.
The 67 keys, including four function keys,
are closer together and less heavily raked
than on the Commodore 64. The key -tops
are white with black lettering and are easily
legible. There is no light to indicate that the
machine is switched on, but this is hardly
necessary with an integral VDU.

A good range of software is already

cassette interface

Benchmarks
In the speed stakes, the portable Commodore 64 falls neatly between the far more
expensive business transportables, like the Apricot, and slower lap computers.
Machine and CPU

ACT Apricot -8086

does not interface with it. It seems a strange

CMOS

omission, as much useful software like

company introducing computer applications on a limited budget.

The SX-64 packs up into a readily
transportable 231b. one-piece unit.

available for the SX-64, as it runs discs
written for the Commodore 64. Cassettes
are another matter, though, as the
Commodore dedicated cassette -recorder
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seems an odd choice for what is primarily a
business micro. On software which allows
you to change the colour displayed I found
plain old white on black the most
comfortable for any serious programming,

portables, especially if you are sold on its
colour facilities.

Video controls

and sub -brightness. A reset switch

Another serious quibble concerns the
SX-64's built-in colour monitor, which

Commodore 64-6510
Epson HX-20-6301 CMOS
Tandy Model 100-80085

BM1
1.5
1.4

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5 BM6

4.8

10.4
19.2
33.4
26.7

10.8
20.0
33.2
29.7

21.0
35.2
31.4

2.6

10.5
15.2

4.8

10.1

12.2

BM7

BM8

Av.

22.8 35.5 34.0
32.2 51.6 116.0
59.6 101.0 132.0
47.5 63.6 323.0

16.5
34.0
51.5
67.1

Which OS for
16 bits?

Chris Bidmead arbitrates on the competing claims of Digital Research's Concurrent
CPIM and Microsoft's MS-DOS 2.
hit MS-DOS, it's a moving well rehearsed before in these pages, so I
MS -DOS's verbose error messages are
target," said a friend in the operating - will do no more than highlight the points often cited as an example of the
system industry when I told him of my that stuck me as noteworthy:
tremendous improvement over CP/M, but
intention to continue my personal
Multiple fixed disc support with multiple very often they are too global to be helpful.
"THEY CAN'T

supervision of the battle of the micro giants
by running Concurrent CP/M side by side

with MS-DOS 2. "They", of course is
Digital Research.
My friend intended to convey that
Microsoft's MS-DOS operating system is a
rapidly improving product with an enviable

position in the market place. But I was
struck by the martial metaphor. Increasingly, the important question of where we

are going with this extraordinary technology - child of electronics and pure
logic, and undoubtedly father of our future
- is expressed in terms of warfare.
Draw back from the global implications
of this accident of semantics to consider the
nearer issue of how we are going to organise
our software on this and the next

generation of personal computers. To
represent the hardware I chose the IBM
XT, the hard -disc version of the ubiquitous

IBM PC. I partitioned the disc so that it
could share two operating systems: MSDOS 2, now well established, and the
special version of Concurrent CP/M that
had just arrived that week hot off the plane
from the States.
MS-DOS 2 incorporates several improvements over MS-DOS 1, which in fact
was a rapidly bought -in product Microsoft

was using as a place marker to fill its
contract with IBM. The advance on the
somewhat ragged early version is

When erasing a directory, for example, the

operating system partitioning.

Formatting diskettes at nine sectors per
track rather than eight adds about 40K to
the floppy drive.

Multiple disc buffers.
Treed directories.
The ability to name discs at format time.
Function -key programming and screen

control by sending a simple Escape
sequence to the console.

Reassignment of drive names with the
Assign command in order to fool
application programs that inflexibly
insist they find their files on drives A: and
B:.

Spooled printing.
Improved Edlin, with line copy, line move
and merge with another file.

New

I/O devices can be installed
relatively easily, and are structured in a
way that makes it possible to queue I/O
requests to allow, for example, printers to
work while other processing continues.

Piping is allowed, in a subset of the
comparable Unix feature. For example,

with a utility called Sort, which is also
new to MS-DOS 2, you can arrange your
directory in alphabetical order before
displaying it on the screen. The command
is represented by the vertical bar
character, and the whole command line

to sort the directory and redirect the
output to a file called Dir.Txt is simply:

considerable, but the features have been

Vordmare Supported

Start

one stage as if directories removed with RD
mysteriously reappeared.
In fact they had not. The confusion arose

because MS-DOS 2 allows you to create
identical -looking directories in different
parts of the disc, and at this stage I had not
discovered the Tree command. Tree gives
you a quick listing to the screen or printer
of all your directories, showing the nesting
structure.
Something that many users may come to
regard as essential on a hard -disc system,
and conspicuously lacking from MS-DOS
2, is an equivalent of the CP/M-86
command Eraq. Test files, temporary files
and old data files that have been backed up

to disc long ago all tend to accumulate,
until one day your multi -megabyte hard
disc comes up with the message you never
thought to see: "Disc Full".

Now is the time for a mass purge. But

in

the absence of Eraq, MS-DOS 2's

Erase or Del - which are synonyms for the
same command, though perversely Era is
not understood - gives you a stark choice.
You can erase all the files, single files, or all

111

1
1

:

:

256

112

N

DOS

2

A

non -DOS

8

8

1

3

N

non -DOS

112

304

193

0

1

:

End Size

1

Total disk space is

particularly as during testing it seemed at

Hard Disk(s)
Diskette(s)
Parallel Printer Port(s)
Serial Printer Port(s)
Main Memory (Oh)

Change Active Partition

Type

Invalid path, not directory, or directory not
empty
It would be useful to know which,

5,31,83

.IuS Versidn of

(C)Copyright 111M Corp.

Partition Status

might be greeted with:

of a family of files that fits a common

DIRISORT>DIR.TXT

IBM Personal Computer
Fixed Disk Setup Program Version 1.08
1983

command RD, to remove the directory,

Concurrent CP/M-86 1.8
Copyright (C) 1982, Digital Research

385 cylinders.

Enter the ember of the partition you
2
want to sake active

Press gm to return to FDISK Options

1

.1

Figure 1. An intermediate partition of zero size.
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Figure 2. Concurrent CP/M at last!
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search mask. In the last option
SA LES??.D *

is matched by
SA LES83.DAT

or
SALESLG.DUP

and so on.
There are some nice embellishments to

Dir. The normal command produces a
directory listing with one entry per line, like

CP/M 1.4. The difference is that handy
data is included on the line about file size,
in exact bytes, with the date and time the

file was last written to. With a longish
directory you will lose entries off the top of

the screen, so MS-DOS provides a /P
option, which pages the listing.
The single -line -per -entry default can be

overriden with the /W perameter which

One unfortunate consequence of this

creates a wide listing in CP/M-80 style. The impinges on WTDaTim, the routine that
usual wild -card conventions are observed, asks you for the date and time. It turns out
that you cannot use it as documented in the
except that typing

dir .<ext>

Autoexec.Bat file when booting off the

example - you have to type the dot.
In order to boot from the hard disc you

should ask you the time, when Oxford
Street is full of digital watches that will

hard disc because the file insists on looking
assumes * . < ext > just as
on the A drive, which you have had to
dir <filename>
unlatch in order to come up on the hard
assumes < filename > .* . To look at files disc. I have always failed to understand
without extents - directory files, for why a microcomputer costing £6,000

have to unlatch the floppy drive, otherwise provide the same information for a couple
the disc in there will be taken as the boot of quid. However, that is a criticism of
disc. It seems to me perverse that the IBM, not the operating -system vendors.
A nice idea that Microsoft has imported
floppy, which is purely secondary mass
storage, should be given priority by being from Unix, the inspiration behind MScalled drive A:. Concurrent CP/M on the DOS 2, is a system configuration file called
IBM does the same thing.
(continued on next page)

Directory handling
A hard disc is a fine asset, but there has to be some way
of keeping your files separate from each other. You
probably have a number of different applications, each
comprising a set of program files. For example,
WordStar consists of a loader usually called WS.COM,
two overlay files, and perhaps Mailmerge. The program
code of dBase II likewise is made up of three files or
more in older versions.
If you are running five applications off the same hard
disc, all in a single directory, these program files will be
jumbled together, and any data files you create will be
mixed in too. The names of some of these files may even
conflict. Under CP/M of all flavours since release 2 of the
eight -bit version back in 1980, drives are divisible into
user areas. But in the earlier 1.25 versions of MS-DOS,
still supplied on some makes of machine, there is no
way of doing anything equivalent. Version 2.0 MS-DOS
has a Unix -like treed directory system, something
arguably better than CP/M.
For a simple picture of the difference between the
directory structures imagine the hard disc as an
apartment block. Under CP/M each of the separate user
areas is a different floor. Each floor is equivalent to a
separate directory capable of running its own set of files
without interference from any of the other directories.
Additionally, it is traditional on hard -disc CP/M machines
to divide the single physical hard disc into two logical

hard -disc MS-DOS 1 machines I have lived with this has
not been done.
If you now fill the empty shell of the imaginary apartment block with a series of different balloons, allowing
any balloon to contain any number of other balloons you
arrive at something resembling MS-DOS 2. The balloons
are directory areas, and can be regarded as autonomous
in much the same way as the user areas under CP/M. In
addition, you can create a Path, which is a connection
from any one of the balloons to any one other, so any
time you are in balloon 1 you can call on files in balloon
2.

But there are a couple of catches. Firstly, you would
imagine you could make the path between a pair of MSDOS 2 directory areas a permanent feature. But you
can't! you have to set up the connections dynamically
each time you power -up the operating system. Batch
files make it possible to do this automatically, so in
practice not a lot of harm is done, but the concept is still

a little clumsy.
More importantly Path has first -strike but not second strike capability. That is to say, calls down the path to a
second directory only apply to the file directly called.
Overlays evoked secondarily by the called file cannot
find the path. Thus if you are in a directory called WSSys

to which you have built a path with the instruction

Path ...
the command WS will evoke WordStar's main file
correctly. But that file in turn will be unable to find the
overlay files WSovlyl.Ovr and WSMsgs.Ovr, and
drives - or sometimes three - which you can think of
as a partition running up through the middle of the block WordStar will fail to work correctly. For a great many
of flats. CP/M allows 15 user areas, so a typical hard -disc applications packages that use more than a single file,
like Supercalc, WordStar, Milestone and so forth, the
system will have 32 separate "apartments" on line, not
including the floppy discs used mostly to shift software Path facility as currently implemented is just about
worthless.
into and out of the system.
Philosophers will argue that this is a fault of WordStar,
Single -tasking operating systems only allow you to be
in one directory at a time. To go to another directory you as is the failure of most application programs - Lotus
1-2-3 appears to be an honorable exception - to be able
have to leave the apartment, close the front door, get in
to route their calls for data files along the MS-DOS tree.
the elevator... well, you get the idea. Concurrent CP/M
It is a question of whether you think the operating
brings a new dimension into all this by letting you
system should serve the applications packages or vice
occupy several apartments at the same time - up to
versa. At present most of the applications packages,
four on the IBM PC. To extend the analogy to breaking
point, you can be having a bath in one apartment, eating translated as they are directly from the CP/M
dinner in another, doing press-ups in a third and sleeping environment, are not served very well. The only way the
unfortunate user can really make WordStar and similar
or whatever in a fourth.
programs work under MS-DOS at present is to lump
Now rip out all the innards of the block, leaving only
system and data files all together in the same directory,
the shell. That's MS-DOS 1, where you have no alterwhich I find hateful. There is not even a way that the
native but to let all your files rub up against each other.
user can hide the system files from the directory, as in
Theoretically this "long hut" philosophy of file
the CP/M command
cohabitation can be ameliorated by providing a logical
STAT <filename> $SYS
division of the hard disc into two separate drives, but on
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(continued from previous page)

Config.Sys. On booting -up, the system
looks in this file, if it exists, and carries out

the set-up procedures outlined there. The
particularly elegant feature is that this file is
written in plain text, so it is easily
reconfigurable.

part of the implementation. On the IBM
XT this 25th line keeps you in touch with
some useful information. Reading from
left to right, the line shows: the number of
the current console; the mode it is in; the
printer attached to that console, since

Concurrent CP/M that drives the RS -232
port.
There is not even a uni-directional input
device. The familiar RDR:, still present in

CP/M-86, has been banished from the

canon of logical devices. All you have is a
different consoles can be attached to raw Uart address which you can only get at
MS-DOS II includes a feature called% different printers; whether the "P toggle is by roughing out your own machine code.
variable disc buffers, which is equivalent to on or off; the process currently being run; Naively I had thought the whole point of
going 16 -bit was so that we could all stop
an elementary cache memory system. By the time; and the mode of display.
This console juggling requires some messing about in assembler and get on with
including the line
words of explanation for readers who have some proper work.
buffers = nn
I do not want to give you the idea that
in Config.Sys, where nn is a number not had the considerable pleasure of
between 2 and 99, it is possible to configure playing with Concurrent CP/M, although this is some deep fault in Concurrent
the size of the buffers to match your once you get the hang of it it's as natural as CP/M; it should be no more than a serious
application. Database -management sys- breathing. By holding down the Control omission in this early implementation of
tems, for example, that rely on a lot of key while pressing 0, 1, 2, or 3 on the the operating system on the IBM XT. .A
random disc activity will appreciate an keypad it is possible to do the equivalent of phone call to Digital Research brought the
enhanced buffers size, although the manual changing channels on a TV set. Just as problem into a little more focus, though I
includes a warning not to make the buffer Blankety-Blank continues relentlessly while must confess I am still hazy about the
too big or the time ta Ken searching it for the you sit glued to Mansfield Park, or vice technical details. It seems that the RS -232
right sector will be longer than looking for versa, so can you run a separate series of interface is not supported as an input device
tasks under Concurrent CP/M, monitoring under Concurrent CP/M due to what
it on disc.
I experimented with changing buffer size whichever one you choose, or switching Digital Research is describing as
"philosophical problems".
in conjunction with the Ashton-Tate around between them.
These virtual consoles can be set up in
data -management package Friday but,
disappointingly, completely failed to make either of two different ways using
any improvement to the rather slow speed command VCMode: as buffered, or as
at which records are displayed on the IBM dynamic. In dynamic mode a virtual
Both operating systems are potentially
screen. In fact the buffering seemed to be console holds no more than a single
completely ineffectual, as disc access, screenful of data at any time. If you run a faster than their equivalent on the eight -bit
shown by the LED disc light, was necessary compilation in the background the first scene, CP/M-80, and each is ready to run
for each record fetched, and again error messages the compiler sends will be applications that make use of the extended
necessary when back -tracking to the lost once the screen fills up. But invisible memory -addressing capability of the Intel
files act as temporary storage for the screen 8088 chip. The consensus among
previous record viewed.
One final quarrel with MS-DOS as image of a switched -out console in buffered programmers seems to
presented on the IBM is that it comes mode. When you switch back to the console Research's way of managing memory has
without an assembler. To old -school micro the display file is automatically replayed, so the edge of Microsoft's. The operating system vendors are not to blame for the
buffs like myself that is rather like serving a that you do not lose anything.
Concurrent CP/M supports up to five fact that there is a dearth of applications
meal without any cutlery.
Turning to Concurrent CP/M, the first printers: three parallel printers designated packages to take advantage of the
thing you discover about it when as 0, 1 and 2, and two serial printers called 3 new freedom being offered by 16 -bit
approaching from the other side of the and 4. A utility called Config sets the baud programming.
The dearth is seen at its worst with
hard -disc partition by way of MS-DOS is rate and other communication parameters
that Bill Gates, President and chief genie of of the two serial printers, one of which, Concurrent CP/M. Digital Research
Microsoft, does not want to encourage you Printer 3, turns out to be the RS -232 appears to be caught in a dangerous
to take that route. He does, admittedly, connector on the add-on serial card. Printer recursion represented by the notion of
provide a utility called FDisk to cross the 4 was not physically implemented on the "synergy". The idea is that independent
software vendors and Digital Research
partition, but he does not make it easy. The review machine.
Printer 3 looked interesting. I had been will feed and grow on each other's efforts,
alien partition is designated as non DOS, with A and N under the heading using the RS -232 connector under MS-DOS snowballing towards a prosperous future.
Status indicating active and non -active for bi-directional communication with my However, the small print in the synergy
trusty old Almarc Series 8, but until clause says that if the software vendors get
respectively.
In order to activate the non -DOS discovering printer 3 in the 500 -odd cold feet and baulk at pouring time and
partition you follow the instructions and pages of Digital Research's combined money into developing software to run on
enter the number of the partition you want Programmer's and User's Guide, this an operating system of only minority
to make active. At that point you are not at umbilical to the outside world seemed interest - however technically superior Concurrent CP/M - that would be too about as much use under Concurrent the snowball is liable to melt.
As the slanging match between Digital
simple - nor yet are you dropped back into CP/M as trousers on a sea -horse. But there
MS-DOS all ready to reboot into the new is a small catch to using printer 3 for Research and Microsoft rises to double operating system. What you actually get is communications. Concurrent CP/M turns page pitch in the weekly computer comics,
shown in figure 1 - the sudden creation of out to be dogged here with the same MS-DOS certainly seems to be making all
a new partition 2, empty and of zero size. difficulties that beset the LST device under the running, first in America and now over
You have no choice at this stage but to hit CP/M-80: the wretched port only behaves here.
On neither side does the customer
Escape to exit to the outer menu of FDisk. uni-directionally.
This next part you are not going to support appear to be very good. Existing
On re-entering the partition -change section
of the utility you can ask for partition 3 to believe, and even as I write it some weeks users of eight -bit systems are advised to sit
be made active, and the next reboot will after the IBM has gone home to roost I tight, and those on the brink of purchasing
cannot believe myself that I have not made a microcomputer should not dismiss
take you across to Concurrent CP/M.

Conclusions

At last you are in Concurrent CP/M. some horrendous omission in my fine
The command line at the bottom of the tooth -combing of the manuals and the
screen - see figure 2 - is not an inherent operating system itself. There simply is

altogether the wealth of software, ease
of communication and relatively easy
available back-up the eight -bit world

no bi-directional logical device inside

12]

part of Concurrent CP/M, but an optional
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offers.
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Discover a full colour monitor

for less than £200
which is compatible with the
majority of small Micros

£199.95 + VAT & CARRIAGE
*SUPERB GRAPHIC RESOLUTION
*UNIQUE GREEN TEXT OR FULL COLOUR OPTION
*COMPOSITE/RGB INPUTS
*SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO DISPLAY THE
OUTPUT FROM MICRO COMPUTERS
*SOUND WITH BUILT IN SPEAKER AND VOLUME
CONTROL
*ATTRACTIVELY DESIGNED METAL CASE IN
BEIGE AND DARK BROWN
*FULL 12 MONTH GUARANTEE

NOVEX

WORLDWIDE REGISTERED TRADEMARK BY
NOVEX ELECTRONICS CO. LTD. HONGKONG & NOVEX U.K. LTD.

For further details and stockists of the NOVEX MONITOR
range please complete and return to:
DISPLAY DISTRIBUTION Limited, 35 Grosvenor Road,
Twickenham, Middx. Tel. 01-891 1923/1513 Telex 295093
Name

Address

The full range of NOVEX MONITORS are
available through dealers nationwide.
Dealer enquiries welcome.
Circle No. 160
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by the software, a mouse makes it easier movement of the rotating ball, and the
and faster to interact with your computer. information is translated into machine It speeds the movement of the cursor over readable signals. The first variant to
the screen and lets you snap into commands become available is for the IBM PC, and

wants you to buy its mouse, described as a

and modes at the touch of a button. comes with a card that fits into the standard

"specially -priced

Combining movement with the pressing of
buttons gives the software writer the
opportunity to offer an entirely new kind of
spatially oriented control of the computer's
functions.

hardware option" -

come again? - for the IBM PC.
So who needs mice? I was strongly
against the little beasts cluttering up my
rapidly diminishing

work space until

recently, when I gave house room to a
couple of rare U.S. imports. Now that there
is a widely available Microsoft breed, the

concept deserves to be taken seriously.
Mice are still something I could live
without, but I am prepared to accept that

The Microsoft mouse is a two -button
mechanical device built around a heavy

system -board slots. The card also supplies
the mouse with the necessary power, so all

that is needed to join the mouse to the
machine is 150cm. of thin, black, rubber covered flex, terminated in a standard nine pin plug.
The whole kit, including mouse,
connector card, manual and software disc,
comes in an ingenously designed box about

steel ball -bearing that rotates in a cradle as
the whole thing is drawn across the table.
Three linear potentiometers read the the size of a small biscuit tin. When

there may be those who will learn to love

them. They should endear themselves
particularly to those who:

spend a lot of time with their micros but
somehow cannot be bothered to learn to
type;
have bought an IBM PC, with its keyboard

apparently designed for people with 12

i

fi

fingers on each hand, and who need
some extra help;

are less narrow-minded than I am about
what micros can usefully be made to do.
Generally speaking the mouse is a

matchbox -sized device that sits at your
right hand, if you are right-handed, ready
to be pushed around an area of desk about

the size of this magazine. Mouse movement
is linked to the movement of a cursor on the
screen, so that the device can be used rather

,-)

$

l'

'",

like a light -pen. Buttons on the mouse
allow you to send control codes as defined
by the software.
Prnnprly 'iced and nrnnerly catered for
88

Movement is detected by a heavy ball -bearing in the base of the mouse.
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little hand replaces the square cursor when Piano is run with
high -resolution graphics.

A

unfolded the box doubles as an easel for the
standard dwarf -format, three -hole, looseleaf manual.
To fit the mouse you have to open up the
computer. Well illustrated installation
instructions are provided in the 12 pages of
the manual that deal with hardware

installation, and the task should be well
within the capability of a new user who is
prepared to read them carefully.

For the mouse to work, the operating
system has to be extended by loading a
driver called Mouse.Sys. There are three
ways of doing this, all of them very simple.
For an initial test run you can evoke a file

called Mouse.Com, which looks for the
.Sys file and appends it to the operating
system. To avoid having to do this every

time you reboot, you can set up an

Autoexec.Bat file that includes the
instruction Mouse. PC -DOS 2 users also
have the option of editing the set-up file
Config.Sys - or creating the file if it does
not exist - to add the configuration
DEVICE = MOUSE.SYS

Using the mouse to control the cursor rapidly becomes second
nature, especially in graphics applications.

each time you want to sound a note. The advantages in the context of text handling.
I reviewed Word without the benefit of
relationship between the white box on the
desk and the scurrying cursor on the screen full graphics support, but Microsoft has
since lent me the additional hardware and
becomes second nature almost at once.
The game works perfectly well on the the picture is literally transformed. As in
standard IBM monochrome display, but if Life, the main mouse cursor is an
you can run to a high -resolution monitor elongated arrow pointing upwards and to
and the supporting graphics card you get a the left. This indicator sweeps across the
better picture. Instead of the mouse cursor text in response to the movement of the
showing as a rather ordinary blinking mouse, and at the click of the left button
block, the high -resolution screen portrays it on the mouse summons the text cursor to
as a little pointing hand.
highlight whatever character lies at the
arrow's point. Press the right button and
the whole word is highlighted; press both
buttons together and the highlight extends
The idea of graphically controlled menu over the current sentence.
selection is carried further in Life, the
Highlighting is a way of selecting areas
classic mainframe pastime, which is the of text for subsequent operations. But if
next game on the mouse disc. There are no you move the arrow just outside the text
players to win or lose in this stark area its direction changes so that it now
emulation of Darwinism, just an endless points north-east, signifying that the text fascination as you create your life forms selection rules have changed. Now if you
and watch them blossom, or freeze into press the left button you highlight the
stable shapes, or settle into pulsations of current line; the right button highlights the
repeated cycles, or evaporate into the current paragraph; and both buttons

High resolution

cosmic darkness. Life will not run at all on

With the hardware and software in place
you are ready to experiment with the mouse
programs that come with the package. Two
of them are little more than good clean fun,

the monochrome -only screen, so rodent
operators had better reconcile themselves
to the fact that sooner or later they will
have to succumb to the high -resolution

though to ease the guilt pangs of the

graphics display.
The third program is a mouse -oriented

executive exploring them in the firm's time
they are described as demonstration
programs "designed to let you practise and

master the basic techniques" of mouse

text editor, Notepad, a useful alternative
to the rather stark Edlin that comes with
DOS. Notepad is essentially a cut -down

version of Microsoft's Word, the fullThe program called Piano is a sort of blown word processor reviewed last
nursery game that draws a piano keyboard month. You might think the mouse is
handling.

on the screen. You use the mouse to move a essentially a tool for working with
cursor over the keys, depressing a button graphics, but it also has a lot of
Cursor shape
NE arrow
SE arrow
Two -head arrow
Triangle
Box
III

Four -head arrow

Function
Selecting text/menu functions
Selecting text
Scrolling window
Thumbing
Window split
Tab ruler
Shift window
Confirm function

Table 1. Cursor functions.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

Left

char
line
up

Right
word
para
down

Both

sentenc
division

locate
normal Footnote cancel
evoke
evoke
cancel
any button combination
confirm confirm cancel

together highlight the entire section of
text.
Highlighted areas of text can be deleted
and restored to some other part of the text

by sliding the mouse arrow down to the
menu area of the screen and activating the

commands there. But text selection and
firing up commands from a menu is not all

the mouse can do. Position the mouse
cursor over the left-hand upright of the
window and it changes again, this time
becoming a double -headed arrow, signalling that you are now in scrolling mode.
Pressing both buttons together triggers

what Microsoft calls the "thumbing"
function, and to show this the mouse
cursor transmogrifies into a small triangle.
Like scrolling, thumbing takes account of

the relative distance of the mouse cursor
down the window upright, but uses this
information to find a specific point in the
text. Trigger the thumb function when the
mouse cursor is three-quarters of the way
down the window and you find yourself
three-quarters of the way into the text.
The mouse undergoes several other
(continued on next page)
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The cursor shape depends on function: this is the window cursor. With the cursor as a two -headed arrow, windows will scroll.
and how to access them from assembler Call statement of the form:
(continued from previous page)

incarnations depending on its position on
the screen, as shown in table 1. A
particularly useful one is the four -pointed
arrow you get when the cursor lies exactly

over the bottom right-hand corner of a
window. If you hold down a button at this

point and move the cursor to a fresh
position, the corner of the window follows
it. On releasing the button the window reforms to the new size.

You can do all this on a mono screen,
but to see the many faces of the mouse as it
changes function you need high -resolution
graphics. If you have a colour monitor the
picture becomes even more exotic because

you can be juggling windows of varying
hues. Incidentally, high -resolution
graphics also shows enhanced text such as
italics and small caps as they will appear in
print.

Notepad and Microsoft's Word exemplify the rich possibilities for the software

producer of Microsoft's approach of
creating a speacial chameleon -faced
cursor. It is much more versatile than, for
instance, the optical mouse from Mouse

Systems Corporation of Santa Clara,
California, which simply takes over the
existing cursor.

For the user the choice is not so clear.
There is no easy way for the non programmer to use Microsoft's mouse in
applications not designed with the mouse
in mind. The optical mouse allowed me to
zip the cursor around 1-2-3 and Wordstar

with only elementary preparation. To do
the same thing with the Microsoft device
would entail some pretty intimate interference at machine -code level with the

and high-level languages.

200 CALL MOUSE (M1,M2,M3,M4)

For Basic programmers a listing of
Piano.Bas shows how the mouse is driven.
It first makes a hardware Peek to

where Mouse is the variable containing the

determine if the Mouse.Sys routine is in
place, and then sets it up as the target of a

the Mn parameters determine the nature of
the call and the values passed to it.

0 - Mouse Installed flag and

1-

reset

Conclusi ons

show cursor

Mice are amiable and efficient ways to

2 - hide cursor
3 - Get mouse position and button

drive a program, but Microsoft's approach

status

4 - set mouse cursor position
5 - Get button press information
6 - Get button release Information
7 - set minimum and maximum
horizontal position
8 - set minimum and maximum vertical
position

9 - set graphics cursor block
10 - set text cursor
11 - read mouse motion counters
12 - set user -defined subroutine input
mask

13 - light -pen emulation mode On
14 - light -pen emulation mode Off
15 - set Mickey/Pixel ratio: mouse
movement/screen movement
Table 2. Mouse calls.

entry offset of the mouse software, and

requires dedicated software before it will do
anything.
The current version uses a card that plugs
directly into the IBM bus. An RS -232

version will be available shortly, and this
should be usable across a much wider range
of machines, depending only on the
availability of software.
The mouse with its software and
interface card is not prohibitive at £140, but
you should add on the cost of the optional
but really rather necessary high -resolution
graphics board at around £200 and a VDU
to match at another £200.

Meanwhile offices up and down the
country will be grinding to a halt as young

executives take their mice in hand and
explore the game of Life.
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operating -system calls.

Non -programmers are stuck with the
software provided by Microsoft, and will
have a mouse sitting idly by while they run
1-2-3, dBase II and the rest of the world's

application programs. Programmers are
not left high and dry though: the software
interface to the mouse is thoroughly
detailed in 50 pages of the manual, which
explain how the calls to Mouse.Sys work,
90

A NE -pointing arrow highlights characters, words and sentences.
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"This One Decision
Saved our Business and Grossed
over $1,000,000. in Sales"
So said the chairman of an American manufacturing company.
Read what else he had to say. . .
.

'In 1979, our recreational manufacturing business was booming.
And we had developed a new product that looked like a real
winner. The new product was extremely important, in that it
appeared to be the answer to a seasonality problem associated
with our other product lines.
By early summer, our order book was bulging. It really looked as
if our off-season sales and production problems were over. Then
ust as quickly the roof fell in. Gas shortages devastated the
recreational vehicle market overnight. And our order book for.
Dyer two million dollars worth of the new product disintegrated.
=aced with a fall and winter of virtually no sales, many thousands
)f dollars of unneeded parts and excess production staff, I had no
:hoice but to shut down the production lines. And if a solution to
)ur problem couldn't be found, the business itself was in jeopardy.

A life saving decision
f spent many sleepless nights
trying to come up with a solution to
this nightmarish situation. Then I
remembered a course I had taken
in decision analysis. I spent the rest
Df that night reviewing course
material and other books I had
bought on the subject. The next
lay, I called an emergency meeting.
Jsing the decision making
:echniques I had learned, we spent
:he rest of the week searching for
and analysing potential solutions.
The net result was that not only was
:he company pulled back from the
Drink of destruction, but we added
aver $1,000,000.00 in gross sales during that off-season.

A way of life
=rom that point on, almost every critical decision (and there were
-nany) regarding new products, marketing channels, pricing,
advertising, production equipment, engineering projects, received
his same type of analysis.
although the process was very time consuming and clumsy,
3ecause it had to be done by hand, our decisions were much
mproved. And there were some real benefits that we had not
anticipated.
L. Our understanding of each problem was greatly increased.
3. We uncovered opportunities that we would not have thought
Df in any other way.

3. Our decisions were documented, preventing us from slipping
aft the selected path or 'rehashing' the same things over and over.
L. Consensus became easier because we were forced to focus
and resolve each part of the problem, one piece at a time."

[he birth of Decision A, Analyst im
decision Analyst was created because the process of evaluating
:omplex decisions with multiple alternatives and many criteria is
Try tedious and time-consuming if you do it on paper. And doing
t in your head is virtually impossible.
kny complex decision usually requires multiple revisions to

MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED

criteria, alternatives, weights and values assigned to them. If done
manually, the ordeal of rewriting, recalculating and redocumenting tends to discourage revisions, thus producing poor results.
Decision Analyst overcomes these problems by asking for the
minimum input possible from you, in the correct sequence. It
leads you step by step through the decision making process, then
does all the necessary calculations and produces polished reports
without any further effort. And all of your input is stored on your
disk so that revisions and updates can be made easily at any time.

Comprehensive but easy to use
Decision Analyst is probably the easiest program you'll ever use.
You can literally learn to operate the program using only the 'help'
screens. But it comes with a thoroughly indexed manual which
includes many pages of examples plus a step by step guide to the
decision making process.
And Decision Analyst is no flyweight. It uses over 100,000 bytes
of fast compiled code and a 40,000
character help file. The program is
extremely 'bullet proof' and does
all the work ... you do the thinking.
And there is no danger of missing a
critical step because your analysis
is guided through each of the eight
menu -driven sections.

Endless opportunity
for use
If you're saying to yourself that
you really don't have any earth
shattering applications for
Decision ,,,Analyst . .. then consider this. If you're in business,
chances are that the most important thing you do is make
decisions.
Decision Analyst can help you select key personnel, decide on
new machinery or equipment, prioritize major projects and
allocate resources, choose a new product or a better price
strategy, select new offices or plant locations, select the most
profitable marketing channel or the best piece of computer
hardware or software. Use it to analyse any decision which has
more than one viable alternative.
In your personal life, it can help you choose the best job, select the
right business, career or franchise, determine the best field of
investment or even the right home, boat or car. In fact, improving
your decisions is probably the most rewarding thing you can do.

Let us help you make a £120 decision
If there's a chance that Decision -Analyst could help you improve
even one decision, would it pay for itself? Chances are it would. In
fact, it's likely that it could save you the price many times over!
So why not take advantage of this opportunity by calling us today.
We know you won't regret it.
Available for virtually every make of micro -computer using CP/M,
CP/M-86, MS-DOS or PC -DOS operating systems. Requires an
80 column screen and an 80 column printer for reports.

THE HOME OF
MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Room ES2,

Central House,
Cambridge Road,
Barking,
Essex 1811 8NT.

Tel: 01-591 6511
Telex: 892395

Circle No. 161
Decision Analyst is a Trademark of Executive Software Inc.
)MS-DOS is a Registered Trademark of Microsoft Corp. CCP/M

CP/M-86 Registered Trademarks of Digital Research Inc. '-'PC-DOS is a Registered Trademark of I.B.M.
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MOST OF THE BEST action and arcade games

require joysticks, and that means
problems. If you have an Atari, Commodore 64 or Vic -20, the problem is which
of the dozens of fascinating models
available to choose. If you have a

Spectrum, Electron or similarly deprived
micro, the problem is finding a joystick
that works.
Games controllers now go far beyond
simple switch -type joysticks. There are
track -balls, pressure -sensitive joypads and

mercury joysticks. There are even light -

operated ones, though the maker of

Trickstick, East London Robotics, could

not deliver a working sample for this
review.

Ode to
sticks
Essential for some games, joysticks come in many
shapes and prices. Jack Schofield plays the field.

The standard basic joystick is the Atari
model. It has a stout column, which tempts
people to apply too much pressure to it and 1. Atari's new Trak-Ball - the games it then breaks. Among its disadvantages are player's "mouse". 2. Ultra -sensitive Kraft
the single Fire button, mounted on the left, joystick - self centering and immediate.
Suncom's Starfighter, a robust model. 4.
so it is inconvenient for left-handers. The 3.
The standard, cheap Atari joystick. 5.
base is too big, and holding it for any length Touch -sensitive Joy -Sensor. 6. Le Stick

of time paralyses your left hand in the

shape of a claw. Its main advantages are
that it is accurate, at least when new, and it
is cheap.
I tried half a dozen other joysticks

intended as Atari or other replacements,
out of the 20 to 30 available. Some have a
Fire button on top of the column, and some
have two Fire buttons. I disliked them all,

though the very nastiest were for the
Dragon and BBC Micro. None of them was
sufficiently sensitive for serious game
playing. A joystick is useless if it has
backlash and needs time to respond.

92

from Datasoft - OK for Star Raiders but
not very sensitive. 7. Sinclair's ZX Interface
2. 8. Downsway's programmable interface
for the Spectrum.

Surprisingly, two simpler types proved
quite usable: the Suncom Starfighter and
the Kraft Joystick.
The Starfighter, which claims to be "the
ultimate joystick", is smarter and smaller
than the Atari model. The base is smooth,
giving a more comfortable grip. The
column is much smaller and stiffer. It has
even less play, and is slightly more sensitive.

It could well be the ideal stick for heavyhanded players who normally smash
flimsier models, or for children. I would
not choose it for myself.
The Kraft is completely different. For a
start it looks a little cheap and nasty. The
base is just as uncomfortable as the Atari
model. The column is tiny, and initially

seems flimsy. However, the Kraft is a
brilliant joystick. Response is instantan-
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eous, giving you fingertip control. The
column terminates in a sprung ball and zips
back to zero when you release it, which is a
good feature, especially in Star Raiders and
Defender. All round it was my favourite of
the joysticks reviewed.

My only complaint about the Kraft is
that the cable is somewhat generous at 7ft
6in. - it claims 8ft. on the box. I normally
play Defender with my head 18 inches from
a portable; you would need a very big TV to
use it all.
Fitting any of the joysticks to a Spectrum

ideas and other people's game titles. There
is a law against passing off, though to be
fair the game descriptions in Sinclair's
excellent advertisements leave the reader in
no doubt which game is being offered.

sensitive mercury switches: you just lean it
in the direction you want to go. It is great
for Star Raiders, as it leaves the left hand

free for the keyboard. But it is not quite
sensitive enough for the higher levels of the

My Spectrum joystick problem was game, and I would not find another game
eventually solved by Downsway Elec- with which it was a viable option.
tronics. Downsway supplied a programThe Trak-Ball I found excellent for
mable joystick interface which plugs
into the Spectrum expansion bus. It
has a switch on the back and a single Atari
joystick port - which will be fine until two player Spectrum games appear.

proved tedious. For starters I tried the
You put the switch up, depress a key,
Spectrum ZX Interface 2, a 5in-by-3in. move the joystick in that direction, release
chunk of plastic containing a single chip. It the control column, then release the key.
fits into the Spectrum expansion slot in a The joystick is thus programmed to work
way that tempts wobble. The Interface 2 exactly as if you were pressing the key.
offers four ports, two of which are When you have programmed all eight or

Centipede and Missile Command, which of

course both use track -balls in the Atari
arcade originals. The fact that the response

was slightly patchy I am prepared to put
down to the fact that I was supplied with a
prototype version. However, the Trak-Ball

was a disaster with Star Raiders and not
much use for any other games to hand.

Unusable

standard Atari -type joystick connections.
In addition there is a cartridge slot and a
bus connector out of the back to support
the ZX printer.
Unfortunately the joystick ports are set
up to match Spectrum keys 1 to 5 and 6 to 0
respectively, which is fine if you program

fewer directions, putting the switch down
locks it. This versatility means that the

any Spectrum game, whether written for
joystick operation or not.
I tried the Downsway unit with several
games, including Gridrunner, and had no

here. However, I found it completely
unusable. The circular touch -sensitive pad

is on one joystick and the other
directions, keys 6,7 and 8, are on the other.

look particularly good value.

features a steering wheel and gearstick, and
the Suncom Aerobics Joystick, which
attaches to an exercise cycle. Both are only
really suitable for driving games like Pole
Position. I tried them with video games, so

Downsway interface should be usable with

The Joy -Sensor

came

highly rec-

ommended and proved to be the most
sensitive of all the controllers reviewed
on the front offers eight directions, but my

finger -ends always seemed to select the
the thing yourself. But if a commercial problems. It is a very usable product, wrong one.
Even more curious were the CBS
game uses the Spectrum arrow keys - though by adding £23 to the price of a
which is not uncommon - then Left, key Spectrum does not make the machine itself Colecovision driving -game joystick, which
5,

Messing about

Among the more curious games
controllers I tried were Le Stick from
Datasoft , Suncom's Joy -Sensor and

Atari's new Trak-Ball. The problem with
Unless you are really fond of messing such novelty sticks is that they are not
about with programs to make them fit, I suitable for a wide range of games.
For example, Le Stick is attractive
would not touch the ZX Interface 2 with a
bargepole - or not yet, at least. In the because it is hand-holdable and has no
fullness of time every game will include a base. Control is achieved through tilt
Sinclair joystick option, and then the ZX
Interface 2 will then be a wise, if not an
excellent buy.

At the moment, the joysticks only seem
to work correctly when something has been
popped into the cartridge slot. That
restricts you to a range of 10 tiny Sinclair
cartridges, each of which presumably
contains but a single ROM chip.
The cartridges' edge connectors are
protected by a sexy red rubber sleeve; the
sparse instructions ought to make it clear
that you are not supposed to remove it, but
they don't. You are warned against
inserting or removing cartridges with the
power turned on, but as the Spectrum lacks
an On/Off switch, you are almost bound to
do so sooner or later.
The two games I tried worked with all the
joysticks. I chose Planetoids and Space

Raiders. Planetoids turns out not to be a
rip-off of the Acornsoft rip-off of Atari's
Defender; it is merely another rip-off of
Atari's Asteroids. Space Raiders turns out

Suppliers

Atari International (U.K.) Ltd, Atari House,
Railway Terrace, Slough, Berkshire
Consumer Electronics Ltd, Failsworth,
Manchester M35 OHS
Road, Epsom, Surrey KT17 4RJ

East London Robotics, Gate 11, Royal
Albert Dock, London E16
Maplin Electronics, PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8LR
Sinclair Research Ltd, Stanhope Road,
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3PS

Name
Aerobics Adaptor
Atari Joystick
Joy -Sensor

Supplier

Price

Consumer*
Atari
Consumer*
Consumer*
Maplin

£34.95
£6.95
£29.95
£13.95
£24.95

Downsway

£22.95

Sinclair
Consumer*
Atari
Robotics

£19.95
£13.95
£39.99
£28

not to be a rip-off of Atari's wonderful Star
Raiders; it is a rip -of of Atari's Space
Invaders.

As I prefer Star Raiders and Defender/
Planetoids to Space Invaders and Asteroids, I was more than a little miffed. I was

Trak-Ball
Trick -Stick

*Apple Starfighter with two fire buttons

just glad they were freebies, and had I paid
£30 for the pair I would have felt worse. I

available at £39.95
*Consumer Electronics supplies a
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home micros.

Perhaps the most unexpected result of
several hours with numerous joysticks is to

have found that each one has a quite
different feel. Choosing must therefore be
as much a matter of taste as of weighing
objective criteria. A good deal of trial and
error is certainly in order. I would not now
recommend anyone to buy a joystick based
only on hearsay, on any review - including
this one - or on the information contained
in an advertisement.

Downsway Electronics (U.K.) Ltd, Depot

Kraft Joystick
Le Stick
Spectrum
Interface
Spectrum
Interface 2
Starfighter*

did wonder if there was not some sort of
law against taking other people's game

I cannot guarantee that they work with

TI -99/4a adaptor for £9.95

Conclusions
The standard Atari joystick tends to
break, but remains unbeatable value for
money.

The Suncom Starfighter is tough and
could be a useful option for heavyhanded
people or for children.

The Kraft joystick works better than it
looks, and should be considered by anyone
who wants a good, versatile, sensitive
joystick for serious games playing.

The more imaginative joysticks take
some getting used to and each one is
suitable for only a very small range of
games.

The Downsway interface is a good buy
for any Spectrum owner who already has a
large stock of games with which to use it.
The Sinclair Spectrum ZX Interface 2 is a
good buy for anyone who does not have a
large stock of Spectrum games, but who is
prepared to buy £15 cartridges until
compatible cassette games are produced.
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NONE OF THE PROGRAMS reviewed here is a

substitute for human proof reading. What
they will do is eliminate typographical

errors such as "fro" for "from", and if
you establish a specialist dictionary they
will check long, complex words like
"dihydroxybutyric acid". But they will not
pick up correctly spelled words arranged in
an illogical sequence or used in the wrong
context. "The too windows were rhymed
with ice" will pass unnoticed.

Nevertheless, spelling programs are a
considerable help, particularly if you are
dealing with documents of five or more
pages. In practical office use Microspell
found seven or eight errors in a 14 -page
document that had been carefully checked
by two competent employees before
despatch. Only you will know how

Banishing
bad spells
John Dawson seeks help with the routine tasks of
checking for spelling and compiling an index.

important it is for your work to be free of Two program discs are included in the
package, one of which is intended as a
errors to such a high degree.
Magic Spell, Spellguard and Sensible back-up in case the first fails. Unlike the

Speller all work in the same way. They
match the words in a document against a
dictionary held on disc and present

unknown words to you for correction.

Microspell

software.
There are two dictionary discs in Sensible

which prints a list of alternative spellings,
and correction may be a matter simply of

choosing one of the numbered guesses.
Alternatively, you can type in the right
word on the spot.
The Microspell dictionaries are divided

into four groups, rather like the London
telephone directory. You can choose to
proof read only one or two of the letter
groups, or you can proceed through the

proof reading process from A to

Z.

Microspell alters the name of your file
before it starts proof-reading and uses quite
a lot of disc space. That doesn't matter on
the Country Computers C-3000 that I use at
work, as it has a 10Mbyte hard disc, but it
may cause some embarrassment if you are
working with a long document on a single density floppy -disc machine.

Sensible Speller
Sensible Speller can be used in no less
than six operating environments. Versions

to run under Apple DOS 3.2 and 3.3,
CP/M, Pascal, Supertext and Word handler are all included in the package. The

Apple DOS 3.3 version

is

said to be

compatible with 14 Apple II word
processors, including Letter Perfect,
Zardax and Applewriter II.
The program disc will move you directly
from CP/M to the proof-reading program
without having to switch off the computer.
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have been using a CP/M-based word
processor such as WordStar. Sensible
Speller is very easy to use - so easy, in fact,

which holds about 45,000 words taken that it requires a conscious effort to read
from the proprietary American Random the manual.
House Dicticinary. The second contains the
You are offered a number of options
rest of the less common words in the before a document is proof-read. Probable
dictionary. A copy of the dictionary is default answers are provided, and you can
included with the discs and instruction usually skip through this section pressing
manual so that you can check the correct the Return key for each question. Two

Alone among the spelling checkers under

review, Microspell lets you correct text
without having to rerun the document
through a word processor. The program
includes an automatic guessing routine

judged it to be correctly spelt.
Sensible Speller will not work with an

other programs in this review the discs 80 -column card, and you will have to
cannot be copied using normal Apple change from one display to the other if you

Microspell finds unknown words and will Speller. The first is the main dictionary
also guess at the correct spelling. It presents
you with a number of choices, one of which
you may select simply by pressing a number
key.

usage of a word after the program has

characters can be set that will cause a word
Table 1. Ordinary Word Review
functions.
Ignore the word. This option is used to
bypass a word that is correctly spelt
but which you do not wish to add to
the dictionary. You may find
abbreviations that are correct for the
document you are checking but which
might be errors in another context. For
example, you may use CPU often in a
computing text, but wish to pick it up
as a misspelling of "cup" in other
contexts.
Mark a word. In all the programs except
Microspell this option is the standard
method of exchanging a character in
an incorrect word, allowing you to find
the word subsequently using a word
processor or text editor. Having found
the word you must correct the error
and then, additionally, replace the
character that was exchanged for the
identifier. All the programs that use
this method allow you to choose the
character that will be used to identify
a word to be corrected. Sensible
Speller uses the Up -Arrow character as
the default identifier, while Spellguard
uses a Square Bracket character.
Add word to dictionary. The word will be
added to the dictionary for the
purposes of correcting the current
text. Subsequent occurrences of the
word will not attract the program's
attention. All the programs allow you
to maintain or update the dictionary
supplied with the program by adding a
group of words. As well as increasing
the size of the standard dictionary you
can use alternative dictionaries.

to be overlooked if they occur as the first
character: for example, WordStar Dot
commands are ignored.
During the first phase of proof rending,
Sensible Speller makes a list of all the words
in the document and can display them for

you with a count of the number of times
each appears in the text. In the second
phase, words in the document are matched
against their dictionary equivalents.
Sensible Speller checks through the

dictionary disc at about 1,000 words per
second. When one dictionary check has
been completed you are asked if you wish
to use the supplementary disc supplied with
the program or a special dictionary of your
own creation.
In the third phase the program scans the

document again, carrying out the word
review and presenting each unknown word
to you, for you to decide whether to add it
to the dictionary, ignore it, mark it, or list a
selection of similar words in the dictionary
for your own comparison.

Magic Spell and
Spellguard
Magic Spell and Spellguard are
essentially the same program. Magic Spell
has been customised for use with
Peachtext's Magic Wand and will not work

correctly with WordStar. Magic Spell is
supplied with a 20,000 -word dictionary,
but is very similar in operation to
Spellguard.
In addition to the proof-reading program
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Software review
and the dictionary, which contained 10,000
words when the program was given to me
for this review, Spellguard also includes a

program called Maintain.Com which has
two functions. The first,. called Validate,
checks the Spellguard program to make
sure that it is working properly. Validate
can be used to check that the disc survived
transit in the mail or that the program is
intact at any time when a user thinks there
may be a fault somewhere in the program.

The special commands used by
Documate/Plus are inserted into a text file
to indicate the places to which contents and

be sorted as quickly as possible. If the index

proves to be too large for the available
RAM an intermediate file is created before

index entries should be referred. Each the final index is written to the disc. The
command consists of three full stops main problem with Documate/Plus is that
Documate

followed by the
command.

/

Plus

you must create the index as you write if

you wish to avoid more work than the
There are several levels of indexing. program is worth.
XUtilitarian" will
Entries for ".
.

.

produce a line in the index:
Utilitarian, 4, 10, 23, 24, 35

Conclusions

way to update and moclify the original
Spellguard program using special codes

Utilitarian, 4, 10, 23, 24, 35
Hare, 17, 40

supplied on revision sheets from Innovative
Software Applications. Revise is not

Similarly, the R command used as an entry
of " . . RUtilitarian, Social value,
Maximum welfare" will add another line to

good utility procedures for adding words,
either singly or in groups, to the existing
dictionaries. You can also subtract words
or collections of words.
All the programs allow you to create new
dictionaries for special purposes.
One of the most useful features of these

Documents or source code written with the
Pascal Editor, Prose and Script II can also Another two -level index entry for
"Utilitarian, Hare" on pages 17 and 40 will
be checked.
produce
index lines like this:
The second option, Revise, provides a

dissimilar to the Install program supplied
with WordStar, except that you have no the index under the main heading of
knowledge of, what you are doing and, Utilitarian:

therefore, cannot modify or adapt the
material from ISA.

All the proof-reading programs offer
broadly similar facilities when you have to

Utilitarian, 4, 10, 23, 24, 35

automatically in the early stages of proof
reading a text. WordStar and most of the
other CP/M and Apple DOS based word

processors do not include a true word -

Social value, see Maximum welfare

count facility.
All the dictionaries have been created in

word to change your mind about what you

Table 2. Documate/Plus commands.

wish to do with

... T1 - table of contents entry - level

Magic Spell and

programs is that a word count is done

Hare, 17, 40

make judgements about whether or not a Like the X command, both the A and R
word is spelled correctly. In Spellguard and commands will accept entries up to eight
Magic Spell this is called the Ordinary levels deep.
Documate/Plus builds the index in the
Word Review - see table 1.
Magic Spell, Spellguard and Sensible computer RAM, as this allows the entries to
Speller permit you to return to a previous
it.

All the proof-reading programs have

America. I have no desire to live under

the shadow of "whiskey" instead of
"whisky", or "color" for "colour".
Winkling out every American spelling
would take a disproportionate effort, but
perhaps the easiest way is to watch for
words that should be in the dictionary but,
which are reported as misspelled. Examination of the dictionary using the utility
programs available in every package may

Spellguard will go back one word only,

one. There are four pre -defined levels

Documate/Plus

n, n may be in the range -1 to 16.

then reveal an American equivalent that

... X a - indexes the word phrase a

can be annihilated.
Spellguard works very quickly. As usual,
however, the mechanical part of the

After using a word processor to write a
document, and a spelling program to check

for typing errors, you might be glad of
some help with indexing your work.
Authors are notoriously bad at composing
indexes, and any help that can be given by a
computer should be welcome.
It is rare for anyone to think about
indexing until the text is substantially
complete. Writing a book or a long report
or thesis is difficult enough without having
to think about which words or ideas will

warrant inclusion in an index. Having
written the text, most authors will settle
down with a stack of small cards to read
through the document. As important
concepts are encountered, the author enters
the subject and page number on to one of
the cards; if the subject already exists, only
the page number need be recorded. At the
end of the book, the cards are sorted into

alphabetical order and the index can be
typed ready for publication.

Documate/Plus, from Lifeboat

Associates, reads a WordStar text file to
create either a table of contents or an index.
Both are turned into WordStar -compatible

files on disc and can be edited subsequently, if necessary, before printing.

The program will work with other CP/M
text files, although the indexing entries may
be printed. In WordStar they are treated as

comment lines because each entry starts
with three full stops and must be placed at
the beginning of a line.
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for the table of contents.

Tn - table of contents entry - level
indexes a two -level entry;
Documate/Plus can cope with eight
. X a,b, .

levels of indexing.
A a,ref - produces an index entry in
the form "a see also ref"
produces an index entry In
a,ref
the form "a see ref"

software takes far

less

time than the

sections involving human interaction' and it

is the ergonomics of the whole program
design that determines the productivity of
the user. All the programs are easy to use

for simple proof reading. The default

In brief
MICROSPELL
Runs on: CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC DOS

Supplier: Lifeboat Associates, PO Box
125, London WC2H 9LU.
Price: £165
SPELLGUARD
Runs on: CP/M, CPIM-86, MS-DOS, PC DOS, MP/M, MP/M-86

Supplier. Sorcim/Lifeboat Associates,
PO Box 125, London WC2H 9LU.
Price: $195
SENSIBLE SPELLER
Runs on: CPIM, Apple DOS
Supplier: Sensible Software; available
from Pace Software Supplies, 92 New
Cross Street, Bradford, West Yorkshire
BD5 8BS. Telephone: (0274) 729306.
MAGIC SPELL
Supplier: Peachtree Software, 99 King
Street, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6
1YF. Telephone: (0628) 32711.

switches on Microspell allow you to choose

a number of options which can increase
your productivity still further by
eliminating unnecessary stages in proof
reading. The others programs are less
sophisticiated but do offer block options
permitting you, for example, to add all the
remaining, unknown words in the text to
the dictionary.

Sensible Speller is remarkably good
value. If you write professionally you could
probably recover the cost of the program in
less than six months simply in terms of time
saved. I liked Sensible Speller. It is cheap,
has the same essential facilities as
Spellguard and Magic Spell, works under
an astounding variety of operating systems
and shows unknown words in their context.
Despite the dangers of the heuristic
Microspell design, this is the program I like
working with the most. I like being able to

correct a misspelling directly from the
keyboard when it is identified. Many of the

alternative words offered by the program
are correct and can be exchanged with the
minimum of fuss and trouble.
a
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Computing, Personal Computing in the U.S. Micro 7 in
France, Bit in Italy, Chip
in Spain and Micromix in
Holland, all working under the
aegis of Chip in Germany.

Commodore 64
Home Computer of the Year
The Commodore 64 was first shown in the U.K. at the

Third, the computer had to end of 1982, and was reviewed in the November 1982
offer a usable system, since issue of Practical Computing. The machine became
micros that do not cannot be available in very limited quantities before Christmas at
considered an intelligent option,
no matter how flashy the
specification. The criteria were

that the system should be fully
developed and available on the
market. There must be software
for it, and the system must be
proved through use.

Winners
Each magazine made a
winner and a runner-up

£340. It has since gone into production in the U.K. in
Corby, Northamptonshire. With the price reduced to £229
it has deservedly become a best-seller.
The Commodore 64 has a MOS Technology 6510 CPU,
a development of the original 6502. It has 64K of RAM in
64K chips, with around 38K immediately free to version 2
Commodore Basic. On screen it displays 40 characters
of text by 25 lines, or 300 -by -400 pixel graphics with 16
colours. While there are no sound commands in Basic,
the sound facilities are very powerful, with nine octaves
and ADSR envelope control.
The Commodore 64 has a range of peripherals
available, including disc drives, printers and a dedicated

nomination in each category,
with the final awards going to cassette recorder. It can also be linked to a hard disc.
A wide range of software is now becoming available,
the micros with the most votes.
As the votes came in there was a with a wealth of word processors, some serious
neck -and -neck race in the business packages and a selection of games.
home -computer section, with

the Commodore 64 eventually
finishing a whisker in front of
the Sinclair

Spectrum.

The

AT THE END of each year we like

Atari and Acorn BBC micros

to look back and take stock of

also received votes.

IBM PC
Personal Computer of the Year

In the personal/professional
new products launched
during the previous 12 months class, the clear winner was the
or so. This year we have dec- IBM Personal Computer, ahead
ided to launch a series of of the DEC Rainbow 100, with
awards for the best micros of Apple's Lisa in third place. In
the year in four categories: the transportable category, the

The IBM Personal Computer was first launched in the
U.S. in August 1981. While some U.S. versions were
privately imported, IBM did not launch a U.K. version
until January 1983. Large numbers are now being made
by IBM at its factory in Greenock, Scotland.
In the U.S. the IBM PC quickly achieved a dominant
market position, bringing forth a plethora of emulators.
In the U.K. the ACT Sirius had the advantage of a year's
start, but the IBM PC has now become about as popular.

Three things make these close -run thing, with the Epson
Practical Computing awards HX-20 finally winning by one

The IBM PC uses the Intel 8088 pseudo -16 -bit CPU and
from 64K to 512K of RAM. Basic is included on a 40K
ROM, usually leaving around 60K for programs. On
screen it displays 80 or 40 characters by 25 lines, or
640 -by -200 pixel graphics. A colour -graphics option is
available. The standard machine has a single -tone
generator for sound.
The standard PC has two 360K floppy -disc drives and
uses the PC -DOS operating system, which is derived
from Microsoft's MS-DOS. A 10Mbyte hard -disc version,
the XT, is available with others to follow. The PC can be
fitted with a huge range of add-on cards and peripherals.
The IBM PC is fast becoming the standard micro for
business software and executive tools, while an

the

home computer, professional Kaypro won comfortably in
computer, portable computer front of the Osborne 1. The
portables section was a very
and transportable computer.

unique. First, this is no mere vote from the Tandy Model
popularity poll. All the eligible
machines have been assessed by
the staff of this magazine, and
we have thoroughly tested most
of them.
Second, the final selection

has been made on an inter-

100.

Practical Computing would
like to thank all the magazines
that participated in the launch

of these awards, particularly
Chip in Germany. We would
also

like to

thank all the

national basis in consultation manufacturers who helped with
with the leading magazines of the loan of equipment, and wish
other countries. The magazines all of them well, even if they
that have co-operated to launch were neither winners or runnersthese awards are Practical up.
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'ncreasing number of games are also becoming
available.

Kaypro II

Epson HX-20

Transportable Computer of the Year

Portable Computer of the Year
The Epson HX-20 was first shown in the U.K. at the end
of 1982 and was reviewed in the March 1983 issue of
Practical Computing. During 1983 it has made a major
impact on the portables market through offering a good quality typewriter keyboard, built-in 24 -column printer
and micro -cassette tape option.
The HX-20 uses two 6301 CMOS CPUs and has 16K or
32K of battery -backed RAM. Up to 10 programs can be
held in RAM at the same time. Microsoft Basic in the
32K ROM offers 16 -digit maths precision. Some software
is also built-in, including a clock -calendar. It has a liquid crystal display showing 20 characters by four lines, or
120 by 32 pixels. There is a programmable speaker.
The HX-20 can be linked to a floppy disc, but really
comes into its own when linked via a modem or the builtin RS -232C port, to transfer data to and from a larger
micro such as the Epson QX-10. That makes it potentially
a low-cost portable data -entry device or useful portable
second computer.
Software is becoming available, including a range of
word processors, though of course the machine is not
suitable for games use.

The Kaypro II was first shown in the U.K. at the Personal
Computer World show at the end of 1982. While it was
rapidly becoming a success in the United States, no
British company was prepared to take up U.K. distribution
until the latter part of 1983, when CK Computers began
importing the machine. It is the only one of the four
micros to win awards that is not distributed by its
manufacturer.
The Kaypro II is an Osborne -inspired machine with a
Z-80 eight -bit CPU and running CPIM. It has 64K of
RAM and two 5.25in. floppy -disc drives offering 200K of
storage each. Versions with 400K drives or one floppy
and a 10Mbyte hard disc are also available. The 9in.
diagonal green screen shows 80 characters by 24 lines.
The Kaypro has a monochrome monitor - it does not
have colour or sound.
The Kaypro comes with a large range of good software
including CP/M 2.2, MBasic, Profit Plan, The Word Plus,
some games and the Perfect range of integrated
software consisting of Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller,
Perfect Calc and Perfect Filer.
While the Kaypro II has yet to make a significant
impact on the U.K. market, it wins the Transportable
award thanks to its impact and popularity in America
and Europe.

Epson's HX-20 portable.

Personal Computer of the Year
- the IBM PC.

ise.*1.0******Nomme!...******...6...****...4
10.00.010.101MINIOMMOWN.O.11.11.11.0111.11111

The transportable Kaypro II.

Commodore 64 home micro.
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We must have a programming
capability which embraces
statistics, high resolution graphics,
solution of systems of linear
equations, matrix computation,
integration and differentation.

Which system will best
help me co-ordinate all
the aspects of my
packaging business and
help with the pools?

Whatever the question, you're more
likely to find the answer at Transam.
We recognise thdt the choice of
microtechnology is becoming overwhelming,
and it's growing all the time.
That's why we've redesigned and
enlarged our showroom to accommodate
one of the widest ranges of business, home
and portable micros.
Doesn't that make the choice
more difficult?
Not with the advice and
expertise available at Transam.
A wide range enables us to
explain, demonstrate and compare
systems and software more
objectively.
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We can answer all your questions on
software, peripherals and upgrades and
provide a comprehensive range of books
and manuals to give you more insight at
every level.
Where else could you find all this in
one store?
That's one question we can't answer.
Transam Microsystems Limited
59/61 Theobalds Road London,
WC1X 8SF Telephone: 01-404 4554

MICROSYSTEMS LIMITED

pTransam
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Is there a system
with teach yourself
programs which can
later be expanded to
other departments in
the polytechnic?
I've got 2,000

customers and a

stock list of 5,000.
Where do I begin?

THE computer store.
Phone us today for your FREE copy of our new 32 page products guide.

Circle No. 163
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HIGH QUALITY GREEN SCREEN

VIDEO MONITORS

Designed for use with Professional and
Personal Microcomputers where a high
resolution display is required. Ideal for
applications requiring 80 column mode
or higher, high resolution graphics, etc.

CHECK THESE FEATURES: -

ANTIGLARE SCREEN
P31 GREEN FOR MINIMUM FATIGUE
VIDEO RESPONSE 10Hz - 22MHz + 3db

SUPERB RESOLUTION-UP TO 132
CHARS/LINE

EXCELLENT GEOMETRY/LINEARITY

HIGH STABILITY
230 VOLT 50Hz MAINS OPERATION
COMPOSITE VIDEO 0.5/2.0V INPUT

FLICKER FREE DISPLAY
A 12" MODEL HM123

ADD £5
Carriage/Postage

A 9" MODEL HM911

A 9" MODEL HM910

THE LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE
FOR A PC WITH THESE
LOOK AT
FEATURES
THE SPEC OF THE AMAZING
UNITRON 2200
Dual processors - 6502 and Z80

64K of RAM
24K ROM with softswitch control
Selectable 80 or 40 column text display
Detachable keyboard

Apple® I I -compatible
CP/M®compatible
High and low resolution graphics
capabilities

Two disk I/O for your disk drives
Game paddles/cassette/video interfaces
Prices exclusive of VAT
Same day despatch. Access welcome.

CHILTERN ELECTRONICS
ADD £9 Carriage/Insurance

HIGH STREET, CHALFONT ST. GILES, BUCKS. HP84QH
TELEX: 262284
TELEPHONE: 02407 71234

Circle No. 164

Speed

No

IT IS an iron law of computing that user time

and CPU time are never equal. What every
user wants is an instant response from the

computer, an immediate answer to

a

problem. But there is always a delay, and
the delay is always frustrating.
In the early days of computing, central

waiting

processing units, CPUs, had to be kept
working for the maximum possible time,
much as airlines now keep their jumbo jets
almost permanently aloft and for the same

reason: cost. Thus most computing was

done by a method known as batch
processing.

The user wrote a program and, perhaps,

produed a set of punched cards. The
computer department would schedule it for
processing and at the appointed time, when
the CPU had finished its last job, it would

start the next. The user could go back to

collect the results of his or her labours
anything from two hours to two weeks
later. The result was, more than likely, that

a bug in the program had wrecked the
result. Over the following weeks the whole

process could be repeated innumerable
times, and eventually drag to a conclusion.

In the 1960s and 1970s, mainframes
gradually began to give way to smaller
machines called minicomputers. They
provided a wonderful new opportunity for

the user to sit at his or her own terminal,

In the past operators were held up by the processor but now it's more often the other way round, as
Jack Schofield explains.
therefore, to be rosy. But it isn't.
Microcomputers are still too slow to satisfy
everyone. Why?
It remains a fact that the slowest part of a
microcomputer system is the user, and
most users could massively increase their
productivity simply by learning to touchtype.
The second -slowest part of the system is
the printer, which stumbles along at from
20 to 60 characters a second, on average.

Somewhere well down the list, the actual

speed at which a microcomputer operates

does indeed begin to have a significant
effect. The user may give the CPU a heavy

computational load, which ties it up for
hours: try getting a ZX-81 to find the first
10,000 prime numbers. But in most cases,
users are simply paying a disproportionate

amount of attention to fractional delays
which are, in the overall scheme of things,
insignificant.
The reason is psychological. The same

with a keyboard and screen, type in a All this time the printer monopolises the
program and get a result back almost CPU, which would happily transmit users spend 10 minutes gazing in a shop
straight away.
The fact that a user could sit staring into
space for half an hour did not matter very
much, because the CPU was busy serving a

dozen or two other users, and this kept it
pretty busy even if if did not actually do any

useful processing. But the user who did
want to use the CPU time began to get
frustrated. It was possible to spend an hour

logged on at a terminal, but actually do
only 15 minutes work, using a couple of
seconds of CPU time.

With a mini in heavy use, often half a
minute would elapse between typing in a

command and getting a response. Keen
computerists adopted nocturnal lifestyles
as the CPU was generally under -used at

hundreds or thousands of characters per

second if only the printer would allow it. So
the second way to greatly increase

productivity is to buy a printer buffer -a
chunk of RAM into which characters can
be dumped, to be fed to the printer at its
leisure.

Disc access
The third -slowest part of the system is
the storage element, usually tape or disc. It
can take 10 minutes to load a large program

might as well go and make a cup of tea.
Most commercial business software is
limited by the time required to access discs,

not by the speed of the CPU.
The fourth -slowest part of the system is

Cheaper CPUs
As integrated circuits were made in larger
volumes they became cheaper, and
eventually someone realised it did not make

typically want to write in something more
or less like English, which computers do
not understand. So every instruction has to
be interpreted before it can be executed.
People who write in high-level languages

sense for dozens of expensive people to

like

share a single $25 CPU. From that thought
was born the microcomputer we know and
love. Suddenly everyone could have their
own CPU, and very quickly there was more
CPU time available than user time.
The typical micro spends most of every
day doing absolutely nothing - it is not
even powered up. Even when it is working,

speed; if you want something done quickly,
write it in machine code.
The fifth -slowest part of the system is the
program the user writes. Beginners

poor old human has got round to pressing a
key.

Everything

in the garden

ought,
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of the CPU, because a Z-80 running at
8MHz is obviously faster than a Z-80
running at 2MHz, though this may not
translate into a practical advantage. The
faster CPU may spend a lot of time waiting

from tape, during which time the user for other chips on the board.

four in the morning and thus could provide
the rapid response they demanded.

it spends most of its time checking the
keyboard 50 times a second to see if the

window, enter the shop to buy something
and complain after a two -minute wait in a
queue. Quite rightly. Whiling time away is
pleasant but waiting is a chore.
As a result, everyone wants the fastest
micro they can get. Unfortunately there is
no good way of measuring the speed of a
computer. You can look at the clock speed

the language interpreter in use. Users

Basic should not complain about

typically fill the screen with nested For Next loops which take hours to do

something that can often be done in a

Benchmarks
You can also look at Benchmark tests,
though they were invented in primeval
times when the computing world was a
simpler place. The question now is whether

they are worthless or positively harmful,
with informed opinion plumping on the
whole for the latter option. Sadly, these
Benchmarks are still in use even by
reputable magazines, including this one.
Our excuse is that they tell the informed
reader something, if not much, about the
implementation of Basic. Anyway, there is
nothing else.

Benchmarks are the starting point for
our discussion of speed in this month's
special section of Practical Computing. We

fraction of a second by other means. In any
event, most Basic programs could easily be
written to run twice as fast in half as much

also look at how to speed up your Basic
programs, and at other ideas for

RAM, except that any existing program
would take far longer to rewrite than it

give sports car performance. But don't

could possibly save in CPU time.

persuading your "family saloon" micro to

forget: the slowest part of your computer
system is probably you.
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Benchmarks
on test

Mike Lewis explains how much Benchmarks tell you about a micro's performance
- and how little that can mean in practice.
The idea is that you run each test in turn
But you must remember that a
computer runs, you will sooner or later on the subject machine, using a stopwatch Benchmark cannot tell you anything
come across Benchmarks. A Benchmark is to time them. You then take the mean of absolute about your computer's pera set of carefully chosen tasks for the the eight results. Timings have been made formance. It can only give comparative
computer to perform, against which its on such systems as the Olivetti M-20, DEC information. It will not tell you how well
IF YOU TAKE an interest in how fast your

performance can be measured. Used Rainbow and IBM PC, and they typically
properly, Benchmarks can be very average between 10 and 20 seconds. By
valuable. But you must be careful how you contrast, smaller machines like the ZX-81,
interpret them, and there is a danger in Spectrum and TI -99/4a often take two to
three minutes.
reading too much into their results.

Over the last seven years, a set of
standard Benchmarks have emerged for
measuring the speed of micros. They
consist of eight very short Basic routines
which were originated by the American
magazine Kilobaud, and they have been

adopted by researchers on both sides of the
Atlantic. Many of the hardware reviews in
Practical Computing include timings based
on these Benchmarks.

The advantages of these standard tests
are obvious. Virtually all micros support a
Basic interpreter and the routines use only
common commands that are universally
available. The routines are so short that
you can type them all into your computer in
a few minutes, so the whole process is quick

and simple. Above all, you need very
little technical

knowledge to use the

Benchmarks.

your system will carry out a specific task.
The only reliable conclusion you can draw
from a Benchmark is that machine A will

run a simple Basic loop slower or faster
than machine B.
Herein lies one of the greatest problems
of Benchmarking: the overriding importance of comparing like with like. As with
any kind of quantitive testing, you can only
measure one thing at a time. If you wish to
compare the speed of two processors, it is
essential to use the same implementation of
Basic on both.
The Benchmarks themselves must also be
identical, and this is often harder to achieve

than you may think. If you use integer
variables in one test and real variables in
another, the results will be distorted. So

Benchmark results
Here are the Benchmark timings for some of the machines we have recently reviewed.
The table shows the time in seconds to run the eight standard routines, and is
organised in order of decreasing average speed. In all cases we have used the
standard Basic interpreter for the machine.
Machine and CPU
HP Series 200 Model 16 -

BM1
0.2

BM2 BM3 BM4
0.6

1.4

1.6

BINS
1.7

0.6

2.1

4.8

4.9

0.5

2.2

4.6

4.8

1.1

4.0

8.0

8.4

1.0

3.1

8.3

1.5

5.1

10.6

1.5

4.8

10.4

1.2

4.8

1.5

5.5

BM6 BM7 BM8

Av.

CMOS

*Portable version
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to integers when they are used as control
variables in For -Next loops.
More subtly, entering all the tests

together, with a Goto to the first line of
each, will often produce slower timings
than if you entered New before typing in
each routine. Even the presence of Rems
and of any surplus spaces will have their

2.8

4.3

15.0

3.5

5.8

10.5

16.7

13.0

7.3

5.2

9.2

14.3

18.0

7.4

9.2

17.1

26.5

12.0

10.8

8.7

9.2

13.9

21.9

52.0

14.8

Another frequent source of error lies in
the actual method of timing the tests. The
routines are designed so that the user starts.
a stopwatch when the letter S appears on

11.0

12.8

24.3

25.5

29.0

15.0

the screen and stops it when E appears.

10.8

12.2

22.8

35.5

34.0

16.5

11.7

12.2

13.4

23.3

37.4

30.0

16.8

11.3

11.7

13.6

25.3

38.8

29.8

17.2
17.3

68000

OEM Orion - 8086
Wang PC - 8086
Olivetti M20 - Z-8000
BBC Model B - 6502
Zenith Z110 - 8088
ACT Apricot - 8086
IBM PC - 8088
DEC Rainbow - 8088/Z-80
ACT Sirius - 8088
Logica Vltesse - 8086
Commodore 64 - 6510
Epson HX20 - 6301 CMOS
Sinclair Spectrum - Z80
Tandy Model 100 - 80085

you have to watch out for those versions of
Basic that automatically convert variables

1.7

5.4

11.1

115

13.6

26.2

40.1

29.0

1.8

6.2

13.0

13.5

15.5

28.9

44.9

35.0

19.9

1.4

10.5

19.2

20.0

21.0

32.2

51.6 116.0

34.0

2.6

15.2

33.4

33.2

35.2

59.6 101.0 132.0

51.5

4.8

8.7

21.1

20.4

24.0

55.3

80.7 253.0

58.5

4.8

10.1

26.7

29.7

31.4

47.5

63.6 323.0

67.1

effect.

Given that the first Benchmark takes barely
a second on a Z-8000 or 8088, the degree of
human error here is much too high. It

might be better if the Benchmark timed
itself by reference to the computer's realtime clock, using Time$ in some Basics; but
on many micros this is not possible and so

this would introduce yet another variation
to distort the comparison.
But perhaps the biggest problem with the
standard Benchmarks is that they do not
really test the system at all. They merely test

its ability to perform a limited number of
Basic functions. If you are interested in an
application involving sound generation or
graphics, the timing of a For -Next loop is
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Speed: Benchmarks
Benchmark 1.

Benchmark 4.

300
400
500
700
ROO

300
400
500
510
600
700
800

PRINT
FOR K=1 Ti 1000
NEXT K
PRINT 'E'
END

PRINT 'S'
K=0
K=K+1
A=K:/2 3+4-5
IF K<1000 THEN 500
PRINT 'E'
END

Benchmark 5.
Benchmark 2.

300
400
500
600
700
800

400
500
PRINT "8'
510
K=0
520
K=K+1
A00
IF K<1000 THEN 500
700
PRINT 'E'
ROO
END
R20

PRINT
K=0
K=K+1

300
400
500
510
600
700
800

A=K/2*3+4-5
GOSUB 820
IF K<1000 THEN 500
PRINT 'E'
END
RETURN

PRINT
K=0
K=K+1
A=K/K*K+K-K
FOR L=1 Ti 5
IF K<1000 THEN 500
540 NEXT L
PRINT 'E'
END
A00 IF K<1000 THEN 500

ikely to be totally irrelevant. Since all the
routines include floating-point arithmetic,
because they use real variables, the results

Benchmarks that measures both processor
time and I/O, weighted according to typical
usage and not dependent on any

tation. It is a tall order, if only because of

The same applies if your intended the need for portability. But perhaps there
application is to be written in a language
other than Basic. Some language imple-

mentations on the machine might be
designed for fast execution times, while
others might sacrifice speed in favour of,

is somebody reading this who has already
come up with the answer. If so, we would
love to hear from you.

In the meantime, our eight standard

Worst of all, the Benchmarks tell you

routines will continue to serve at a
theoretical level though they are probably
now so far removed from the real world as

nothing about the most critical element of a

to have little practical application. If you

computer's performance, the speed of its
input/output. Most practical computer
applications are constrained by the time

want to choose a computer to do your sales

say, diagnostics or editing features.

300
400
430
500
510

PRINT
K=0
DIM M(5)
K=K+1
A=K/2*3+4-5

530
535
540
A00
700
ROO

FOR L=1 TO 5
M(L)=A
NEXT L
IF K<1000 THEN 500
PRINT 'E'
END

20 RETURN

300 PRINT '8'
400 K=0
500 K=K+1
530 A=K -2

540
550
A00
700
800

B=LnG(K)
r=siN(K)
IF K<1000 THEN 500
PRINT 'E'
END

round its main loop 100 times, but we have changed this to 1,000
times so that our average figure is less arbitrary.
The slightly curious structure of Benchmarks 2 to 7 has a
purpose. Once you have obtained the timing for a particular
Benchmark, subtracting from it the time taken by the previous
Benchmark gives you the time taken by the new statements. For
instance, subtracting Benchmark 4 from Benchmark 5 will tell
you how long 1,000 Gosubs and Returns take under the
conditions of the test.

will have little bearing on, say, a text - peculiarities of language or implemenhandling application.

Benchmark 7.

Benchmark 8.

:2:00 PRINT
400 K=0
4::10 DIM M(5)
500 K=K+1
510 A=K/2*3+4-5
5-7,0 II SUB 820

These are the Benchmarks used in Practical Computing reviews.
Benchmarks 1 to 7 originally appeared in the American
magazine Kilobaud, while Benchmark 8 was devised by John
Coll and appeared first in Personal Computer World. The
routines test out various typical tasks, each one repeating an
appropriate set of Basic statements 1,000 times. To Benchmark
a machine you measure the time in seconds between the S and
the E appearing for each of the eight routines, and then work out
the average. As originally published Benchmark 8 only went

O

GO'::;UB 820

Benchmark 6.
Benchmark 3.

700 PRINT 'E'
800 END
R20 RETURN

ledger, you would do better to set up a
dozen identical accounts on each system,

You might argue that this sort of test
cannot produce correct timings because it is

dependent on the speed of the operator.
But isn't this the most important factor of
all? It is throughput that counts, and it
must take account of keyboard time, disc
swapping and even the number of times you

need to stop everything and change the
stationery in the printer.
I would go further and say that, when it
comes to judging a system's performance,
the speed of the processor is almost
irrelevant compared to the convenience of
the system to the operator. When I choose a
system, I look at the keyboard before I look

at the Benchmarks. If the Backspace is
hidden among the function keys and the

taken to read and write to discs and to then see how long it takes to enter the same Control key is where the Shift Lock should
invoices and to produce the same be I know it is a loser, whatever the
output data to a screen or printer.
What is really needed

is

a set of
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statements on each.

Benchmarks say.
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Interpret or compile for

Faster Basic
Basic may be a beginners' language, but it is good for serious applications too.
Mike Lewis looks at ways of making programs execute more quickly.

ONE OF YOUR FIRST tasks when starting a

new programming project is to decide on
the language to be used. With all its faults,

Basic remains the first choice for many
micro users. It is quick to learn and relatively hassle -free. But if you do choose

Basic, you have a second decision to
make, and it is as important as the choice
of language. Do you interpret or do you
compile?

The trade-off is a simple one. A Basic
interpreter makes for fast programming
and easy debugging - and for programs

that can be very slow to run. With a

compiler your program will run many
times faster but a much greater effort will
be needed to get the program working in
the first place. An interpreter benefits the
programmer; a compiler benefits the
eventual user of the program.
For many micro owners, the Basic inter-

preter is the first contact with the world
of programming. Its advantages soon

become obvious. To get a program
working, you enter it through the keyboard, then type the word Run. You can
stop the program whenever you like, make
changes, correct errors and examine
variables.

If your program has a tricky bug, you
can trace the execution or display intermediate results. Because it responds to
your program straight away, the interpreter encourages you to experiment. It is

often faster to try out different app-

roaches to a problem than to attempt to
work out a theoretical solution. Not
surprisingly, interpreters can do a lot to
speed up software development.

The price you pay for faster programming is the considerably longer
execution time. Everything in the design of
the interpreter militates against fast
running programs. Every Basic statement
has to be scanned and decoded each time it
is executed. For every Goto or Gosub the
interpreter must undertake a timeconsuming search for the target line
number. All variables have to be
converted to machine addresses each time
they are used.

With Basic compilers, the advantages
and disadvantages are reversed. The
compiler produces programs in which the
Basic statements and variables are already
converted into machine instructions and
104

addresses. There is an increase in running
speed that is little short of startling.

they are completely secure against prying

common, and by over 100 are possible in
the most favourable cases.

can only check the lines that it actually

eyes. Every program line is checked during

Improvements by a factor of 20 are the compilation, whereas an interpreter
executes.

If your program

compiles

These benefits are fine, but they only successfully you can be sure that there are

appear once the program is up and no syntax errors, type mismatches or
running. Getting to that point can be a undefined line numbers lurking deep
hassle. During software development you
have to go through the various stages of
compilation each time that you need to
alter a program. First you must invoke a
text editor for altering the Basic code.
Then you compile the program, then go
through some form of linking to create an
executable file. Finally

you run

down - though there is still no guarantee
that it will work.

If you are accustomed to interpreted
Basic there a few points that you will have
to understand before switching to a
compiler. The differences concern a small

group of instructions that are executed

As well as speed, compilers have a
number of other advantages. Compiled

during the compilation, rather than at run
time. They include Dims and the various
forms of Def used to define variable types
and user functions.
Since these statements are processed at

programs generally require less RAM, and

compile time, they must not depend on

the

program. On a floppy -based system it
could take 10 minutes or more.

variables that are only evaluated when the

Compiler
shopping list
The Basic compilers listed here are just
a few of the many currently available.
They are widely available from
computer dealers and software vendors.
Prices vary slightly so it might pay to
shop around.
Microsoft Basic Compiler. Supports
Basic -80 or Basic -86 language, and

fully compatible with Microsoft interpreters such as MBasic, etc. Versions
available for CP/M-80, MS-DOS; PC -

DOS version also supplied but not
supported under CP/M-86. Price: £275.
Digital Research CBasic-2. Not a true
compiler as it requires a separate runtime interpreter, which is included in
the price. Language supports many
structured features. Eight -bit version
costs around £100; 16 -bit version over
£200.

Digital Research Basic Compiler. A true
compiler, compatible with CBasic-2;
includes good multi-user support.
Available for all versions of CP/M.
Price from £320.
Supersoft Basic Compiler. Compatible
with Microsoft versions of Basic;
available for MS-DOS, PC -DOS and
CP/M-86, but not eight -bit operating
systems.

program is executed. Thus, a statement
such

as

DIM TABLE$(50)

is okay, but
DIM TABLE$()°/0)

is not.

While an interpreter processes statements as and when it reaches them during
a program the compiler deals with them

according to their physical position in a
program. The following construct would
be rejected by a compiler:
IF AMERICAN% THEN DEF FNDATE$

(D$,M$,Y$)= M$ + "/" + D$+ "/" + Y$
ELSE DEF FNDATE$(D$,M$,Y$)=
D$+ "/" + M$ + "/" +Y$

The compiler would do the first Def
report a Function
Already Defined error for the second.
regardless, then

Similary, For -Next and While -Wend
loops must be nested in physical sequence.

These details apart, there are no major
language differences between interpreted
and compiled Basic.
Basic compilers are available for all but
the smallest micros. There are several for
the Apple, the most popular being Micro-

soft's Applesoft compiler. Microsoft is
also a good choice for eight -bit CP/M
systems, for the IBM PC and for other
16 -bit machines under MS-DOS.

Microsoft's strength lies in the com-

patibility between its

compilers and

its corresponding family of interpreted
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Speed: programming
10 tips for faster Basic
Microsoft's interpreted Basic comes in many forms:
MBasic for CP/M users, Basica for the IBM PC, Basic -86
on various 16 -bit systems and a dozen own -brand
versions on lesser -known machines. It all adds up to

the most widely used programming dialect in the world.
But whatever your reasons for choosing Microsoft
Basic, execution speed will not be one of them.
Interpreters are slow at the best of times and
Microsoft's is no exception. So here are 10 ideas for
putting a little extra speed into your programs.
1Avoid Gotos, especially in loops. For -Next
and While -Wend constructs not only make for more
structured programming, they avoid the overhead of
having to search for target line numbers. You can save
up to 20 percent in the execution of loops, particularly if
they are high up in a large program.
For the same reason, use function calls rather
than subroutines whenever possible. Microsoft's
user -defined Def FN functions are limited to single
expressions, but it is remarkable how much you can
III

2

squeeze out of them with a little ingenuity. The result
will always be faster than using Gosub-Return.

Force the interpreter to carry out garbage
collection at non -critical points. The interpreter
7
normally reorganises its string space only when it

Use integers rather than real numbers as much

needs to, and the process is very slow. You can force it

that is easily addressed by machine -level instructions,
while real numbers require unpacking and decoding by
the interpreter. A table search will run up to 25 percent

This will not avoid the need for garbage collection but it
will at least keep it under your control and you can
avoid delays at critical points such as during
interaction with the operator.

as possible, especially for control variables and
3
array subscripts. Integer variables are stored in a form

faster if this rule is followed.

to be done by executing a statement like
DUMMY = FREC,")

4Cut down the number of separate lines in the
program. Put several statements on a line whenever
possible. The overhead involved in processing line
numbers is significant. You can always break a program
line into separate physical lines by using the line -feed

When using random files, aim for record lengths
10 of 128 bytes or multiples or sub -multiples of 128.
To give an extreme example, a Get of a record of 129
bytes will take roughly twice as long as one of 128

key.

n Study programming techniques. If your program
does any sorting, table searching, indexing or
buffering a glance at the literature may reveal a better
way of doing it. For example, a shell sort of 250 items is
about five times as fast as an exchange sort. Of course,
you can apply your new techniques to any language or
dialect, not just interpreted Basic.

5Keep the size of your source program to a
minimum by eliminating comments, reducing
spaces, tabs and other white space between words and
statements, and using short variable names. Remember
that every character in a statement has to be scanned
and processed by the interpreter each time that the
statement is executed. Of course, if you adopt this rule
your program will be less readable because you will
lose the benefit of indentation and commenting. You

can't have it both ways.

c Ensure that all your programs are saved in
V' binary format rather than ASCII. In other words,
avoid using the A option to the Save command.
Although it will make no difference to execution time,
loading programs and chaining between them will be
about three times as fast.

bytes.

Do not use the Microsoft interpreter for time critical applications or for programs in
production running. If your program runs under the
interpreter you will be able to compile it with little or no
change with Microsoft's compatible compiler, Bascom.
The compilation process is itself slow, and you should
not use it unless the program is to be run many times.
But once it has been compiled your program will run an
order of magnitude faster; the speed increases of our
other nine tips will seem trivial in comparison.

10

Basics. You can use an interpreted version

Digital Research has recently released a

for program development and testing,

Basic programs. It has the considerable

truly compiled Basic called CB -80 or

then compile the program for production
running to get the best of both worlds.

CB -86 for' eight -bit and 16 -bit systems

Digital
Research whose CBasic-2 has been selling
well since 1978. CBasic-2 compiles very

code and is downward compatible at

rapidly, but it only produces an intermediate program which must itself be
interpreted. Not surprisinlgy, CBasic-2

translator from Digital Research, called

advantage of using binary-coded decimal
for arithmetic, thus eliminating those silly
rounding errors produced by high precision floating point.
Whichever compiler you choose, you
will probably have to pay more for it than
you would for a comparable interpreter. It

M2CBasic,

is

The other market leader

programs run
compiled ones.

slower then

is

properly
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respectively. It produces very efficient

source level with CBasic-2.
A new Microsoft-to-CBasic compiler -

will run under CP/M-86.

Supersoft has a 16 -bit compiler which it
claims will compile unmodified Microsoft

the vast improvement in program

running times the compiler will bring that
makes it money well spent.
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Old dog, new
of the
microcomputer revolution was the Intel
8080 processor. Many early micro manufacturers built their machines around this
ONE OF THE FOUNDATIONS STONES

Starcard

Video 70 -column mode based on the high resolution screen.

Micropro, of WordStar fame, has
Starcard is supplied with CP/M 2.2 as
teamed up with hardware manufacturer well as a number of utility programs for
chip or its .offspring, the Zilog Z-80. PCPI to produce the Starcard. It is ideal disc initialisation, disc maintenance and
Almost without exception they adopted for Apple users who wish to gain access to system configuration. The WordStar
Digital Research's CP/M operating Micropro's excellent range of software. version distributed with Starcard is 3.3,
system, which provided a key for software Micropro has put together a package which has undergone substantial changes
writers who were then able to run their which includes CP/M Primer by Stephen to speed up its operation. The manual has
Murtha and Mitchell Waite, providing an been completely rewritten and is now a
programs on a variety of machines.
The Apple was different. It was based introduction for newcomers to CP/M, the model of clarity. Although I have known
on the 6502 processor and could not tap Starcard and either WordStar or the WordStar for a considerable time I disCP/M software until Microsoft came up Infostar database manager.
covered features which I did not know

The Starcard is Z -80B based and plugs existed.
into one of Apple's expansion slots. The
processor runs at 6MHz and is controlled
by a 2K bootstrap PROM which is
Apple II users who already have a Z-80
Digital Research has co-operated with expandable to 8K for more specialised card can achieve some of the advantages of
applications.
There
is
64K
of
dynamic
Advanced Logic Systems to produce a
the CP/M Pluscard or the Starcard by
Z-80 card which runs CP/M Plus, the RAM residing on board and an expansion using a RAM card configured as an
interface
for
connecting
extra
memory.
A
latest version of the operating system
running up to 20 times faster than its pre- serial or parallel interface is provided for
decessor, CP/M 2.2. The improved per- data communications or networking, and
there is also a socket for an optional
counter time chip.
with the Z-80 Softcard.

Virtual drives

CP/M Pluscard

The Z -80B in the Starcard and the 6502

in the Apple run simultaneously at their
full rated speeds and communicate via a
parallel port which gives a very high data transfer rate. Approximately 57K of RAM

is available for user programs, which the
board runs using its own processor and on-

board memory. The 6502 and the Apple
memory are

freed for

housekeeping

purposes such as keyboard control and
formance is achieved by using cache peripherals access. Installing Starcard into
memory techniques. The Pluscard comes older Apples calls for a minor soldering
with CBasic and GSX, a graphics job; the IIe will take it without any
'operating system intended to act as an hardware modification.

interface between standard applications
programs and hardware of various different kinds.

The CP/M Pluscard is based on the

When not in use in the Z-80 mode,

additional drive. Most RAM card suppliers either include the necessary software
or sell it as an optional extra.
Typical of these utilities is the Speedisk
for the Digitek RAM Master. It is supplied

Z -80B processor and contains an extra 64K

uninstalled and must be set up to the

of memory. Keyboard, display and access
to peripherals are normally controlled by
the Apple's 6502. Memory is divided into

particular hardware configuration before
it can be used. It is done loading CP/M,

two banks. The motherboard memory,
bank 0, stores the keyboard, printer and
disc buffers, part of the BDOS and other
information that is essential to system

typing

inserting the Speedisk in Drive A: and
SPEEDISK S }CPI

operation. The Pluscard memory, bank 1,

Speedisk then prompts for the various
sizes of RAM card and their locations.
After the disc has been informed of the

includes most of the transient program
area and provide 56K for applications
software and data. BIOS and part of the

she wishes to save the configuration to
disc. If this option is selected, Speedisk

BDOS are contained in a common memory

which is accessible from both banks. The

common area can also be accessed by
programs. Using the CP/M Pluscard with
the Apple IIe 80 -column card offers
interesting programming possibilities, as
three entirely separate 64K memory banks

are then mapped into the same address
space.
106

hardware set-up, the user is asked if he or
modifies itself so that the set-up operation
does not have to be repeated.

The RAM disc may be activated at a
later stage by inserting the Speedisk into
Starcard can be configured as a RAM disc Drive B: and typing
B:SPEEDISK 1CRI.
operating under DOS 3.3. Starcard
supports most 80 -column cards, including which will load the Speedisk module into
the Apple He cards with their unique the BDOS and activate the virtual disc.
protocol, but it also has an exclusive Soft - Files are then transferred to drive E: using
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tricks
the standard CP/M Pip utility supplied
on the CP/M system disc.

RAM cards

Roger Cullis reviews the hardware
add-ons and software dodges which give
the ageing Apple an extra turn of speed.

own 6502, it also make use of the board's
own memory chips, which take over the

Mem/Dos

This European -produced multi-user,
running of programs. The motherboard
6502 and memory control only the video multi-access operating system replaces

display.
Certain peripherals, such as disc drives
and modems, are not able to operate at the

Apple DOS and extends Applesoft Basic,
making it possible to use a micro for many

higher speed of the Accelerator II so the

possible with a mini. Mem/Dos is supplied

which can be plugged into the Apple's

card must slow down to normal Apple

expansion slots. The first of these was the
Apple Language Card which mapped 16k

is provided with a Dip switch which is

on a 20K ROM card which simply plugs
into any vacant Apple slot.
Mem/Dos provides very powerful index
sequential file access, ISAM, which gives

One result of the steady increase in
complexity of semiconductor chips is the
availability of large amounts of memory

of RAM in place of the Basic ROMs to
implement Pascal, Fortran and Pilot.

speed when it is accessing them. The card
according to the slow peripheral
configuration.
The Accelerator II has 64K of memory
mapped into the same memory space as the
Apple's normal memory. When the card is
enabled, it automatically moves everyset

operations which were previously only

fast access to records by way of their keys.
The ISAM supports up to 10 keys per file
in its multi -key form, each key being up to
255 bytes long. The key can be made up of

thing from motherboard RAM into its
own memory. For programs that require
the language which is normally in ROM, a
pre -boot disc moves the language into the
fast RAM on the card. For programs that
use a language card, the Accelerator II can
take over the program if it is in slot 0. An

option on the pre -boot disc creates a
phantom slot 0, if necessary, or program
discs

Nowadays, cards with 64K and 128K are
Basis has even

more common, and

launched a 256K RAM card. Using the
Basis card, it is quite feasible to have an
Apple with a megabyte of auxiliary
memory and still have expansion slots to
spare. One problem, however, is that

can be

fixed to

recognise the

Accelerator II memory in another slot.
The Accelerator II is a direct -memory access co -processor, which means that it
cannot be used at the same time as Z-80

an Extract function will allow access via
these sub -key variables. Mem/Dos file
handling gives additional packing on disc,
variable -length records, virtual elim-

although memory can easily be expanded

ination of sorting, and operation of hard
discs without volume numbers or virtual
diskettes. It is currently configured to

by plugging in an extra RAM card, the
6502 processor can only address 64K
locations. Using the protocols established
by the Apple Language Card, only 12K of
the memory map is available to address the

support Seagate 5Mbyte, Sparrow 20
Mbyte and Honeywell 10 + 10MByte
discs, and plans are in hand to implement

additional memory, so access must be

the system on ICE, Corvus, Hal and

achieved by bank switching.

RAM cards should be purchased with
care since products from different manufacturers are usually not compatible with
each other. The same switch locations are
usually used to read and write and write enable RAM and ROM, but different techniques are used for switching successive
16K banks. Another factor is the software
available with the cards. Most come with
pseudo -disc capability for DOS 3.3, Pascal

and CP/M, and the Basis also handles
CP/M Plus. Applications software enhancements are often available as an optional
extra.

Saturn
Accelerator II

Konan.

The multi-user capability is controlled
by a central multiplexor which serves up to
16 users with a transmission range of 250

metres. The multiplexor acts as a

file

server, all other program functions being

cards. To run CP/M you must either carried out by the individual terminals.

remove the Accelerator II or disable it This ensures that response time is very fast,
using the pre -boot disc. The Accelerator II

must be installed to the left of the Z-80
card because the pre -boot programs search
for the card. If the Z-80 card is found first,
the system will hang because the Z-80 will
be turned on.

However, learning to use the Accelerator II is not hard, and there is an
excellent instruction manual which
explains clearly how to install and operate

the card. The manual also contains a

A 3.6MHz 6502B chip is at the heart of the comprehensive list of commercial software
Saturn Accelerator II card. Not only does and the procedures necessary to run the
it run at three times the speed of the Apple's programs using the Accelerator II.
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sub -keys, which can be extracted and used
for record retrieval.
A single -key ISAM file can have its key
made up from more than one variable, and

and the speed can be further increased by
extending the buffer memory in the
multiplexor.

Graphics functions are provided by
another firmware option, Mem/Plot,
which is also based on a 20K plug-in card.
Mem/Plot lets you generate graphics with
simultaneous use of a light -pen, graphics
tablet, graph plotter, digitiser and
high -density video display. Theoretical
resolution is 64,000 lines on X- and Y-axes,
but in practice this is limited by the per for (continued on next page)
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mance of peripherals and the availability
of memory. A separate video driver board
is required to overcome the limitations of
the Apple high -resolution display.
Mem/Plot can easily be integrated with

Mem/Dos to express graphically data
extracted from a central database.
Text -handling facilities are available

program, it undoes the rearrangement of
memory, restores the registers, seals itself
in and resumes execution of the program.
Snapshot Copykit works in a similar
way but has its own on -board memory, so
it does not require a separate RAM card.

While the Snapshot II will operate only
with the Apple II, the Copykit also
functions on the Ile.

using Mem/Text, which provides normal
word-processing features, although it is
intended primarily for manipulating data

The snapshots provide a complete image
of the state of the Apple when the program

disc based.

the settings

Snapshot

record from memory to a DOS 3.3 disc by
a Dump operation or from disc to memory
by a Load operation. The disc containing
the dumped image can be converted easily
to one which will boot and run.

was halted, and contains all of the data
from the central database. Mem/Calc required to resume executing the program.
provides spreadsheet capability, again It consists of three parts: a rearranged
with the opportunity to use hard discs. image of the contents of RAM, a record of
Both these extensions to Mem/Dos are the contents of the registers and a record of

of the

video -screen

soft

switches. Snapshot can also transfer this

Most manufacturers have made great
efforts to provide products which speed up

the operation of the Apple. Dark Star
Systems, on the other hand, has done
exactly the opposite and sells a range of
cards which stop the computer dead in its

Software fixes

running program, examine it, manipulate Apples, there are several software utilities
it, save it to disc and resume running it which perform a similar function. Users of
from the point of interruption. Freezing a language cards will be familiar with the
program that is in memory also lets you frustration of waiting for the alternative
back up programs that cannot be copied by language to load when performing a cold
boot. One reason for the time it takes is the
any bit copier.
structure of DOS 3.3 and the way that it
its
Snapshot II works by loading

OPERATOR'S
MM4UAL

arranges successive sectors in which a file is
stored.
One solution to this problem is provided

by an alternative DOS which hails from
Australia. FDOS BLoads Integer Basic in
five seconds instead of the 14 seconds
which DOS 3.3 takes. It Catalogs a file in
one-half and Saves a large file in one seventh of the time. To install FDOS, a
program FDOS Create is run in exactly the
same way as Master Create on the DOS 3.3

System Master disc. After that, FDOS
discs are used in exactly the same way as
normal DOS 3.3 discs.
Another fast -loading utility is Universal

Boot Initialiser, UBI, from S&H Soft-

ware. It allows you to create either
13 -sector discs with DOS 3.2 or 16 -sector

discs with DOS 3.3. Applesoft or Integer
Basic, or both, are then placed on these
discs so that when the disc is subsequently

booted the non-resident Basic will be
loaded into a RAM card in less than two
seconds. UBI-formatted 13 -sector discs
which is connected to the Snapshot card by
a ribbon cable. It then seals itself in so that

boot on Apples with either the

old

13 -sector drive controller PROMs or the

the program to be investigated cannot DOS 3.3 PROMs and will also load the

detect it or erase it. The program is then RAM card from this 13 -sector format.
After UBI discs have been created with
loaded and run as if the Snapshot were not
there. Pressing a trigger switch at the the utility program, they can be loaded
appropriate moment halts the program with other files in the usual way. The
which is running, saves the contents of the greetings program may be any type of file
6502 registers and rearranges the contents which is Run, BRun or Execed as appropof the memory to give itself some riate. You can custom -create a disc to run
operating space. It then displays a menu on a particular system, or prepare a
and waits for instructions. If you ask universal disc which will boot on any

Snapshot to resume execution of the system and then run the greetings program
108

drive. Other features of the
utility are The DOS Enhancer,
which enables standard DOS 3.3
binary, Applesoft and Integer Basic
files to be loaded up to 51 times faster

than normal DOS. A Free command,
which gives the space remaining on the disc,

replaces DOS 3.3's Init command.
The Routine Machine provides a library
of files containing machine -code routines

which can be inserted into a program to
speed it up. It can either be called directly
using an & command or called from a
program with a modified Call command.
It operates by tagging selected library
modules on to the end of an Applesoft
program and supplying an interfacing
routine to permit the modules to be called.

Library modules which are supplied
include utilities to swap two Applesoft
variables, format data, search for sub -

strings within a larger string, sort the
elements of a string array, generate sound
effects, create the equivalent of Goto using
a variable to specify the line number, move

As well as the various hardware
tracks. The Snapshot II and Snapshot
Copykit make it possible to interrupt a products designed to increase the speed of

operating software on to a 16K RAM card

on any specified slot and

memory, manipulate shape tables and
perform a variety of graphics functions,
and fast BLoad binary files.

Suppliers and
prices
CP/M Pluscard Scope Systems Ltd, 13
Carlisle Road, London NW6 6TL.
Telephone: 01-969 9365. Price: £299.
Micropro Starcard The Soft Option
(U.K.) Ltd, Home Farm House,
Colsterworth, Grantham, Lincolnshire
NG33 5HZ. Telephone: (0476) 860171.
Price: £295.
Saturn Accelerator II, FastDOS, Routine
Machine Pete & Pam Computers, New
Hey Hall Road, Rossendale,
Lancashire BB4 6JG. Telephone:
(0706) 227011. Prices: Saturn £299;
FastDOS £19.95; Routine Machine
£42.95.

Mem/Dos Dynatek Microsoftware, Rue
de Commerce, Bouet, St Peter Port,
Guernsey, Channel Islands.
Telephone: (0481) 20155. Price: £300.
Snapshot II, Snapshot Copykit Dark
Star Systems, 78 Robin Hood Way,
Greenford, Middlesex UB6 7QW.
Telephone: 01-900 0104. Prices:
Snapshot II £85; Snapshot Copykit
£99.

Basis Basram 256K RAM card BCD
Systems Ltd, 21 Mount Ephraim,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Telephone:
(0892) 45266. Price: £395.
Digitek 128K RAM -Master card,
Speedisk Digitek International Ltd,
Oakwood Hill House, Oakwood Hill,
Ockley, Surrey RH5 SPY. Telephone:
(030) 679517. Prices: RAM -Master for
II + £274; RAM -Master for Ile £289;
Speedisk £30.
U -RAM 128K RAM card U -Micro-

computers, Winstanley Industrial
Estate, Long Lane, Warrington,
Cheshire WA2 8PR. Telephone: (0925)
54117. Price: £275.
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Deal with the experts

Disky

on Portable Compy)*
'NNVI'

AAA Grade diskettes
Top Quality Media - at the
right price from the number
one supplier.

0

HAL's huge stocks mean
immediate availability of the right
diskette whatever your
system. Write or phone for
your free Disky
compatibility list.

11,14 II

Apricot

Or, to place your order, dial
direct on any one of our six
telephone sales lines.

II thill,

from £1495

.

256K RAM Dual 315K drives both
upgradable concurrent CP/M and MS-DOS

* NO FUSS
* NO WAITING

Sanyo MBC 1150

* TOTAL SERVICE FROM A
TEAM THAT UNDERSTANDS

£1695

64K CP/M Dual disc drives 320K

DISKETTES AND COMPUTE' S.

£call

Osborne 01 & Exec

Sales hot line number

Epson HX20 & QX10... from £411
FREE bundled software with every

disc based system
On site training, servicing and support.

Exclusive U.K. Agent
HAL Computers Ltd.,
Invincible Road,
Farnborough,

e

/'

Hants.
GU14 7QU

Fraser Associates Ltd.
e

/COMPUTERS

LIMITED

Circle No. 165

1 Bristle Hill, Buckingham. Bucks
MK18 1EZ (0280) 816087

Circle No. 166

LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
8/16 bit SOFTWARE
The comprehensive range includes
WORDSTAR £235
SUPERCALC 11/11I £190
WORD PROCESSING
£

Spellbinder
Peach Pack*
Spellstar
Maillist
Grammatik

290
332
134
50
85

FINANCIAL PLANNING

Plannercalc
Supercalc I
Multiplan
Lotus 1-2-3

85
130
170

357

D BASE CORNER

FastBase

150
195
205
190
185
266

Autocode
Ouickcode
Dgraph
Friday
I nfostar
UTILITIES

Sid £60. ZSid £76.
Mac £133

D BASE II £349
SPELLING CHECKER £80
LANGUAGES

MBasic
MBasic Compiler
C Compiler
Fortran 80/86
Cis Cobol/Forms2
Pascal MT +
Pascal MT ±*SSP

£

215
235
330
325

399/105
240
350

ACCOUNTING

from
Peachtree from
Tabs
from
Pegasus

Exact
Pulsar
from
COMMUNICATIONS
Bstam

Crosstalk
Moveit 80/86

250
325
199
500
195
130
135

90/105

PeachSpell/Maillist
Please telephone for the
LCC Software Catalogue

FORMATS: Superbrain. Televideo. Sinus Sanyo. Osborne
Northstar. 8 SD. DEC. Epson OX -10 IBM

ICL, H -P, XEROX, ALTOS,
All prices are exclusive of VAT

New! The fast and easy way to
generate your own dBase 11
Applications programs - use
fastBase. £150.
* only fastBase allows 7 index files per data
base, all others allow 1 index file
* only fastBase allows report generation on
3 files others 1 file
fastBase Structures Command files with
indentations allowing maximum speed in
execution
* fastBase uses a series of on -screen
prompts and Help Menus to lead you
through the process of generating your
own dBase 11 Command files.
Demonstrations on all software daily - call
in or order by mail.

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 12-4 Sat.
01-387 4455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours
Telex: 8953742
Circle No. 167
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Cache pay-off
It is access to mass -storage devices, not raw computing, that has operators
twiddling their thumbs. Chris Bidmead looks at two ways of speeding things up.
altogether until the printout is finished.
However, the gap between the elecchip like the 8088 is capable of performing tronic speed of computer chips and the
100,000 instructions a second as long as all traditionally more stately motion of mere
it has to do is compute. In practice the machinery is beginning to close, thanks to
real -world operations like writing to and some awesome developments in mass reading from disc, and producing a production engineering. You start with the
tried and tested technology of the floppy
printout show slow it down a lot.
These hold-ups are important time - magnetic surfaces that rotate against
wasters in most micro applications read/write heads - but make everything
because of the knock -on effect. A slow much smaller and faster.
drive slows down everything else the
The flexibility that gives the floppy its
MICROCOMPUTERS are essentially very

speedy devices: a typical pseudo -16 -bit

inch above a disc rotating at 3,600rpm, or
10 times faster than floppies, there is not
room for wobble. Instead you use a rigid
platter with a specially smooth surface of
ferric oxide or plating material.

To put these huge speeds and tiny
dimensions into some sort of human perspective, imagine the whole thing scaled
up so that the disc track is as wide as the

The read/write head would be
equivalent to a Jumbo jet cruising at
M 1.

600mph with its belly just three feet above

computer is trying to do, and a slow name is the first thing to go, because with the ground. To the same scale a particle of
printer can simply suspend operations the head travelling only 18 millionths of an cigarette smoke would be about the size of

Microcache
Microcache, from Microcosm Research Ltd, is an
intelligent buffer system that sits invisibly between the
processor and its disc system. Unlike the pseudo -disc it
does not inhibit writing to the real magnetic media, and
in that way it can produce a dramatic improvement in
speed of disc access without changing the essential
nature of the disc as permanent backing storage. The
latest 16 -bit version also incorporates a printer buffer, so
that both sources of system sluggishness are catered
for.

Microcache will work on most computers under a
number of operating systems. Installation of the
software under CP/M-86 on the Sirius used for the test
was simply a matter of running a program called
MCInstal.Cmd. It asks for your machine type and then
prompts you for the default size of your cache. You are
then invited to specify the system names of the drives
you want to cache: normally it will be all the drives, but if
your total available memory is rather small you may feel
like saving some space by only specifying the drive you
use most.
MClnstal then goes on to set up the printer side of
things. You do not have to specify the size of the printer
buffer as it steals as much of the available cache as it
needs. A certain amount of guesswork is required to fill
in a pair of parameters that will govern the way the
buffer shares time between the printer and the
processor. These are two arbitrary numbers used by the
cache to compute delays, and their effect for your
particular printer / computer combination can only be
judged by trial and error. So to use the printer buffer a
certain amount of tuning is going to be necessary.
MClnstal patches Cache.Cmd and writes the
personalised version back to disc. Now all that is
necessary to bring the system into operation is to type
Cache once only at the beginning of each session.
Optionally you can type Cache nnn, where the nnn
epresents three digits that specify the amount of
memory in K you want to set aside for the buffer,
overriding the default set by MClnstal.
The first time the processor reaches out towards the
disc for a particular sector of data the cache has to go

11G

and get it in the ordinary way. But as more sectors are
called up, the cache retains them, up to the limit of the
amount of memory you have allocated for the purpose.
Every time the operating system calls for data from the
disc, Microcache first checks to see if that particular
sector is already in the cache. If it is, the disc request is
short-circuited and the cached sector is used to fill the
order instead.
The Microcache buffer is said to be intelligent
because it keeps track of disc usage in order to second
guess the processor, always trying to have at hand the
sectors the processor is going to need next. The
intelligence comes into operation once the memory set
aside for cacheing has filled up and the time has come
to throw away some of the stored sectors to make way
for new ones. The cache has to do some smart thinking
to decide which to throw away and which to keep.
Simple disc buffers tend to kick out the sectors in the
order of use, so the first one called up is the first one to
go. This does not take any account of how you may be
using the cache contents and is therefore pretty dumb. A
traditional improvement on this is something called the
Least Recently Used or LRU algorithm. This approach
entails keeping a check on processor activity so that a
sector will not be thrown out simply because it has been
around for a long time. Every time the processor calls on

it, that sector goes back on top of the heap.
The LRU algorithm works well most of the time, but
occasionally preserves a recently but rarely used sector
when it might have been smarter to hang on to another
sector - one that is used more often but just happens
not to have been called as recently. Microcache caters
for this situation by tracking not only the order of use,
but also the number of times each sector in the cache is
called on.
Such complications need not trouble the user, to
whom the whole process is seen simply as a radical
speeding up of the disc drives. The speed advantage is
particularly noticeable under CP/M-80 and CP/M-86,
operating systems that have to read the directory off the
disc every time a file is called for, because of the way
Microcache buffers the directory in RAM.
As well as the Install program and Cache.Cmd itself,
the Microcache distribution disc includes some
supplementary utilities. The command DskReset X clears
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Speed: discs
a Fiat. So to keep all other traffic off the
road the whole disc unit has to have its
own sealed -in dust -free atmosphere.

At current prices a 10Mbyte hard disc
can add upwards of £1,500 to the price of

your system. On capacity alone buying
hard discs is not a worthwhile investment.

My own favourite micro, the Almarc
Spirit 2, is a fairly conventional S-100 bus
machine with a double -sided 800K floppy
drive. A box of 10 of the best floppy discs

money can buy would cost around £60,
and discs almost as good can be picked up
for as little as half this price. So 12Mbyte
would cost me £72 at the most.
Even so I have shelled out for a 12Mbyte
hard disc as a second drive. Of course it's
more convenient to have all those files to
hand every time you power -up the
machine, without having to root around in
a stack of disc boxes. But the chief answer
- and the reason I would never go back to a
dual -floppy system again - is summed up
in one word: speed.
(continued on next page)

Symbiotic Computer Systems' Symbnet hard -disc sub -system is available in sizes from
5Mbyte to 21 Mbyte. The disc itself is a Rodime 5.25 -in Winchester, and is to be
networked to a range of micros including IBM PC, Sirius and BBC.

the cache of all the sectors relevant to any valid drive X
and is a way of telling the cache system that the disc in
that drive has been changed. Changing discs without
letting the cache know could be dangerous, highlighting
one of the less comfortable side -effects of holding
directory information in memory. Unless this information
is updated with each disc change disc writes could
destroy data by scribbling over the wrong sectors.
Luckily many of the newer micros have mechanical
means of detecting whether the discs have been
changed. On hardware like this Microcache can be
installed to flush the buffers automatically whenever a
disc change is detected. With the version we tested on
the Sirius for example it was never necessary to run
DskReset.

CP/M has a built-in function to reset individual discs,
' which can be evoked from inside an application program.
- Microcache recognises these calls, and responds by
clearing the buffer. A second CP/M function resets all
the discs at once, but older application programs derived
from the early days of CP/M-80 often issue this call
indiscriminately. By default, Microcache ignores such
calls but can be made sensitive to them if necessary
with the command Resets On; the complementary
Resets Off restores the original default.
The Lock and Unlock functions are used to hold and
release particular files, irrespective of the amount they
are used. For example, if you only have limited space to
devote to the cache you might want to keep the
WordStar overlay files firmly in position to avoid them
being jostled out by frequently called text -file sectors.
The commands:

0

LOCK WSOVLI.OVR
LOCK WSMSGS.OVR

will guarantee to keep them in play until you issue a
DskReset or an Unlock command or hit the Reset button.
You can also lock the directory with the command Lock

Unlike hardware buffers built into the printer or
attached as a separate peripheral, microcache allows the
user to keep full control of the printer. You can interrupt
printout from the keyboard at any time, even while inside
an application program. By hitting the Escape key, which
is redefined by MCInstal, a prompt is called up on the
screen:

S - to stop printing C - to continue printing F - to flush
(abandon) the printer buffer

Sensibly this prompt only appears when there is
something in the printer buffer, but even so it seems a
lot of text to be springing up in the middle of the screen
during some other program. It does not interfere with the
functioning of whatever main event you happen to be
running, but in some applications you might have
difficulty restoring the screen again. I understand that
the new release of Microcache puts up a sparser single line prompt at the top of the screen.
The table shows the sort of improvement Microcache
is able to make to disc speed when performing the tests
also used for the hard discs. The speed of loading files is
degraded by about one-third. This seems to be a feature
of the Sirius implementation; our CP/M-80 version
actually speeds up initial disc loading because physical
file information the operating system needs is already in
the cache.
The top -to -bottom test shows no speed improvement
because WordStar is creating a new temporary file called
EdBackup.$$$; Writes to disc are not speeded up in the
current version of Microcache. The final three tests are
mostly re -reads of files that have already been read at
least once. These tests represent a high proportion of
the disc activity in real -life use of micros, and it is here
that Microcache offers a considerable improvement in
speed. All timings are in seconds.

Dir.

CP/M-86 has no printer buffer utility, but with
Microcache you can send a file to the list device and
immediately proceed to other business without waiting
for the printing to finish. Thereafter the processor will
spend any spare time it can find servicing the print
command, but will give priority to commands entered at
the keyboard.
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Load 10,000 -word
Me

Top to bottom
Bottom to top
Second top to
botton
Second bottom to
top

No cache

With
cache

10.35
78.80
23.97
23.34

15.66
79.58
9.38
9.70

21.03

8.15

Speed: discs

Cache

pay-off
(continued from previous page)

The table in the Benchmarks box shows

phone Ashford (07842) 47271.
However, the delay involved in
accessing external devices can be avoided

the buffer very large and
eliminate completely the
business of transferring data
to the real hardware disc. You
do so by giving the buffer a
logical sector structure that makes it

altogether. For a long time mainframe

look to the system exactly like a disc.

designers have used a simple solution of
buffering I/O devices wherever possible.
Instead of writing directly to the device
and having to wait while it accomplishes

Reads and writes involving this pseudo -

systems as well. It is available from ICE

Ltd, Littleton House, Littleton Road,
Ashford, Middlesex TW15 1UU; Tele-

disc take place hundreds of times more
quickly because no physical components
have to be moved.

all the stages of its task, the processor

There are two traditional disadvan-

sends the data to a block of memory and

tages: RAM is more expensive per byte

the floppy disc on the Almarc system returns immediately to get on with its main
matched against one of the first Rodime job. Thereafter the data is either transWinchesters sold. Mike O'Connor of the ferred by independent I/O devices without
Planalysis Computing Consultancy also the intervention of the main processor, or
gave me the opportunity to run the same will wait in the buffer until the processor
test on his North Star Horizon, and I was has an idle moment for completing the
also able to test the Epson QX-10 with the transfer.
The same idea works in the opposite
ICE add-on hard disk.
The ICE disc is an interesting beast, one direction, when the processor is reading
of the new generation of pre-packaged from the disc. If the disc can somehow
Winchesters that comes with integral have the wanted sectors handy already in
power supply and customised software. the buffer, the processor need not wait
With special adaptors for the different while motors churn round the magnetic

machines, and software to match, the media and heads click into position to peel

stored than magnetic media; and data
written to RAM is volatile, so when the
machine is turned off the data is
destroyed. But this picture is changing
because RAM prices are falling, and the
wide availability of battery -backed CMOS
RAM means that volatility is now

avoidable, albeit at a higher price. But
even before these recent advances the
pseudo -disc had already begun to be
worthwhile in applications like real-time
process control and communications,

In the office too the pseudo -disc has
helped speed up applications like word
processing. Traditional micro software,

same unit can be appended to the Apple II,

off the data. A buffer used for this

Apple III, Osborne, IBM PC and Sirius
Micros, and if your are prepared to write
the software yourself to most S-100 bus

purpose is called a cache.
This cache idea is susceptible to some
interesting developments. One is to make

with its origins

faster than the hard disc when it
comes to loading in the 10,000 -word
file. To load Texthou.Txt from the
hard disc the operating system has
to search through a file of over 500
entries. The floppy directory by
contrast, had only one entry - and
the Micropolis drive is pretty fast by
floppy standards anyway. All timings
are in seconds.

Keeping the overlays on pseudo -disc can
make programs like these perform many
times faster, completely eliminating, for
example, the Disk Wait messages that slow
up WordStar.

Hard -disc

Benchmarks

The tests show how hard discs and
floppies prform when handling
WordStar text files. There are five
distinct stages, each reflecting a
different aspect of file handling.
1. Straight file load. WordStar pulls only
a small portion of the 10,000 -word text
file into memory.
2. Top to bottom. The command -QC
moves the cursor to the end of the
text. During this stage WordStar first
creates a temporary file that is about
60 percent of the size of Tenthou.Txt;
then it moves sequentially through the
file.
3. Bottom to top. The command -QR
moves the cursor to the top of the text
again. WordStar extends the length of
the temporary file by sequential
copying until it is about 80 percent the
size of Tenthou.Txt.
4. Second top to bottom. Duplicates
stage 2, using the existing temporary
file.
5. Second bottom to top. Duplicates
stage 3, using the existing temporary
file.

You can easily create Tenthou.Txt in
WordStar by typing the sentence
"One Two Three Four Five Six Seven
Eight Nine Ten." Now copy it nine
times, leaving two spaces after the
full stop, and reformat the result into
a paragraph of 100 words. Copy that
paragraph, to form a 1,000 -word
block. Copy the whole block nine
times to produce a 10,000 word file.
It turns out that the Micropolis is

Test

Floppy
disc

ALMARC SPIRIT 2
Load 10,000 -word 6.00

file
31.90
Top to bottom
17.83
Bottom to top
14.56
Second top to
bottom
Second bottom to 17.11
top
NORTH STAR
HORIZON
Load 10,000 -word

Hard

disc
7.35
17.18
11.60
12.78
11.04

7.29

4.30

30.81
19.75
18.72

12.22
10.03
9.98

15.92

8.59

8.24

7.83

42.16
Top to bottom
20.60
Bottom to top
16.84
Second top to
bottom
Second bottom to 15.91
top

23.55
15.32

file
Top to bottom
Bottom to top
Second top to
bottom
Second bottom to
top
EPSON QX-10

WITH ICE
Load 10,000 -word
file

14.91

13.04

in the eight -bit en-

vironment, often uses overlay files to
make up for the inability of the chips to
addresss more than 64K of memory.

There have been many recent

commercial offerings of the pseudo disc idea, usually as an expensive

hardware/software combination. Despite
the loud claims reiterated in the American
magazines, the London -based company
Microcosm assures me that its product,
called the Silicon Disk, was in fact the first
to be available on a micro. It had certainly
been around for at least a year by the time
I first reported the eight -bit version in the
November 1982 issue of this magazine.
What matters to the users is not who got
there first, but whether it is any good, how

much it costs and whether it will run on
their machine. The answers, I'm happy to
report are very positive; at £95 it is
excellent value. Eight -bit users will need
bank-switchable memory with a 1K
common area, but those with 16 -bit
machines will be able to set up Silicon Disk

in their standard memory configuration,
or add memory according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Both Microcache and Silicon Disk are
simple software solutions to the problem
of speeding up disc access. Microcache
also

incorporates a very neat printer

buffer that lets you drive your computer
and print at the same time. In both cases
the software is British, which means that
support is close at hand; I have always
found Microcosm very responsive and
ready to help. Microcosm Research Ltd is
at 26 Danbury Street, London Ni 8JU,
telephone 01-986 1756.
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YOU HAVEN'T
SEEN ANYTHING
LIKE THIS ON A
COLOUR MONITOR
BEFORE.

THE JVC

COLOUR MONITOR

LH%

An RGB monitor from JVC offering a resolution of
370 x470 pixels for less than £150?
We guarantee you won't see another bargain like that

in this or any other micro mag- or in any other supplier's
showroom.
For we've managed to acquire the sole distribution

(EX.VAT)

rights to these superb machines and we are able to offer them
at an unbeatable price.

There are two models available: medium resolution
(370 x 470 pixels) at £149.95; and high resolution (580 x 470
pixels) at £229.95. (Both excluding VAT)
The units have a 14" screen and are suitable for the
BBC Micro, Lynx, Oric, Apple, and most other leading micros.

They are robustly constructed in a handsome cream
casing. And come with a full year's guarantee.

Delivery is good: your monitor should arrive
by courier service within ten days of our receiving your
order

rTo Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE.
Medium Resolution Colour Monitor(s) at
Please send me
£149.95 each (ex. VAT).
High Resolution Colour Monitor(s) at
£229.95 each (ex. VAT).

You can order by filling in the coupon below and
posting to: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road,
London SE5 OEE. Or by telephoning 01-701 8668 quoting
your credit card number 0; of course, you can buy in person
at our showroom between 9 am -6 pm Monday -Friday,

Connection lead(s) at £6.00 each.
I understand carriage per monitor will cost an extra £7.00.
(N.B. A Medium Resolution Monitor including VAT, lead, and
carriage costs £187.39. A High Resolution Monitor including VAT,
lead, and carriage costs £279.39.)

9 am -1.30 pm Saturday.

I enclose a cheque for £
account with the amount of

1302-1 Medium Resolution
370 x 470 Pixels

1302.2 High Resolution

RESOLUTION
C.R.T.

14"

14"

SUPPLY

220/240v. 50/60Hz.
Minimum 19.5kv
Maximum 22.5kv

220/240v. 50/60Hz.
Minimum 19.5kv
Maximum 22.5kv

6MHz.

10MHz.

80 characters by
25 lines
0.63mm
R.G.B. Analogue/

80 characters by
25 lines
0.41mm
R.G.B. Analogue/
TTL Input
Separate Sync on R.G.B.
Positive or Negative
On/off switch and
brightness control

MODEL REFERENCE

E.H.T.

VIDEO BAND WIDTH
DISPLAY

SLOT PITCH

INPUT: VIDEO
SYNC

TTL Input
Separate Sync on R.G.B.
Positive or Negative

EXTERNAL CONTROLS

On/off switch and
brightness control

580 x 470 Pixels

1

Or please debit my credit card
My Access/Barclaycard

(please tick) no is
Please state the make of your computer
Name
Address

Telephone.

L

Ous.

Opus Supplies Ltd.

Pp

1
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A practical conference
introducing computer benefits
to construction managers
Wednesday, 8th February, 1984
Regent Crest Hotel, Carburton St,
London W1P 8EE
Organised by CONTRACT JOURNAL
in association with the Construction
Industry Computing Association.

The micro revolution brings the benefits of
computers to the small contractor as well as the
large, to the project manager as well as the office
accountant. But what system to buy? How best to

CONSTRUCTION MICROS

use it?

09.30 Choosing the right system - assessing your micro

Find out the answers to these and a range of related
questions at a practical conference expertly
structured by Contract Journal in association with
the Construction Industry Computing Association.
Top experts from the world of construction and the
field of computers - plus an exciting range of
hardware systems and software packages from
leading manufacturers - will combine to give
delegates a working introduction to the use of micro
computers in construction.
Conference sessions will be supported by a working
display at which key speakers will staff a Computer
Clinic, allowing delegates to seek advice and
guidance about which system to buy and the
software packages to put with it.
The day promises to be of real practical value to
construction managers and directors - a day to build
your confidence in computers.

ContractJournal
TIN =OLT ROI CONSTRUCTION

The fee £95 plus 15% VAT (£14.25) includes attendance
and the conference, documentation, refreshments and
lunch.

A 10% discount will be allowed for bookings received by
December 1, 1983, and CICA members.
Registration Form
To: Conference Administrator, Reed Conferences, Room
1313, Surrey House, Throwley Way, Sutton, Surrey SM1

4QQ. Tel: 01-643 8040. Ext 4892.
placels) at the Construction
Micro - Key to profit conference. Enclosed is a cheque for
A VAT invoice will be sent.
Please reserve
Name

Position
Company

Address

Tel No

114

08.45 Registration and coffee
Chairman (morning session) Alex Catto, editor Contract
Journal
Session one: Getting Programmed

requirement, evaluation of benefits versus price,
custom or standard package software, protecting
your up grade path, links with other computers, last
and least - the hardware.
Russell Nathan, managing director, RomTec.
10.00 Who uses micro for what in construction.
Rob Howard, CICA

10.30 Coffee

***
Session two: Putting Micros to Work in the Office
10.50 What financial modelling can do to make cost
control more effective.
John Sellers, data processing consultant, Peat
Marwick Management Consultants.
11.10 Integrated accounting systems - what they are,
some advantages and disadvantages and alternatives.

Ken King, Manager - accounting systems
development project, Wimpey Group Services Ltd.
11.30 Software accounting packages designed for the
smaller contractor.
Brenda Wroe, School of Mathematics Computing
and Statistics, Leicester Polytechnic.
11.50 What computers can do for estimating.
Denis Wager, CICA consultant.
12.10 Questions on the morning sessions.

***
12.30 Lunch, Guest speaker - Chris Hipwell, publishing
director of Practical Computing, Your Computer and
Computer Choice magazines, will give delegates an
appreciation of micro computers.
Chairman (afternoon session) Rob Howard, CICA
Session three: Putting Micros to Work on the site
14.00 What computers can do in site management.
Dr Martin Barnes, director, Project Software Ltd.
14.20 Planning the contract.
Glynn Nixon, Director, Micro Planning Software.

14.40 Software systems for valuations.

Brian Fine, consultant, Fine, Curtis and Gross.
15.00 Questions on afternoon session
Session four: Computer Clinic
15.20 Conference speakers will be on hand to answer
problems or give independent advice as delegates
get "hands-on" experience with the many hardware
and software systems on display from leading
manufacturers in the exhibition area.
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This man can use...

46 Microcomputers

6

Word Processors
Mini Computers
Printers

2

16

...all without leaving his seat!
Allir11111r.-

Clearways

a

low cost Networking device allowing ALL
minis, micros, printers, mainframes etc.to
communicate with each other.

Mail the coupon now for full information
Real Time Developments Limited, Lynchford House, Lynchford Lane, Famborough,
Hampshire GU14 6JA. Telephone: Famborough (0252) 546213 Telex: 858893 Fletel G

Ir

II=

From £150 per connection (node)
No controller needed.

I am interested in Clearway - the low cost Networking device, please
send me details

Easy installation

Name

Connects any hardware device through an

Position

interface

Up to 99 nodes on the same ring
File sharing software available
Enables printer sharing
Has special hunting feature
Other models available
Over 3000 nodes currently installed
Manufactured and supported in UK

1111111

Address

Telephone
Send to: Real Time Developments

So -

Lynchford House, Lynchford Lane, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 6JA
Telephone: Farnborough (0252) 546213 Telex: 858893 Fletel G

min No lum
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rom Pet

ALTHOUGH the BBC Micro and Commodore's Pet use very different variants of
Basic it is possible to transfer programs
direct from the Pet to a BBC Micro. Clearly
the time saved in retyping makes the effort
in setting up the link well worthwhile.
The first problem is to get the Pet's data
in an acceptable form. Basic programs are

BBC

stored in memory in compression codes,
and different computers use different
compression codes. Basic program cannot
simply be lifted as a block of memory from
one computer and stored in the equivalent
area of another. It is therefore necessary to
translate the program into ASCII format.
There are two sources of ASCII listings.
When the program is listed on the VDU the
compression codes are converted to ASCII,

as they are when listing the output to a
printer. It is perfectly feasible to set up
communications between computers using

the video listing, but you need to have a
good knowledge of the location of the
firmware routines to be intercepted and
redirected. It is simpler to go for the printer
listing.
The Pet printer is not driven by a parallel
port, as is usual with most micros, but sits
on the bus like any other device and listens
for instructions addressed to it. The

sequence of control signals required to
print a byte from the Pet goes as shown in
figur,e 1.
1. The computer first looks at line NDAC -

No Data being Accepted, active low and if it is high it will give a Device not
Present error.

2. If NDAC is low it puts a byte on the data
lines and then looks at control line NRFD
- Not Ready For Data, active low; When

NRFD is high it will know the printer is

Using Andrew Donald's program interface you can
transfer software from a Commodore machine to a
BBC Micro without having to retype every line.
be separately configured

for input or

The VIA registers are memory mapped
to the Sheila area at &FE00. The A section

output.
The 10 connections required between the

two computers are shown in figure

of the VIA is used by the printer, so all

2.

instructions will be to the B section. To set

Connect only the lines indicated; be
particularly careful of the two lines above

the B data lines as input or output lines
requires a value to be put into the Data
Direction Register at &FE62. Lines for
input are assigned 0, lines for output are
given 1. Putting a value of &80 into the

NRFD and DAV on the BBC's PL -10 as
they carry the 5V supply.
With the two machines connected
suitable software is required to read the

register in line 20 sets D7 as output and DO
to D6 as input. D7 will be the signal NDAC,
the rest the input byte.

listing. Use whatever is normal to make the
Pet list to printer; I generally use the direct
commands:

The DAV signal enters the BBC Micro
along line CB1. A positive -to -negative

OPEN4,4 CMD4 LIST.

transition of this line sets the CB1 flag in
the Interrupt Flag register. This register
may be cleared by reading the register and

A Print # statement severs the link.
You can use Basic to set the BBC Micro

to emulate a Pet printer, thanks to BBC

then writing back the value just read, which
is what is happening with the first
instruction on line 40. The second
instruction writes a value of 0 into

Basic's high speed. The program in listing 1

will emulate a printer and output the
received bytes to the screen.

ready to accept a byte.

3. The computer now lowers DAV - Data
Valid, active low - which tells the printer
that the data lines now hold a byte for

Figure 1.

printing.
4. The printer finds DAV low so sets NRFD

low to tell the computer it no longer
requires a byte. It then reads the byte
from the data lines and sets NDAC high to
show the byte has been accepted.

NRFD

5. The printer now prints the byte and sets
NDAC low to show the computer that it
has finished. The process then repeats
from 2.

DAV

Three control lines are therefore required
to get the Pet to hand over its ASCII listing:

NDAC

an output from the Pet, DAV, and two
inputs NRFD and NDAC. Eight data are

0

DATA

<

needed, making a total of 11 lines in all.
The simplest way to provide these signals

I

I

READ

seems to be from the user port, which is
half of a 6522 VIA. The user port has only
10 lines; eight data lines and two control
lines CBI and CB2. However, the Pet uses
bit 7 to indicate graphics characters, and as

Figure 2.

they are unique to the Pet there is little

DDD2 D3

point in transmitting them. Data line 7 can
therefore be used as a third control line as

long as all Pet graphics characters are
suppressed. Since the 6522 VIA is an
extremely versatile chip, its data lines may
Andrew Donald is a Senior Lecturer
at the City of London Polytechnic.
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Program transfer
Input/Output register B. Since D7 is the
only output line, the effect will be to put
this line, NDAC, low. The Pet sees this as

Listing 1.

10 CLS:PEM Set 'OMB 0-6 i n
20 ?&FE62=&80

showing the printer to be present, and so it
puts a byte on to the data lines and looks

7 out

for NRFD to go high, indicating that it

REM clear IFR ano put NDAC low

TO

&FE61)=?&FE6D: 2&FE60=&00

40
50
60
70
80

REM Put NRFD high
?&FE6C=&E0
REM Get IFR DAV/CE1

The Pet responds by putting DAV, CB1,
low to show acceptable data is on the bus.
This causes the CB1 interrupt flag to be set
in the BBC. The flag is looked for in lines
80 and 90; when the flag is found, the data

a(4.

1:4,--?&FE6D:T%=I% HNiJt:10

IFT%=0 60T080
&FE60 EOR&T7F:REN Get data
REM Send NRFD
?&FE6C=&CO
REM Clear IFR

1.00

110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

should send the byte.
Loading &E0 into the Peripheral Control
register in line 60 puts CB2, NRFD, high.

is read into Dolo at line 100. NRFD goes low

at line 120, the interrupt flag clears at 140,
and receipt of the data is acknowledged at
lines 160 and 210.

Inverted data

?&FE6D=.1%.

The Exclusive Oring of the data with &7F

REM Put NDAC high
7&FE60=&80
REM Print data

in line 100 serves two purposes: firstly it
causes the necessary removal of data bit 7
from the read; secondly it inverts the values

on the data bus. The Pet has an inverted

IF D:4=13 PRINTCHR$13
IF DX>31 FRINTCHR$LY4;

data bus, so bits which the BBC needs to see
as 1 are put on the bus as 0, and vice versa;

200 REM Put NDAC low
210 ?&FE60=&00
220 OOTO 6O: REM Repeat

the EOr brings it back to acceptable form.
All ASCII codes above &7F have bit 7 reset
so as to appear as an equivalent character in

the acceptable range. All control codes
Listing

2.

12 ON ERROR GOTO 230
14 X=OPENOUT"PETDATA"
130
IF. D%=13 FRINTCHRS13:PUT#X,D%
190

IF I")%31

PRINTCHR$D74E::BPUTiOc,D%

230 CLOSE# X

Listing 3.

11 HIMEM=&2000:L%=&:2000
12 ON ERROR. AOTO 230
180
190

it to BBC Basic. The file may be read

IF D%-=.13 PRINI1 HR$13:71_74=D%:1_74=L7.+1

IF D% -t,31 PRINTCHR$D74.71_1=DX:1_%=C4+1

27:0 PRIN1"Now *SAVE PE- DATA 2000

below &20 are suppressed, with the single
exception of the Carriage Return &OD.
When you have set listing 1 running on
the BBC, enter the commands for listing to
printer on the Pet. The listing then appears
on the BBC's VDU, and all that remains is
to retain the listing in the system by saving
the characters in a file as they are written to
the VDU. This is done by adding the lines
shown in listing 2 to those of listing 1.
Once the Pet has finished listing, hit the
Escape key to close the file and to exit the
program. The resulting file is pure ASCII
and may be picked up directly by a word processor program so that you can convert

to ";'-'1A-7;

directly into Basic by giving the command.
* EXEC PETPATA

Disc faults
The continual stopping and starting of
the disc drive which is a consequence of this
method produced regular disc faults on my

Listing 4.

11 H MEM 2}000: ..=&2200
12 ON ERROR GOTO 230
_

180
IF D%=13 PRINICHRS13:?1_74=DX.:1_74=L741-1
190
IF D*/.,31 PRINTCHR$D74::?L%=DX:1_%7=1A+1
2:30 PRIN1"*SAVE PETDATA 2000 ":--1_74-7;

240 VD1131,0,VPOS
245 8$="":FORI,=-0T023
250 A74=135:X-=USR(&FFF4)AND&FFFF

260 AS=CHR$X DIV&100):B$=e$1-AS:VDO9
270 NEX):PRINI
OSCLIBI:

system, so I tried an alternative method of
adding to listing 1 the code shown in listing
3. The characters are saved into memory at
the same time as being written to the VDU,
and on hitting Escape the complete block
may then be written to a file in one go as
pure ASCII. The L 0/o-7 in line 230 removes

a Ready which the Pet adds on completion
of the listing.

This method means the file has to be
saved manually after the listing is
completed. For those fortunate enough to

have Basic 2, the Oscli function may be
used to arrange automatic saving of the

file. The code in listing 4 can be used
instead of listing 3 if you have a Basic 2
system.
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TelePorter
Grab a handful of floppies, unplug your office
micro and off you go. It's as simple as that with the
new TeleVideo TelePorter, the first portable to think
and act like a full size business micro - in the office,
at home, or anywhere else your business takes you.
And even if you're multi-user, so is your
TelePorter. Plug it back into the network when you
return to the office and straight away you've got direct
access to all the shared data of your business.
Like all TeleVideos, it gives you what you want
at a price you can afford. Just £1499 for the single and
£16911for the twin disk.
TelePorter matches up to the TeleVideo range of
world leading multi-user systems.
Such as the TS803H, your first, low cost entry to
the TeleVideo network. It works just as happily as a

stand alone or as part of a fleet, giving you on-line
mass storage and powerful graphics.
And when you upgrade, you won't have to
replace it with something else.
Its £3320 price tag buys you the extra bonus of
free software, like GrafTalk. This lets you quickly
produce presentation quality images like pie and bar
charts, whether you're an expert or just a beginner.
TelePorter weighs in at just 25Ibs and measures
8 by 18 by 15 inches. It has a Z-80 CPU and 64 Kbytes
of RAM, expandable to 128 Kbytes. There is a 368.6
Kbytes 51/4 inch floppy disk drive, SuperMouse port
and two RS -232 printer/modem ports for hard copy
and telephone connections. TelePorter's 9 inch screen
offers 640 by 240 high quality graphics resolution. It
displays 24 lines of text with 80 characters per line.

TeleVideo TS803H

The 8 -bit CP M based TS803H has a half height
514 inch Winchester disk drive with 10 Mbytes of
storage and a 500 Kbyte half -height 51/4 inch
floppy disk drive. It has a high resolution 640 by
240 pixel display. Up to 16 users can share the
TeleVideo network through a central hard -disk
drive. The TS803H uses the CP/M-80 operating
system and GSX-80, a graphic system extension.

TeleVideo 803H

16,_m
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Britain's specialist microcomputer distributors
MIDLANDS AND NORTH
Altringham Associated Computer Services
061 941 4225
Birmingham. Pacemaker 021 643 0544
Liverpool BEC 051 263 5738
Liverpool Liverpool Software Centre 051 727 8050
Leicester Scilex Ltd. 0480 58022
Newark IT Research Ltd. 0636 71221
Oldham Formula Computer Systems 061 624 6258
Rugby OEM Computer Systems 0788 70522
Sheffield Jade Business Systems 0742 754755
St. Neots Westcom Ltd. 0480 217217
Stockport Business Computer Projects 061 480 8589
Stockport Magnalife Ltd. 061 480 7272
Stockport Mellor Computer Consultancy 061 449 8101
Stockport Di -an Data Systems 061 442 9768
Wilmslow Access Computer Group 0625 532 140

LONDON
Brentwood Direct Data Marketing 01 834 5016/
0277 229379
Kingston Upon Thames Ideal Computers Ltd.
01 549 4646/1463
MUM!' Brokerstar 01 906 2199
North London Boyd Microsystems Ltd 01 950 0303
N6 Cambridge Data Systems Ltd. 01 580 1654
SW6 Inner Products Ltd. 01 673 4047
WI Business Computer Centre Ltd. 01 637 5666
WC2 Visible Systems Ltd 01 836 1706
WC2 Systematica Ltd 01 836 9379

SOUTH FAST ENGLAND
Ashford Abacus Computer Systems Ltd. 0233 678666
Canvey Island Mercury Microsystems Ltd 0268696263

Croydon Mayfair Computers Ltd. 01 688 3836
Croydon Nova Micro Centre 01 681 8620
Guildford Alexander Systems 0483 3444
Haywerds Heath Ampersand Ltd 0444 456509
Horsham Sussex Microsystems Ltd 0268 68071

WEST COUNTRY
Exeter Exe Computers 0392 217417

WALES

Tick as Appropriate -

Circle No. 173

0 Please send me details on TelePorter
0 Please send me details on TS803H
0 Please send me details on other Encotel products.

Gwynned CPL Ltd. 075 881 2053

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen SCMW 0224 638420
Leith Major Systems Ltd. 0942 605014
Kilsyth Microspec Ltd. 0236 821473

IRELAND
County Cork Associated Micros Ltd. Gakvay 87140
County Meath STS Ltd. Navan 28472
County Mayo Delta Microsystems Ltd. Castlebar 22632

Name

Company

Encotel Systems Ltd.
7 Impenal Way,
Croydon Airport Industrial Estate,
Croydon. Surrey CR0 4RR
Telephone: 01 686 9687 01 680 6040
Telex: 8951921 ENCO G

Address

Encotel West
77 Laleham Road.
Staines. Middlesex TN18 2EA
Telephone: Staines (078416346A
Telex: 932905 LARCH G

Encotel North
Lockside Mill, St. Martins Road,
Stockport, Cheshire
Telephone: 061 449 0431

ITelephone
Send to:

"

lEncotel Systems Ltd, Freepost, Croydon, CR9 9ES

I

onsters

THE EXPLANATORY text from Keith Miles Of

Ely, Cambridgeshire describes Monsters as
a variation on "an arcade game written by

Acornsoft and others". Your man

is

pursued up and down ladders and along
walls in search of gold. In addition to three

monsters that are pursuing him there are
immobile monsters that periodically jump
to new locations. As you proceed to higher

levels the number of stationary monsters
increases.

John Harris presents Keith Miles' entertaining arcade
game, along with a selection of other new programs
written by readers 'f Practical Computing.

When printing at the graphics cursor,
VDUS, it

is

possible to

superimpose

characters. Using different colours for the

%=0706:VDU17,3,31,AX,I%+J%,226:NEXT:NE
XT:REM Ladders
41U NEXT
420 COLOUR1:PRINTTAB(0,3U)"GOLD BAGS

different features of the character to be
created, the character is assembled by
moving the cursor to the required location
and successively selecting the foreground

";gld%;
430 VDUS
440 ENDPROC

colour of the part of the character to be

45U
460
470
EN400
480
490
500
51U

printed, printing it and moving the cursor
back over the character.
In Basic this would take the form:
VDU5: MOVE X,Y: GCOL 3,Y1: PRINT
CHR$(X1): VDU8: GCOL 3,Y2: PRINT
CH R$(X2)

where X,Y is the desired location, Y1 the

colour of the character X1, and Y2 the
colour of character X2. The VDU5
commands cause the printing to take place
at the graphics cursor, and move the cursor
one space left.
The man, monsters and walls in the game
are constructed in this way. These
commands can all be replaced and strung
together as VDU commands: Move is
VDU25,4,X;Y; and G.Col is VDU18,3,Y1,
so the Basic can be boiled down to

1..(2),ud%(2),MX%(5),MY%(5),A$(10,1)

Not only is the coding shorter,

it also

executes faster. This is very important for
the more complicated characters as they
would otherwise print very slowly.
Exclusive Or printing is important if
coloured characters are to be moved. When
printing graphics characters, colour is
chosen with GCoI x,y, where x determines
how colour y will be printed. Parameter x

can take the values 0,1,2,3 or 4 which
respectively print the colour, Or, And or
EOr it with the colour already there, or just

invert the colour already there with no
reference to any new colour. Function 3,
EOr, is used because it is possible to predict

the outcome of the function. By careful
manipulation of the colour palette using
VDU19 you can make characters move
over other characters.
For example, red, colour 1, EOred with
blue, colour 4, gives magenta, colour 5; if a

red character is EOred on top of a blue
character and colour 5 is redefined to
appear red using
VDU19,5,1,0,0,0

that part of the red character over the blue
character will appear red, not magenta. The
EOr values are mathematically derived, but

can be easily found by using the EOr
function, such as
PRINT (1 FOR 4)

VDU25,4,X%;Y%;18,3,3,245
ENDPROC
DEFPROCfoundgold
VDU25,4,man%;level%-32;18,3,1,24

5

10 REM Copyright KEITH MILES. 4, WI
LLOW WALK. CAMBS
20 DIMmx%(2),my%(2),dir%(2),u%(2),d

V DU5,25,4,X;Y; 18,3,Y1,X1,8,18,3,Y2,X2

DEFPROCgold
X%=RND(19)*64:Y%=RND(6)*160+32
gd%=FNPT(X%+48,Y%-12):IFgd%<>0TH

30 ENVELOPE3,129,2,4,6,28,14,7,0,0,
0,-80,80,80
40 MODE2
50 PROCcolour
60 PROCcharacters
70 PROCscores
80 LVL%=1:gld%=0:PROCtitle:CLS
90 CLG:PROCscreen
100 IFLVL%>5 LVLA=5
110 PROCinit
120 REPEAT
130 *FX21,0
140 LVD%=FNPT(man%-20,level%-64):lvd
%=FNPT(man%+20,level%-64):lvu%=FNPT(ma
n%,level%+12)
150 IFINKEY(-26) DIR%=-64
160 IFINKEY(-122) DIR%=64
170 IFINKEY(-58)ANDlvu%<>0ANDLvu%<>1
LEVEL%=32:GOT0200
180 IFINKEY(-42)ANDlvd%<>1 LEVEL%= -3
2:GOT0200
190 IFlvu%=0OR lvu%=-10R lvd%=1OR LV
D%=1 LEVELX=0
200 IFman%<=0 DIR%=64
210 IFman%>=1216 DIR%=-64
220 IFLEVELX<>0 DIRX=U
230 man%=man%+DIR%:level%=level%+LEV
EL%
240 PROCman(mara-DIR%,level%-LEVEL%)
:PROCman(man%,level%)
25U gd%=FNPT(man%+48,level%-44):IFgd
X=9THEN300
260 FORI%=0T02:PROCmonsterdir:SOUND&
10,-8,2,2:NEXT
270 IFRND(1)>.8 PROCmovemonster:SOUN
D&10,-8,2,2
280 ga=FNPT(mara+48,level%-44)
29U IFgd%=3 PROCfoundgold
300 UNTIL GD%=100R gd%=90R gd%=15
310 IFGD%=10 LVL%=LVL%+1:GOT090
320 PROCend
33U VDU4
340 PROChiscore:GOT080
35U DEFPROCscreen
360 VDU5
37U FORI%=9601-0160STEP-160:MOVEO,IX:
FORJ%=0T019:VD018,0,1,224,8,18,0,9,225
:NEXT:NEXT:REM Levels
380 VDU4

520 GD%=GD%+1:gld%=gld%+1:SOUND8,13,3
,50,10
530 VD04:PRINTTAB(10,30);gld%;:9005
540 ENDPROC
550 DEFPROCman(x%,y%)
560 VDU25,4,x%;y%;18,3,1,227,8,18,3,
5,228,8,18,3,7,229,8,18,3,9,230,25,4,x
%;y%-32;231,8,18,3,15,233,8,18,3,5,232
57U ENDPROC
580 DEFPROCmonsterdir
590 IFuX(I%)<>0AND uX(IX)<>6 PROCupm
onster:GOT0660
600 IFd%(IX)<>UAND d%(IX)<>6 PROCdow
nmonster:G0T0660
610 msd%=FNPT(mx%(IX)+20,my%(I%)-64)
:msu%=FNPT(mx%(l%),my%(I%)+12)
620 IFmsd%<>1AND RND(3)=1 d%(IX)=0:P
ROCdownmonster:G0T0670
630 IFmsu%<>0AND msu%<>-1AND RND(3).
1
u%(I%)=0:PROCupmonster:GOT0670
640 IFMx%(I%)<=64 dir%(I%)=64
650 IFmx%(I%)>=1216 dir%(I%)=-64
660 mx%(I%)=mx%(I%)+dir%(I%)
670 my%(I%)=my%(I%)+ud%(I%)
680 PROCmonster(mx%(I%)-dir%(I%),my%
(1%)-ud%(I%),15,9):PROCmonster(mx%(I%)
,my%(I%),15,9)
690 ENDPROC
700 DEFPROCupmonster
710 u%(1%)=LA(I%)+1:ud%(I%)=32:dir%(
I%)=U
720 IFu%(I%)=6 u%(I%)=0:ud%(IX)=0:di
r%(I%)=64:IFRND(2)=1 dir%(I%)=-64
730 ENDPROC
740 DEFPROCdownmonster
750 d%(I%)=d%(I%)+1:ud%(I%)=-32:dir%
(I%)=0
760 IFdX(I%)=6 d%(I%)=0:ud%(I%)=0:di
r%(IX)=-64:IFRND(2)=1 dir%(I%)=64
770 ENDPROC
780 DEFPROCmonster(mx%,my%,A,B)
790 VDU25,4,mx7.;my%;18,3,A,255,8,18,
3,7,253,8,18,3,0,254,8,18,3,8,252,25,4
,mx%;myX-32;250
800 ENDPROC
810 DEFPROCstillmonster
820 MX%(I%)=RND(19)*64:MY%(I%)=RND(5
)*160+64
830 gd%=FNPT(MX%(I%)+48,MY%(I%)-44):

IFga<>0THEN820
840 PROCmonster(MX%(I%),MYX(I%),9,15
850 ENDPROC

390 FORB%=11.02

400 FORIX=OTO2OSTEP5:A%=RND(18):FORJ

(continued opposite)

to check the above example.
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860 DEFPROCmovemonster
870 IX=RND(LVL%+1)-1:mx%=MXVIX):myY.

E>";:14=GET$
1070 ENDPROC

=MY14(1%)

880 MX%(IX)=RND(19)*64:MY%(IX)=RND(5
)*160+64
890 poX=FNPT(MX%(IX)+48,MY%(IX)-44):
IFpo%=10RpoX=30Rpo%=15THEN880
900 PROCmonster(mx%,my%,9,15):PROCmo
nster(MXX(IX),Mr4(I%),9,15)
910 ENDPROC

1080 DEFPROCtitle
1090 VDU12,17,9:PRINTTAB(5,1)"MONSTER
S.

1100 COLOUR3:PRINT""Pursued by monst
ers"""your man is chased"""up and do
wn ladders"""and along walls in"""
search of gold."

920 DEFPROCend
93U FORIX=17010:SOUND&10,-12,6,10:F0
R.M=17010:VDU19,U,RND(6);0;:FORI=1T050

1110 COLOUR1:PRINT"" His movement
cursor
s"" "controlled using the"'"

:NEXT

GOOD LUCK."
1120 COLOUR15:PRINT""
Press <SPACE>
1130 COLOUR9:PRINT""
to play or""" <RETURN> to en
"""

94U VDU19,0,0;0;
950 ENDPROC

960 DEFPROChiscore
970 CLS:*FX21,0
980 IFgldX>VAL(A$(1,0)) PRINT"Enter
your name.":A$(1,0)=STRS(gla):PRINT'A
$(1,0)"....";:INPUTAS(1,1)
990 REPEAT:swap%=0
1000 I%=0:REPEATI%=I%+1
1010 IFVAL(A$(174,0))>VAL(A$(1%+1,0))

BS=AS(I%+1,0):AS(I%+1,0)=A$(1%,0):WI
X,0)=BB:BS=AS(I%+1,1):AS(I`/.+1,1)=AS(I%
,1):AS(I%,1)=851:swap%=1
1020 UNTILIA=9
1030 UNTILswapV.=0
1040 CLS:COLOUR1:PRINTTAB(3)"HALL OF
FAME"
1050 COLOUR3:FORI%=10701STEP-1:A7.=LEN

(AS(I%,0)):PRINT'TAB(4-AUAS(I%,0)"...
."AS(I%,1):NEXT
1060 COLOUR1:PRINT'TAB(3)"PRESS <SPAC

30
40
0 X 0"
50
0 X 0"
60

REM 3D OX0 by J.R.Wilson
*FX4,1

MODE7
PRINT TAB(10,5);CHRS141;"30

PRINT TAB(10,6);CHRS141;"3D

PRINT TAB(10,15)CHR$141;CHRS1
30;"by J.R.Wilson"
70 PRINT TAB(10,16)CHRS141;CHRS1
30;"by J.R.Wilson"
80
FOR I=0 TO 2000:NEXT
90 CLS
100
PRINT TAB(5,10);CHRS141;"Do y
ou want instructions ?"
110 PRINT TAB(5,11);CHRS141;"Do y
ou want instructions ?"
120 AS=GETS
130
IF AS="Y" THEN PROCI
140
IF A$<>"Y" AND A$<>"N" THEN 1
20
150
160
170
180

ON ERROR GOTO 1860
MODE1

VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;
VDU 23,224,0,0,0,255,255,0,0,

0

i

keys."

d."
1140
1150
1160
1170

A=GET
IFA=32 ENDPROC
IFA=13 CLS:VDU22,7:END
GOT01140

1180 DEFPROCcharacters
1190 VDU23,224,238,238,0,119,119,0,23
8,238,23,225,17,17,255,136,136,255,17,
17,23,226,129,129,129,129,255,129,129,
129:REM Bricks, mortar, ladder
1200 VDU23,227,56,124,130,0,0,0,0,0,2
3,228,0,0,84,124,56,0,0,0,23,229,0,0,4
0,0,0,0,0,0:REM Hair, face, eyes
1210 VDU23,230,0,0,0,0,0,254,254,186,
23,231,186,0,0,0,0,0,000,23,232,0,130,
0,0,0,0,0,0,23,233,0,56,56,40,40,40,40
,108:REM U.body, L.body, hands, Legs
1220 VD023,245,24,36,110,66,110,66,60

190

10
20

,24:REM Gold
1230 VDU23,250,255,255,255,255,126,36
,36,102:REM L.body
1240 V0U23,252,0,0,0,0,126,255,153,15
3,23,253,0,0,0,0,0,0,68,102,23,254,0,0
,0,0,0,0,34,0,23,255,0,0,231,36,0,0,0,
0:REM U.body, eyes, pupils, horns
1250 ENDPROC

VDU 23,225,24,24,24,24,24,24,

24,24
200 VDU 23,226,24,24,24,255,255,2
4,24,24
210 VDU 23,227,64,224,112,56,28,1
4,7,3
220 VDU 23,228,2,7,14,28,56,112,2
24,192
230 VDU 23,229,3,7,14,28,56,112,2
24,64
240 VDU 23,230,192,224,112,56,28,
14,7,2
250 VDU 23,231,7,31,63,120,112,22
4,224,224
260 VDU 23,232,224,248,252,30,14,
7,7,7
270 VDU 23,233,224,224,224,112,12
0,63,31,7
280 VDU 23,234,7,7,7,14,30,252,24
8,224
290 VDU 19,2,4,0,0,0
300 PROCscreen
310 F=0:S=0:D=0
320 DATA 3,10,2,14,9,98,4,100,27,
900,8,1000,6,-14,18,-98,12,-100
330 DIM M(3,3,3),N(3,3,3),A(8),B(
8)

340

D=1

350 FOR P=0 TO 3:FOR R=0 TO 3:FOR
C=0 TO 3
360 IF P=R AND P=C THEN 410
370 IF P=C AND P=3 -R THEN 410
380 IF P=3 -C AND R=C THEN 410
390 IF P=R AND P=3 -C THEN 410
400 GOTO 420
410 N(P,R,C)=10
420 M(P,R,C)=1:NEXT,C,R,P
430 FOR N=0 TO 8:READ A(N),B(N):N
EXT
440 IF RND(2)=1 THEN MC= -1:007074
0

1260 DEFPROCcolour
1270 VDU19,2,1;0;:REM 2 red
1280 VR119,9,2;0;19,10,2;0;19,8,2;0;1
9,11,2;0;:REM 9,10,8,11 green
1290 VDU19,15,4;0;19,13,4;0;19,12,4;0
;:REM 15,13,12 blue
1300 VDU19,6,5;0;:REM 6 magenta
1310 ENDPROC
1320 DEFPROCinit
1330 man°4=64:level%=1024:1vd%=0:lvu%=
0:GD%=0:DIR%=64:LEVELX=0
1340 PROCman(mara,level%)
1350 FORIA=UT02:mx%(IX)=RND(19)*64:my
7.(IX)=RND(4)*160+224:dir%(I%)=64:0:(I%
)=0:a(I%)=0:udX(I%)=0:PROCmonster(mx%
(IX),my%(I%),15,9):NEXT
1360 FORI°4=0TO LVLX:PROCstillmonster:
NEXT
1370 FORI%=01.09:PROCgold:NEXT
1380 ENDPROC
1390 DEFPROCscores
1400 FORI%=11.010:AS(I%,0)=STRS(I%*5):
A$(IX,1)="Monsters":NEXT
1410 ENDPROC
1420 REM MOVE - VDU25,4,X;Y; - GCOL VDU18,X,Y - C VDU8
1430 DEFFNPT(d%,e%)
1440 =POINT(a,e°4-1)

Three-dimensional
Noughts and
Crosses
John Wilson of Benfleet in Essex has set
his mind to solving the question of tactics in

this game. The display shows each level's
four-by-four board, two up and two down,

as seems to be conventional. They are
labelled with x, y and z co-ordinates as
appropriate.
A random choice is made for who plays
first. When it is given the advantage of first

play, the machine appears to do rather
better than when following, where an
indecisiveness and lack of attack leaves the
program open to an aggressive win.
Against inexperienced players it will hold
its own.
Aggressive play should force a win from
even a slight advantage; certainly, when the
tactic has been employed against me it has

usually paid off. It is not necessarily an
invariant rule, however, and when I adopt
the approach myself I tend to lose.
450
460

COLOUR 3:COLOUR130
PRINTTAB(0,31);STRING$(39," "

);

470 VDU 23;29194;0;0;0;
470 VDU 23;29194;0;0;0;
480 PRINT TAB(2,31)"Enter your mo
ve (X,Y,Z) ";
490 8$=""

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
500 FL=0
510 C=0:R=0:P=0
520 AS=OETS
530 B=LENBS
540 IF AS=CHR$13 AND 8=5 THEN 640
550 IF AS=CHR$127 AND 13$="" THEN
520
560 IF AS=CHR$127 THEN BS=LEFTS(B
$,B-1):GOTO 630
570 IF B=5 THEN VDU7:G0T0520
IF AS="-" OR AS="2 OR A$=" "
580

OR AS="." THEN AS=","
590
IF AS<>"1" AND AS<>"2" AND AS
<>"3" AND AS<>"4" AND AS<>"," THEN V
DU7:GOT0520
600 IF AS="," AND B<>1 AND B<>3 T
HEN VDU7:001.0520
610 IF AS<>"," AND (B=1 OR 8=3) T

HEN VDU7:G0T0520
620 EiS=8$+AS
630 PRINT AS;:GOTO 520
640 C=VAL(LEFTS(BS,1))-1
650 R=VAL(MID$(0,3,1))-1
660 P=VAL(RIGHTS(BS,1))-1
IF M(P,R,C)>1 THEN PRINT TAB(
670
0,31);STRINGS(39," ");TAB(0,31);"cel
occupied!";:A=INKEY(200):GOTO 450
680 FOR J=1 TO 5:PROCdelete(C+1,R
+1,P+1)
690 FOR I=0 TO 300:NEXT
700 PROCcross(C+1,R+1,P+1)
FOR 1=0 TO 300:NEXT
710
720 NEXT J
730 M(P,R,C)=3:GOSUB 850
740 GOSUB 990
750 PRINT TAB(0,31);STRINGS(39,"

");TAB(8,31);"My move is ";C+1;",";R
+1;",";P+1;
760 MC=MC+2
770 FOR J=1 TO 5:PROCdelete(C+1,R
+1,P+1)
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850

FOR I=0 TO 300:NEXT
PROCcircle(C+1,R+1,P+1)
FOR I=0 TO 300:NEXT
NEXT. J

M(P,R,C)=2:GOSUB 850
IF MC=64 THEN PROCdraw
GOTO 450
FOR Q=1 TO 3:GOSUB 1050:NEXT

Q

860 IF P<>R AND P<>C AND R<>C THE
N 900
870 IF P=R THEN Q=4:GOSUB 1050
880 IF P=C THEN Q=5:GOSUB 1050
890 IF R=C THEN 0=6:00SUB 1050
900 IF P<>3 -R AND P<>3 -C AND R<>3
-C THEN 970
910 IF P=3 -R THEN Q=7:GOSUB 1050
IF P=3 -C THEN Q=8:GOSUB 1050
920
930 IF R=3 -C THE Q=9:GOSUB 1050
IF P=R AND P=3 -C THEN Q=10:GO
940
SUB 1050
950 IF P=C AND P=3 -R THEN Q=11:GO
SUB 1050
960 IF P=3 -C AND R=C THEN Q=12:GO
SUB 1050
970 IF P=R AND R=C THEN Q=13:GOSU
1050

980 RETURN
990 HV=0:FOR P=0 TO 3:FOR R=0 TO
3: FOR C=0 TO 3
1000 IF M(P,R,C)>1 THEN 1040
1010 IF N(P,R,C)<HV THEN 1040
1020 IF N(P,R,C)>HV THEN HV=N(P,R,
C):P1=P:R1=R:C1=C:GOTO 1040
1030 IF RND(8)>4 THEN HV=N(P,R,C):
P1=P:R1=R:C1=C
1040 NEXT C,R,P:P=P1:R=R1:C=C1:RET
URN
1050 FOR T=0 TO 3:P1=P:R1=R:C1=C
1060 IF Q>3 THEN 1080
1070 ON Q GOTO 1100,1110,1120

122

1080
1090

P1=T

ON 0-3 GOTO 1110,1120,1130,11
40,1150,1160,1170,1180,1190,1200
1100
P1=T:GOTO 1210
1110
R1=T:GOTO 1210
112U
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210

C1=T:GOTO 1210
P1=P:R1=T:C1=T:GOTO 1210
R1=3-T:GOTO 1210
C1=3-T:GOTO 1210
P1=P:R1=T:C1=3-T:GOTO 1210
R1=T:C1=3-T:GOTO 1210
R1=3-T:C1=T:GOTO 1210
R1=3-T:C1=3-T:GOTO 1210
R1=T:C1=T
IF F=1 THEN N(P1,R1,C1)=N(P1,
R1,C1)+S:GOTO 1230
1220
D=D*M(P1,R1,C1)
1230 NEXT T:IF F=0 THEN F=1:GOSUB
1250:GOTO 1050
1240
F=0:RETURN
1250
IF D=16 THEN PROCi_win
1260
IF D=81 THEN PROCyou_win
1270
IF D=6 AND M(P,R,C)=2 THEN S=
-10:G0T0 1320
IF D/M(P,R,C)=6 THEN S=O:GOTO
1280
1320
1290 N=0
IF D=A(N) THEN S=B(N):GOTO 13
1300
20
1310 N=N+1:IF N<>8 THEN 1300
1320 D=1:RETURN
1330
DEF PROCscreen
1340
COLOUR130:CLS:COLOURO
FOR Y=0 TO 1
1350
FOR X=0 TO 1
1360
FOR J=1 TO 3
1370
1380
PRINT TAB(X*20+2,Y*15+3+J*3);
STRINGS(17,CHR$224);
1390
NEXT J
FOR J=2 TO 12
1400
1410
FOR 1=1 TO 3
PRINT TAB(X*20+I*5,J+Y*15+2);
1420
CHRS225;
IF (J-1) MOD 3=0 THEN PRINTTA
1430
B(X*20+1*5,J+Y*15+2);CHR$226;
1440 NEXT I,J
1450 NEXT X,Y
1460 COLOUR128
1470
COLOUR3
1480 PRINT TAB(7,1);"LEVEL 1";TAB(
28,1);"LEVEL 2"
1490 PRINT TAB(7,16);"LEVEL 3";TAB
(28,16);"LEVEL 4";
1500 COLOUR130
3
2
1510 PRINT TAB(3,2);"1
4"
2
3
4";TAB(23,2);"1
2
3
1520 PRINT TAB(3,17);"1
4"
3
2
4";TAB(23,17);"1
1530 FOR I=1 TO 4
1540 PRINT TAB(1,I*3+1);I;TAB(20,I
*3+1);I
1550 PRINT TAB(1,I*3+17);I;TAB(20,
I*3+17);I
1560 NEXT
1570 ENDPROC
1580 DEF PROCdelete(X,Y,Z)
1590 LOCAL X1,Y1
1600
X1=0:Y1=1
IF Z=2 OR Z=4 THEN X1=20
1610
1620
IF Z>2 THEN Y1=16
IF )(<3 THEN X1=X1-1
1630
"
PRINT TAB(X*4+X1,Y*3+Y1);"
1640
1650

PRINT TAB(X*4+X1,Y*3+Y1+1);"

1660
1670
1680
1690
1700

ENDPROC
DEF PROCcross(X,Y,Z)
LOCAL X1,Y1
X1=0:Y1=1
IF 1=2 OR Z=4 THEN X1=20

1710 IF Z>2 THEN Y1=16
1720 IF X<3 THEN X1=X1-1
1730 PRINT TAB(X*4+X1,Y*3+Y1);CHRS
227CHRS228;
1740 PRINT TAB(X*4+X1,Y*3+Y1+1);CH
R$229CHR$230;
1750 ENDPROC
1760 DEF PROCcircle(X,Y,Z)
1770 LOCAL X1,Y1
1780 X1=0:Y1=1
1790
IF 2=2 OR Z=4 THEN X1=20
180010
IF Z>2 THEN Y1=16
IF X<3 THEN X1=X1-1
1820 COLOUR 1
1830 PRINT TAB(X*4+X1,Y*3+Y1);CHRS
231CHR$232
1840 PRINT TAB(X*4+X1,Y*3+Y1+1);CH
R$233CHR$234
1850 ENDPROC
1860 *FX4,0
1870 REPORT
1880 PRINT" in line ";ERL
1890 END
1900 DEF PROCi win
1910 FOR I=0 TO 200 STEP 3
1920 SOUND 1,17,1,1
1930 NEXT
1940 AS="1 win"
1950 PRINT TAB(0,16);STRINGS(120,"
");TAB(0,31);STRINGS(40," ");
1960 COLOUR O:VDU 19,0,15,0,0,0
1970 PRINT TAB(15,16);AS;
1980 PRINT TAB(9,30);"Another game
? ";TAB(0,0);
1990 AS=GETS
IF AS="Y" THEN RUN
2000
2010
IF AS<>"N" THEN 1990
2020
VDU 22,7
2130(01

END

DEF PROCyou win
2050 FOR 1=200 TO 0 STEP -3
2060 SOUND 1,17,1,1
2070 NEXT
2080 AS="You win"
2090 GOTO 1950
2100 DEF PROCdraw
2110
AS="Draw"
2120 GOTO 1950
213Q DEF PROCI
2140
CLS
VDU132,157,134,141:PRINT TAB(
2150
10);"3 D
0 X 0"
VDU132,157,134,141:PRINT TAB(
2160
10);"3 D
0 X 0"
2170
PRINT
2180
PRINT "
You take on the com
puter in a classic"
PRINT "game of skill. Try to
2190
get a row of four"
PRINT "crosses in any directi
2200
on across, up,down"
2210
PRINT "or diagonally. The co
mputer will try to"
moves and
2220 PRINT "block your
make a row of its"
You specify the
2230 PRINT "own.
co-ordinates where"
PRINT "you want to put your c
2240
ross C along, down"
2250 PRINT "level ) when asked. T
he
computer will"
respond with
2260 PRINT "then
move. The"
is
own
2270 PRINT "first to get a row of
four is the winner"
2280 PRINT
2290 VDU 157,129
2300 PRINT "Press the SPACE BAR to
start.";
2310 REPEAT UNTIL GETS." "
2320 ENDPROC
i
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Caving
Peter Scott of Rodgau, West Germany,
has introduced me to the word
"speleology", for which I thank him.
Should I ever take to pot -holing I will know

how to tell my friends what I'm up to.

Mr Scott has written a game which
simulates passage through a cave system
partially filled with water. From an initial
score of 1,000, points are deducted for time

spent in the system at the rate of 10 per
second; collisions cost you 50 points. Those

0 REMEMBER: (C) Peter Scott & Rich
and Sewell
10 TIME=U
20 MODE 7
30 PRINT:FUR IX=0 TO 1:VDU 129,157,

135,141:PRINTTAB(11)"CAVING
":NEXT
40 PRINT'"You are at one end of a c
ave. Your task is to traverse it and e
merge at the far end having made as fe
w collisions with the stalagmites and
possible."
stalactites as
50 PRINT'"Beware of wet caves! If y
merged in their icey wa
ou stay subter for more thanEIGHT seconds, you wi
ll drown."
60 PRINT'"Press: X to move right,"'

ITAB(7)"Z"TAB(17)"left,""TAB(7)":"TAB
(17)"up,""TA8(7)"/"TAB(17)"down."
70 PRINT"N.B.: The keys do not auto
-repeat."
80 PRINT'TAB(8)"Press SPACE BAR to

Mastermind

who submerge for more than eight seconds
at a time terminate with no score at all.
The program exploits a neat application
of random -number seeding which depends
for its effect on the fact that random number generation is not random at all but
repeatable given the same seed number. As

a result, the same cave can be traversed
until the player is satisfied with the result,
or two players can compete under the same
conditions.

The auto -repeat key function

you have to hit the keys several times to
accelerate. The player can travel freely
through air and water but not rock, which
is denoted by yellow.
As written, the game is for those with OS
0.1 upgrade. Otherwise you should change
the cursor On/Off instructions on lines 420
to 470 to
VDU23;8202;0;0;0

for Off
MODE 7

is sus-

pended while the program is running, and

start."
9U REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
100 R=RND(-TIME)
110 RAND=-RND(999):R=RND(RAND)
12U MODE 1
130 PROCinitialize
140 RX=RND(600)+150:PROCcave (RX)
150 GCOL 0,3
TIME:";
160 PRINT"
17U IF GET<>32 THEN 170 ELSE TIME=U
180 REPEAT
19U I$=INKEY$(0):*FX 15,1
20U IF 1$="" THEN 250
210 IF 1$="X" OR I$="x" forwardvel=f
orwardvel+1:GOTO 280
220 IF I$="*" OR I$=":" upwardvel=up
wardvel+1:GOTO 280
230 IF 1$="?" OH IS="/" upwardvel=up
wardvel-1:GOT0280
240 IF I$="Z" OR I$="z" forwardvel=f
orwardvel-1:GOT0280
25U IF WX=0 AND YPOS<=RX THEN WX=1:7
X=TIME
260 IF 14=1 AND YPOS>RX 11=999999:W%
=0

270 IF WX=1 AND TIME -11>799 THEN VDU
7:PRINT"YOU HAVE DROWNED !":UNTIL TRU
E:GOTO .570

280 xpostemp=XPOS+forwardvel:ypostem
p=YPOS+upwardvel
290 IF POINT(xpostemp,ypostemp)=2 fo
rwardvel=0:upwardvel=0:VDU 7:collision
s=collisions+1 ELSE XPOS=xpostemp:YPOS
=ypostemp
300 PLOT 69,XPOS,YPOS
310 PRINT TAB(15,0);TIME/100
320 UNTIL XPOS>1220
330 PRINT"DONE !!!"
340 SCOREX=1000-TIME/10-50*collision

for On.

35U PRINT'"Your score is ";SCORER" p
oints. You had "collisioni"cot[iii-d6i
11

360 SOUND 1,1,200,30
370 FORI=0 TO 4000:NEXT
380 *FX 15,1
390 PRINT"New cave, repeat cave or e
nd (N/R/E) ?":GS=GETS:IF GS="N" GOTO 1
10

400 IF G$="R" R=RND(RAND):GOTO 120
410 IF GS<>"E" GOTO 390 ELSE *FX 12,
0

420 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
430 END
440 DEF PROCinitialize
450 BX=400:XPOS=0:YPOS=450:forwardve
l=0:upwardvel=0:collisions=0:PX=0:WX=0
460 *FX 11,0
470 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;19,1,4,0,0,0
480 ENVELOPE 1,1,1,-2,3,10,10,10,40,
0,-1,-1,126,120
490 ENDPROC
500 DEF PROCcave (HX)
510 VDU 24,0;100;1223;920;
520 MOVE 0,0:MOVE 0,100:GCOL 0,2:PL
OT 85,1220,14:PLOT 85,1220,0:MOVE 0,H%
:MOVE U,920:GCOL 0,3:PLOT 85,1220,14:P
LOT 85,1220,920:GCOL 0,2
530 FOR IX=0 TO 1220 STEP 4
540 AX=RND(300)+300:IF ABS(AX-10)>40
THEN 540
550 CX=AX+RND(100)+160
560 MOVE I%,100:DRAW 11,AX:PLOT 6,1%
,CX:DRAW 1%,920
570 BX=AX
580 NEXT
590 ENDPROC

way to spend an afternoon, it does allow

you to sharpen your mind from the

calculatory rather than from the deductive

Of the many games of deduction which
require two players and a pencil and paper
at most, Mastermind has the simplest rules
and the greatest appeal. The variations of
format allow any given number of colours

end.

The machine can always improve your
vocabulary if by chance you make a
mistake in responding to its queries.

in any given number of rows, with or

Alternatively - and more usually - you
can guess at codes generated by the

without

machine.

duplicates,

and

an optional

restriction on the maximum number of

One day someone will submit a fully

guesses the player is allowed to make before
giving up.

flexible Mastermind program which allows
any option to be played. In April's
Practical Computing we printed a version
which stayed on four rows; here is a version
from David Francis of Helensburgh which
allows from three to six rows of six colours.

I prefer to play 10 colours on five rows,
though confronted by actual colours I give

up straight away - I can only work the
trick with numbers for some reason, and
converting puce to 7 is quite beyond my
power.
Failing a partner, a compter

is

an

adequate substitute; you can even let it
guess your code if it is programmed that
way. While some might think that a strange
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

a

It can be played with number or colour
representation.
The display is well thought-out and the
code is easy to follow. You should be able
to include an option to change the number
of valid colours in use.

a
a

a

aa
1

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

ID

a
a a

a a
a a OM

as MO

2

a

a

a

a a

a
OS

a
3

a

MO
MO

a

IN
ON me

in a a

3
2
3
2

2

*manor woo,

MODE 7
colour=FNvideo
PROCinstruct
PROClevel
PRUCinit
REPEAT
PROCinput
PROCscore
UNTIL count>18

(continued on next page)

123

(continued from previous page)
-1U
11

PROCendofgame
END

DEF FNvideo
LOCAL Q$,Y
FOR Y=10 TO 11
PRINT TAB(0,Y);CHR$141;"Are you
using a";CHR$133;"COLOUR";CHR$135;"T.
V./MONITOR"
16 NEXT
17
INPUT Q$
18 =-(ASC(Q$)-78)
19
DEF PROClevel
20 LOCAL Y,A,A$
21
FOR Y=0 TO 1
22 PRINT TA8(12,Y);CHR$141;CHR$134
"MASTERMIND"
12
13
14
15

23

24
25
26
27
tufty
28
29
30

NEXT
FOR Y=10 TO 12

PRINT TA8(0,Y);SPC(40)
NEXT
PRINT TA8(0,11);"Level of diffi
(3 to 6) ?"
A$=GET$
level=VAL(A$)
IF level<3 OR level>6 GOTO 28
level

31

PRINT'

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

A=INKEY100
ENDPROC
DEF PROCinit
LOCAL Y,J
FOR Y=0 TO 1
PRINT TAB(U,Y);CHR$132;CHR$157
NEXT
FOR Y=11 TO 13
PRINT TAB(0,Y);SPC(35)
NEXT
FOR Y=2 TO 22
PRINT TAB(25,Y);CHR$148;CHR$106

41

42
43

Knockout Whist
Apart from a version of Snap which
always won, this is the first card -playing
game I have seen which plays an optimum
game. After an hour this program had not
played a card wrong, which is more than
can be said for anyone else prepared to play
me.
A further point in favour of this

program, from Keith Wardle of Ilford in
Essex, is the clarity of the display screen.
The cards are drawn in outline with edges
showing values. They are played at the
centre of the screen, in turn, as required.
All illegal plays are rejected, and while I
was puzzled at first at being allowed to

44

NEXT

IF T(J)=A(K) AND T(K)<>C(K) AND T(J)<
>C(J) temp=temp+1:A(K)=0:T(J)=0

PRINT TAB(0,22);CHR$148;STRING$
(38,CHR$163)
46 DIM T(level),C(level),A(level)
47
count=1
FOR J=1 TO Level
48
49
C(J)=RND(6)
50 NEXT
51
ENDPROC
52
DEF PROCinput
53
LOCAL J,A$
54
FOR J=1 TO level
55
A(J)=C(J)
56 NEXT
57
FOR J=1 TO Level
58
A$=GET$
T(J)=VAL(A$)
60
IF A$=" " GOTO 63
61
IF T(J)<1 OR T(J)>6 GOTO 58
62
PRINT TAB((J-1)*4,count+2);:IF
colour PRINT CHR$(T(J)+144);CHRS255;CH
R$255 ELSE PRINT ;CHR$130;T(J)
63
NEXT
64
ENDPROC
DEF PROCscore
65
66
LOCAL black,white,temp,J,K
67
black=0
68
FOR J=1 TO level
69
IF T(J)=C(J) black=black+1
7U
NEXT
71
PRINT TAB(34,count+2);CHR$132;b
45

lack
72

170 NEXT
180 PROCDELMES:PROCDCC:PROCDPC:PROCS
ORT:PROCFIN:PYT%=0:CT%=0:COLOUR3:PRINT
TAB(3,16);CT%;TA8(36,16);PYT%;
190 NEXT
200 DEFPROCPF:CS%=0:CV%=0:TA%=0:PLAY
%=2

210 FOR A%=1 TO 4:FOR 8%=1 TO 13
220 IF A%=TR% THEN240

PRINT TAB(29,count+2);CHR$135;w

91

CLS

92
93
94
95
96
97

ENDPROC
DEF PROCinstruct
LOCAL KEY,A
CLS

PRINT TAB(22,3);"VIDEO"
PRINT TA0(10,5);"KEY
COLOUR
B/W"
98 FOR KEY=1 TO
99
PRINT TAB(11,KEY*2+6);KEY;SPC(6
);CHRS(KEY+144);CHR$255;CHR$255;SPC(7)
;CHR$130;KEY
100 NEXT
101
PRINT TA8(0,22);CHR$132;CHR$157
;TAB(2,22);CHR$134;"Press any key to c
ontinue.."
102 A=GET

white=0
FOR J=1 TO level
temp=0
FOR K=1 TO level
IF K<>J AND T(J)<>0 AND A(K)<>0

R

81

count=count+2
ENDPROC
DEF PROCendo!game
LOCAL Q$,J
FOR J=1 TO level
PRINT TAB((J-1)*4,23);:IF colou
r PRINT CHR$(C(J)+144);CHR$255;CHR$255
ELSE PRINT ;CHR$130;C(J)
88
NEXT
89
PRINT TAB(25,23);CHR$135;"Anoth
er game?";:(4=GETS
90 IF Q$="Y" RUN

IF black=level count=count+20:E

10 DIM CARD%(4,13),LS$(4),S%(4),V%(
4),K7.(4),X%(4),US$(4),PIPS$(13):A%=0:13
%=U:Z7=0:CRD%=0:CT%=0:PT%=0:PYT%=0:*TV
255
20 V%=RND(-TIME):MODE1:GCOL1,2:VDU1
9,0,6,0,0,0,19,2,0,0,0,0,19,3,4,0,0,0:
PROCCHAR:TWX=RND(4):VD023;8202;0;0;0;
30 IF(TR%=1 OR TR%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
40 PRINTTA8(25,23);USS(TR%)
50 FOR N%=7 TO 1 STEP-1:IF N%=7 THE
N 60 ELSE PRINTTAB(25,23);" "
60 PROCSHUF:PROCDEAL:COLOUR3:PROCDE
LMES:PRINTTA8(6,27);"Press any key to
sort cards":0X=GET:PROCDELMES:*FX15,1
70 IF N%=7 THEN 110 ELSE PRINTTAB(2
5,23);" "
80 ON TP% GOT09U,100
90 PROCCOMPTR:GOT0110
100 PROCSORT:PROCPTPT
110 IF N%/2=INT(N%/2) THEN PLAY%=2 E
LSE PLAY%=1
130 FOR 0%=1 TO N%:CRD%=(N%+1)-0%
140 PROCDCC:PROCDPC:ON PLAY% 0010150
,16U
150 PROCSORT:PROCENTER:PROCCF:PROCPC
C:GOT0170
160 PROCSORT:PROCPF:PROCPCC:PROCENTE

NEXT
IF temp>0 white=white+1
NEXT

hite
82
83
84
85
86
87

NDPROC
73
74
75
76
77

78
79
80

103
104

23U
240
250
26U
()

CLS

ENDPROC

IF CARDMAX,8%)=1 THEN TA%=1
NEXT:NEXT
IF TAX=0 THEN310
FOR 8%=13 TO 1 STEP-1:FOR A%=1 T

4

270 IF A%=TR% THEN300
280 IF CV%>0 THEN300
290 IF CARD%(A%,8%)=1 THEN CS%=A%:CV
%=B%
3U0 NEXT:NEXT:ENDPROC
310 FOR 8%=13 TO 1 STEP -1
320 IF CVX>0 THEN34U
330 IF CARD%(TR%,8%)=1 THEN CS%=TR%:
CV%=B%
340 NEXT:ENDPROC
350 DEFPROCFIN:COLOUR3:IF CT%=0 THEN
PRINTTAB(5,27);"The computer has not
won any";TAB(6,29);"tricks so you win
the game":END
360 COLOUR3:IF PYT%=0 THEN PRINTTAB(
5,27);"You failed to win any tricks";T
AB(6,29);"the computer wins the game":

.

END

370 COLOUR3:IF PYT%>CT% THEN PRINTTA
8(5,27);"You pick trumps in next round
":TP%=2:ENDPROC
380 COLOUR3:IF CT%>PYT% THEN PRINTTA
B(7,27);"Computer will pick trumps":TP
X=1:ENDPROC
390 COLOUR3:PRINTTAB(5,27);"A draw we will cut the cards";TAB(8,29);"to
see who picks trumps":Q%=TIME:REPEAT U
NTIL TIME>Q%+350
400 PROCSHOF:PROCUCC:PROCDPC:(A=TIME
:REPEAT UNTIL TIME>Q%+250:PROCDELMES
410 TA%=RND(4):TB%=RND(13):IF CARDX(
TA%,TB%)>0 THEN 410 ELSE CS%=TA%:CV%=T
8%:CARD%(CS4,CV%)=5:PROCPCC
(continued opposite)

choose as trumps a suit I had no cards in, I
suppose the rules do allow it.
124
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El%:CARD%(PS%,PV%)=5:MOVE720,528:DRAW84
8,528:1RAW848,368:DRA9720,368:DRAW720,
528
430 IF (PS%=1 OR PS%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
440 PRINTTA8(25,16);US$CPS%);TA8(24,
17);PIPS$(PV%);TAB(23,19);LS$(PS%);
450 IF PV%=CV% THEN39O
460 IF PV%>CV% THEN PYT%=PYT%+1:GOTO
370
470 CT%=CT%+1:G0T0360
480 DEFPROCCOMPTR:TR%=0:AC%=O:FOR AX
=1 TO 4:S%(AX)=0:V%(A%)=0:K%(A%)=0:X%(
A%)=0:NEXT
490 FOR A%=1 TO 4:FOR 8%=1 TO 13:IF

CARDUA%,8%)=1 THEN SX(A%)=S%(A%)+1:V%
(AX)=V%(AX)+8%:K%(A%)=K%(A%)+1:X%(A%).
X%(AX)+8%
500 NEXT:NEXT
510 D%=0
520 FOR A%=1 TO 3:IF K%(A%)>=K%(A%+1
)
THEN54U
530 TA%=K%(/(%):K%(A%)=KMA%+1):K%(A%
+1)=TA%:()%=1:78%=XUA%):X%(A%)=X%(A%+1
):X%(A%+1)=T8%
540 NEXT:IF D%=1 THEN51U
550 IF K%(1)>K%(2) THEN590
560 IF K%(2)>K%(3) THEN630
570 IF K%(3)>K%(4) THEN660
580 G0T0670
590 FOR A%=1 TO 4
600 IF TR%>0 THEN620
610 IF K%(1)=S%(A%) THEN TR%=A%
620 NEXT:G0T0760
630 IF X%(1)>=X%(2) THEN640 ELSE650
640 AC%=X%(1):G0T0730
650 AC%=X%(2):GOT0730
660 Y%=2:GOT0680
670 YX=3
080 D%=0
69U FOR A%=1 TO Y%:IF X%(A%)>=X%(A4+
1) THEN71O
700 TA%=XX(A%):X*4(A%)=X%(A%+1):X%(A%
+1)=TA%:D%=1
710 NEXT:IF D%=1 THEN680
720 AC%=X%(1)
730 FOR AX=1 TO 4:IF TR%>0 THEN750
740 IF AC%=V%(AX) THEN TR%=A%
750 NEXT
760 COLOUR3:PRINTTAB(7,27);"Computer
picks ";
77U IF (TR%=1 OR TR%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
780 PRINTUS$(TR%);:COLOUR3:PRINT" as
trumps";
790 IF (TR%=1 OR TR%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
800 PRINTTA8(25,23);US$(TRX):QX=TIME
:REPEAT UNTIL TIME>Q%+175:ENDPROC
810 DEFPROCDELMES:PRINTTAB(4,27);NLS
;TA8(4,29);NLS:ENDPROC
820 DEFPROCCF:TA%=0:CS%=0:CV%=0:COLO
UR1

830 FOR 8'4=1 TO 13:IF CARDUPS%,0%)=
THEN TA%=1
84U NEXT:IF TA%=0 THEN910
850 CSX=PSZ:FOR 8%=PV% TO 13:IF CV%>
U THEN870
860 IF CARD%(CS%,8%)=1 THEN CV%=8%:P
ROCPCC
870 NEXT:IF CV%>0 THEN141O
880 FOR 8X=1 TO PV%:IF CV%>0 THEN900
890 IF CARD%(CS%,8%)=1 THEN CV%=8%:P
ROCPCC
900 NEXT:GOT01420
910 IF PS4=TR% THEN970
92U TA%=0:FOR U%=1 TO 13:IF CARD%(TR
1

4,8'4)=1 THEN TA%=1

93U NEXT:IF TA%=0 THEN97U
940 FUR 84=1 TO 13:IF CV%>0 THEN96O
95U IF CARD%(TR%,8%)=1 THEN CV%=8"4:C
S%=TR%:PROCPCC
960 NEXT:GOT01410
970 FOR 84=1 TO 13:FOR A%=1 TO 4:IF
CV%>() THEN990
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420 TA4=RND(4):T8%=RND(13):IF CARD%(
TA%,T8%)>0 THEN 420 ELSE PS%=TA%:PV%=T
980 IF CARD%(A7.,8%)=1 THEN CV%=8%:CS
%=A4:PROCPCC
99U NEXT:NEXT:G0T01420
1000 DEFPROCPCC:IF (CS%=1 OR CS%=4) I
HEN COLOUR2 ELSE COLOUR1
1010 MOVE400,528:6RAW528,528:6RAW528,
368:DRAW400,368:DRAW400,528:PRINTTA8(1
5,16);USS(CS%);TAB(14,17);PIPS$(CV%);T
A8(13,19);LS$(CS%):ENDPROC
1020 DEFPROCDCC:MOVE400,528:PLOT7,528
,528:PLOT7,528,368:PLOT7,400,368:PLOT7
,400,528:PRINTTAB(15,16);N$;TAB(14,17)
;NN$;TAB(13,19);N$:ENDPROC
1030 NEXT:NEXT:G0T01420
1040 DEFPROCSHUF:FOR A%=1 TO 4:FOR 8%
=1 TO 13:CARD%(A%,8%)=0:NEXT:NEXT:ENDP
ROC
1050 DEFPROCDEAL:FOR A7.=2 TO 39:FOR 8

%=4 TO 10:PRINTTAB(A4,8%);" ";:NEXT:NE
XT:FOR A%=1 TO NX:FOR Er4=1 TO 2
1060 TA%=RND(4):TB%=RND(13):IF CARD%(
TA%,78%)>0 THEN1060
1070 CARD%(TA%,78%)=84:IF 8%=2 THEN P
ROCDISPLAY(A%,TA%,T8%)
1080 IF 8%=2 THEN SOUND1,-12,54,4
1090 TC%=TIME:REPEAT UNTIL TIME>TC%+2
5

1100 NEXT:NEXT:ENDPROC
1110 DEFPROCDISPLAY(NUM%,SY%,PIP%)
1120 PT%=(80+((NUN%*5*32)-(5*32))):MO
VEPT%,880:DRAWPT%+(4*32),880:DRAWPT%+(
4*32),720:DRAWPT%,720:DRAWPT%,880
1130 IF (SY%=1 OR SY%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
1140 PRINTTAB(5*NUM%,5);USS(SY%);TAB(
(5*NUM%)-1,6);PIPS$(PIP%);TAB((5*NUM%)
-2,8);LS$(SY%):COLOUR2:PRINTTA8((5*NUM
%)-1,10);NUM%:ENDPROC
1150 DEFPROCSORT:FOR A%=2 TO 39:FOR
%=4 TO 10:PRINTTAB(A%,8%);" ";:NEXT:NE
XT:MANY%=0:FOR A%=1 TO 4:FOR 8%=1 TO 1
3

1160 IF CARD%(A%,8%)=2 THEN NANYZ=MAN
Y%+1:PR000ISPLAY(MANY%,A%,8%)
1170 NEXT:NEXT:ENDPROC
1180 DEFPROCENTER
1190 COLOUR3:PROCDELMES:PRINTTAB(11,2
7);"Press card number"
1200 PV%=0:PS%=0:TD%=0:Z%=GET:PROCDEL
MES:Z%=Z%-48:IF(Z%<1 OR Z%>((N%+1)-0%)
)
THEN PRINTTAB(13,29);"Invalid entry"
:60101200
1210 FOR A%=1 TO 4:FOR 8X=1 TO 13:IF
PV%>O THEN1230
1220 IF CARD%(A%,8%)=2 THEN TD%=TD%+1
:IF TD%=Z% THEN PS%=A%:PV%=8%
1230 NEXT:NEXT:IF PLAY%=1 THEN1270
1240 IF PS%=CS% THEN1270
1250 TD%=0:FOR 8%=1 TO 13:IF CARDUCS
%,8%)=2 THEN TD%=1
1260 NEXT:IF TD%=0 THEN 1270 ELSE PRI
NTTA8(8,29);"Invalid - follow suit":TD
%=0:GOT01200
1270 PT%=(8U+((Z%*5*32)-(5*32))):MOVE
PT%,880:PLOT7,PT4+(4*32),880:PLOT7,PT%
+(4*32),720:PLOT7,PT%,720:PLOT7,PT%,88
0:PRINTTA8(5*Z%,5);N$;TA8((5*Z%)-1,6);
NN$;TAB((5*Z%)-2,8);N$:MOVE720,528:DRA
W846,528:DRAW848,368:DRAW720,308:DRAW7
20,528
1280 IF (PS4=1 OR PS%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
1290 PRINTTAB(25,16);USS(PS%);TA8(24,
17);PIPSS(PV%);TAB(23,19);LS$(PS%)
1300 IF PLAY%=1 THEN ENDPROC
1310 IF PS%=CS% THEN1330
1320 IF PS%=TR% THEN1420 ELSE1410
1330 IF PV%>CV% THEN1420 ELSE1410
1340 DEFPROCDPC:MOVE720,528:PLOT7,848
,528:PLOT7,848,366:PLOT7,720,368:PLOT7
,720,528:PR1NTTAB(25,16);N$;TA8(24,17)
;NNS;TAB(23,19);NS:ENDPROC
1350 DEFPROCPTPT:TR%=0:COLOUR3:PRINTT

A8(10,27);"Which suit as trumps";:COLO
2
UR2:PRINTTAB(5,29);"1 - ";US$(1);"
- ";:COLOUR1:PRINT;USS(2);:COLOUR2:PR
INT;"
3 - ";:COLOUR1:PRINT;US$(3);:C
4 - ";USS(4);
OLOUR2:PRINT;"
1360 TR%=GET:TR%=TR%-48:IF (TR%<1 OR
TR%>4) THEN1360
1370 IF (TR%=1 OR TR%=4) THEN COLOUR2
ELSE COLOUR1
1380 PRINTTAB(25,23);USS(TR%);:PROCDE
LMES:ENDPROC
1390 DEFPROCTEPS:COLOUR1:IF CS%=PS% I
HEN1430
1400 IF PS4=TR% THEN1420
1410 COLOUR3:PRINTTAB(10,27);"Compute
r wins trick":CT4=CT%+1:PLAY%=2:SOUND1
,-15,60,8:SOUND1,-10,35,8:PRINTTAB(3,1
6);CT%;:GOT01440
1420 COLOUR3:PRINTTA8(11,27);"You win
the trick":PYT%=PYT%+1:PLAY%=1:FOR J%
=1 TO 7:SOUND1,-15,185,2:SOUND1,0,0,1:
NEXT:PRINTTA8(36,16);PYT%;:GOT01440
1430 IF PV%>CV% THEN1420 ELSE1410

1440 COLOUR3:CARWPS%,PV%)=0:CARDUC
S%,CV%)=0:CDR%=CDR%-1:PRINTTAB(7,29);"
Press any key to continue":G%=GET:PRIN
TTA8(4,27);NLS;TAB(4,29);NLS:ENDPROC
1450 DEFPROCCHAR:VDU23,224,0,24,60,10
2,195,195,195,195:V0023,225,255,255,19
5,195,195,195,195,195:P1PS$(13)=CHR$22
4+CHRS8+CHR$10+CHR$225:0023,226,0,193
,195,199,206,220,248,240:90023,227,224
,240,248,220,206,199,195,193
1460 PIPS$(12)=CHR$226+CHRS8+CHR$10+C
HR$227:V6023,228,195,195,195,219,219,2
06,126,59:PIPS$(11)=CHR$224+CHR$8+CHR$
10+CHR$228:VD023,229,0,255,255,12,12,1
2,12,12:0023,230,12,12,12,12,12,204,2
52,120:PIPS$(10)=CHR$229+CHR$8+CHR$10+
CHR$230
1470 0023,231,0,206,223,219,219,219,
219,219:90023,232,219,219,219,219,219,
219,223,206:PIPS$(9)=CHR$231+CHR$8+CHR
$10+CHR$232:0023,233,0,62,127,195,195
,195,195,127:0023,234,63,3,3,3,3,7,62
,62:PIPS$(8)=CHR$233+CHRS8+CHR$10+CHR$
234
1480 V0023,235,0,60,126,195,195,195,1
26,60:0023,236,60,126,195,195,195,195
,126,126:PIPS$(7)=CHRS235+CHR$8+CHR$10
+CHR$236:0023,237,0,255,255,195,3,3,6
,6:V0U23,238,6,12,12,12,24,24,24,24:PI
PS$(6)=CHR$237+CHR$8+CHR$10+CHR$238
1490 90023,239,0,126,254,198,192,192,
192,25200023,240,254,195,195,195,195,
195,255,126:PIPS$(5)=CHR$239+CHRS8+CHR
$10+CHR$240:V0U23,241,0,255,255,192,19
2,192,192,254:V0023,242,127,3,3,3,3,19
5,255,126:PIPS$(4)=CHR$241+CHRS8+CHR$1
O+CHR$242
1500 V0023,243,0,48,48,48,96,96,96,19
2:96023,244,204,204,204,255,255,12,12,
12:PIPS$(3)=CHR$243+CHRS8+CHR$10+CHRS2
44:90023,245,0,126,255,195,3,3,3,30:90
023,246,30,3,3,3,3,195,255,126:PIPS$(2
)=CHR$245+CHRS8+CHR$10+CHR$246
1510 VD023,247,0,126,255,195,3,3,3,3:
90023,248,254,254,192,192,192,192,255,
255:PIPS$(1)=CHR$247+CHRS8+CHR$10+CHRS
248:V0023,249,8,28,28,107,127,107,8,28
:US$(1)=CHR$249:VDU23,250,28,8,107,127
,107,28,28,8:LS$(1)=CHR$250
1520 0023,251,8,28,62,127,62,28,8,0:
LS$(2)=CHR$251:USS(2)=CHR$251:VD023,25
2,54,127,127,127,62,28,8,0:US$(3)=CHRS
252:V0U23,253,0,8,28,62,127,127,127,54
:LS$(3)=CHR$253:0023,254,8,28,62,127,
127,127,28,62:US$(4)=CHR$254
1530 90023,255,62,28,127,127,127,62,2
8,8:LS$(4)=CHR$255:N$=" ":NN$=" "+CHR$
8+CHR$10+" ":COLOUR2:PRINTTAO(1,13);"T
ricks
Computer
Player
Tricks"
:NL$="

:PRINTTAB(13,23);"Trumps are:":ENDPROC
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*ALL THE BEST FROM A + G*
PRINTER OFFERS WHILE STOCKS LAST!

Smith Corona TPI £309!! JUKI 6100 £348!
Grand Value Daisywheel Printers
EPSON RX8OFT £284
EPSON MX100 £418!

EX -RENTAL

All with free delivery in mainland UK

RAIR MICROS

BASF DISKS

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF EX RENTAL MACHINES AVAILABLE
FOR SALE WITH ON -SITE
MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE.
PRICES FROM:
3/20A 64K
8MB HARD DISK
3/30A 64K
3/30S 64K
3/50 256K

MONITORS

Phoenix 12" Green Screen Hires £89. Amber £98

APPLE SOFTWARE

New 1984 Catalogue now available - Lower prices.
Lots of New Items - 24 Pages of Bargains
Send now or phone for your FREE copy

£750
£600
£1750
£2250
£3000

CONTACT:
JUDE HEWITT ON:- (01)-897 3071

innsite

51" S.S.S.D. £15 Box of Ten 51 S.S.D.D. £18.50 Box of Ten
8" DS DD £23 Box of Ten
A "Once in a Lifetime" offer. First Quality media

HEATHROW HOUSE
BATH RD,
CRANFORD
HOUNSLOW
MIDDLESEX TW5 SOP

'SILENCE IS GOLDEN'
Acoustic covers for most office printers at a price that is
realistic! Send for your new 1984 list. Improves the working
environment and gives great comfort and efficiency. Saves the
ears without having to pay an arm and a leg!

WORDPROCESSOR
INTEGRATED PACKAGE
DEDICATED SYSTEM COMPLETE - COMPETITVE QUOTES
Printer buffers. IEEE to Serial/Contronics Convertors.
Printer Ribbons. Typewheels. Sheet Feeders. Cables. Paper
We are only a phone call away

Govt. & Educ. Orders welcome.
Fast delivery by Interlink Courier FREE
Disks add £1 per order.
Please add VAT to all totals.

==

P.O. Box 34, Cheadle, Cheshire, SK8 4PT

Telephone 061-4282014
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Circle No. 175

39 Years of Expertise
in Microsystems.
In addition to the help of our qualified
and experienced staff, Johnson
Microcomputers offer you an extensive but
carefully selected range of hardware and
software in our Camberley showroom.
We can...

Demonstrate systems, at your
own office if you wish
Supply and install what you need

Train your staff
Support your efforts and solve
*42tkiNe
your problems.
Ring us today and put 39 years

of microsystems expertise to
work for you

4NY

4*°
4
45s\ k
,es 41/4`O

000V,1/4oz:y.:046`
Back row: Tony Bateman, Janet Johnson, Terry Johnson, Steven
Johnson, Alan Barton, Geoff Fairman, Kevin Carley, Together 39 years of
expertise in microsystems.
Front row: Texas PC, ICL PC, IBM PC.

Johnson°
microcomputers
Telephone Camberley (0276) 20446
Head Office: Johnson House, 75/79 Park Street,
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3XE Telex 858893

Circle No. 176
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Programming

Labels and
decisions

John Hooper explains how to get the best out of those Basic dialects which
allow subroutines to be called by label rather than line number.
EVERY SO OFTEN

programs reach a multi -

way decision point where one of two or
more subroutines is to be chosen,
depending on some previously determined
condition. If the condition can be expressed
as a number then you could perhaps use the
On-Gosub construction of the form:
ON X GOSUB "C", "K", "R"

be dependent on what has happened in the

into Centigrade; it then goes via Gosub C$
to K to convert the Centigrade figure into

variable, so that a one -line statement makes
the program branch to the correct
subroutine purely on the basis of what you
key in.
The program in listing 1 converts
temperature between the Centigrade,

Kelvin.

program so far, or even on an Input

This will choose the routine labelled C if X
is 1, K if X is 2, and R if X is 3.
However if the conditional state is
expressed as a string, things become more

Kelvin, Reamur and Fahrenheit scales -

complicated. In the article "Calling by
Name" in the November 1983 issue of
Practical Computing I explained a tech-

starts with the statement labelled Input,
where the user is prompted to input the

nique for using a series of If -Then

statements for branching to the correct

which is just the sort of thing that an
engineer user of a pocket computer might
actually want to do on site. The program
magnitude of the temperature, A, followed
by the scales from which and to which it is
to be converted: that is, B$ and C$, selected

Another example program which,
though longer, is really slightly simpler, is
shown in listing 2. It performs conversions
between any two of 16 world currencies by
finding the two conversion factors P = 0
and Q = 0 between sterling and the
currencies concerned. It first converts the

input amount L into sterling, and from
there into the required target currency.

Naturally, the exchange rates must be
revised from time to time. If the difference
between buying and selling rates is

important then both must be provided
along with a routine to choose the
appropriate one.

IF X$ = "CENTIGRADE" GOSUB "C"
IF X$ = "KELVIN" GOSUB "K"
IF X$ = "REAMUR" GOSUB "F"

from the letters C, K, R and F, the labels
of the conversion subroutines. Each
subroutine provides the factors for converting any value of A into and out of a

but even this is clumsy.
Some Basic dialects allow the name of a

standard scale. In this case Centigrade is the
standard, though you could choose any one

subroutine to be assigned dynamically to
the calling statement, so that your program
can include a statement like

you like. The routine then makes the

the Gosub statement to ensure that the

conversion, from A to D to get into the
standard and then from D via E to F to get
out of the standard.

name does indeed fit one of the labels.
The second problem is that the listing is
not particularly readable. It is not instantly

The program accesses the subroutine

clear which subroutine the program will

subroutine along the following lines:

Gosub C$

The programs have two serious drawbacks. The first is that there is no in-built

system to rescue the user if there is no
subroutine corresponding to the chosen
name. A check should be inserted before

where C$ is a normal character string that
can be set in some preceding statement to
whatever is appropriate.

identified by the input B$ to find the correct

access since the name is hidden in the

The Sharp PC -1211 and PC -1500 pocket
computers both allow this type of structure.
You can simply assign the relevant

figure D. It then accesses the subroutine
identified by input C$, to find the correct
figure F.

variables C$ or M$ and N$.
Despite these shortcomings, it is clear
that using labels, especially if they can be
assigned dynamically, helps you write
neater listings. The result should be

subroutine name to a string variable and
then make the variable the argument of a
Gosub statement. The name assigned can

Suppose 98.4°F is to be converted into
Kelvin. The input is 98.4, followed by F and

K. The program then proceeds via Gosub
B$ to F to convert the Fahrenheit figure

Listing 1. Tempconvert.
100: REM TEMPCONUERT
110: "INPUT" INPUT "TEMPERATURE
":
A, "FROM (C V P'F)" ":8$,"INTO
(C 'K
F." ":C$
120: GOSUB B$:E=D:GOSUB C$:F=INT(F+100+.5),100
130: BEEP 1:PRINT " "H:11" "16$:" IS "1F:" ":C$
140: GOTO "INPUT"
150: "C" D=A:F=E:PETUPN
160: "V" D=A-273.2:F=E+273.2:PETURN
170: "P" D=A+-5/4:F=E+4-5:PETUPN
180:

"F" D=f1-1-22,*5 9:F=E+9 5+32:PETUPN

100: 'REM MONEYCONHERT
110: FOR A=1 TO 7.: PAUSE "UPDATED Eda+Er:NEXT A

PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

programs.

"INPUT" INPUT "AMOUNT' ":L."FROM7' "HU.
":N$:GOSUB M$:P=0:GOSUB NT:Q=0
130: P=L'Pf0:P=INTcR+100+.5). 100:BEEP 2:PPINT N$;
:L:" = ":H$:": ":P:GOTO "INPUT"
140: "AU" 0=1.634: RETURN
141: "BE" 0=79.95:PETURN
142: "C A" 0=1.8435: RETURN
120:

143:

"CH" 0=3.2362: RETURN

144:
145:
146:
147:
148:
149:

"DK"
"DT"
"ES"
"FP"
"GB"
"IT"

150:

Listing 2. Moneyconvert.

more logically structured, more efficient

0=14.185: RETURN
0=3. 935: RETURN
0=227.6.: RETURN

0=11.925:RETUPN
0=1.000: RETURN

0=2290:PETUPN

"JA" 0=350: RETURN

151: "NL" 0=4.41:RETUPN
152: "NO" 0=11.045: RETURN
152: "OE" 0=27.655:PETUPN
j54: "SW"
0=11.695:RETUPN
155:

"US" 0=1. 4955: RETURN
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"WE HAVEN'T A COMPLETE
RANGE OF PERIPHERALS FOR

As you may have already
discovered, buying a computer
is simple, but buying the
peripherals for a computer, that
can be a real headache.
They're always going to
arrive at the shop next month,
and next month never comes.
Even worse, some computer companies don't even
bother to produce a complete
range of peripherals.
The good news is that
Commodore dealers have a
complete range of peripherals
available now.
The 1541 disk drive stores

ANY OF OUR COMPUTERS, SIR.

POSSIBLY NEXT MONTH."

What do you want,
promises or peripherak
over 170,000 characters of data
on each diskette giving you
access to any part of the diskette
in seconds. £229.00.
The 1530 cassette unit
runs pre-recorded programs
and stores data. £44.95.
The 1701 colour monitor.
Its' 14" screen gives far better
128

resolution and picture qualit
than a TV. £230.00.
Dot matrix printers.
The MPS801 printer prints
alphabetic, numeric or graph
characters at 50 per second.
£230.00. The 1526 prints at 6
characters per second, has
friction feed and takes standai
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"PERIPHERALS?

YE4commODORE
EVERyTHING
NE E

YOU'RE

RIGHT

HAVE
LIKELY

NOW"

TO

FREE

SOFTWARE
OFFER
Buy the 1541 disk drive
and you will receive free
Commodore 64 software worth
over £100.
Comprises Easyscript
(word processing program) and
a compilation of games including Stellar Wars, Sooper Froot,
Labyrinth, Patience, Depth
Charge and The Quest.
(Offer applicable while
stocks last.)
Details correct at time of going to press

on:

stationery. £345.50.

The 1520 printer plotter
draws in 4 colours, and
prints characters and numbers.

rPlease send me information
1541 disk drive El 1530 cassette unitE
1701 colour monitor 1520 printer
plotter El MPS 801, 1526 printers
VIC 20 Commodore 64 El
(Please tick appropriate box.)
The Commodore Information
Centre, 675 Ajax Avenue, Slough,
Berkshire SL1 4BG.
Telephone Slough (0753) 79292.

Name

Each of these will help
you get even more enjoyment
out of your Commodore 64

Address

or VIC 20.

Postcode

And that's one promise
we're more than happy to make.
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School

savings bank
Chris Thomson's programs provide an easy -to -use accounting ledger for schools
with a disc -based Research Machines 380Z.
Walsingham a check, was updated manually but
School, Orpington has run its own savings inevitably errors crept in.
An initial attempt at computerisation
bank. It opens one day every week in the
lunch break, operated by a team of three was made when the school's first Research
teachers. At the start, pupils were issued Machines 380Z arrived. It was a cassette with paying -in books in which transactions based machine, and the program written
on their accounts were recorded. A for it was so difficult to understand that
complete record of all the accounts, kept as only an experienced operator could use it.
FOR THE LAST six years,

File creation program.
10
20
30
40
50

110 GOSUB 520:REM Variables and error

REM aaaalkaa.a..aaaaaaaaairaaaaa.aaaa
File creation program
REM *
REM * Used in coniunti on with the *
REM *
School bank program
REM *
(C) 1983 by C. Thompson

60 REM *******************************
70 REM
80 PUT 31
90 1NPUT"How many accounts: " ,AC
100 IF AC/3' INT (AC/31 THEN PRINT"Not d
G0T0 90
ivisible by three '
110 DIM NAMES (AC) ,ACCOUNT(AC)
"

120 PRINT: PRINT"Don t forget to set the
variable ACCS to " AC ; "in the main prog
ram''

130 FOR H=1 TO 3000:NEXT
140 FOR D=1 TO AC
150 PUT 31,21

120 GOSUB 690:REM Initialise printer
1:0 GOSUB 740:REM Get date
140 GOSUB 820:REM Read file
150 GOSH 1050:REM Menu
160 PUT 31:PUT 22,44,34,"Remove disk an
d switch off machine"
170 X=0:Y=14:X2=39:92=3:G0SUB 3690:REM
Box

180 GOTO 180'
190

200
210
220
230
240

:

REM Passcode
PUT 31
PUT 22,42,41
PRINT"Enter passcode 1111";
X=8:Y=12:X2=21:92=3:GOSUB 3690:REM

Box

160 PR1NT"Press RETURN for empty accoun
t "

t

raps

: PRINT

170 PRINT"Enter i for name if
in file"
accounts
180 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
190 PRINT" Account number "

no other

; D

250
260
270
280
290

FOR A=1 TO 4:PRINT CHR$(8);:NEXT
FUR A=I TO 4:AO=GET$(1:PRINT"1";
IF AS=CHR$(27) THEN 11$="":GOTO 220
BO=BS*AS:NEXT A
IF 8$<>"bank" AND 13$<."BANK" THEN B

Box

": ACCOUNT (J)=0: NEXT J

340

FOR A=1 TO AC
PRINTC10,NAMES(A)
NEXT A
CLOSEC10

"

; ACCOUNT (Al

790 PUT 31 , "Fi 1 es created, including ba
c k -up "

Main program.
10 REM ******a***********aarna********
20 REM * School Bank Program iC) 1983 *
Written by C.Thompson
70 REM *
Assisted by H.Ormson
40 REM a
50 REM **me* ****** ern ***** maxim**
60 REM
70 CLEAR 7200
80 PUT 31,21

90 GOSUB 200:REM Get passcode
100 GOSUB 350:REM Title page

130

320 AO=GET$(200)
330 RETURN
:

350 REM Title
360 PUT 31
378 PLOT 0,0,1:LINE 0,59:LINE 79,59:LIN
E 79,0: LIME 0,0

380
390
400
410
420

PLOT 21,53,"School Savings Bank"
PLOT 22,39,"Author:C.Thompson"
PLOT 19,36,"Assisted by: H.Ormson"
X=5:Y=4:X2=29:Y2=3:GOSUB 3690
X=5:Y=9:X2=29:92=4:G0SUB 3690:REM

ox

430 PLOT 22,25,"(C)opyright 1983"
440 X=5:Y=13:X2=,29:92=3:GOSUB 3690:REM
Box

"

relied on a cassette for data storage it could

take up to an hour to update the file; the
590 DIM ALTBAL(ACCS):REM Security when
changing balance or name
600 IN=0:REM Set amount of deposited mo
ney to zero
610 OT=0:REM Set amount of withdrawn ao
ney to zero
620 DEPS=0:REM Set number of deposits t
o zero
630 MITH=0:REM Set number of withdrawal
s
to zero

640 TB=0:REM Set total balance to zero
650 SO="The Walsingham School":REM Name
of school
660 FOR A=1 TO 39:ULO=ULOaCHR$(1311:NEX
A:REM Use for underlining
T
670 RETURN
680

450 PLOT 18,12,"National Savings Bank"
460 PLOT 24,6,"Version 3.1(MDS"
470 X=5:Y=19:X2=29:Y2=5:605UB 3690:SEM
Box

480 FOR A=1 TO 8000:NEXT A:REM Delay
490 PUT 31
500 RETURN
510

520
530
540
550
560
570

:

REM Variables and error traps
ON ERROR SOTO 3340
ON BREAK GOTO 3810
ACCS=300:REM Number of accounts
DIM NAMEO(A:CS):REM Dimension names
DIM ACCOUNTIACCS):REM Dimension bal

ances

580 DIM TRANSAC(ACCS):REM Dimension wee
ks transactions

:

690 REM Initialise printer
700 PRINTER 3:REM Select parallel print
er

710 LPRINT CHR$(271;"2":REM initialise
printer
720 RETURN

740
750
760
770
780

310 X=8:Y=16:X2=21:Y2=3:60SUB 3690:REM

750
360
370
380

as .05. There was no error checking, and
mistakes accumulated over the two years
the program was used. And as the system

730

220 IF NAME$(0)="" THEN NAMES (D)-"
---":ACC0UNT(D)=0:GOTO 260
230 IF NAMES(D)="/" THEN FOR J=D TO AC:

740 CREATEC 10 , "BANKFILE. BAK"

balance of £1.20 appeared as 1.2, and £0.05

300 PUT 22,46,41:PRINT"Passcode accepte

210 INPUT"Name: " ,NAME$ (D)

:GOTO 270
240 PRINT
250 INPUT"Member s balance:",ACCOUNT(D1
260 NEXT D
270 PUT 31
280 PRINT"Creating files on disk"
290 CREATEE10,"BANkFILE.BAS"
300 FOR A=1 TO AC
310 PRINTC10,NAMES(A) ; " ,"; ACCOUNT (Al
320 NEXT A
330 CLOSEI10

routine to deal with insignificant zeros. A

YE

200 PRINT

NAMES( 1)."

One of the problems was that it has no

:

REM Get date
PUT 31
PUT 22,44,36
PRINT"Type the date:";
X=0:Y=14:X2=39:92=3:GOSUB 3690:REM

Box

790
800
810
820
830
840
850

1NPUT"",DATE$
IF DATES="" THEN 760
RETURN
REM Read file
PUT 31
RESET
PR1NT"Searching for main file....";

PRINT

860 IF LOOKUP("BANIFTLE.BAS")=0 THEN 87
0 ELSE F3="BANKTILE.BAS":6070 960
870 PRINT"File not found....":PRINT
880 PRINT"Searching for back-up file...
.":PRINT
890 RESET
900 IF LOOKUP("BANKFILE.BAK")=0 THEN 91

0 ELSE FWBANKFILE.BAK":GOTO 960
910 PRINT"Back up not found....":PRINT
920 PRIN1"Insert another back-up disk a
the SPACE BAR, or press ESC
nd press
to finish":PRINT
930 AO=SET$(0):A$=GET$()
940 IF AO=" " THEN 880 ELSE IF AS=CHR$l
271 THEN 160
950 GOTO 930
960 PRINT"Readinn file....":PRINT
970 RESET
980 OPENE10,FS
990 FOR A=1 TO ACCS
1000 INPUTC10,NAME$041,ACCOUNT(A)
1010 TB=TBrACCOUNT(A)
1020 NEXT A
1030 RETURN
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Education
lunch hour was over by the time the job was
finished.
With the arrival of a disc -based machine
and an Epson parallel printer a completely
new program was set up. It is menu driven,

and therefore easy to use, and there is

defines the distance from the bottom of the
box to the top of the screen. Variables X2
and Y2 define the width and height of the
box. For ease of use these dimensions are in

require. Save the main program, type in the
initialisation program and save that. Create

the file using this program, then load and
run it.

multiples of a single character cell. The
routine scales up the X and Y values by
factors of two and three respectively to

Program variables

plenty of error checking. The discs allow
data to be updated much more easily. A compensate for the difference in size
complete set of account statements can be between a character cell and a single pixel.
The program routinely prints out the
printed out in around 10 minutes.
A suite of two Basic programs make up account number, name and balance. The
the Savings Bank system. An initialisation fourth column shows the week's transprogram is required to set up the files action for the member. If no transaction
Bankfile.Bak and Bankfile.Bas which are has been made a row of asterisks appears

used by the main program. The current
file is held in Bankfile.Bas, while the

instead. If the member's name or balance is

Bankfile.Bak holds the back-up data and is
always one week behind.

"Chnge", so that any fiddling can be

Each file consists of N records, and is

readily detected.
A further security feature is provided by
the password which is requested when the
program is run. If the password is incorrect
As listed,

The box -graphics routine at line 3690
uses the 380Z's Plot statement. Variable X
defines the distance from the left-hand side
of the box to the edge of the screen, and Y

program and set Accs to the value you

:

1050 REM Menu
1060 PUT 31
1070 PRINT TAB(14-LEN(SSI/2);S$;" Savin
gs Bank"
1080 PRINT ULS
1090 PRINT
1100 PRINT TAB(161;"11 E N U"
1110 PRINT:PRINT
1120 T=8

1130 PRINT TABITIC8..Show balance"
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190

,PRINT TAB(Ti;"1. Deposit"
PRINT TAB(T);"2,.Withdrawal"
PRINT TAB(71;"3..New account"
PRINT TAB(T);"4..Print out file"
PRINT TABITI;"5-Examine account"
PRINT TAB(T)C6..Alter member's ba

lance"

1200 PRINT TAIII(T);"7-Alter member's na

1210 PRINT TAB(T(;"8..Close account"
1220 PRINT TAB(71;"9.,FInIsh"
1230 PUT 22,50,39:PRINT"Your choice is
number

1240 i=6:Y=20:X2=25:92=3:80SUB 3698:REM
Box

1250 AS=GETS(8):AS=GETS(1
1260 IF A$<"0" OR A$>"9" THEN 1250
1270 C=VAL(A$1
1288 PRINT AS:FOR A=1 TO 1080:NEXT A
1290 ON C.1 GOSUB 1370,1470,1690,1920,2
100,2748,2840,3818,3110,3210
1300 IF C=0 THEN PUT 22,55,32:PRINT"Pre
ss the SPACE BAR to return to menu ";:A
S=GET$101:AS=GETS(i
1310 IF C=0 AND A$=" " THEN 1050 ELSE
F C=0 THEN 1300
1320 GOSUB 3530:REM Check if wanted aga
1

in

1330 IF ANS="Y" OR ANS="y" THEN 1290
1340 IF ANS="N" OR ANS="n" THEN 1050
1350 GOTO 1320
1360

1370
1380
1390
1400

:

REM Show balance
PUT 31
PUT 22,34,33,"Show balance"
X=0:Y=4:X2=14:92=3:60SUB 3690:REM

Box

1410 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
1420 PRINT"Total balance on ";DATER;"
s

1430 W=TB:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero routine
1440 PRINT W$
1450 RETURN
1460

1470 REM Deposits
1480 PUT 31
1490 PUT 22,34,33,"Deposit":PRINT:PRINT
:PRINT:PRINT
1500 X=0:i=4:X2=9:12=3:6111SUB 3690:REM B
OX
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routine

In - amount of money deposited
Ot - amount of money withdrawn
Deps - number of deposits
With - number of withdrawals
TB - total balance
Date$ - date
S$ - Name of school
U1$ - string of underline characters
T - number of characters indent for

altered the record displays the message

made up of two fields, Name and Account.
The value of N can be met by altering the
variable Accs in the main program, though
it must always be divisible by 3.

1040

Accs - number of accounts
X,Y,X2,Y2 - used in box routine
Name$ - array of members' names
Account - array of members' balances
Transac - array of week's transactions
Altbal - array for security in change

the program dumps you back into CP/M.
the program's password is
"BANK" but any other four-letter
combination can be used if you prefer.
To use the program, first enter the main
1510 AS=BETS(0):INPUT*Give account numb
er:",AT:PRINT
1520 IF AT<=0 OR ATACCS THEN PRINT:PRI
NT"Account number incorrect, has been
Ignored":RETURN
1530 IF TRANSACIATIO0 THEN PRINT:PRINT
"Already transacted":RETURN
THEN PRINT
1540 IF NAMES(AT1="
:PRINT"No such account, has been ignore
d":RETURN
balance ";
1550 PRINT NAMES(AT)i"..
1560 W=ACCOUNT(ATl:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero
routine
1570 PRINT WS:PRINT
1580 AS=GETS(01:INPUI"Deposit amount:
'

"

,TA

1590 W=TA:SOSUB 3360:REM Zero routine

1600 PUT 22,42,47,MPRINT:PRINT:PRINT
1610 IF TA<=8 THEN PRINT:PRINT"Deposit
Incorrect, has been Ignored":RETURN
1620 IN=IN.TA:TRANSAC(AT)=TA:ACCOUNT(AT
(=ACCOUNTIATI.TA:DEPS=DEPS.1:TB=TWA:P
RINT:PRINT
1630 PRINT"Are you sure that this is co
rrect la;
1640 AS=GETS(81:AS=6ETS(1
1650 IF A$="4" OR AS="y" THEN PRINT"Yes
":PRINT"Deposit accepted":RETURN
1660 IF AS="N" OR A$ "n" THEN PRINT"No°
:PRINT"Deposlt ignored":GOTD 1678 ELSE
1640

1678 1N=IN-TA:TRANSAC(AT)=0:ACCOUNT(ATI
=ACCOUNTIATHTA:DEPS=DEPS-1:TB=TB-TA:RE
TURN
1680

menu

A$ - input from menu
C - choice from menu: value of A$
W - input to zero routine
W$ - output from zero routine
you are trying to close an
accoun
t'I":RETURN
1840 IF ACCOUNTIATi-TA,=0 THEN PRINT:PR
INT'Account becomes overdrawn, has been
Ignored":RETURN
1850 OT=OT.TA:TRANSAC'AT)=-TA:ACCOUNT(A
T)=ACCOUNTIATI-TA:WITH=WITH.1:713=TB-TA:
PRINT:PRINT
1860 PRINT"Are you sure that this is co
rrect 7";
1878 AS=GET$101:AS=GETSI)
1880 IF AS="Y" OR AS="y° THEN PRINT"Yes
":PRINT"Withdrawal accepted":RETURN
s

1890

IF AWN" OR AS="n" THEN PRINT"No"

:PRINT"WIthdrawal ignored":60TO 1900 EL
SE 1870
1900 OT=OT-TA:TRANSAC(AT)=0:ACCOUNTIATI
=ACCOUNTIATi+TA:WITH=WITH-1:TB=TB.TA:RE
TURN
1910

:

1920 REM New account
1930 PUT 31
1940 PUT 22,34,33,"New account":PRINT:P
RINI:PRINT:PRINT
1950 X=0:X=4:X2=13:Y2=3:GOSUB 3690:REM
Box

1960 PRINT'Spare account number":
1970 FOR A=1 TO ACCS
1988 IF NAMES(A)="
"
THEN 2010
1990 NEXT A
2000 PRINT"No spare accounts'":RETURN
2010 PRINT A:PRINT
2020 PRINT"Enter new member s name in
over case,
with capitals for the begin
1

rungs."

1690 REM Withdrawals
1700 PUT 31
1710 PUT 22,34,33,"Withdrawal"IPRINT:PR
INT:PRINT:PRINT

2030 AS=GET$(81:1NPUT"",NAMES(AI:PRINT
2040 INPUT"What is the initial investme

1720 X4:Y=4:X2=12:12=3:GOSUB 3690:REM

outIne
2060 PUT 22,44,63,WS:PRINT: PRINT:PRINT

Box

1730 AS=GET$(81:INPUT"Give account numb
er:",AT:PRINT
1740 IF AT':=0 OR AT>HCCS THEN PRINT:PRI
NT"Account number incorrect, has been
ignored":RETURN
1750 IF TRANSAC(ATI<>8 THEN PRINT:PRINT
'Already transacted":RETURN
1760 IF NAMES(ATI
THEN PRINT
:PRINT"No such account, has been ignore
d":RETURN
1770 PRINT NAMESIATIC.. balance ":
1780 W=ACCOUNTIATI:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero
routine
1790 PRINT WS:PRINT
1800 AS=GETS(0):INPUT"Withdrawal amount
'

:

"

',TA

1810 W=TA:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero routine
1820 PUT 22,42,50,LOS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
1830 IF TA<=8 THEN PRINT:PRINT"Withdraw
al
incorrect, has been ignored
(Perhap

nt:

",ACCOUNT(A)

2050 W=ACCOUNTIAI:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero r

2070 TRANSACIA1=ACCOUNT(M:IN=IN+1:TB=T
B.ACCOUNT(A)
2080 RETURN
2090

:

2100 REM Print out file
2110 PUT 31
2120 PUT 22,34,33,"Print out file":PRIN
T:PRINT: PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
2130 X=0:Y=4:X2=16:Y2=3:GOSUB 3690:REM
Box

2140 PRINT"(Please wait)"
2150 WC=0:DC=0
2160 LPRINT CHRS(2.7);"E"
2170 LPRINT CHRS(271;"W";CHRSIl(:REM En
larged print
2180 LPRINT CHRS(27);"-";CHRSIIIIREM Un
derscore print

2190 LPRINT SW's Savings Bank"
2200 LPRINT:LPRINT

(continued on next page)

Education
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am Sctu=P 4:=P1

(continued from previous page)

I1 October 1983

Date: 1. 3

2210 LPRINT"Date:";DATES
2220 LPRINT:LPRINT
2230 LPRINT"This weeks deposits"
2240 LPRINT CHR$(271;"-;CHR$101
2250 FOR A=1 TO ACCS
2260 IF TRANSAC(A1>0 THEN DC=1;00TO 227
0
ELSE 2300
2270 LPRINT NAMECA);" deposited E";
2280 W=TRANSACiAl:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero r

-I- 1--*i s weeks deposits
C1 --6r i s

- 50
- 00

TIT t-i camp s
4=1 e cm
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2330
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LPRINT WE
NEXT A
IF DC=8 THEN LPRINT"None"
LPRINT CHRS(27);"-";CHR$111
LPRINT"This weeks withdrawals"

r-

e wFa c:), 1 e

2340 LPRINT CHR$1271;"-";CHRSA1
2350 FOR A=1 TO ACCS
2360 IF TRANS(A)C0 THEN WC=1:GOTO 2370
ELSE 2400
2370 LPRINT NAME$(1k);" withdrew E";
2380 W=ABS1TRANSAC1A11:GOSUB 3360:REM Z
ero routine
2390 LPRINT WS:LPRINT:LPRINT
2400 NEXT A
2410 IF WC=0 THEN LPRINT"None"
2420 LPRINT:LPRINT
2438 LPRINT CHR$(27);"-";CHR$111
2440 LPRINT"The whole file"
2450 LPRINT CHR$1271;"0":REM Reinitiall

I

Chris Thompson

3
4

Lilian Thompson

4.50

8

Leslie Thompson

£60.45

*****4

9

Alan Pearce

f 0.00

arm*

12

(80.50
f 7.45
f 0.00
f 8.00

13

f

14 Shaun Fielding

f 8.85

1 1.20

5

ELM

6

f 6.70

Bert Smith

7

-F i 1 e

0.011

£14.95

f

2

- 00

w3 tlidr e Ina

f 0.011

...
am.
of***

10 Alan Jarrett
11

16

f 0.05
f 0.00

17

1 0.80

18 Bessie Parsler

15 Martin Malley

Tam*

...
2.00

......

0.08

mat*

C 8.25
£ 0.10

Chnge

28 Win Archer

124.65

-31.10

21 Karen Sibley

E 8.35

4.50

19

Total balance is £21.2.60
Money deposited £11.00
Money Withdrawn £30.00
Number of deposits 3
Number of withdrawals
1

-e printer

2460 LPRINT CHR$1151:REM Condensed pbin
2470 FOR A=1 TO ACCS/3
2480 FOR B=0 TO 2
2490 LPRINT TA11(0+B*43);A*B*ACCS/3;TABI
4f8*431;NAMES1A+B*ACCS/31;TA8125+811431;
2500 W=ACCOUNT1AfB*ACCS/31:00SUB 3360:8
EM Zero routine
2510 LPRINT"E":148:TAB(34+13*43);

2910 PRINT W$
2920 PRINT:A8=GET$(81:INPUT"New balance
is ",2

2930 W=2:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero routine
2940 PUT 22,45,46,WS:PRINT:PRINT
2950 IF 201.01 OR Z=ACCOUNT1A) THEN PRI

2520 IF TRANSAC(AfEi*ACCS/3)=0 AND ALTBA
L(Af13*AC/3)=11 THEN 14$="m*****"

NT:PRINT"Incorrect amount, has been ign

2530 IF TRANSAC1A+B*ACCS/31=0 AND ULTRA
L1A+10ACCS/31=1 THEN WS="Chnge"
2540 IF TRANSAC1A+B*ACCS/3100 THEN W=T
RANSAC(A+B*ACCS/31:80SUB 3360:REM Zero

oree:RETURN

routine.
2550 LPRINT WS:"

2568
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2708
2718

";

TB=T8f2-ACCOUNT141
ACCOUNT(A)=Z
ALTBAL1A1=1
RETURN

3008

NEXT B:LPRINT:NEXT A
LPRINT CHR$1271;"W";CHR$111
LPRINT:LPRINT
LPRINT"Total balance is E";
W=TB:80SUB 3360:REM Zero routine
LPRINT WS
LPRINT"Money deposited E";
W=IN:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero routine
LPRINT WE
LPRINT"Money Withdrawn E";
W=OT:GOSUB 3360:REM Zero routine
LPRINT WS
LPRINT"Number of deposits ";REPS
LPR1NT"Number of withdrawals";WITH
LPRINT
LPRINT"

2740 REM Examine account
2750 PUT 31
2760 PUT 22,34,33,"Examine account":PRI
NT;PRINT:PRINT;PRINT
2770 X=8:Y=4:X2=17:12=3:GOSUB 3698:REM
Box

2780 SOSUB 3590:REM Input account numbe
2790 PRINT NAMES1A);", balance ";
2800 W=ACCOUNTIA1:80SUB 3360:REM Zero r
outing
2810 PRINT W$
2820 RETURN
2630

3420 148=LS.W$

INT

3460
3470
3488
3490
3580
3510

3040 X=0:Y=4:X2=12:Y2=3:GOSUB 3690:REM
Box

3050 605UB 3590:REM Input account numbe
3060 PRINT"Name was "INAMESIA)
3070 PRINT:INPUT"New name is ",NAMES1A1

3440 J=0
3450 FOR N=1 TO LEN(W$)

3520

IF MIDSCWS,N,11="." THEN J=N
NEXT N
IF J=0 THEN WS=W8+".80":RETURN

FS=RIGHTUMS,LEN1W$1-J1
IF LEN(F8)=1 THEN WS=148."0"
RETURN
:

3080 ALTBAL1411=1

3090 RETURN
3100

3530 REM Again routine
3540 PUT 22,54,33,"This option again ?I

:

Y/N)"

3550 X=0:Y=24:X2=27:Y2=3:80SUB 3690:REM
PUT 31

3130 PUT 22,34,33,"Close account"IPRINT
:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
3140 X=0:Y=4:X2=15:Y2=3:GOSUB 3690:REM
Box

3150 GOSUB 3590:REM Input account numbe
3160 PRINT

3165 WITH=WITHf1:07=0T+ACCOUNT1A1:TRANS
AC(A)=-ACCOUNT1A1
3170 TB=TB-ACCOUNT01:ACCOUNT1A1=0:NAME
$181="

3180 PRINT"Account closed"
3190 RETURN
:

:PRINT

ox

2870 X=0:Y=4:X2=15:Y2=3:GOSUB 3690:REM
3250 PRINT"Saving file, then finishing.

2880 6OSUB 3590: REM Input account numbe
3260 RESET
3270 ERASE"BANKFILE.BAK."
3280 RENAME"BANKFILE.BAK","BANKFILE.BAS

2980 W=ACCOUNT1A1:80SUB 3360:REM Zero r

132

3390 LS=LEFTS1W8,11
3400 WS=RIGHTS(W$,LEN1WS)-11
3410 IF LEFT:S(148,11="." THEN WS="0"*WS

1-1)

2840 REM Alter balance
2850 PUT 31
2860 PUT 22,34,33,"Alter balance":PRINT

outing

3380 WS=STR$114/

:

3210 REM Save file and finish
3220 PUT 31
3230 PUT 22,34,33,"Finish":PRINT:PRINT:
PRINT:PRINT
3240 X=0:Y=4:X2=8:Y2=3:GOSU6 3690:REM B

";

:

3430 IF 0)9.99 THEN WS=RIGHTS(W$,LEN1WS

3200

Box

FOR A=1 TO ACCS
PRINTE10,NAMES1A/1",";ACCOUNT1A1
NEXT A
CLOSEEIO
GOTO 160

3360 REM Insignificant zero routine
3370 IF W=0 THEN W$=" 0.00":RETURN

3010 REM Alter the name
3020 PUT 31
3030 PUT 22,34,33,"Alter name":PRINT:PR

3120

:

2890 PRINT NAME$11111;"'s balance was

3350

Box

3110 REM Close account

2720 RETURN
2730

2960
2970
2980
2990

3300
3318
3320
3330
3340

3290 CREATEE10,"BANkFILE.BAS"

3560 ANS=6ET$10):ANS=GET$1)
3570 RETURN
3580

3590 REM Input account number
3600 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
3610 AS=GET$(8):1NPUT"Account number:",
A

3620 IF A<=0 OR A,ACCS THEN PRINT"Accou
nt number incorrect";:PUT 11:G0T0 3610
3630 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
3640 RETURN
3650

:

3660 PUT 31

3670 PRINT"Error";ERWoccured"
3680 AS=GET$13001:GOTO 150
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820

REM Draw boxes
REM X is how many across
REM Y is how many up
REM X2 is the width of box
REM Y2 is the length of box
Y=28-9
PLOT X*2,Y*3,1
LINE X*2,Y*3+Y2*3
LINE X*2+X2.2,Y*34Y2*3
LINE X*2+X2*2,Y*3
LINE X*2,Y*3
RETURN
ON BREAK GOTO 3810
GOTO 150
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AT LAST- a dat
organise your bus

esigned to let you
the way you want it!

So easy to use you'll start using it in
minutes
Employees

So powerful you'll have a complete
application within hours
LAY OUT
THE FORMS

1: Male 2 Female
EMPLOYEE RECORD
Name

John R. Smith

Nat. Ins. No.

YE IS4 2 VIC

Adclmss

12 Main Road

Town

Ilford

Sex

ENTER
THE DATA

County P061 Code 01:2
Marled D

11:3

Salary

F1 MORE

15,000

F2=I F30

RECORDS

DATA
ENTRY

U

SELECT
REPORT
TRANSACTION
REQUIREMENTS

END F7 DELETE MI MODIFY F9

REPORT/

TRANSACTION
DEFINITIONS

Fully menu driven to remove the guesswork.
Full use of function keys with the assignments
always displayed. A11 cursor movement and
editing functions on the keyboard are supported.
Provides full colour support and screen style
customisation.
ystem Features:
A list of users can be kept, with passwords and
security levels.
The print style is customisable.
Data can be interchanged with mainframe
computers, other databases or spreadsheet
programs.
Database back-up and restore functions are
integrated to reduce errors.
System Requirements.
Available on IBM-PC, SIRIUS, NCR, TEXAS and
other 16 bit computers. Requires 128K of
memory and 2 disk drives.
Supports floppy or hard disk drives.
Supports all popular printers.

LAY OUT
REPORT
FORMATS

ENTER

OPTIONAL
REPORT'
TRANSACTION

REPORTS

DATA

LAY OUT
MENUS

MENUS

Lay out your forms on the screen. Define data
entry fields anywhere by answering simple
questions. Revise the forms any time without
losing data.
Easy, fast and accurate way to fill-in the forms
and enter, view or revise records.
The reports or transactions requirements are
defined in the English -like query language by
answering simple questions. Select records an
number of ways, combine up to 5 forms per
report, perform calculations, get totals, subtotals, or statistical summary. For complete
transaction processing, delete, modify or enter
records.

Reports are automatically formatted in several
ways, or specify your own format using the
Report Editor.
To format a report complete with text, data, and
graphs; use the optional MASTERWORD word processor or the GRAPHMASTER graphics
facility.
Display or print the report output, or take it to
your spreadsheet, word processing, or graphics
programs.
Organise the access to your forms and reports
by setting up your own menus.
The underlying Relational Database Manager
provides efficient storage and retrieval of
records. It uses B -tree indices for efficient
accessing of records, and cache memory to
retain the most recently used disk sectors to
reduce disk access by 50 percent.
ANOTHER NEW PRODUCT FROM

RELATiONM-

THE SAPPHIRE

0..ATADASE,,

*TANAGER

SOME OF THE DATA
Inventory Control, Personnel Management, Job Accounting, Mailing List, Accounting, Order
Processing, Market Analysis, Financial Portfolio, Medical Office Systems, Real Estate, Agriculture,
Distribution Management, Social Sciences, Bibliography, Library Management, School Records.

RANGE
SAPPHIRE SYSTEMS L
ESSEX 101 4LU

PARK AVENUE ILFORD
ONE 01.554 0582

DATAMASTER is available NOW to let you organise your business
the way you want it. So clip the coupon to see a demonstration of
DATAMASTER on your own IBM-PC or at your local Sapphire dealer
PC1"
I

To: Sapphire Systems Ltd., 1-3 Park Avenue, Ilford, Essex IG1 4LU.
Telephone: 01-554 0582.

I

Please send me
copies of the DATAMASTER DEMONSTRATION
SYSTEM @ £5.50 inc. VAT & p p. per copy for my IBM-PC
Please debit my:

I
I

=

rqAccess Card No'

for £

I

Barclaycard No'
for £
I understand that £5.00 will be refunded on the return of the demonstration
system or on the subsequent purchase of the DATAMASTER full system.
0 Please arrange for a demonstration of DATAMASTER.

I

Please send me further details of DATAMASTER and the SAPPHIRE SYSTEMS
MASTER RANGE of business software.

I

Signature
Name
Position

Company
Address

Tel No:

113

Computer type

Please allow 28 days for delivery Reg. No. 1467831 VAT No. 250078973

Circle No. 177
Sapphire Systems reserve the right not to accept any order, any acceptance will be subject to Sapphire Systems' terms and condhorks or use. Sapphire Systems Ltd

3 Park Avenue. Ilford, Essex. Tel 01554 0582

4.

action

Arcade action on the Oric means loud sound and pretty graphics, but Ian Stobie
found only the occasional good, playable game.
oillcsoFTWAREisrarelyveryoriginal.
Most of the 30 or so games we looked at
for this review were copies of standard
arcade games or had appeared on other
machines first. Here are some of the
better action games.

Dinky Kong
Of course this is an imitation Donkey
Kong, as found in the arcades and in
innumerable cover versions for
microcomputers. You have to rescue your
beloved, who is being held by a gorilla.
Like most of the creatures in these games,
the gorilla holds some unexplained grudge

and keeps throwing barrels at you.
Dinky Kong is an inferior imitation.
The graphics look good and the ape can
be induced to jump up and down and
throw fireballs at you, but it is really

nine different screens, but Dinky Kong is

boring to play. Key response is sluggish,
and there is no music during play.
Incessant jokey tunes are what make the
Atari version so good. Even the Dragon

This is a version of the widely copied
arcade game where you have to help a
stream of frogs across a motorway and a
river to safety on the opposite bank. You
have no opportunity to bomb, shoot or
otherwise destroy anything, but it is still a

still a tatty version of a great game.

Hopper

version is far better than this one.
Dinky Kong is let down by the details.
The Hall of Fame will not accept a short
name unless you pad it out with spaces.
After each game you are asked if you
want the instructions again, which gets
very tedious. On the plus side there are

lot of fun.
Hopper is a slightly cut -down version,
and the action occurs to an accompanying
medley of popular brass -band hits
Colonel Bogie, Can -Can, that sort of

-
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Limited noise and not much excitement from Centipede.

Light Cycle, a two -person game by PSS.

SCOPE 002757 LEUEL 02

c.

SCORE -1390520

CELT
*
epirl

........
........
............

............
........ .....
.....
-

.SEC3:3:35:ElZi:EINi=;S:SnEZMCSA:K=SECSS

Oricmunch is not as good as the Pacman original.
134

Severn Software's Dinkey Kong is let down by details.
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thing. You can turn the music down or
off if you like.
The game is easy for beginners to play
but remains enjoyable as you become
more experienced. The only problem is if
any of your machine's control keys stick,
which can lead to frogs hurtling to an
early end. Fortunately PSS lets you
choose from two sets of control keys, one
of. which should work.

The Ultra
Back to the electronic abbatoir with
The Ultra, which is like a kind of
sideways Space Invaders. You jump
around at the bottom of the screen and
blast away at a procession of aliens
travelling across top. If you fire all the
time your guns overheat and your rate of
fire diminishes until you start showing
some restraint. After you have
exterminated all the creatures on the
screen another lot appears, of a different
and more aggressive species. Altogether
there are 16 different screens.
This is straightforward shoot -em -up
stuff, but quite challenging. PSS has
again taken the trouble to let you select
the sound level, and gives you two sets of
control keys to choose from, catering for
both right- and left-handers.

Light Cycle
Light Cycle is the only two -person
game in this selection. Two cycles
manoeuvre on screen, each trying to force
the other to crash into the edge of the

grid or run into the trail left by an
advancing bike.

with great explosions where you can see
the fragments flying away, but apart from
that I found it disappointing. Much of the
difficulty of the game is caused by a

weird key choice -2 is up, A is down
but W and R are left and right, which
makes going left seem unnatural.

Oricmunch
Oricmunch is a straight Pacman ripoff: you eat dots, and bug monsters try to
eat you. Although faithfully mirroring the
classic format, somehow Oricmunch is
not as exciting as the BBC Micro's
Snapper or the original Atari Pacman.
The graphics and sound are good, but
it all feels slow. The nine separate screens
look different, and play speeds up as you
pass each level. But though it gets more
difficult as you progress, the game does
not become dramatically more interesting
or exciting.

Centipede
You have to defend yourself against a
centipede that comes at you through an
obstacle -strewn screen. The problem is
that it tends to break up when you hit it,
and the segments keep coming at you.
After you dispose of a few centipedes a
Game

Centipede
Dinky Kong
Hopper
Light Cycle
Oricmunch
Super Meteors
The Ultra

rather aimless spider joins the attack.
Though there is nothing specific on
which you can fault this implementation,
it is just not very playable. The noises are
limited, it is true, but the difference
between a game with urgency and
excitement and a rather cool exercise in
hand/eye co-ordination can be subtle. All
in all this Centipede is a competent but
uninspiring copy.

Super Meteors
A version of the old arcade favourite
Asteroids, Super Meteors is simple but
highly playable. You spin and move your
ship in space, firing at lumps of rock
which lumber across the screen,
threatening to destroy you. You also have
a shield which you can bring into play
while the energy lasts, and which causes
the asteroids to bounce off. After a score
of 2,000 the asteroids turn gold and the
sporadic flying -saucer attacks become
more persistent.
In Super Meteors the graphics are
sharp, but the explosions are rather tame.
There seem to be only two playing levels
so the game is easily mastered. But it is
fun, and worth returning to while
warming up for more demanding zap away games.

Publisher
PSS

Severn Software
PSS
PSS
Tan soft

Softek
PSS

Price

Rating

£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£7.95
£6.95
£6.95

8/20
6/20
13/20
8/20
10/20
12/20
11/20

This version has very fine -line graphics,

Softek's playable Super Meteors.

Hopper - no gore and a lots of fun for beginners and experienced players.
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The Ultra - beware of overheating!
135

The sign of a good disk.
\\\--

quali metric

pp°

deOne

1-Freem

When you see
When you see
this on the box,it
this on a disk,it
means top-quality
means you're
computer media. getting it for less.
With so much money and valuable data tied up in your computer, small business
system or word processor, it doesn't pay to go for low prices on your computer media
at the expense of quality.
Except when you can buy ultra -reliable top quality and save money into the bargainwith BASF FlexyDisks, available as '10 for the price of 9' for a limited period only.
Existing BASF FlexyDisk users swear by their quality, reliability and long -life data
protection, summed up by the new Qualimetric symbol. And that's why they
are certain to be first in the queue to snap
up available supplies at such a saving.
Consult the list for your nearest BASF
FlexyDisk Dealer. Before stocks run out.

BASF
FlexyDisk
tija
FlexyDisk

Circle No. 178
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LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES:

Data Efficiency Limited
Maxted Road, Maylands Avenue
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7LE
0442 60155

Data Media Services
Unit 9
Ashford Industrial Estate
Shield Road
Ashford, Middlesex TW15 lAV
07842 47341

AWS Computer Supplies
57 Surbiton Road. Kingston, Surrey
01-541 1188

Isn't it time you stopped
running your computer
at printer speed?

Computer Accessories Ltd
10 Barley Mow Passage
Chiswick, London W4 4PH
01-994 6477

Computaform
4 Merivale Road, Harrow. Middlesex
01-423 5005

Data Processing Accessories
Unit 66, Bearbrook Industrial Estate
Rabans Lane. Aylesbury. Bucks
0296 24411

Essex Data Product
17 Guithavon Street, Witham, Essex

In ten seconds, your computer can output
enough print data to keep your printer busy
for five minutes, or longer.

0376 518629

Northamber
3 Dawes Court, Esher. Surrey
0372 68311

Pete and Pam Computers
103 Blegborough Road, London SW16
01-769 1022

Mediafile
86/96 Garratt Lane, London SW18
01-870 7986

MIDLANDS:
CCS Media
277a Woodborough Road
Nottingham NG3 4ST
0602 620979
Frank Groome Group of Companies
Nottingham 0602 301633
Brigg 0652 54966
Coventry 0203 613417
Leeds 0532 771181
Leicester 0533 556479
Lincoln 0522 36984
Geest Computer Services
Carr Road Industrial Estate
Peterborough. 0733 51231
Stratton St Margaret
Swindon, 0793 827727
GBH Computer Services
Block Al, Colchester Avenue Factory
Estate, Colchester Avenue, Cardiff
0222 495845
Landscape Computer Services
East Field House
Woodhall Spa. Lincolnshire
0526 53560

Regent Paper
657 Melton Road, Thurmaston
Leicester LE4 8EG

Instead of waiting around for the printer,
you could install a print buffer, and free your
computer for its next task in seconds.

Print buffers take care of the printing
- and the waiting. And the more you print,
the more time a buffer will save.

Buffers forany combination of micro and printer/
plotter. Internal buffers forEpson printers; Apple
Computers. 'In -line' buffers for IBM PC, Sirius,
Commodore 20/40/80 series, Super Brain, BBC,
Tandy, etc.

0533 695952

Stryder Publishing
PO Box 167, Sutton
Norwich NR12 9RS
0692 82011

Trade Data (Trade Enquiries Only)
49 Illiffe Avenue, Oadby, Leicester
0533 712378
NORTH WEST:

Data transfer M R5232c serial, Centronics parallel, IEEE -488 formats. Protocol conversion.
RAM sizes from 2K to 256K

Pete and Pam Computers
New Hall Hey Road, Rawtenstall
Rossendale, Lancashire
0706 212321

Broker Forms
214 Manchester Road, Warrington
0925 34440

National Micro Centres:
Wilmslow 0625 530891
Stockport 061 480 0539
YORKSHIRE
Tandberg
Elland Road, Leeds
0532 774844
SYSTEM

A> Line Computer Systems
1 Church Farm Lane,
Willoughby Waterleys,
Leicestershire LE8 3UD.

12 Collegiate Crescent
Sheltie! , S10 2BA
0742 682321
NORTH EAST:
DP Supplies

Telephone:

Peatling Magna (053758)486

St Andrews House, Westfield Terrace
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
0632 785068

SCOTLAND:
Excel Data

Clydebank Business Park
Clydebank, Glasgow G81 1JA
041 952 7878

Tait Components
973 Sauchiehall Street. Glasgow
041 339 9959

Tullis Neill
Peggy's Mill, Mayfield
Dalkeith EH22 4AD

Talk to the specialists.
We have the answers.

031 663 6691
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la brand'CL
Flexible Discs

and Computer Tape
are now
available from
Memorex.
Ring the number
on the dial
below for IMMEDIATE
despatch.

An independent
non-profit making
organisation
APPLE USERS!!!

EANSN

NG

BRITISH APPLE SYSTEMS USER GROUP
Founded 1980

What can BASUG do for you?
* Massive, inexpensive software library
* Bi-monthly journal HARD CORE (articles,
members' letters, reviews, hints and tips,
problems, small ads.)
* Make your voice heard to the manufacturers
* Steer complaints in the right direction
* National and local meetings
* Courses (Pascal, Machine Code,

DIAL
ASK FOR
FREEFONE

MEDIA

8

Visicalc etc)

9 0

* Special Offers, Deals
Contact: FRAN TEO
P.O. BOX 174, Watford, Herts WD2 6NF
for membership application form
New Members (UK) £15.00 ( = E12.50 annual
membership + £2.50 joining fee')
Renewals (UK) £12.50
Non -UK Members E25.00
' includes introductory disk, software

Circle No. 261
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Micro Computer Disks Ltd
Computer supplies for the end -user
LOWEST PRICES FOR HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS

MAXELL FLOPPY DISKS
DYSAN FLOPPY DISKS
MEMOREX FLOPPY DISKS

prices from £20.50 per box
prices from £22.50 per box
prices from L13.50 per box

Ribbons (over 50 varieties in stock)
£1.95!!
Multistrike High Capacity Ribbons
only £3.95 each!!
Diablo/Qume Daisywheels
NO MIDDLE MEN! NO FRILLS! STRAIGHT FROM THE WAREHOUSE!

0990 2300213
M.C.D. LTD 8 DOWER HOUSE, TRUSSHIL, SOUTH ASCOT, BERKSHIRE SL5 9AN
Circle
138
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Success Breeds Success
Sponsored by

Practical Computing
Your Computer
Micro Business

National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham. May 4-7, 1984.
After one show the Midland Computer Fair
has already established itself as an outright winner.
Not only is it the leading exhibition in the Midlands
for microcomputers and related products, but it
stands in its own right as a major national event.
In recognition of this, and the need to
accommodate thousands of expected visitors the
venue for the 1984 Midland Computer Fair is to be
Britain's premier showcase -- the National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham. The NEC with its
superb facilities for exhibitors and visitors alike will

Midland

THE

Omputer
onaI cow

FSmall

Nem

systems

be the fitting site for this major event which
attracted over 17,000 people for the first show.
Whether you are interested in microcomputer
enthusiasts or would prefer to take space in the
Business Section to meet small business micro users, the Midland Computer Fair is definitely for you.
So why not let a little of the Midland Computer
Fair's success rub off on your company by
reserving a stand at the next show.
The road to success starts by filling in the
coupon below:

Return to the: Exhibition Manager, Reed Exhibitions,
Surrey House, 1 Throwley Way, Sutton, Surrey SM1 4QQ
Tel: 01 643 8040 Telex: 946564 BISPRS.G
Name
Position

Company
Address

119

BBC Microcomputer System

TEXAS INSTRUMENTSTI 99/4A

I7:I FOR RELIABILITY

OFFICIAL BBC
COMPUTER
DEALER
This is the best microcomputer currently on the market. 326 RAM, 326 ROM. 8
modes Of operation. full colour. lull -sue keyboard, internal expansions such as
disc interlace. speech synthesizer. Econet interlace - In shod. a is a personal
computer capable of expanding into a small business system
BBC Microcomputer Model B
£348
VAT
0399 00
BBC Mod B
disk interlace
0409 VAT 1469.00
BBC Mod B
Econet interlace
£389 VAT - 1447.35
BBC Mod B
disk and [cone? interlaces
£450 VAT E517 SO
BBC 1006 disk drive
£230 VAT - 1264.00
BBC dual BOOK disk drive
£699
VAT
£803.65
-

Torch 780 disk pack including Z60 2nd processor 646 RAM and CF'N operating
system + Free Perfect Software
£699 - VAT
£1103 85
BBC Teletext receiver (Aug)
VAT
0196
1225.40
BBC cassette recorder and lead

E26

VAT

Disk interlace kit Mee fitting)
Mod A to Mod B upgrade kit
Fitting charge for A t08 upgrade kit
166 memory upgrade ka
Games paddles
12' Monochrome monitor incl cable
16 Colour monitor incl cable
User guide
Econet interface (tree fitting)
Speech interface (free fitting)
BBC disk manual formating disk
Parallel printer cable
BBC word processor Iviewl
BBC Fourth language cassette
BBC Lisp language cassette

C86

VAT

£50
£20
£20
Ell

VAT

C29 90
C96.60

-

VAT

£57 50
£23.00
C23.00

VAT

£12.65
£102.35

VAT

E89

VAT

CM

VAT

C10

VAT

C60

VAT

£10.00
£99.00

£47

VAT -

C54.05

£30

VAT

£10 VAT

C34.50
C11.50

£52

C59.011

-

VAT -

£15 VAT
£15

1280.35

C1725
£17.25

VAT

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI
AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES

This microcomputer is based on TMSBBOO 16 -bit microprocessbr 11 includes
166 RAM. 16 colour high resolution graphic (192 x 256) The screen display is
32 characters. 24 lines TI -BASIC. Full-size keyboard. For Software there are
about 1000 programs to choose from There area lot of peripherals available.
e g Disk Drives. Disk Interface. Speech Synthesizer, Extra RAM Additional
Language (PASCAL. TI-LOGD. ASSEMBLER)

EPSON PSIlt 80 column. 160 CPS. normal, italic and elite characters 256 u iei
definable c, ratters superscript. subscript, 11 x 9 matrix. bfidirecli teal logic

TI HOME COMPUTER HARDWARE

Price

Title

Description

£349 + VAT = £401.35
EPSON RX1111, BO column. 100 CPS. normal. italic and elite !Arai ters. 11
international character sets. hires bit image printing bpdirectio at lopc

7199(4A

Complete with UHF modulator and power
supply + free cassette lead

seeking. 4" to 10" adjustable pin teed. Centronic parallel interface
£239 + VAT = £274.84
RX80 PRICE

Speech

When used with selected modules will

Synthesizer
Peripheral
Expansion System
Dist( Drive Internal
Disk Controller

roduce electronic speech
This unit takes all card peripherals and on.
internal disk drive

seeking, hires bit image printing (960 x B dots line). friction and I infeed

9

international character sets. Centronrc parallel interface
0080 PRICE

IAX100 136 column, 100 CPS, friction and tractor teed, up to 15" adjustable
carriage. hires bit image printing. true descenders. Centronic parallel inrerlat e
F399 + VAT = £458.85
MX -100 PRICE
C55

RS232 Interface for all above printers
EPSON RAW (friction to tractor)

VAT

C63 25

£269 + VAT = £309,35
£479 + VAT = C550.85

FX1 viz

Roll holder for 1080
Ribbon for MX80. 1X80 RX80
Rhhein for MX100

£12

VAT

C13 80

C8

VAT

C12

VAT

£9 20
C13.80

Inc VAT

Card

Disk Drive
Double Sided

641.95
£79.95

92K formatted drive. mounts internally in
peripheral expansion system
Controls up to 3 disk drives. complete with
disk manager command module
92K formatted capacity per side acts as 2

E149.95
E109.95

drives OSK1 8 DSK2 total capacity 184K
£219.95

bytes

Risk Drive

SEIKOSHA
DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS WITH
HIGH-RES
GRAPHICS

RS2321
E'I
Expansion Card

GP -100A 80 column 50 CPS dot addressable metes graphics. 10 wide ful i
achustable tractor feed 7 x 5 print matrix. Centronic parallel interface

RAM

Complete with own case. power supply 8
connecting cables
Provides 2 serial RS232 ports. and one
parallel port for interlacing
Adds 32K bytes extra RAM bringing total

P -Code Card

capacity to 48K bytes
Includes the UCSD- PASCAL P -code interpreter

Matrix Printer

80 column matrix printer pinter GP -100A

Matrix Printer

80 column
b
matrix printer with R5232 and

GP250X

Centronic parallel interface
80 column. 100 CPS matrix printer

Expansion Card

0250.95
E79.95

279.95
E129.95

£219 95

C201,25
lully adiustable tractor teed. Irite
C175

GP -100A 50CPS PRICE

299.95

PERIPHERALS

VAT

GP -2505 80 column 50 CPS 10 wide
descenders 64 user definable characters. double height and or double width
printing. 8 x 5 print matrix Centronic parallel and RS232 Iseriall interfaces both
£219

GP-250X PRICE

VAT

Epson 9980
Printer

C273.95
E297.85

Please send S.A.E.for software prices

DAISYWHEEL

£251.85

NEW GP -700A 7 COLOUR PRINTER

These drives are supplied ready cased with all the necessary cables. lormating
program and user disk system guide
There are some useful utilities included. e g Epson Screen Dump Program.
Memory Dump. Free. Duplicate. Merge and Relocate Power consumption of
these drives is very low 10 2A typ at 129. 0 4V typ at 5V per drivel Power
is taken from the BBC computer
£169 + VAT = £194.35
Single drive 1001140 tracks
£329 VAT - E378.35
Dual drive 2001140 tracks
E239 + VAT = £274.35
C259
VAT - E297.85
Single drive 4006 40 80 tracks switchable
Dual drive 8001180 tracks
Dual drive 8006 40 80 tracks switchable

*

This latest addition to Seikosha range gives you print in seven colours 10' wide
carriage Inchon and tractor feed 50 CPS print speed dot addressa be high-res
graphics. 4 hammer printing mechanism 10 CPI or 13 3 CPI special Dune
printing mode. Centronic parallel interlace
C349
VAT - C401 35
GP -700A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE.

VAT

£469

VAT - £539 35

-

We guarantee that our prices are the lowest on the market II you can
match that price

*18 CPS - Bi-Directional Logic Seeking
* 10 12 15 CPI - Proportional Spacing
* 'Drop in' Daisywheel -Triumph Adler Compatit
* Supports all Wordstar features
* Diablo protocols - IBM Selectric ribbon
* 2K Bun er at standard 100 character Daisywhee

NEW LOW PRICES ON STAR

C424.35

ONLY
£239

+ VAT

-.

requirement
C1.263.85

The most cost effective quality matrix printers to be launched this year. DP510
and OP515 features mclude friction and tractor feed and roll holders as standard

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS

VAT

THE CP80 QUALITY PRINTER

FOR ONLY £1,099 + VAT

VA'

369

SPECIAL OFFER JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL

This package consists ot BBC Microcomputer. View otordprocessor. 400k
Slimline disc drive. High resolution 12 Green monitor. Juki 6100 18CPS Daisy
Wheel printer and all the necessary cables and documentation The above
Package can be supplied with components of your own choice e.g 8006 disc
drive or a different printer Please phone us for a price for your particular
CI 099

101

Ind any item advertised and in stock at less than our price we will

COMPLETE WORD PROCESSOR *

Special package deal

VAT

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

C516.35

C449

ONLY
£369

100 CPS print speed bi-directional logic seeking 9 x 9 matrix gives true
descenders 2 3K buffer as standard hi-res bit image plus block gtaphics sub
and super script italic printing auto underlining. vertical and horizontal
tabulation lett and right margins set skip over perloratiOn. back space and self
test
STAR DP510 10' carriage BO columns.
£239 + VAT = £274.85
SPECIAL PRICE

* tio CPS Bi-Directional
Logic Seeking 80 Colunp,
* Friction and Adiustble Tractor Feed
* Patented Square Needles up to 9 x 13 matrix
*Hi -Res Graphics and Block Grphics

STAR OP515 lb carriage 136 columns
£359

SPECIAL PRICE
RS232 INTERFACE FOR ABOVE

£50

C239 + VAT = £274.85
£5 VAT - 25.75

SHINWA CP80 PRINTER
SPARE RIBBON FOR CP80

NEC 8023BE-C PRINTER

VAT - C412.85
VAT
£57.50

POCKET COMPUTERS AND CALCULATORS
* CASIO P9.100 Basic language pocket computer. 544 program steps. Owerty
04 75 VAT - £39.95
keyboard, 12 char display
* CASIO FX.700P. Basic language. scientific functions. 1568 program steps.
£43 44 VAT - £49.95
Gwent keyboard. 12 char display
GREEN

* CASIO 93192P Basic language computer, scientific functions, 1568 program
steps, built-in mini printer. Owerty ke L ard. rechargeable batteries and

MONITO'FU(\,."'"';r..'""'""."'"'"'''

12' Green screen monitors with composite and sync input Suitable for most

computers
* 18 MHz band width, high resolution
* 15 MHz band width. normal resolution

£89 VAT - £102.35
£69

VAT -

C79.35

COLOUR MONITORS

* MICROVITEC RGB input 14 monitor supplied with RGB lead fur BBC

£216 n VAT - D1035
* SANYO SCM 14" Normal res 14", 400 dots, RGB input supplied with RGB
£199 + VAT = 2228.85
lead
* SANYO SCM 14M Medium res 14". 600 dots, RGB input supplied with RGB
£299 . VAT - 2343.115
lead
* SANYO SCM 14H High res 14". 800 dots. RGB input supplied with RGB lead
£399 + VAT = £458,85
.

.

.

.

£78.22
charger, 12 char display
* CASIO FA -3 Cassette adaptor for P8100. P6300. FX700
C17 35

VAT -

239.09 VAT

* CASIO FP -12 Printer lor BB100 and 10700

C19.95
C44.95

* SHARP PC -1211 Basic language computer, scientific functions, 1424 program
steps, 24 char display. Owerty keyboard
£60 83 VAT - C69.95
* SHARP PC.1251 Basic language computer, 4K RAM. 246 system ROM. 24 char
display. Owerty keyboard, user defined key. numeric pad
£69.52 VAT
279.95
* SHARP CE -125 Cassette recorder and mini printer for use with PC -1251. Ind
£86.91 u VAT - C99.95
bad charger,
£146.95
VAT = E1119.00
CE -125
* SPECIAL PRICE PC -1251

Akhter Instruments Limited
Dept. E.C., EXECUTIVE HOUSE, SOUTH RD.,
TEMPLEFIELDS, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2BZ. UK
TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639

TELEX 995801 REF - A18

VAT - £99.95

.

This is a high speed printer using bi-directional logic seeking operation 7 x 9
matrix for alphanumeric. B 6 8 for graphics and bit image printing.
Programmable paper feed, original plus three copies. Greek characters and high
resolution graphics. The print quality is exceptronal. and the price is affordable
VAT = C343.95
Price
£299

£199 + VAT =1720.85

* OKI Microhne 80 Printer
*OKI Microline 82A Printer
* Dragon 32 Computer

ORDERING INFORMATION
All orders which accompany a cheque, cash or postal orders are CARRIAGE
FREE (UK only) Please make cheques and postal orders payable to "AKHTER

£329
£139

VAT = E3711.35
VAT = L159.115

0iwSORG

INSTRUMENTS" A carriage charge of 3% of invoice total is applicable to
BARCLAYCARD and ACCESS orders We accept official orders from
Government and Educational establishments. We accept VAT FREE EXPORT
orders, please phone or write to check shipping cost
OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-5.30pm, SAT 10am-2pm.

We welcome callers, no parking problems.
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The right software
for your application from

22

Authorised Dealer
Service Centre
System Consultancy

COMPUTECH FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
Payroll

Invoicing and Stock Recording
Sales, Purchases and General Ledgers
Also costing and group consolidation

£375
£295

each £295

COMPUTECH UTILITIES DISK

for reliable error checking copying,
diskette scan, interpret and patch, etc
Applewriter and other Apple software (Prices on request)

COMPUTECH CHAIN MAIL

A mailing merging document processor which may
be used with text files, including random files and
Applewriter 1.1 binary files
COMPUTECH GRAPHICS DISK

for printing Apple pictures and graphs on Epson and
Microline (free with printers purchased from Computech)£30
COMPUTECH TERMINAL UTILITIES

Apple to Apple and Apple to mainframe

from £130

h rdware. just
plug it in and go!

switches and jumpers provide hardware
options without soldering

cjmvAyMcm,
MA VS
GOVSYWIA.V.-

IPLOMAT VIDEO DIGITISER

store a frame from video camera in a fi
second, process and print - for Apple II

£1

for APPLE //e, including 64K Extended 80 Column Card £345
DIPLOMAT PARALLEL Interface
DIPLOMAT SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS Interface
DIPLOMAT RAM 16 Memory Expansion
DIPLOMAT CLOCK/CALENDAR

£80
£85
£95
£80

LOWER CASE Character Generator with Applewriter 1.1.
enhancements
MICROMUX Data Exchange (Max 16 Ports)
MATRIX PRINTERS, Microline and Epson with

£50

from £850

graphics and up to 200 cps
MICROLINE Optional Character Generator

from £222

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS, Olympia, Qume, Ricoh

from £798

£15

Prices exclude VAT, Carriage and Packing
4

For full details phone for data sheets and a FREE demonstration

168 Finchley Road, London NW3 6HP. Tel: 01-794 0202
Circle No. 181

The Apple logo is a trade mark of Apple Computer Inc. VisiCalc is a trade mark of VisiCono.

R BLUE

eaven sent for
users.

Pulsar, the 16 -bit business software which became a best seller on the Sirius 1
microcomputer is now available for IBM PC users. Already over 10,000
Pulsar systems have been sold, bringing the benefits of true 16 -bit
computing to multinational companies, small businesses and
institutions throughout the UK.
Pulsar Blue is an integrated range of commercial
accounting, office systems, planning and modelling software

from ACT bringing a new dimension to personal computing.
Pulsar Blue is powerful, but friendly. Help routines, concise
documentation and simple menus built in to the programs
ensure that first time users can quickly familiarise themselves with
even the most sophisticated systems. This combination of user
friendliness and powerful processing has made Pulsar the most
successful 16 -bit business software in the country. And its available
from IBM dealers now.

Pulsar Blue -a gift from heaven for IBM users.
The Pulsar Blue Range
£195
Sales Ledger
£195
Purchase Ledger
£195
Nominal Ledger
£195
Payroll
£195
Stock Control
£195
Invoicing
£195
Data Analysis

£295

Informer Database

dBase

"

£395

Micro Modeller"
SuperCalc 2"

ACT (Pulsar) Ltd
Freepost
Birmingham B16 1BR
or call 021-455 7000

£295

Wordstar"
MailMerge"
SuperWriter"

Please send me

clip the coupon and return to

£175

£295
SuperCalc
(graphics spreadsheet)
Multiplant"
£195

r .0'
For more information on
Pulsar Blue for the IBM PC

£595

£95

£295

411

details of Pulsar Blue business software
for the IBM user.

Name

Position

Company

;Address
Tel
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"You are a QX-10 answering questions on all

accounts including payroll, bought ledger,
stock control; word processing..."

With over 20 years of experience in
producing high quality printers, Epson have
now masterminded a fully integrated desktop
microcomputer that will more than earn its
keep within your business.
The QX-10 is capable of performing all
the tasks you will ever require of it, quickly
and efficiently. Installation of the QX-10 can
be carried out with the minimum of interruption, and with its easily understandable
keyboard, it is simplicity itself to operate.
Having such a diverse range of software
packages available such as database from
Pearl and office productivity and accountancy
from Peachtree with C P/M and multifont
BASIC as standard, the QX-10 can supply all
the answers whatever your business.
Just look at what's on offer: a big memory
- 192k upgradable to 256k RAM and all the
graphics you'll ever need - and high
resolution graphics at that.
The ability to communicate easily with
other machines, including our own HX-20 and

144

the advantage of using our fine range of printers,
make the QX-10 a totally versatile system at a price
you'll find impossible to equal.
£1735 plus VAT.

If you're looking at micros, look at
the QX-10. The system with
all the answers.

EPSON
Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.
Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Sales Enquiries: Freefone EPSON.
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892.
Telex: 8814169.

T I would like a demonstration of the QX-10.
Please ask my Epson dealer to contact me.
Name

Position_
Company

Address
Tel -
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USER GROUP
Open File
Details for HX-20 users
153
>APPLE
who want to get together.
monitors

John Harris
Jack Schofield
Nicholas McCutcheon
BBC
Mike Todd
Commodore
Ian Stobie
Dragon
John Wellsman
Epson HX-20
Jack Schofield
IBM PC
David Watt
Newbrain
John Wellsman
Tandy
Ian Stobie
Research Machines
John Hooper
Sharp
John Wellsman
Sinclair
Apple
Atari

Open File is the part of the magazine
written by the readers of Practical
Computing. All aspects of
microcomputing are covered, from
games to serious business software
and utilities. Fully -debugged
programs can be submitted for any
micro, and for standard CP/M
machines such as the Osborne and
Superbrain. Programs can be in
machine code or any language,
including Forth and Pascal.
Submissions should include a brief
description which explains what your
program does, and how it does it. If
possible it should be typed, with
lines double-spaced. We need a
printed program listing. Hand-written
listings cannot be accepted. A tape
or disc of the program helps if it is in
a standard format.
When printing listings, please
remember to use a new ribbon or

double -intensity printing - faint
listings reproduce badly. Use plain
paper only, and try to list the
program across either a 35 -character
or a 70 -character width. Also, make
sure all special graphics or inverse video characters are either listed
correctly or else include Rem
statements to explain them fully.
Each program listing, tape or disc
must have your name and address on
it, or we cannot promise its safe
return. A stamped addressed
envelope is appreciated.
If you write in with a comment,
correction or enquiry please
remember to state the machine and
the program title.
We pay at least £10 for any
programs used, or £35 per page and
pro rata for part pages.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING January 1984

4C CHOOSING THE

RIGHT FORMAT
Apple programs often require hex
dumps for machine -code routines and
shape tables. John Harris provides a
guide to keying them in...
14, CHARACTER
GENERATOR
...while David Masters avoids the
problems of hex dumps altogether
with a practical routine to generate
shape tables for your user -defined
characters.

>TANDY

40
MACHINE -CODE
UP' LOADER
For those without an assembler, this
simple routine Pokes machine language characters into specified
addresses.
BAR -CHART
PLOTTER
148
A flexible routine for constructing

histograms on a non -uniform time
axis.

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING
148
John Wellsman offers advice on how

to organise your programming habits.

>BBC
C SCREEN -TO -PLOTTER
a DUMP
5
With Paul Davidson's assembly language program you can output the
BBC to a Tandy CGP-115 colour graphics printer/plotter.

1

5 C *FX3,2

gar/ A fix to bring OS 0.1
into line with series 1 operating
systems and send all output to a
parallel or RS -423 printer.
SEVEN -SEGMENT
DISPLAY
Barry Leatham Jones' program
simulates the switching action of
LCD digital displays.

15 6

>SINCLAIR
LABYRINTH
A maze game with full
161
three-dimensional graphics, written

for the 16K or 48K Spectrum by A M
Tucker.

>COMMODORE

164
feature in this general -knowledge
GsoFluLtiAon

WHOSEHigh-re

L:;:EPS. ON HX 20

15.2
JP

CHARACTER
DESIGNER
An alternative to the Operation
Manual's method of defining special
characters.
RANDOM NUMBERS
How to make the most of
the pseudo -random number

153

generator, RND.

1"3

KEY FUNCTIONS
Ensuring that user -defined
functions are executed immediately.

?graphics

tester for the Vic -20.

>END OF FILE
DRAGON LIFE
An implementation by
168
S Roach of the classic simulation
game, including 6809 assembler.
SUPERBRAIN PATCH

4. There is a conflict

between CP/M as implemented on
the Superbrain and Micropro's
software packages; N D Abbott's
program patch helps you resolve it.

Send your contribution to:

Open File, Practical Computing,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
145

The correct format

programs for this section of
Open File I try to balance utility with fun.
Some programs are of general use, some
are more obscure but correspondingly more
powerful in their specific application and
some are recreational through the interest is
IN SELECTING

much

as

the

in

design

and

coding

more problematical: if you do not know

many curious and convoluted pictures to

assembler there is no meaning to the words,

wend their way across the screen, the only

and there is the barrier of entering and way to build them from paper is to enter
compiling before getting near the machine -

test stage. Without experience, monitored

assembler testing is just not on so sight
checking is the only option. Consequently I

techniques adopted as in the final result. am reluctant to print assembler source.
Other than over -length items - like the Where a program needs a machine -code
accounting suite or the assembler written in
Basic - nothing is automatically excluded.
The submissions of beginners are as
welcome as those of the more experienced.
Having selected for interest and effort, I
am left with format. A Basic program is not
difficult to key, and it can be debugged by
sight or by test. Assembler listings are a lot

routine it is preferable to print the compiled

product as a hex dump and allow monitor
entry of the result.
Any game on the Apple with graphics
elements relies on shape -table definitions
for those elements, which are usually

defined outside the Basic program that
runs the game itself. While this allows

Character generator.

X,Y - 1 TO X,Y TO X,Y - 2: HPLOT
- I,Y - 1: NEXT Y,X

them from hex dump.
Both shape tables and machine -code hex
dumps are tedious and troublesome to key
in, especially if you are not familiar with

the monitor. For the uninitiated, a hex
dump consists of lines prefixed by a four digit address, a hyphen separator and eight
two -digit elements. Together these lines

define the contents of a single block of
memory which can be BSaved or BLoaded

as binary files. The internal format of the
files is irrelevant to the operating system.
Powering the machine up with an Apple -

soft disc using a normal Hello program NEXT

1720

I

X

VTAB 22: PRINT "WAIT"
FOR I =
TO 192 STEP 24: FOR

1380
1390

I

J =

TO

I

+ 11:5$(.1,1) = "A

: NEXT J

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

1100

TEXT
HOME
PRINT "

*********** ***** *****
**
**

1400

** APPLE CHARACTER **
**
**
GENERATOR
** BY DAVID MASTERS**

1410 N =
1420 S$(1

** (C)
**

**
**

1983.

:

VTAB 2:

FOR J = I
12 TO I
(J,1) = "C": NEXT J

23:5$

INVERSE

PRINT
"APPLE CHARACTER GENERATOR
C) DJM 1983 ": PRINT "

PRINT
FOR I

PRINT
1
TO 192 STEP 2:A$ =
MID$ (T$0,1):8$ = MID$ (T
5,1 + 1,1)
1750 VTAB 12: PRINT I;": ";: HTAB
1730
1740

:

=

5

1

11,1) = "B":S$(1 + 23

= "B"
1430
NEXT I: FOR I = 1 TO 192:S$
(1,2) = "0"
1440 X = 0:Y = 0
1450 VTAB 22: PRINT "DRAW"
1460
GET KP$
1470
IF KP$ = "Q" THEN 1100
,I)

*********************

:

:

I

1760

PRINT 8$;" ";A$;"

1770

IF B$ =

THEN 81$

1780

IF B$ =

THEN B1$ = "010

1790

IF B$ = "C" THEN 81$ = "011

1800 .IF 8$ =

00 ";
"001

THEN 81$ = "101

1810

IF 13$ = "E" THEN B1$ = "110

1820

IF B$ = "F" THEN 81$

"111

1830

IF A$ = "A" THEN 82$

"001

1840

IF A$ = "B" THEN 82$ = "010

1850

IF A$ = "C" THEN 82$

"011

1860

IF A$ = "D" THEN 82$

"101

1870

IF A$ =

THEN 82$

"110

1880

IF A$ =

THEN 82$

"111

(

1480

IF KP$ <
> " " THEN
HCOLOR=
1: FOR
= 1 TO 10: HPLOT X .
10 + I,Y * 10 TO X * 10 + I,
I

1110
1120

NORMAL
POKE 34,6
VTAB 12: HTAB 15: INVERSE
PRINT "PLEASE WAIT": NORMAL

V * 10 + 10: NEXT I: HCOLOR=
3

:

1490

IF KP$ = " " THEN FOR I =
TO 10: HPLOT X * 10
I,Y *
10 TO X * 10 + I,Y * 10
10
HPLOT 200 + X,10 + Y: NEXT
1

LOMEM: 24576
DIM S$(192,2),SH$(255),SS$(
192):SN = 0
1150
DIM SA$(192),D(192)
1160
DIM NA$(100),IN(100)
1130
1140

1500

REM **
FOR I = 1 TO 192:S$(1,1) =
"":S$(1,2) = "":SS$(I) = "":
NEXT 1:HE$ = ""

1190
1200
1210 LB$ =
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280

1520
1530
1540
1550

1560

CHR$ (91):RB$ =

CHR$

+

(93)

VTAB 10: PRINT " 1]
HOME
INSTRUCTIONS"
2] CREATE
VTAB 12: PRINT
SHAPE"
3] MAKE SH
VTAB 14: PRINT
APE TABLE"
4] QUIT"
VTAB 16: PRINT
VTAB 18: PRINT
CHOOSE
GET Cs
IF C$ = "1" THEN

>

"

)

1510

1170
1180

" THEN 84(N,2
= "0":6$ = G$ +
IF KP$ = " " THEN S$(N,2) =
"1":G$ = G$ + "*"
N = N + 1
IF N > 192 THEN 1590
INT (V / 2) THEN
IF V / 2 <
>
X = X - 1
IF V / 2 =
INT (V / 2) THEN
X = X + 1
IF X = 12 AND V / 2 =
INT
(V / 2) THEN X = X - 1:V = Y
IF KP$ <

1570

+

1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630

GOTO 2590

1

>
INT
IF X < 0 AND V / 2 <
(V / 2) THEN X = X + 1:Y = Y

1890
PRINT 81$I" "182$;" "I
1900 83$ = "00" + 81$
82$
1910 L$ = LEFTS (B3$,4):R$ =
RIGHTS
(835,4)
1920 IF L$ = "0000" THEN H1$
0"
1930 IF L$
"0001" THEN H1$ =
1"

1940

1

GOTO 1450
VTAB 22: PRINT "KEY 'C' TO
COMPILE"
GET KP$
"C" THEN 1600
IF KP$ <
TEXT
HOME
FOR I = 1 TO 192: VTAB 2: PRINT
"III" "
"VECTOR

1950

IF L$ = "0010" THEN HIS
IF L$

"0011" THEN H1$

3"

1960
1970

IF L$ = "0100" THEN HIS
IF L$

"0101" THEN H1$ =

5"

1980

IF L$

"0110" THEN H1$

6"

IF C$ = "2" THEN 1330
IF C$ = "3" THEN 2730
IF Cs = "4" THEN END
GOTO 1220
HCOLOR= 3: HOME
HGR
FOR I = 0 TO 120 STEP 10: HPLOT
=
I,0 TO 1,160: NEXT I: FOR
0 TO 160 STEP 10: HPLOT 00 TO
120,1: NEXT I
1350 HPLOT 0,159 TO 120,159
1360 HPLOT 121,40 TO 121,120: HPLOT
122,40 TO 121,120
1370 FOR X = 12 TO 102 STEP 10: FOR
Y = 42 TO 112 STEP 10: HPLOT
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340

1990

1640

IF L$

"0111" THEN HIS

7"

:

"I

2000

IF L$

"1000" THEN H1$

8"

1650 SS$ = S$(1,1)
1660
IF S$(1,1) = "A" AND S$(I,2

2010

IF L$ = "1001" THEN HIS

)

= "1" THEN SS$ = "D"
IF S$(1,1) = "B" AND S$(1,2
= "1" THEN SS$ = "E"
IF S$(1,1) = "C" AND S$(1,2
= "1" THEN SSE = "F"
PRINT SS$
T$ = T$ + SS$
VTAB 6: PRINT T$

2020

IF L$ = "1010" THEN H1$

)

2030

I
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VTAB 4: PRINT "COMMAND
S$(1,1);" & ";S$(I,2);" =

1670
1680

)

1690
1700
1710

IF L$

"1011" THEN H1$

111-

2040

IF L$

"1100" THEN HIS

C"

2050

IF L$ = "1101" THEN H1$
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APPLE
by John Harris
no menu, no direct Run, etc. - results in a ]
prompt, showing that Basic is waiting for

to go to address 3D0. The Basic ] prompt
then appears on the screen. Type the BSave

displayed as a string of characters from A
to E, columnised and converted to binary

instructions. To go from here to the

command followed by file name, start values.

monitor key:

address and length as, for example.
BSAVE SHAPE A$6000,L$200

CALL -151

which results in the asterisk prompt *.
Key the hex dump line by line, replacing
the hyphen by a colon and separating each
two -digit group with a comma. So given:
6080- 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

you should type:
6080: 12,13,14,15,16,17,18

and press Return. When all the lines are in,
typing the first and last addresses separated
by a full stop will list the hex dump to the
screen for sight checking. For example
6000.60A0

followed by Return. Correct any line in
error and repeat until perfect.
Return to Basic by typing
3DOG

followed by Return, which tells the system
2060

IF LS = "1110" THEN HIS =

"

2070

IF LS

"1111" THEN HIS =

"

IF Rs

"0000" THEN H25 =

"

"0001" THEN H2$ =

"

2080

0"

2090

IF RS
1"

2100

IF RS = "0010" THEN H2$

followed by Return; length is the difference values are Poked to 16384, Hires page 2. A
save option is presented, the name selected
between the end and start addresses.

Character

generator

2460
2470
2474
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520

IF RS = "0011" THEN H2$ =
2530

3"

2120

"0100" THEN H2$

IF RS

PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO SAVE
THIS CHARACTER?"
PRINT "(Y/N) ";: GET YNS
HOME
TEXT
IF YNS = "N" THEN 2580
> "Y" THEN 2470
IF YNS <
PRINT
D$ = CHRS (4)
PRINT

2130
2140

IF R$ = "0101" THEN H2$

2160

INPUT CKIS

PRINT

IF RS = "0110" THEN H2$ =
2570

PRINT DS"BSAVE CHAR ";CNS;"
A16384, L99"
PRINT

2580
2590

GOTO 1100
VTAB 8: PRINT "APPLE
HOME

2560

6"

2150

PRINT "WHAT DO YOU WISH TO
CALL CHARACTER?"

2540
2550

4"

"0111" THEN H2$ =

IF RS

,

"1000" THEN H2S =

IF RS
8"

2170

IF R$ = "1001" THEN H2S =

2180

IF R$

"1010" THEN H25 =
"1011" THEN H25 =

IF RS
B"

2200

"1100" THEN H2S =

IF RS

"

C"

2210

"1101" THEN H2S =

"

IF R$ = "1110" THEN H2$ =

"

IF RS
D"

2220

E"

2230

IF R$ = "1111" THEN H2$ =

"

F"

2600
2610
2620
2630

CHARACTER GENERATION"
VTAB 10: PRINT "BY DAVID MA
STERS."
VTAB 13: PRINT "THIS PROGRA
M ALLOWS YOU TO CREATE"
VTAB 15: PRINT "SHAPE TABLE
S BY PLOTTING THE SHAPE"
VTAB 17: PRINT "ON THE GRID
THE APPLE WILL THEN"
VTAB 19: PRINT "COMPILE A S
HAPE TABLE."
VTAB 22: PRINT "PRESS ANY K
EY": GET KPS
VTAB 9: PRINT "TO PL
HOME
.

2240 HS = H1$ + H2S: PRINT HS
2250 HES = HES + HS
2260 NEXT I
2270 HES = HES + "000000"
HOME
FOR I = 1 TO
2280 TEXT
LEN (HES) STEP 2: PRINT MIDS
(HES,I,2);"
";: NEXT

2640
2650
2660

:

I

PRINT
2290 PRINT
2300 LOC = 16384
FOR
I
2310
= 0 TO 96:CS = MIDS
(HES,I * 2 + 1,2):US = LEFTS
(CS,1):LS = RIGHTS (C$,1)
2320 M = ASC (US):N = ASC (LS)
2330 IF M > 57 THEN M = M - 55: GOTO
2350
2340 M = M - 48
IF N > 57 THEN N = N
2350
55: GOTO
2370
2360 N = N - 48
2370 D = 16 * M + N
2380 PRINT D;
IF D < 1000 THEN PRINT " "
2390
:

:

OT A POINT PRESS ""
VTAB 11: PRINT "(THE SPACE
BAR) AND THE GRID BOX WILL"
2680
VTAB 13: PRINT "BE FILLED I
N AND AN IMAGE DISPLAYED"
2690 VTAB 15: PRINT "ON THE RIGH
2670

TEXT
HOME
G INDEX..."
2850 N = N - 1

2840

2860
2870
2880
2890
2900

100 THEN

IF D <

PRINT

2410 IF D < 10 THEN PRINT "
2420 D(I) = D
2430 POKE LOC,D:LOC = LOC +
2440 NEXT
PRINT
2450 PRINT

";

:
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:

PRINT "WRITIN

PRINT "THERE IS ,N
PRINT
" SHAPES IN TABLE."
POKE 16384,N: POKE 16385,0
LOC = 16384
TO N
FOR I =
IN(I) = (N * 2 + 2) + 99 *
:

1

-

I

1)

2910 B = 0
IF IN(I) < 256 THEN POKE L
2920
OC + (I * 2),IN(I): POKE LOC
+ (I * 2) + 1,0: GOTO 2950
2930 IF IN(I) > 256 THEN IN(I) =
IN(I) - 256:8 = B + 1
IF IN(I) < 256 THEN 2960
2940
2950 GOTO 2930
2960 POKE LOC + (I * 2),IN(I): POKE
LOC + (I * 2) + 1,8

PRINT "LOADING ";LBS;NAS(I)
;REM:" @ ";B * 256 + IN(I) +
LOC

PRINT :DS =

2980

CHR$ (4)

2990

PRINT DS"BLOAD CHAR ";NAS(I
);",A";B * 256 + IN(I) + LOC

3000
3010
3020

NEXT I
GET KPS
HCOLOR= 3: HOME
POKE
HGR
232,0: POKE 233,64: POKE 114
,0: POKE 115,64: ROT= 0: SCALE=
:

:

1

3030 X = 10:Y = 10
3040 FOR I = 1 TO N: DRAW

I

AT X

,Y

3050 X = X + 20: IF X > 250 THEN
X = 10:Y = Y + 20
3060 NEXT
I

VTAB 17: PRINT "PRESSING AN
Y OTHER KEY SKIPS THE BOX."
VTAB 22: PRINT "PRESS ANY K
EY.": GET KPS
2720 HOME
GOTO 1220
2730 TEXT
HOME
2700

3070

2710

:

:

2740

PRINT "*** MAKE SHAPE TABLE

***"
NAME"
2750 PRINT
PRINT "C
2760 POKE 34,3
2770 N =
2780 IF N < 10 THEN PRINT "
2790 PRINT N") ";
2800 INPUT NAS(N)
2810 IF NAS(N) = "END" THEN 2840
:

1

I

:

T."

1

2400

character -generated function.
Each character so generated occupies 99
bytes and may be manually loaded as:

2970

A"

2190

being prefixed Char to distinguish the

This shape -table generator from David
BLOAD CHAR name
Masters of Pollockshields allows entry on or saved by typing
BSAVE CHAR name,A16384,L99
to a grid of 12 by 16 cells. It is initiated by
other addressing being possible if you wish.
RUN CHAR GEN
An option allows a number of characters
instead of Run, which does not clear
memory. Cell elements are selected to be saved as a shape table. Mr Masters
sequentially and set on with the space bar or offers to copy the program with associated
passed over with the full stop. The shape is alphabets and assorted shapes on receipt of
a blank uninitialised disc with stamped
imaged to the right of the grid.
When an entry is complete, pressing C addressed envelope at 18a Newark Drive,
commences compilation. A list of vectors is Pollockshields, Glasgow G41 4QE.
a

2"

2110

Each eight -bit binary value is split in two

and displayed as hex and decimal. The

2820 N = N +
2830 GOTO 2780
1

3080
3090
3100
3110

3120
3130
3140
3150

VTAB 22: PRINT "DO YOU WISH
TO SAVE THIS TABLE ?"
GET YNS
IF YNS = "N" THEN 3190
IF YNS <
)
"Y" THEN 3070
VTAB 22: PRINT "WHAT TO YOU
WISH TO CALL THIS TABLE ?"
INPUT TN$
PRINT
HOME

VTAB 22: PRINT "THESE ARE L

OCATED IN TABLE "1 -INS
3160 PRINT
3170 DS = CHRS (4)

3180

PRINT DS"BSAVE TABLE ";TNS;
",A16384,L";(N * 2 + 2) + (N
* 100) + 40
3190 END
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>T ANDY

by John Wellsman

Machine -code loader
Machine -code loader.

Bar -chart plotter.

CLS:1NPUT"START
ADDRESS":H$:CLS:PRIN1H$:GOSUE415:0RINTO!
,D:S=D
H$="":170R 7=1 TO 2

CLEAR 4000
10 DIM T$(50)
20 DIM X$(1000)
30 DIM Y(1000)
40 MX=0:MN=100000000
50 DIM P$(1000)
100 INPUT"TITLE";T$
110 INPUT"NUMBER OF ENTRIES";Z
5

1$=INI.\EY$:IF 1$="" THEN 7. ELSE
bOSUB6:PRINTE'70,±I,1$:H$-,,H$.1-1$:NFXT

4 GOSUB 5:R=S+655:7.5*(S>:2767):POKE
" ; D:D=D:H$=" "
NTMO, S S=S+1 2001.17,

R, D: PR r NT666, CHR$ (7.0

"

05UB-7:PRI NTE164, H$

200 FOR N=1 TO Z
210 INPUT X$(N),Y(N)
230 IF Y(N)>MX THEN

240 IF
5 D=0 g FOR 1=

1

TO

MX=Y(N)

Y(N)<MN THEN MN=Y(N)

250 NEXT N

LEN(1$):A=ASC(MID$(H$,1,1))-48:D=Dx164-P

400 P$=STRING$(60,"*")

-4-(A>9)*7:NEX1:RETURN

405 CLS:PRINT"HISTOGRAM OF ";T$
410 IC=(MX-MN)/5
420 PRINTTAB(4); MN;TAB(14);MN+IC;
TAB(24);MN+2*IC;
430 TAB(34);MN+3*IC;
TAB(44)MN+4*IC; TAB(54) MX

6 H=ASC(1$):IF(H>47 AND H<58) OR (I-)64
AND H(71) THEN RETURN ELSE
PRINTE'701-T,CHR$(142)z00170 2

7 IF D THEN
P=INTID/16):H$=MID$('"(>1=4567B9ABODEF",
14D-A*16,1)+H$:D=A:GOTO 7 ELSE RETURN

500 FOR N= 1 TO Z
505 Y(N)=Y(N)*(50/(MX-MN)) -MN*(50/MX-MN))
510 PRINT X$(N);TAB(5); LEFT$(P$,Y(N))
520 NEXT N

IF YOU HAVE an assembler, read no futher
but for those who have not, Mr A Wit from

Hoorn, The Netherlands, has provided a
simple little routine for Poking a machine language code into a specified address while
remaining in Basic.

Mr Monkman's program can be used for
any set of parameters along either axis. All
the scaling is done automatically to give a Y
axis corresponding to the changes in value
between the maximum and minimum of the
entered data. The Y axis is set in line 400 at

You are first asked for the hex starting 60 characters per line, suitable for 80 cpl
address of your code. Each machine -code printers, but could easily be modified for
instruction is then entered in succession, larger printers.
and the routine then Pokes into each
One small deficiency of the program is
successive address. This little utility could that the lowest -valued entry is shown as a
very easily be used simply to test a machine - blank on the histogram, which can look a
language routine before dumping it to tape little odd. This can be avoided if you wish

program, and /001 is the edition of the
program. I often start off with one plan in

mind and then, finding that I can do it
better in another way, start again with
Prog/002. The code vl is incremented by 1

I work on the program. If I
forget to destroy an old printout after
everytime

making a fresh one, the v number will tell
me at what stage it was made and if it is still
current.
Line 2 very briefly explains the purpose
of the program. The first operational line is

or disc.

- by including an even lower dummy

always 10 which contains the Clear, Def
and Dim in that order. If I anticipate using

Bar -chart plotter

entry, for example.

a number of Inkeys$ routines which do not

Mr G Monkman of Driffield,

East

Yorkshire, has sent a program to construct
histogram from entered data. Such

a

Good
housekeeping

programs are fairly easy to construct for
In November's Tandy Open File I
data whose limits are known and whose mentioned Rosenfelder's Basic Fast and
parameters are fixed but not so easy when Better and one of the very first points in
there are no limits and the parameters are Chapter 1 is the recommendation to stanvariable.
dardise on the use of variable names and
We are asked to imagine the problem of
constructing a histogram of the FT30 share
index for each day of a particular month.

line numbering. Rosenfelder gives his own
list of standards, which is quite comprehensive, and every serious programmer
should try to standardise as much as

have to carry specific values,

I

locate a

Gosub routine for all of them at line 63333;
63333 1$ = 1NKEY$: IF 1$ = "" THEN 63333
ELSE RETURN

Then, whenever I want an Inkey$ input, I

simply Gosub 63333. This

is

the only

occasion that I use I as a variable.
The only other line I use which goes into
every program is the Save line:
60023 CLS:PRINT%470, "GOOD-BYE":
SAV E" P ROG/001": EN D

If I am ever called away while in mid program I can simply type Goto 60023 and
everything that 1 have so far is safe.
In addition to these fixed lines, I have a

Though there are 30 or 31 days in the
month, only Mondays to Fridays are possible not only on variables but on the
required, so the X axis cannot be 0 to 30 as general shape of programs, layouts and standard copyright display routine which
goes into lines 3 to 5, and a standard
the gaps at weekends would distort the displays.
appearance of the histogram.
The differences in the values entered may
be highly significant in real terms, but could
produce an almost level histogram if

plotted on axes starting at zero.
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To give you some examples of my own,
the first line of any program that I write is
line 1 and it reads:
1 'This is PROG/001 vl started 01/01/83.

"Prog" is, of course, the main name of the

options display going into lines 60000 to
60019. In fact, I have quite a collection of
standard routines and can often compose
about 50 percent of a program from them
in about half an hour.
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SOFTWARE AND TECHNOLOGY 3
A Window into the future? Think for a moment about the trepidation with which a completely new computer user
approaches a micro. Once the screen and keyboard have been explained, he is confronted with interpreting and reacting to
prompts from the computer in order to do productive work. These prompts, in the form of command lines or menus,
though simple to seasoned computer users and software developers, still pose problems for novice users. What both
developer and user need is instant communication - quick recognition of the tasks available on the computer and rapid, nononsense selection of options. And when in an application program such as a word processor, why do users have to back out
of the document they are creating onto another menu with more options just to change a typestyle or line width. Wouldn't it
be easier to have a small menu on the screen, or one appearing only when the typestyle needs changing? With a new product
from Microsoft due in early 1984, computer -user interaction will move into a new era. Microsoft is making the power of
`windows' available to all software developers working with 16 -bit systems. MS -WINDOWS, uses `icons'- small graphical
representation of objects - which allow the user to quickly select tasks he requires. MS -WINDOWS also provides full
support for the mouse, speeding up the selection of tasks still further. And for minor tasks like changing the typestyle while
processing a document, we can expect to see `pop-up'menus with a list of typefaces. With these disposable menus a user can
open up a menu on a part of the screen, select the option required and close the menu again with two movements of the
mouse and one or two clicks of the mouse buttons; all taking typically less than three seconds. And no commands or control
codes need be remembered.

The ordeal of the printer. It's often a pleasant surprise to see how a word processed document eventually prints out with all
those control codes and arrows miraculously changed into underlinings, bold text and page breaks. Then of course, there's
the tension and expectation at the beginning of the print run, and either anger or relief at the end. But why does printing
have to be an ordeal? Word processors should not only be able to show everything on the screen- such as underlining and
bold text and columns - but should show it as the printer will eventually print it. Take the case of type fonts. Microsoft Word
not only supports a large number of typefaces, but will display them on the screen as they will appear in print. If the user
decides to italicise a sentence it takes a few seconds and the results are shown immediately on the screen as they will finally
appear. The concept extends to point size, normal, condensed and extended fonts, bold and reversed text, underlining,
multiple columns, graphical symbols and superscripts and subscripts. In fact, you could type up, format and layout a
complete newspaper page. And probably the biggest surprise will be how similar the printed page is to what was on the
screen!

One disk format spanning the great social divide. For many, home and work, like oil and vinegar have long been two
`urunixables'. Office practice and mentality are rarely appreciated at home. For many, the briefcase and newspaper has been
the only common link. In the past year, though, it is likely that a microcomputer of some description has become another
common link between the office and the home. Cassette and ROM -based programs rarely run on office micros, and
diskette drives are still rare on home computers. Now these major distinctions are blurring. Microsoft's MSX standard is
one example and IBM's new home micro, PC Junior, is another. With PC Junior, just as with any MSX micro, it is possible
to use the disks on 'professional' business computers. PC Junior uses the same operating system (from Microsoft) as IBM's
PC. And the disk formats are exactly the same on both. There is a need to carry data from home to office and back, andwith
programs like Microsoft's Multiplan, soon to be available for PC Junior, businessmen can complete urgent work at home.
Or does portability mean that children will soon be found in dark corners of offices playing their games on the faster and
more powerful business micros?

Learning from Minicomputers. Until a few years ago, minicomputers offered little of relevance to microcomputer users. With
the recent rise to prominence of UNIX, one of the minicomputer world's most popular operating systems, microcomputer
manufacturers are beginning to look hard at minis. Microsoft's own version of UNIX, called XENIX, is the only UNIX
now available, tailored specifically for micros. Microsoft has added many basic features omitted by UNIX's manufacturer,
and has enhanced the product with menus and mouse interfaces for example, for the micro user. XENIX also arranges its
files differently from conventional micro operating systems, and it looks as though the XENIX file system is catching on
with micro manufacturers. Apple's new ProDOS for the Apple Ile and Apple III uses a similar system, as does a
forthcoming OS from Dragon. Apple and Tandy as well as UK microcomputer companies,Tycom and Plessey, have gone
for XENIX on their newest machines. With the Tandy Model 16 and Apple's Lisa both running XENIX, it looks like being
as successful on micros as it is on minicomputers.

MICROSOFT
Microsoft Ltd, Piper House,
Hatch Lane, Windsor, Berkshire.
* Circle No. 110
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The 4th generation personal computer
A computer that, for the first time, works

with you rather than just for you. Hardware
and Software co-ordinating perfectly, Apricot
arrives complete and ready to work.

The MicroScreen" on the keyboard,
unique to Apricot, performs a variety of
practical functions-as a calculator, calendar,
time display, and as a window on the screen.
Most significantly the MicroScreeni prompts
and assists the user by presenting simple
options whilst running applications.

Incorporating the very latest advances
in computer technology Apricot uses 31/2"
pocket-size diskettes. Secure and compact,
yet offering increased storage capacity.

Iso

As you'd expect with a 4th generation
system, Apricot offers true 16 -bit processing,
multi -processor architecture and 256k RAM
as standard.
With Pulsar 16 -bit business
software and compatibility with
the best selling ACT Sirius 1 and
IBM PC, Apricot already has the
largest available software library.

REPEAT
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Apricot includes over £750 of softwareSuperCale spreadsheet, business and
communications software-to ensure that
your system is immediately effective.
And because executives are
not office bound,
Apricot offers
portability, a further
feature aimed at
improving efficiency.
Powerful sleek and

sophisticated-and
all at an amazing
4th generation
price.

Npr\cotcomputer.
personal
ser\ap.ie.tbe1atest*racorraatio,n
PNease generatlon

tbe

ACT (UK) Limited
FREEPOST, Bimiingham B63 1BR
or call 021-501 2284

CCoòrovay
I\daress

/Code
post

185

Grq

ICI

Miii1i1111111111111111%

There's something very big on the
way from Epson, the FX-100 will give you

all the "muscle" you'll ever need from a
printer.

You've already seen just how reliable
our FX-80 can be, well, the FX-100 gives
you all the same advantages with the

added capability of being able to load a
massive 16" width paper. Both tractor
and friction feed are standard what's
more!

to another of any of nine languages takes
no time at all.
You'll find that the FX-100 is just the
printer for those "larger" jobs, ideal for
spread sheet work, data processing
environment applications, and it will
certainly cope with any accounting work
you care to put through it.
If you have a "big" print problem,
take a look at the FX-100 right away.

The FX-100 is just as flexible too, with

a 160 characters per second print speed,
proportional spacing, definable character
set and dot addressable graphics. We've
also included an input data buffer with a
3k memory which means you can still use
your computer whilst the printer is in
operation.
Function switching is quick and
simple thanks to a series of DIP switches
easily accessible through a lift-off cover.
Changing from normal to emphasised
characters, setting the number of
columns per line and switching from one

EPSON
Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.
Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Sales Enquiries: Freefone EPSON.
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892.
Telex: 8814169.

T

I would like a demonstration of the
FX-l00 printer.

El Please send me details and the name of my

local stockist.
Name

Position_
Company
Address

L.Telephone

PC

I /P.1
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>EPCnril
HX 20
by John Welisman

Character designer
of the Operation Manual

When you have completed the eight

quite simple to define other character codes

describes a method of defining characters
using the character codes 224 to 255. The

lines, the design that you have entered will

by modifying the program. Code 224 is

be printed on the built-in printer and you

method is fiddly and has put off some users

will be asked if this is correct. If you reply Y
the program creates the character in
memory and prints it for you in normal size

defined by suitably Poking addresses 4097
to 4102 and code 225 by Poking 4103 to
4108 and so on six addresses at a time up to

CHAPTER

8

because of its apparent complexity. This
program does all the work for you.
First you design your character on a six by -eight grid. Then run the program, and
the message "Line I" will appear. Starting

from the left-hand corner and reading
across, enter N if the square is blank or Y if
the square is filled. These letters will appear

on the screen as you enter them until you
have completed the top line with six entries.

The screen then clears, "Line 2" will be
shown, and you repeat the procedure.

in the middle of the screen. For reasons I
have yet to discover, whatever you do after
this will project you into the Monitor. Not
to worry: simply press the Reset button on

the left of the computer and reboot. The
character will still be there, as you can see if
you enter
PRINT CH R$(224)

The character remains defined until you

either redefine it or do a cold start. It is

10 WIDTH2O,20,5
20 DIM GRAF(8,6)
30 MEMSET&H1010
40 CLS
50 FOR L=0 TO 7
60 CLS
70 LOCATE7,1,0:PRINT"LINE";L+1;
80 FOR C=1 TO 6
90 CL(C)=0
100 IS=INKEY$:IF I$="" OR (1$ <>"Y" AND
1$<>"N" AND I$<>CHR$(8)) THEN 100
110 IF I$=CHR$(8) THEN COL(C-1)=COL(C-1
)-CL(C-1):C=C-2:GRAF(L,C-1)=0
120 IF I$="Y" THEN CL(C)=2"-1:COL(C)=COL
(C)+CL(C):GRAF(L,C)=1
130 L$=L$+1$
140 LOCATE7,2,0:PRINTL$
150 NEXT C
160 PRINTL$:L$=""
170 NEXTL
180 FOR C=1 TO 6
190 LPRINT COL(C);:NEXT
200 FOR X=0 TO 7

4282. Line 310 contains a value one less
than the start address of the character code
address, and line 350 indicates the character
to be printed. Suitably modifying these two
lines will enable you to create a whole new
alphabet.
All

these defined characters can be

printed on screen, by the internal printer or
on an external dot-matrix printer by using

the Control and Shift keys as shown on
page 8-3 of the Operation Manual.

210 FOR Y=1 TO 6
220 PRINTGRAF(X,Y)
230 IF GRAF(X,Y)=1 THEN A$=A$+CHR$(140)
ELSE A$=A$+CHR$(160)
240 NEXT Y:LPRINTA$:A$="":NEXT X250 CLS:LOCATE0,1,0:PRINT"Is this corre
Ct?"

260 IS=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 260
270 IF I$="Y" OR I$="y" THEN 290 ELSE I
F 1$="n" OR I$="N" THEN CLEAR:RUN
280 GOTO 250
290 POKE &H011E,16
300 POKE &H0115,0
310 X1=4096
320 FOR X=1 TO 6
330 POKEX1+(X-1),COL(X)
340 NEXT X
350 CLS:LOCATE10,2,0:PRINTCHR$(224):END
360 END
370 WIND:CLS:LOCATE4,2,0:PRINT"Good By
e":SAVE"PSETER"
B@BBB@ca@al

However, the manual does not make it
clear that to cause the instructions to be
If you are using or testing a program immediately executed, as they are with
One of the little snags with this computer
most of the default function, you should
is the RND function. In most micro- requiring a random series, you will always
computers, including the HX-20, RND get the same numbers, which will not add
+ CH R$(13)
simply reads out a list of random numbers be very helpful. The command
which have been inserted in the ROM, In Randomize(exp) is intended to help this to the end of the string after closing the

Random numbers

sequence of numbers each time you run the
program.

most computers, the list will be read from a
different point each time it is asked for, to

situation, but unless the expression supplies

produce an apparently genuine random

program from data supplied by the
program or the user, the command simply
shifts the start of the read to a new position

selection, though the sequence will repeat
itself if a sufficiently long series of random
numbers is called for.

The problem with the HX-20 is that it
will always start reading from the beginning

of the sequences at the start of each
program. So if you run:
10 A = RND(1):LPRINT INT(A*10);
20 GOTO 10
you will always get exactly the

same
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a different number for each run of the

- though still the same for each run.

Key functions

quotes.

User group
There is a user group for the HX-20. If

you want details, write to Mr Terence
Robson, 25 Sawyers Lawn, Drayton

Bridge Road, London W13.
For this column, we will be most interThe key command, described on page ested to hear of any tips or programs you
3-26 of the Basic Reference Manual, would like to pass on. Please send them on
permits the function keys to be a microcassette, if possible, which will be
programmed in a variety of ways. returned to you.
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If you want it tomorrow

.

.

call us today

01-455 9823

IF YOU HAVE A BBC MICRO
THEN YOU NEED

COMPUTER/CALCULATORS
HEWLET PACKARD
HP 41C (Comp/Cal)

£126.00
£126.00
£176.00
£78.00
£230.00
£300.00

HP 41CC/R
HP 41 CV (Comp/Cal)
HP IL Module

Printer 82143A
Printer 82162A
SHARP

£130.00
£130.00
£115.00
£43.00
£36.00
£69.00
£380.00

PC 1 500 Pocket Computer
CE 148 RS232 and Cent I/F
CE 158 printer/cassette I/F
CE 151 4K Add on mem
CE 152 Cassette
CE 155 8K Add on mem

MZ-80A 48K Computer

£81.00
£81.00
£650.00
£645.00
1.2Mb S/S Disks
160.00
HP Plotter 747A RS232 or HP1B
£832
£86.00
Z-8080AEU Exp Unit
HP 16C (Hex Con)
HP 1 5C (Adv Scil
HP 75C (Portable)
Apple Ile
Sirius 1128K with

the best source of information on the BBC Micro you can't do without

for MZ-80AB complete with I/F card,

interest - hardware, software, business, games or education then

cables, and
Sharp Disc BASIC & Manual

disks), cassette leads and 1.2 ROMS FOR ONLY £5.50 INCLUSIVE - THE CHEAPEST PRICE ANYWHERE!

(RS232 or Centronics)

Tractors, Sheet Feeders and Paper Guides
for NEC, Ex -Stock

HR15

Smith Corona'
The most exciting thing to happen to
Daisywheel Printers this year.
£290.00
TP1
(RS232 or Centronics - please specify
EL -2000

(The TPI/Typewriter Combo -Centronics
only)
TEC STARWRITER.

£999.00
F10 - 40cps (Serial/Parallel)
An enhanced F10 - 40cps with a 2K buf-

has syllable many special offers including dust covers (for computer, monitor, printer,

Also,

BROTHER'
HR1 'Highly Recommended'

7710 RS232/7730 Centronics

(Members Only)

368.00

Serial or Centronics
£420.00
DIABLO 630.
620(R0)
630(RO)

630 API-RO

defies description - send off fora sample copy and you'll find that it sells itself to you. See one

and you'll be hooked for life!!!

£550.00
£1200.00

630(KSR)

more details about

Please supply me wiih
]

£136.00

Tractor IBi-Dil

]

Sheet Feeder

]

FUJITSU SP 830"
THE FASTEST DAISY

]

RO IS)

Front Pan
Trac

and your special offers

a sample copy for £1.00 and an A4 SAE (17p postage)

1 UK 12 Month Subscription for £12.00
1 UK 6 Month Subscription for £6.00
1 Overseas Surface Mail Subscription for £14.00
(air mail rates on application)

Please send the goods to:

fer

NAME

Tractor (Bi-Di)

and Tractors for:
ablo, NEC, Ricoh, TEC
writer, Olivetti; etc.
From E99.00

Sheet Feeder

Mechanical Sheet Feeder

OLYMPIA
ESW 103 KSR.
ESW 102(RO

TOSHIBA
The all new high speed: - Word

HERMES 612-B
Centronics
Tractor

£1550.00
£138.00

Model RP 1 300 (S) (4K Buffer)

.1990.00

RICOH

Processing/Draft/Data Processing printer

using a - 24 wire printhead to give
exceptionally high letter quality output

No master what your

has something for you.

£650.00

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS
NEC SPINWRITER.

is the newsletter of the Independent National BBC Microcomputer 1' ears Group. If you want

MZ-80F13 Dual Floppy Disc Drives

£1290
£475.00

Flowriter (8K) PR 1600
Mechanical Sheet Feeder

ADDRESS

p made payable to LASERBUG.

I enclose a cheque/PO for £

Please send the form to LASERBUG Dept. P. 10 Dawley Ride, Colebrook, Slough, Berks., SL3 0QH
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TOP VALUE AND LOWER PRICES AT

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
OKI

£198
M80A
£295
M82A
1120cps Pin, Friction with RS232 &
Centronics Parallel I/F)
Tractor

£55
M83A
£465.00
(120cps Friction, removeable Tractor and
RS232 and Centronics Parallel as

standard)

M84A

£695

ANADEX

£777
£777
£810
£610
DP -9501
£810
DP -95011A1
IAI Series are all BUFFERED MODELS
DP -9001(A)
DP -950010
DP -95001A)

I

r

SEIKOSHA GP700A
Colour
GP -100A

£378.00
£210
£63
£175.00
£220.00

(RS232 Option)
GP -100 (VIC 20)
GP -250X
EPSON

£245.00
£350.00
£260.00
£380.00
£487.00

Epson RX80 (100cps)
Epson FX80 (160cps)
Epson RX8OFT
Epson MX100 Type III
Epson FX100FT (160cps)

1

---i

EPSON HX20 Briefcase computer. Weighs less than 4 lbs. 16K expandable.
64K Rom. 32K Ram. Full size ascii keyboard. Runs on own power for 50 hours.

Complete Serial and RS232 interface. £350.
L Accessories & Software for Epson HX20 available from stock.

-1

£55.00
£85.00
£245.00
£105.00

Wordstar

Applawriter Ile
Word Processing SIRIUS

Supr Calc
Multiplan
Wordstar

£140.00
£149.00
£269.00

Select

f 2145.00

Easyspeller

Superwriter

MICROVITEC

£287

200K
Disk Interface

(fitted free)
Speech Interface
(fitted free)

£212.00
£389.00
£573.00
£79.95

itc

1.:Ni.UU

[ Processor (fitted free) £59.00
£285.00
£230.00
£149.00
£140.00
£115.00
£230.00

Mail Merge
£85.00
Other Software Including Microsoft Comsoft BOS etc. also In stock

£199.00

SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM 48K

£129.95

TEXAS
T199 4A

£89.95

SHARP

£389.00

MZ80A
SORD

£149.00

M5

Company and Government orders accepted by phone.
Barclaycard Access Visa accepted by phone.

Tel.: 01-455 9823
MOUN TA INDEN E

22 Cowper Street London EC2
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PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE

Recorders from

£29.95

FT PAYS TO LOOK IN BEFORE
GOING ANYWHERE ELSE!

Monitors
from

£79.95

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR ACORN (BBC(
ATARI. DRAGON. BUG -BYTE. RABBIT.

Cassette

COMMODORE. UK

Send SAE for our Computer News Sheet
408RKI C

GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT AND P+ P.

15a

64

View Word

SOFTWARE
Word Processing IBM
Wordstar
Easywriter II
Volkwriter
Mailmerge

£399 COMMODORE

(cassette lead £450) (cover £495)

ACORN AP
100A Printer
LVL Dual Disk
Drive 100K

IIBM/PC SUPPLIED ON VERY COMPETITIVE TERMS. ALSO I
AVAILABLE EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SUPPORT
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
I

Applewriter 1.1.
Appiewriter 2

The BBC Microcomputer
System MODEL B

Colour Monitor

STOP PRESS NOW IN STOCK IBM/PC

Word Processing APPLE

(ESt 1927)

COMPUTER
CENTRE

£128.00

For Insurance & Postal
ADD £5 for Hardware £1 fcrt;ra'fftware
For MAIL ORDER

Phone your AMFSS VISA on our

DRAGON
32

£159.95

HOT LINE 061-8326345
or send cheque P.O. Payable to
LOMAX LTD for IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
NO EXTRA CHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

LOMAX (Comuter Division)
8 EXCHANGE ST (St Anns Sq) MANCHESTER M2 7HL
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BBC

by Nicholas McCutcheon

Screen -to -plotter dump
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

LDYN1U
\point to SB%
JSRto-printer \plot a po

780
790

10 REM

int

800
810
820

SCREEN COPY PROGRAM (OS 0.1)
FOR CGP-115
(Colour Graphic Printer)
(C) P. Davidson
8th April 1983
*************** *************

x*

110 REM
120 REM To run on BBC 'B' or 'A' wit.

130 REM printer interface.
140 REM Uses zero page locations
150 REM
870-3 coordinate location
160
170
180
190
200
210

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

REM
in 'shiftstring'
REM
879
ditto
REM
REM Also uses 37 bytes of memory
REM defined by DIM R% to store
REM the string indirectors which
REM control the printer.
REM
PROCasmbl
END
DEFPROCinit_copy(step%,inverse)
DIM R% 36

874
875

876
877
878

OSWORD_9 point
step value
(depending on mode)
addr R% to
addr R% hi
pointer store for u

se

:

REM Pointers for string indirect

ors

.next

CLC

LDA&70
ADC&75

\decrement
\the current
\x-coord by ste

STA&70
\value in 875,
CMP#0
\till x=1276,
BNE xloop\then start
INC&71:
\again on new
LDA#5
\line.

830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010

CMP&71

\

1020 .end
1030
1040
1050

\zero

\move up
\y-axis

ADC#4
\line
STA&72
\by
LDA&73
\Line.
ADC#0
\
STA&73
\
CMP#4
BNEyloop \
LDX#72
\home pen
JSR print\
LDX#65
\set printer
JSR print\back to text m

ode
1060
LDA#3
\turn
1070
JSR&FFEE \off.
1080
RTS
1090 .initialize
1100
LDX#18
\set printer to
1110
JSR print\graphics mode.
1120
LDA#0
\set up variabl
es
1130
STA&70
\x-coordinate
l

360 B%=R%+10:C%=R%+15:0%=R%+24:G%=R%
+26

370 8R%="M
,
": REM MOVE command
380 861%="J"+STRS(step%/4)+",0": REM
Relative draw to plot one pixel.
390 SCX="M80,-300": REM MOVE paper
400 80%="1": REM Set origin of print
er

410 SG%=" ": REM Blank, general purp
ose string indirector.
420
430

1140

ST A&71

\x-coordinate h

1150

STA&72

\y-coordinate

1160

STA&73

\y-coordinate h

1170
nt.
1180

STA&74 \byte used by poi
LDY#15

1190

:

440 IF inverse=1 THEN ?&DOA=00 ELSE

\move to (80,-3

?&DOA=U0
450 REM Set inverse to

1

to plot bla

1 210

JSRto printer\on printer
LDY#24
\set new
JSRto printer\origin.

1 220

RTS

1 200

ck for

1 230

460 REM black onto the printer - ins
tead of the usual black for white!
470 7875 = stepX
480 7876= R% MOD 256 :REM Poke addre
ss of R% used
490 7877= R% DIV 256 :REM in indirec
tor manipulation
500 ENDPROC
510 DEFPROCasmbL

1 240

520 M%=11000

530
540
550
560
570
580

L

00)

:

FOR I=0 TO 3 STEP 3
PZ=MD
COPT I
.go
JSR initialize
.yloop
.xloop JSRpoint\read current pi

xel
590

L1)1174

640
650
660
670
680
690
700

LDA&71
STA&2B
LDA#3

710
720
730
740
750
760
770

LDA&73
\IAC
STA&28
\
LDA#7
\set to clear
STA&80
\previous y -co
JSRfour div
LDY#0 JSRto printer \move pen

n

cont

i
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i

1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580

1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680

STAUD

\of IAC to 0.
\convert IAC
\contents to

1690

LDX#3

STA&15
LDY#&40

\

\set upper byte

JSR PEDO\decimal string
\buffer (&6OO)

LDA#32
LITERS

\

\clear previou

1710
1720
1730
1740
ng
1750

DEY
DEX

1780
1790
1800
1810

DEY
DES

\SR%

BNE clearr\
LDX836
\length of stri

LDY&80
1760 .switch LDA85FF,X\store new
1770
STA(&76),Y\x-coord in SR

BNE switch\

1820 .print
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870

RTS
LDA#1

JSR&FFEE
TXA
JSR&FFEE
RTS

1880 NEXT
1890 ENDPROC

QUITE A raw screen

-dump programs have been

published in these pages, and here is another
from Paul Davidson of County Down. The
program can be used to copy screens in modes
1, 2, 4 or 5 to the Tandy CGP-115 four-colour
graphics printer. It does not make use of the
printer's four different colours to make
multi -colour copies, though the printer is so
versatile that it would be stupid to the point of
wastefulness to make screen dumps of
graphs, etc. which could be plotted directly.

A fix of OS 0.1, which has not quite got
of series I operating

all the facilities

systems, comes from Paul Davidson of
County Down. The *FX3,x command will
f

STY&78
\string moved.
LDY&79
\shiftstring
STA(&76),Y\shifts releva

1350
tor
1360

\integer
\accumulator
\set to clear

STA&80
\previous n -co
JSRfour div
LDA&72 - \divide
STA&2A
\y-coordinate

or
1320
1330
1340

\

*FX3,2

nt

\check for poin

CMP#0
\set
BED next
LDA870
\divide
STA&2A
\x-coordinate

600
610
620
630

.to printer
JSR shiftstring
1 250
JSR printout
1260
RTS
1270 .shiftstring
1280
LDX#26
\set pointer
1290
STX879
\for SG%
1300 .next letter LDA(&76),Y
1310
INT
\save pointer

ROR&2A
LDA#0
STA&2C

1700 .clearr STA(876),Y\coord from

BNE xloop \
LDA#0
\reset x-coord
STA&70
\to
STA&71
CLC
LDA&72

1590
1600
1610

INS

\string indirec

STY&79

\printer comman

LDY&78

\to

select the output stream, which defines
where the output will finally end up and
what happens to it on the way. With x equal

to 2 all output goes to the printer, be it
parallel or RS -423. It will not appear on the

screen if x is set to 2, 3, 6 or 7 - see page
422 of the User Guide.

CMP#0

\the general
BNE next letter
RTS
\purpose SG%.
.printout LDY#26 \print SG%
.nextchr LDA#1
\out
JSR&FFEE \ OSWRCH
LDA(&76),Y\
JSR&FFEE \
INY
\check for end
CMP#&D
\of SG%.
BNE nextchr

LDY#0
LDX#&70
LDA#9
JSR&FFF1

10 REM

30 REM of a *fx3,2 command in OS O.
40 REM Since all disc users will
50 REM have OS 1.0 (at least!), the
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

\OSWORD 9
\point call
\stores result
\in 874.

RTS

.four_div CLC

This short routine is a fi

20 REM designed to overcome the---Lxic

y

RTS

.point

* F)(3,2

LSRUB

\divide by
\four for use

ROWA

\by

LSR&28

\printer.

REM will not need the fix:
I
REM have therefore located the
REM routine in the unused disc
REM buffer (000-FF).
REM
The routine simply
REM intercepts the OSWRCH call
REM sending all characters to th

e

130 REM printer.instead of the scree
n.

(continued on next page)

155

>BBC
(continueciffrompreviouspage)
350
360

It was 'designed for use wi

140 REM
th

150 REM a CGP-115, for other printer
160 REM it might be necessary to edi

s

170 REM out some of the control code
s,

180 REM if these are not compatible
190 REM with the BBC's.
200 REM
To switch output to the
210 REM
220 REM printer, use f0 or CALL8D00;
230 REM to swich it off again press
240 REM the TAB key, or PRINT out
250 REM a code 9.
260 PROCfx3
270 END
280 DEFPROCfx3
290 *KEY 0 CALL fx3 2IM
300 FORIX= 0 TO 3 STEP 3
310 PX=000: REM Uses disc buffer
320 C
330 OPT IX
\Change the
LDAP&D
340 .fx32

Seven -segment display.
DATA2,2,2,3,2,2,2,247
DATA3,3,2,3,3,2,3,18
2
DATA2,3,2,2,2,3,2,93
3
DATA2,3,2,2,3,2,2,219
DATA3,2,2,2,3,2,3,58
4
5
DATA2,2,3,2,3,2,2,235
6
DATA2,2,3,2,2,2,2,239
7
DATA2,3,2,3,3,2,3,82
8
DATA2,2,2,2,2,2,2,255
9
DATA2,2,2,2,3,2,2,251
10
DATA3,3,3,3,3,3,3,0
15
DATA480,890,400,830 800 830 4
80,640,400,580,800,580,480,390
20 DATA1068,225,915,505,355,780,
0
1

635
25

?&FE62=255:REM USER PORT STAT

28

?&FE60=0:REM USER PORT DATA=0
DIM X(7),Y(7),B(7)
MODE4
VDU19,128,4,0,0,0
PROChelp
MODES

US

30
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

VDUS

VDU19,128,1,0,0,0
VDU19,3,0,0,0,0
VDU19,1,6,0,0,0
TCOL=0
VDU23,255,255,255,255,255,255
,255,255,255
130
PROCinit
140 AS=GET$
145
?&FE60=0:REM USER PORT DATA=0
150 IF 4$="0" OR AS="o" THEN REST
ORE 10:GOT0210
160 IF AS="C" OR AS="c" THEN PROC
cyc le:GOT0140
170
IF AS="H" OR AS="h" THEN 40
180 IF AS="E" OR AS="e" THEN PROC

exit:GOT0230
190
IF ASC(AS)<48 OR ASC(AS)>57 I
HEN 140
200 RESTORE VAL(AS)
210 PROCnum
220 GOT0140
230
240
250

END

DEFPROCfillh
MOVEX(S)-50,Y(S)-50:MOVEX(S),
Y(S):PLOT85,X(S),Y(S)-100:PLOT85,X(S
)+240,Y(S):PLOT85,X(S)+240,Y(S)-100:
PLOT85,X(S)+290,Y(S)-50
260 ENDPROC
270 DEFPROCfillv
280 MOVEX(S),Y(S):MOVEX(S)+55,Y(S
)-55:PLOT85,X(S)-55,Y(S)-55:PLOT85,X
(S)+55,Y(S)-175:PLOT85,X(S)-55,Y(S)175:PLOT85,X(S),Y(S)-230
290 ENDPROC
300
DEFPROCcycle
310 RESTORE 0
320
FORJ=11010
325 ?&FE60=0
330 PROCnum
340 A=INKEY(100)
350 NEXTJ
360 ENDPROC
370 DEFPROCbit
380 MOVEB(I),30:GCOL0,0:PRINTCHRS
255:MOVEB(I),30:GCOL0,3:PRINT;TCOL:G
COLO,TCOL
390 ENDPROC
400 DEFPROCnum
410
FOR S=1 TO 7
420
READ SCOL
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STA&20F
LDA#88

\vectors for
\OSWRCH to tho

\vector for OSWR

530 .done

RTS

540 .normal
550

LDAMB
STWOE

\set OSWRCH
\vectors back

560
570
580

LDAA&E1
STA&20F

\normal
\ - returns to
\screen output

CH

se
\for 'go'

370
380

STA&20E

390 .go
400
410

\check for TAB
CMP#9
BEQ normal \character.
\edits out lin
CMP#8A

420

BEQ done \feeds - delet

RTS

e-

to

RTS

590
430

\if printer do

440

\not linefeed
\on <RETURN>.
\save characte

es

450
460
470
480

490
500
510
520

430
490
440

PHA

\being printed
\on the stack
\output
JSR&EIBB \character
\to printer.
PLA
JSR&E1BB \&E1BB = norma

LDA#1

IF POINT(X(S),Y(S))=SCOL THEN
IF SCOL=3 THEN TCOL=0 ELSE TC

OL=1

450 GCOLO,TCOL
460 GOSUB(S*1000)
470 GCOLO,SCOL
480 IF X(S)=480 THEN PROCfillh EL
SE PROCfillv
490 NEXTS
492 READ UP
494 ?&FE60=UP
500 ENDPROC
510 DEFPROCinit
520 RESTORE 15
530 FORS=1707
540 READX(S),Y(S)
550 IF X(S)=480 THEN PROCfillh EL
SE PROCfillv
560 NEXTS
570 REM***TOP***
580 MOVE590,890:DRAW590,950:DRAW1
100,950:DRAW1100,50:MOVE1070,50:DRAW
1070,930:DRAW620,930:DRAW620,890
590 REM***CENTRE***
600 MOVE520,540:DRAW520,390:MOVE5
20,290: DRAW520,50:MOVE555,50:DRAW555
,290:MOVE555,390:DRAW555,540
610
REM***BOTTOM***
620 MOVE680,50:DRAW680,290:MOVE65
0,290:DRAW650,50
630
REM***TOPRH***
640 MOVE850,720:DRAW1020,720:DRAW
1020,150:DRAW960,150:DRAW960,50:MOVE
850,700:DRAW990,700:DRAW990,170:DRAW
930,170:DRAW930,50
650 REM***BOTTRH***
660 MOVE850,480:DRAW930,480:DRAW9
30,220:DRAW830,220:DRAW830,50:MOVE79
5,50:DRAW795,240:DRAW900,240:DRAW900
,460:DRAW850,460
670 REM***TOPLH***
680 MOVE350,720:DRAW180,720:DRAW1
80,150:DRAW240,150:DRAW240,50:MOVE27
5,50:DRAW275,170:DRAW210,170:0RAW210
,700:DRAW350,700
690 REM***BOTTLH***
700 MOVE350,480:DRAW270,480:DRAW2
70,220:DRAW370,220:DRAW370,50:MOVE40
0,50:DRAW400,240:DRAW300,240:DRAW300
,460:DRAW350,460
710 RESTORE 20
720 FORI=1T07
730 READB(I)
740 PROCbit
750 NEXTI
760 ENDPROC
770 DEFPROChelp
780 VDU23;8202;0;0;0;
790 SSS="*
sg="*********************.
800
PRINTTAB(9,4);SS'TAB(9);SS$
810
820 PRINTTAB(9);"* 7 -SEGMENT DISP
LAY *"
830 PRINTTAB(9);SSS'TAB(9);SS
840 PRINT"" This programme simul
ates the switching"'" of a 7 -segment
display to produce the"'" digits fr
om 0 to 9."
850 PRINT'" There are FIVE option
s available :1. Press any NUMBE
860 PRINT""
R key."
2. Press 'C' to CYC
870 PRINT'"
LE from 0 to 9."

600 NEXT
610 ENDPROC

Seven-segment

display

Barry Leatham-Jones of W R Tuston
College, Preston, Lancashire has produced
a well thought-out graphics program which
simulates the switching of a seven -segment

display, of the kind used in calculator
LCDs. The program allows you to cycle
through the digits 0 to 9 and to specify any
one of them for display.
There is also an option to turn the display
off and to exit the program. Practical uses
include electronics tutors or computer science demonstration for a class.
3. Press '0' to tur
880 PRINT'"
n the display OFF."
890 PRINT"
4. Press 'H' for HEL
P."
900

5. Press 'E' to EXI
PRINT'"
T the programme."
...press <RETURN
910 PRINT'""
> to continue..."'
920 A.GET
930 IF A<>13 THEN 920
950 DEFPROCexit
960 CLS:VDU4
970 COLOUR3:PRINTTAB(2,15);"END 0
F PROGRAMME"
980 VDU23;29194;0;0;0;
990 ENDPROC
1000 REM top
1010 I=1:PROCbit:MOVE1075,52:MOVE1
095,52:PLOT8S,1075,935:PLOT85,1095,9
45:PLOT85,615,935:PLOT85,595,945:PLO
T85,615,895:PLOT85,595,895
1020 RETURN
2000 REM toplh
2010 I=2:PROCbit:MOVE250,52:MOVE27
0,52:PLOT85,250,155:PLOT85,270,165:P
L0T85,185,155:PLOT85,205,165:PLOT85,
185,718:PLOT85,205,705:PLOT85,340,71
8:PLOT85,340,705
2020 RETURN
3000 REM toprh
3010 I=3:PROCbit:MOVE940,52:MOVE95
5,52:PLOT85,940,165:PLOT85,955,155:P
LOT85,995,165:PLOT85,1010,155:PLOT85
,995,705:PLOT85,1010,718:PLOT85,860,
705:PLOT85,860,718
3020 RETURN
4000 REM mid
4010 I=4:PROCbit:MOVE530,538:MOVE5
30,395:PLOT85,550,538:PLOT85,550,395
:MOVE530,285:MOVE530,55:PLOT85,550,2
85:PLOT85,550,55
4020 RETURN
5000 REM boti.h
5010 I=5:PROCbit:MOVE380,52:MOVE39
5,52:PLOT85,380,223:PLOT85,395,238:P
L0T85,275,225:PL0185,295,238:PLOT85,
275,478:PLOT85,295,465:PLOT85,340,47
8:PLOT85,340,465
5020 RETURN
6000 REM botrh
6010 I=6:PROCbit:MOVE805,52:MOVE82
0,52:PLOT85,805,238:PLOT85,820,225:P
LOT85,910,238:PLOT85,920,225:PLOT85,
910,465:PLOT85,920,478:PLOT85,860,46
5:PLOT85,860,478
6020 RETURN
7000 REM bot
7010 I=7:PROCbit:MOVE658,286:MOVE6
58,52:PLOT85,678,286:PLOT85,678,52
7020 RETURN
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On reflection
our success was

inevitable...
A Multi-user system
Unlike the majority of personal computers,
the Seiko Series 8600 Business
Computer has the capability to expand
with your needs.

Up to four independent users can perform
different functions at the same time, on the
same computer, sharing their information
and valuable add-ons like hard disks and
printers.

Greater choice of software
Because Series 8600 is compatible with
six industry -standard operating systems
an entire spectrum of high-powered,
16 -bit business software is available to
you. What's more, you can still use most
"off the shelf" software now available for
personal computers, too.

Get the facts

More cost effective
A Series 8600 computer needs only
terminals to grow and grow, and enables
you to maintain your original investment in
the system as your needs change.
Compare the cost of expanding your
Series 8600 system to the replacement or
acquisition cost of further personal
computers. You'll discover that the more
your system grows, the more cost
effective it becomes.

Expandability. Cost effectiveness.
Sophisticated multi-user capabilities.
Software compatibility. Competitive
pricing. Ease of service. And the worldfamous Seiko reputation for precision
and reliability.

These are the considerations that make
the Seiko 8600 so different from the field.
To find out more or for the name of your
nearest dealer return the coupon below to
Intelligence Distribution Limited,
Network House,
Wood Lane, London W12 7SL.
Or telephone 01 740 5758.

From Intelligence (UK) PLC
Seiko Business Computers have another
advantage beyond their impressive
hardware capabilities and software
acceptance. It's the backing of one of the
UK's leading companies in the small
computer field - Intelligence (UK) PLC.
A national network of Authorised Seiko
Business Computer dealers ensure you
get the exact combination of Series 8600
hardware and compatible software you
need, and a nationwide service and
maintenance organisation makes sure
your Seiko computer continues to serve
you far into the future.

Flame

3%1C7'

Business Computers

EIKO

series 8600

Company
Address

Telephone number

L

Pcji
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Meet the f
Minstrel -4- ThrboDOS
the marriage of reliability and versatility

ti.
S

JDAvstrel-

Minstrel
The Minstrel is an exciting new British
micro -computer and offers Winchester based systems at fantastically low prices.
The range extends from single -floppy single user CP/M systems right up to a 68000 -based
model and includes an 8086 -based range.
The Minstrel is compatible with the North
Star Horizon and offers a superior alternative
at a much better price.
There is a network of Minstrel dealers in
the UK and Europe. Contact us for the name
of your local dealer. Dealer enquiries invited.

HillSystems
168

Hotel MicroSystems
Limited

S100 bus
The amazing versatility of the Minstrel is
due to the bus used: the S100 bus. This bus
system is not only future -proof - the future is
created on the S100 bus. Every major microcomputer development appears first on the
S100 bus. Now over 150 manufacturers
make S100 products and their combined
range approaches 1000 boards.

69 Loudoun Road, London NW8 ODQ
national
international
telex

01 328 8737
+ 441 328 8737
266828

liirboDOS®
CP/M COMPATIBLE MULTI-USER
OPERATING SYSTEM

One machine
eight computers
Yes! Inside the Minstrel microcomputer illustrated there are actually
8 Z80A single -board computers. One
is dedicated to each user of the system
resulting in astonishing performance.
A ninth processor controls central disk
storage and printers.
TurboDOS provides sophisticated
spooling for multiple printers, supports
1000Mb disk drives and 128Mb files,
and employs powerful disk buffering
techniques.
Circle No. 191

TurboDOS is a popular high-performance
multi -processor operating system. Each user
has their own slave processor board
(illustrated above). TurboDOS systems have
been shown to out -perform mini -computers
in the DEC PDP11/34 class at a fraction of
the hardware cost.
TurboDOS is compatible with CP/M, the
industry standard operating system, which
means you have access to a vast range of
off -the -shelf software.
The next development to TurboDOS on
the Minstrel allows you to connect systems
together via a Local Area Network.

ASTONISHING PRICES!
Minstrel with two 400Kb floppy drives £1790.
With 1 400Kb drive and 5Mb Winchester £2615.
A sample 2 -user
TurboDOS system
including:

A sample 5 -user
TurboDOS system

Minstrel
1 800Kb floppy
1 5Mb Winchester

Minstrel
1 800Kb floppy
1 20Mb Winchester

2 slave processor
cards
2 KDS7362 VDU's
(illus)
1 Epson printer

5 slave processor cards
5 KDS7362 VDUs (illus)
1 Epson printer
1 OKI 84 printer

0013

£5420

including:

o$:

£9850

TurboDOS is a registered Trade Mark of Software 2000, Inc.
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In today's fast moving business world,
your information has to move with you. Over

the past few years there has been an
increasing demand for a totally portable
computer with the ability to meet so many
challenges.
Epson, with over 20 years experience in
designing and manufacturing high quality
printers, have produced the HX-20, a
precision machine with its own rechargeable
power supply that can be used for just about
any task within todays discerning business;
from data capture to word processing, from
card indexing to sales order entry.
The HX-20 with the acoustic coupler
has transformed it from being just another
portable computer into a powerful communications terminal for sending and receiving
personal telexes, electronic mail and
communicating with other computer systems.
Don't be fooled by its size, the HX-20 has
all the software back-up you'd expect from a
much larger machine and incorporates many
"bigger computer" features - 16k RAM
expandable to 32k with serial interfaces, a full
size typewriter keyboard, it's own built in LCD

screen and a dot matrix microprinter. A microcassette
facility is available as an optional extra.
A complete computer that will either stand on
its own or could be the obvious extension to
your existing system.
More and more people are
finding out just how big the small
compact HX-20 is. Why don't you
find out for yourself - you owe it
to your business.

TEI Please send me full details of the HX-20.

EPSON
Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.
Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Sales Enquiries: Freefone EPSON.
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892.

1

Please ask my Epson dealer to contact me.
I

Name

Position_
Company

Address

Telex: 8814169.

L

Tel:
PCl/20
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>SINCLAIR
modification it will run on the 16K model
too.
As listed, the program offers the choice
of three different mazes, and the ability to

Labyrinth

change the mazes or add extra ones -

too difficult as only bytes of 0 or 255 are

though only one more is possible on 16K

used

machines. The data for each maze only

disadvantage of not being able to swap

occupies 80 bytes.
The machine -code data in line 40, which
changes ink colours, could be included with

screens is that the current view of the maze
has to be redrawn after a plan view has been

THIS MAZE

game by A M Tucker of

Charminster, Dorset, has been written for

the 48K Spectrum. With fairly minor

the other machine code. It was written in
this way so that the introductory display
could be changed more easily, and it has
been omitted in the 16K version. The other
major change for 16K is that it is not

possible to provide enough memory to
alternative display file. This

store an

requires at least 6,144 bytes, even if the
attribute bytes are omitted.
As an alternative, the maze bits are used
to write the plan view of the maze directly
into the display file.The display is made up
of eight -by -eight pixel squares, so this is not

in

the

display

The

file.

only

shown, while in the 48K version the two
screens are interchanged at machine -code
speed.

The best way of entering the program is
to clear sufficient memory, then enter lines
4000 to 4250, and run this part to enter the
machine code and data into memory. Then
save the program for future use, and save
the code separately.

The main part of the program can then
be entered and saved using
SAVE "(name)" LINE

1

The bytes are then reloaded and saved after

the main program, using the name from

line 20. The program can then be run. This
method avoids difficulties over the order in
which the data is read. If the whole
program is entered and an attempt is made
to Goto 4000 to enter the machine code, an
error message will result, as the wrong data

is read. There is not, in any case, enough
memory on the 16K machine to write the
whole program, including lines 4000 to
and in this version the above
procedure must be followed.
4250,

If you wish to write new mazes, take a
piece of squared paper and mark off 31 by
20 squares. Black in the outside squares all
round, except for the ninth and 15th on the
left-hand side, which are the entrance and
exit respectively. Then draw your maze by
blacking in squares. When you have
finished, divide the maze into 16 equal

sections with four horizontal and four
Labyrinth program.

vertical lines.

Line 20. Load bytes.
Lines 30-110. Display program name
with changing ink colours.
Lines 120-150. Instructions: choose
maze.

Lines 160-180. Initialise variables: draw
entrance to maze.
Lines 190-230. Read Inkey$.
Lines 240-250. Set co-ordinates of
position in maze.
Lines 300-310. Detect invalid moves.
Line 320. Detect end of maze - end
game.

Lines 500-920. Draw maze graphics the maze is scanned for five moves
ahead plus a sixth straight ahead and
the appropriate graphic subroutines
chosen.

Lines 1000-1060 . Display plan of maze
on request.
Lines 2000-2650 . Maze graphic

subroutines.
Lines 3000-3050 . End -of -game routines.
Lines 3500-3570 . Read maze bits and
blank lines 21 to 23 into memory. Set

up alternative display file.
Lines 3600-3940 . Read graphic data into
arrays.
Lines 3950-3960 . Labyrinth entrance

graphics.
Lines 4000-4040 . Hex loader.
Lines 4050-4100 . Machine code: swap

screens; load maze bits from bytes:
load plan of m aze into alternative
display file.
Lines 4110-4250 . Maze data.

The sections will then each have eight
squares between vertical lines, and five
between horizontal lines. Working
horizontally from left to right, each black
square counts as binary 1, and each blank
square as binary 0. Each line thus forms
four eight -bit binary numbers between 0
and 255. These numbers are translated into
hexadecimal and entered as data. The
whole maze is thus coded as five strings of
16 two -digit hex numbers, each string
representing four lines of the maze.

There is room for a fourth maze in the
I6K version, and for as many as you are
likely to need in the 48K. Remember to alter
the number of loops for n in line 4010 if you

add extra mazes, as well as the number
shown in line 150.

10 REM
Labyrinth
A.M.Tucker, Charminster.
$0 CLEAR 53999: LORD "maza"CO
50905,336
30 CLS
RECTORS
FOR n=1 TO
25: READ a- PCIE 508504-n,a: NEXT
40 DATA 62,0,230,7,87,3,0.58,
5,3,197.6,0,125.230,248,178,119,
35,16,248,193,16,242,201
50 PAPER 6: INK 6: FLASH 1. PR
INT AT 5,0: FOR 1=1 TO 7: FOR n=
1 TO 15: PRINT "11
NEXT n
60 IF INT (1/2)1/2 THEN PRIN
T "M"'" " AND i<7;
70 IF INT (ii2)=i/2 THEN PRINT
80 NEXT i. FLASH 0: PRINT AT 9
,2;TAB 29;AT 10,2;" *** L A E Y
P INTE1*** ";AT 11,2;TA5 29
90 FOR n=1 TO 6: PAUSE 25, POK
E 60862.n. RANDOMIZE USA 50661
POK.
90>FOR n=1 TO 6: PF0J5E
E 60852,0: RANDOMIZE U5R 50861
100 BEEP .1,0: BEEP .1,6: BEEP
.1,12. PAUSE 25
110 SEEP .1.1=. SEEP
BEEP
.1,0: NEXT
PAPER 7: INK 0
120 CLS
PRINT TAB 9;"**LABYRI
NTH**""'"Find your way through
Move a step forward
the maze.
With 0.130 PRINT ""Use the cursor Key
direction:".,"
s
to change
5 = WPst"."8 = East"- 6 = 5Outh
7 - North"
140 13PINT ""If you get lost, p
plan of the
ress h for a
(Only available five t
maze.","
imes) ."
150 INPUT "Choose maze fl to 3)
1

:
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GO SUB
"t): LET m=609214-m*80
160 LET q$="". LET a=8. LET d=1
LET e=1: LET m=0: LET p=0
170 LET x=9: LET y=0: LET xl=x,
LET Y 1=y : CLS
180 GO SUB 3950. PRINT MO, TAB 6
"Press 0 to enter maze": GO TO
510
190 LET a$=INKEY$: IF a$="" THE
N GO TO 190
200 BEEP .2,0: IF a$="0" THEN G
O TO 240
210 IF a$="H" OR a$="h" THEN LE
IF p < =5 THEN BEEP .2,10
T p =p 1
GO SUB 1000: GO TO 510
220 IF a$>"4" AND a$<"9" THEN L
ET a=UAL a$- LET d=fa=8 OP. a=5) (a=5 OR a=7. LET e=fa>6)-(a<7)
BEEP .2,101 GO TO 500
230 GO TO 190
240 LET y1=y1r(a=8)-(a=5)
250 LET x1=x1tfa=6)-(a=7)
300 IF d=-1 AND y1=0 AND x1c15
THEN LET y1=1: LET d=1: LET 5=8
PRINT AT 4,3;"You are trying t
o leave t,,f",RT 5,4;"the entran.:e
":
GO TO 400
310 IF PEEK (61968+x1*32+y13 TH
EN PRINT AT 3,2;"You cannot go t
!-;rough walts!": LET x1=x.: LET yl
=Y: GO TO 400
320 LET m=m+1: IF x1=15 AND y1=
O THEN GO TO 3000
330 GO TO 500
400 PRINT AT 5,1.5;"Try again":
FOR n=0 TO 200: NEXT n
500 CL5
510 IF y1 THEN PRINT AT 1,5; "'Yo
u are looking ",d$(a-4)
-

3500

!

(continued on next page)
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,4,3

520 PLOT 8,0: DRAW 0,175: PLOT
247,0: DRAW 0,175
530 LET x=x1: LET y=y1: LET dl=
540 IF a=5 OR a=6 THEN GO TO 80
0
550 FOR i=0 TO 4: LET f=61968+(
x+d)*32
560 IF PEEK (f+y) THEN GO SUB i
*10+2000: GO TO 920
570 IF PEEN. (f+y-e) THEN LET q=
1: GO SUB 2600: GO TO 590
580 LET q=2: GO SUB 2600
590 IF PEEK (f+0+e) THEN LET q=
3: GO SUB 2500: GO TO 890
600 GO TO 880
800 FOR i=0 TO 4: LET f=61968+x
*32: LET g=e*32
820 IF (y=0 AND i=0) OR y+d=0 T
HEN GO TO i*10+2500
840 IF PEEK (1+4+4) THEN GO SUB
i*10+2000: GO TO 920
850 IF PEEK (f-g+y+d) THEN LET
q=1: GO SUS 2500: GO TO 670
650 LET q=2: GO SUS 2600
870 IF PEEK (f +g +y +d) THEN LET
q=3: GO SUB 2600: GO TO 890
880 LET q=4: GO SUB 2600
.890 LET d=d+dI: NEXT
900 IF PEEK (f+ii-e*32+(9+d)*(a=
S OR a=8)) THEN GO SUB 2650: GO
TO 920
910 PLOT 124,84: DRAW 3,2: DRAW
0,3: DRAW -3,2: PLOT 131,64: DR
RW -3,2: DRAW 0,3: DRAW 3,2
920 LET d=41: GO TO 190
1000 RANDOMIZE USR 60905: IF p T
HEN PRINT AT 0,10;n$(p);" displa
PRINT R
9,(1); ->-,AT 15
,1;"<";AT x,y; FLASH 1;"x"
1020 PRINT AT 21,10; -You are her
e
-; FLASH 1,-x1030 PRINT 40;AT 0,10;"> = Entra
nce",TAB 10;"(
Exit"
1040 FOR n=6 TO 200: BEEP .005,n
/4: NEXT n
1050 PRINT AT 0,0;AT 9,0;"
AT 15,1,- ",AT x,Y;" ";AT 21,0,,
1060 RANDOMIZE USR 60905: RETURN
2000 DRAW -239,0: PLOT 8,0: DRRW
239,0: RETURN
2010 PLOT 64,41: DRAW 127,0: PLO
T 64,134: DRAW 127,0: RETURN
2020 PLOT 95,64: DRAW 66,0: PLOT
95,111: DRAW 66,0: RETURN
2030 PLOT 111,75: DRAW 33,0: PLO
T 111,100: DRAW 33.0: RETURN
2040 PLOT 120,81: DRAW 15,0: PLO
T 120,94: DRAW 15,0: RETURN
2500 PLOT 8,168: DRAW 239,0: PLO
T 8,159: DRAW 239,0
2505 PRINT RI_L,A;-MIONS
E N T
i

RANCE =MEM- AND x<>15;AT
-

EXIT

1,2;"

ND x=I5: GO TO 2550-1700*(g=0)
2510 PLOT 64,136: DRAW 127,0: PL
OT 64,127: DRAW 127.0
2515 PRINT AT 5,12;"ENTRANCE- RN
D )w15," EXIT" AND x=15
2550 GO TO 920
2600 LET r=i*4+1: PLOT b(q,r),c(
q,r)
2510 FOR n=1 TO 3: DRAW b(q,r+n)
,c(q,r+n): NEXT n
2620 RETURN
2650 PLOT 124,64. DRAW 7,0: DRAW
0,7: DRAW -7,0: RETURN
3000 GO SUB 3950: PLOT 0,8: DRAW
255,0
3010 PRINT AT 6,4;"You got out i
n -;m;" moves";AT 10,9, -You saw
-;p;" plan"" "s" AND p<>1
3020 INPUT "Enter m for plan of
y to play again - maze, or"'"
;q$
RANDOM
3030 IF q$="m- THEN CLS
IZE USR 60905: PRINT AT 0,0,,: I
NPUT "Enter y to play again - -q$
GO TO
3040 IF q$= -y" THEN CLS
120
3050 STOP
3500 DIM d$(4,5): DIM n$(5,4): 0
IM b(4,20): DIM c(4,20)
3550 POKE 60932,INT (m/256): POK.
E 60931,m-INT (m,,256)*256
3560 FOR n=52540 TO 62735: POKE
n ,0, NEXT n
3570 RANDOMIZE U5R 60930
3600 RESTORE 3900: FOR n.I TO 4:
READ d$(n). FOR i=1 TO 2.01 READ
READ c (n , i )
b in
3510 NEXT i: BEEP .2,0: BEEP .2,
10: NEXT n
3620 FOR n=1 TO 5: READ n$(n
EXT n: RETURN
Graphics
3895 REM
3900 DATA "WEST',8,0,56,41,0,93,
-55,41,64.41,31,23,0,47,-31,23,9
5,64,16,11,0,25,-16,11,111,75,9,
6,0,13,-9,6,120,81,4,3,0,7,-4,3
:3910 DATA "SOUTH",8,41,56,0,0,93
56,0,64,64,31,0,0,47,-31,0,95,
13,-9,0,120,84,4.0,0,7,-4,0
3920 DATA "NORTH",247,0,-55,41,0
.93,56,4.1,191,41,-31,23,0,47,31,
23,150,64,-16,11,0,25,16,11,144,
75,-9,5,0,13,9,5,135,81,-4,3,0,e
:

)
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3930 DATA "EA5T-,247,41,-56,0,0,
93,55,0,191,64,-31,0,0,47,31,0,1
t;0,75,-15,0,0,25,16,0,144,81,-9,
0,0,13 9,0,135,54,-4,0,0,7,4,0
3940 DATA "Ist.",'2nd.",-3rd.",4th.

5th,

3950 PRINT AT_OMMIIIME

L

YRINTHIPMEME"

3960 PLOT 8,0: DRAW -8,0: DRAW 0
,175: DRAW 255.0: DRAW 0,-175: D
RAW -6,0: RETURN
4000 LET a=10: LET b=.11: LET c=1
2:
LET 4=13: LET e=14: LET f=15
4010 FOR n=0 TO 20: READ a$
4020 FOR 1=1 TO 16
4030 POKE 60904+n*16+1,VAL a$(i*
2-1)*16+VAL a$(i*2)
4040 NEXT i: NEXT n
4045 REM Swap Screens (USR 50905)
Load maze bits
Load screen (1_1R 50930)
4050 DATA "11f0d22100400618c5060
07ef51a77f1"
4060 DATA "12231310f6c110f0cg210
0001130120e"
4070 DATA -5005053e0012cb7e28033
e0112cb0513"
4080 DATA -1011230d2Oeb002110/21
1f0420e0306"
4090 DATA "08e5c506003e00cb46280
23eff121323"
4100 DATA "10f3c1052803e118e80d2
0e3e 1e 1e 1c9"
4105 REM
Maze no. 1
4110 DATA -711fiff15224412145391
c6d52eaa2a1"
4120 DATA "5e8a2abf403bea2155c00
2-ad551aaa83"
4130 DATA "1552aab95c4eaaaf55e28
c81715C5bad"
4140 DATA "4757882978053feb17594
04950425d7b"
4150 DATA -57ef85014208744454e30
0497fffffff4155 REM
Maze no. 2
4160 DATA "7fffffff488820215eab3
fad400ab0a5"
4170 DATA "5dba85b554886525472a4
59955694823"
4180 DATA "IC3d0beb438178097c7fc
77b41802c51"
4190 DATA "55b7a39550a4183d17b5c
66154243a6d"
4200 DATA "519dcba95d54282548516
3497fffffff"
MaZe no.3
4205 REM
4210 DATA "7fffffff4500909155baa
655448a08c9"
4220 DATA "533baa23423916a954855
03b41554e49"
4230 DATA .1c55515545a5949555154
0215d707fed"
4240 DATA "640780354b184e851882e
2bd46ab3b11"
4250 DATA "542888b559a66a8542110
259711111ff"
Variations for 16K.

Variations for 161(
1 REM
20 CLEAR 31555: LOAD "maze2"CO
DE 32350,320: CLS
(n." -,t
used)
30 REM
(Pot used)
40 REM
(change ink to 1 or 21
SO REM
90 FOR i=1 TO 4. FOR n=0 TO 2:
BEEP .1,n*6: NEXT n: PAUSE 30:
FOR n=0 TO 2: BEEP .1,12-n*6: NE
XT 0: PAUSE 30: NEXT
100 INK 0: PAPER 7
(not used)
110 REM
210 IF a$= -H- OR a$="h" THEN LE
p:=5 THEN BEEP .2,10
T
GpOp+1:
TO 500IF
310 IF PEEK (31568+x1*32+y1) TH
EN PRINT AT 3,2;"You cannot go t
hrough walls!": LET x1=x: LET y1
=y: GO TO 400
550 FOR i=0 TO 4: LET f=31568+(
x+4)*32
800 FOR 1=0 TO 4: LET f=31568+x
*32: LET g=e*32
RANDOMIZE USR 32382:
1000 CLS
IF p THEN PRINT AT 0,10;n$02);"
display"
1060 RETURN
RANDOM
3030 IF q$="m" THEN CLS
IZE USR 32382: INPUT "Enter y to
play again - ";q$
3550 POKE 32352, INT (m/265): POK
E 32351,m-INT fm/2.56)*255
3560 FOR n=32240 TO 32335: POKE
n,0: NEXT n
3570 RANDOMIZE USR 32350
4010 FOR n=0 TO 19: READ a$
4020 FOR i=1 TO 15
4030 POKE 32349+n*16+i,VAL a$(i*
2-1)*16+UAL a$(i*2)
4040 NEXT i: NEXT n
4060 DATA "21000011707b0e5006083
e0012cb7e284070 DATA -033e0112cb06131011230
4120eisc90000
4060 DATA -21507b1100400e030508e
5c505003e004090 DATA cb4525023ef1121323101
3c1052803e1"
4100 DATA "16e50d20e3ele1e1c9000
00000000000"
i

:

:
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GO 4th WITH
01 COMPUTERS!

THE APRICOT
FROM

£1495
'.,monitor £195 extra.
VAT

START UP
PACKAGE
WITH WORDSTAR
The Industry's most successful word
processing package with mailmerge.

apricot

AND PRINTER
TEC FP 1500-25 Daisy Wheel Printer
25 CPs fully Wordstar compatible

with optional Sheetfeeder and
Tractor.

For further information

Call 01-228 2207Now!

01 COMPUTZ13.§.
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWll 3SA54575CTCLDN
TELEX 89
Circle No. 193
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>COMMODORE
by Mike Todd

IF THERE is

one major gap in my

education, it is geography. I have little idea

of what country is where, or which sea
separates them. And, if my geography is
bad, then my knowledge of the flags of
those countries is even worse. Or at east it
was until I received this program from
Thomas and Kim Gustafsson who live in
Halmstad in Sweden.
The program is written for the Vic -20
with the Commodore Super Expander and
must be typed into the Vic with it attached.

It simply draws the flags of 24 different
countries on the screen in colour and asks
for the name of the country.
All the flags are drawn by subroutines
which demonstrate some of the capabilities
of the Vic. Each flag is selected by the two
On-Gosub commands in lines 50 to 60. The

Whose flag?
Vic waits for a key to be pressed to indicate
that you are ready to identify the flag, and
then asks you to name the country.

As it stands, the program always goes
through the 24 flags in the same order, with
the For -Next loop in lines 10 to 80 selecting
which to display. You could build in a more

produced and I could not imagine the
Union Jack being drawn - but it is.

Letter Writer
A series of misunderstandings led us to
say that the Letter Writer program for the
Pet - December issue, page 156 -- works

random approach if you preferred.
The program shows what can be done on the Commodore 64. Well it will, but only
with the multi -colour graphics on the if you make several modifications to the
Vic -20 and I really did enjoy going through Peek, Poke and Wait commands. We plan
them. There must be a limit to the to publish the necessary changes in a future
complexity of the flags that can be issue.

Whose flag?

10 FOR I=1 TO 24
50 ON I GOSUB 100,200,300,350,400,450,
500,550,600,650,750,800,900,950,
1000,1100,1150

370 GOTO 220
400 COLOR 2,4,0,7

55 IF I18 THEN 70

410 X=7:Y=2:L$="GERMANY":GOTO 105
450 COLOR 1,0,3,2

60 ON 1-17 GOSUB 1300,1350,1400,1450,
1500,1600,1700
70 GET A$:IF A$=""GOTO 70
73 COLOR 6,0,1,1
75 GRAPHIC 0: INPUT" COUNTRY":B$
:IF B$ L$THEN PRINT" NO,
IT WAS "L$:FOR J=1 TO 1000:NEXT J
:GOTO 80
77 PRINT" RIGHT":FOR J=1 TO 1000:NEXT
80 NEXT:END

460
500
510
520
530
540
545
550

100
105
120
130
140
150

200
210
220
230
240
245

COLOR 1,0,2,6:X=3:Y=6:L$="HOLLAND"
GRAPHIC 1:SCNCLR
DRAW X,0,700 TO 1023,700
DRAW Y,0,350 TO 1023,350
PAINT X,0,1023
PAINT Y,0,0:RETURN

X=7:L$="SWEDEN"
COLOR 6,0,7,7
GRAPHIC 2
SCNCLR
DRAW X,0,400 TO 350,400 TO 350,0
DRAW X,0,623 TO 350,623 TO 350,
1023

250 DRAW X,500,0 TO 500,400 TO 1023,
400
260 DRAW X,500,1023 TO 500,
623 TO 1023,623
265 IF 1=17 OR 1=18 OR 1=20 GOTO 1180
270 PAINT X,0,450:RETURN

300 COLOR 2,0,1,1:X=1:L$="DENMARK"
:GOTO 220
350 COLOR 1,0,6,6
360 X=6:L$="FINLAND"

Y=3:X=2:L$="LUXEMBOURG":GOTO 105
COLOR 1,0,2,2:X=2:L$="MONACO"
GRAPHIC 2
SCNCLR
DRAW X,0,512 TO 1023,512
PAINT X,0,0
RETURN
COLOR 2,0,1,1

560 X=1:L$="POLAND"
570 GOTO 510

600
610
620
630
640

COLOR 1,0,2,2:L$="JAPAN"
GRAPHIC 2:SCNCLR
CIRCLE 2,512,512,240,350,0,101
PAINT 2,280,512
RETURN

650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
750

GRAPHIC 1:LS="CZECHOSLOVAKIA"
COLOR 1,0,6,2
SCNCLR
DRAW 6,0,0 TO 400,512 TO 0,1023
DRAW 3,400,512 TO 1023,512
PAINT 6,0,200
PAINT 3,50,1023
RETURN
COLOR 1,0,2,2

760 X=2:Y=2:L$="AUSTRIA"
770 GOTO 105
800 COLOR 1,0,2,6
(continued on page 1661
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Taridata
SMART MODEMS
1110.44.
ilr/W1111.0,10441W

ELECTRONIC MAIL
PRESTEL
BULLETIN BOARD
TELECOM GOLD
COMPANY DATA BASES
MICRONET 800
TELESOFTWARE
MICRO -TO -MICRO "CHAT"

Abe
,S`E,

0,7
4,444,

iti
Q'112

dal`!

470Q,

godNy

eq,

Tandata Marketing Limited,

Ali0
ate

Auto dial, direct
connect, with 8
telephone & 8 ID store
on modem, 1200/75bps
or full multirate (1200/
75, 75/1200, 300/300 full
duplex, 1200/1200 half
duplex). Many advanced
features. From £99.
Also special terminal,
Prestel and downloader
software for BBC APPLE
COMMODORES with
more following

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL
Prestel * 799 # Telecom Gold: TAN 001

Telex: 337617

Circle No. 194
REGISTERED REFERRAL CENTRE
FOR THE BBC PROJECT

BEEBUG
BBC MICRO
THE

INDEPENDENT NATIONAL USER
GROUP FOR THE BBC MICRO

WHY BE CONTENT WITH SIMPLY A
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE
WHEN WE CAN OFFER YOU THE
ULTIMATE BUSINESS MICRO
SYSTEM

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 20,000
18,000 MEMBERS CAN'T BE WRONG - BEEBUG PROVIDES THE BEST SUPPORT FOR THE BBC
MICRO. BEEBUG MAGAZINE - NOW 62 PAGES INCLUDING NEW PRODUCT GUIDE SUPPLE-

MENT - DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BBC MICRO.

Programs - Hints & Tips - Major Articles - News - Reviews

Commentary. PLUS members
discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members Software Library
a growing range of
software from around E3.50 per cassette 10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982 Reprints
of all issues available to members

November issue: Program Features: Reyersi, a challenging board game, Lunar Escape, an addictive arcade type game. Snarler, a very useful disc recovery program, Shaper for defining multiple
character shapes, Rapids, another short game, Demolition, a sizzling display with matching sound
effects. Plus articles on a Clock Display, the Teletext Mode (part 2 of a series), an Introduction to
Interrupt Programming, a new Mode 8 and The Beeb in Slow Motion. Plus Extension ROM Board
Reviews, Genres Reviews, Book Reviews, M-TEC Torch Basic Review. Plus News, Hints and a
new Competition.

ACT SIRIUS - One of today's most popular 16 Bit Micros.
Available in a choice of disc capacities from 1.2MB up to

December Issue - Program Features: Killer Dice game, Galactic Invasion, a fast moving space invasion game, LINK, a very useful disc utility for program development, ASTAAD, a really excellent
program for Computer Aided Design, the Percussion Machine, moving Chequer Board display,
Screen Freezer, a routine to freeze your favourite game in mid -play, and a musical rendering of the
Twelve Days of Christmas to add a seasonal flavour. Plus articles on the Teletext Mode (part 31
and Fitting en External Speaker. Plus Disc Drive Reviews, Book Reviews, Hints and Tips.

Magazine programs now available on cassette to members at E3.50 inc: VAT &pop
April/May issue for details

10MB (Winchesters) to suit your requirements.
SILICON

see

132k/, 3. SHAPE MATCH 11610. MINDBENDER 116k1. 4 MAGIC EEL 13221 5
Cylon Attack 132k/. 6. Astro-Tracker 13221.
Utilities: 1. Disassemble, 11621. Redefine 11621. Mini Test Ed 1322/
Applications. 1. Superplot 132k1. 2. Masterfile 13k1.
13% discount to members on the excellent wordwise word processing
package - this represents a saving of over 15 00.

L

Americas & Africa I21 00
Other Countries (2, 00

FOR FUTHER DETAILS CONTACT: -

J
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package

COMPARE OUR PRICES - We are confident that we can
offer the best service at the keenest prices.

1. STARFIRE 132k1 2. MOONLANDER116k1, 3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES

Make cheques to BEEBUG and send to:
BEEBUG Dept 5, 374 PO Box 109
Baker Street, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP11 2TD.
St Albans, Herts, AL1 1AR

ulitimate software

AND MUCH MORE - We also offer a wide selection of Daisy
Wheel and Dot Matrix Printers plus a full range of business
software.

BEEBUG NEW OPERATING SYSTEM OFFER

BEEBUG members can now obtain the new 1.2 OPERATING
SYSTEM ROM at around HALF PRICE
See BEEBUG Magazine February, March or April for details.
As a result of BEEBUG negotiations with Acorn the ROM now may
also be offered by other user groups to their members
MEMBERS SOFTWARE LIBRARY 4
BEEBUGSOFT BEEBUG SOFTWARE LIBRARY
offers members a growing range of software from E3.50 per
cassette.

Send II 00 & SAE 101 Sample
Membership Lill f5 00 lor su months
19 .90 ler one year
Overseas one year only
E urope f 16 00 Middle East 119 00

OFFICE - The

combining powerful word processing with spread sheet
calculator and full information management.

MS Consultants (Cambridge) Ltd.
Bridgefoot House, 159 High Street
Huntingdon PE18 6TF
TEL: 0480 51721
Circle No. 196
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COMMODORE
(continued from page 164)

810
820
830
840
850
860
870
900

X=3:Y=6:L$="FRANCE"
GRAPHIC 1:SCNCLR
DRAW X,720,0 TO 320,1023
DRAW Y,690,0 TO 690,1023
PAINT X,0,0
PAINT Y,1023,0
RETURN
COLOR 1,0,5,7

910 X=2:Y=7:L$="E1RE"
920 GOTO 820
950 COLOR 1,0,5,2

960 X=2:Y=3:LS="ITALY"
970 GOTO 820
1000 COLOR 7,4,0,2

1010 X=2:Y=7:L$="BELGIUM"
102 GOTO 820
1100 COLOR 7,0,5,2

1450 GRAPHIC 2:SCNCLR:COLOR 2,0,5,5
:L$="MOROCCO"
1460 DRAW 5,512,300 TO 430,700 TO 630,
450 TO 400,450 TO 570,700 TO 512,
300
1470 RETURN
1500 GRAPHIC 2

1510
1520
1530
1540
1550

SCNCLR:COLOR 2,0.1,1:L$="TURKEY"
CIRCLE 1,300,512,120,180,10,90
CIRCLE 1,250,512,175,250,8,92
PAINT 1,100,512
DRAW 1,450,450 TO 500,430 TO 520,
350 TO 560,410 TO 605,390 TO 570,
465 TO 615,530 TO 550,515
1560 DRAW 1 TO 500,580 TO 510,
505 TO 450,450
1570 PAINT 1.500,475
1580 RETURN
1600 COLOR 2,0,1,1
1610 GRAPHIC 2:SCNCLR

1110 X=7:Y=2:L$="ETHIOPIA"
1120 GOTO 105
1150 COLOR 2,0,1,6

1620 L$="SW1TZERLAND"
1630 DRAW 1,460,150 TO
460 TO 750,460 TO
630 TO 560,940 TO
1640 DRAW 1 TO 460,630
630 TO 270,460 TO

1160 X=2:Y=7:L$="NORWAY"
1170 GRAPHIC 1:SCNCLR:GOTO 230
1180 DRAW X,0,370 TO 320,370 TO 320,0

1650
1660
1700
1710

560,150 TO 560,
750,630 TO 560,
460,940
TO 270,
460,460 TO 460,

150

1190 PAINT X,0,380
1200 DRAW X,0,650 TO 320,650 TO 320,
1023

1210 PAINT X,0,640
1220 DRAW X,530,0 TO 530,370 TO 1023,
370

1230 PAINT X,520,0
1240 DRAW X,530,1023 TO 530,
650 TO 1023,650
1250 PAINT X,520,1023
1260 PAINT Y,0,512
1270 RETURN
1300 COLOR 6,0,1,2
1310 X=2:Y=3:L$="ICELAND"
1320 GOTO 1170
1350 GRAPHIC 1:SCNCLR

1360 COLOR 2,0,7,7:L$="SPAIN"
1370 DRAW 7,0,250 TO 1023,250
:DRAW 7,0,773 TO 1023,773
1380 PAINT 7,0,260
1390 RETURN
1400 COLOR 1,0,2,6
1410 X=3:Y=6:LS="FAEROE ISLANDS"
1420 GOTO 1170

166

PAINT 1,280,470
RETURN
GRAPHIC 1
SCNCLR:COLOR 6,0,1,2

:L$="UNITED KINGDOM"
1720 DRAW 7,0,450 TO 410,450 TO 0,40
:DRAW 3,470,0 TO 470.450 TO 40,0
1730 DRAW 3,0,590 TO 410,590 TO 0,983
:DRAW 3,550,0 TO 550,450 TO 983,0
1740 DRAW 3,40,1023 TO 470,590 TO 470,
1023:DRAW 3,1023,40 TO 590,
450 TO 1023,450
1750 DRAW 3,1023,600 TO 600,
600 TO 1023,990:DRAW 3,550,
1023 TO 550,590 TO 983,1023
1760 FAINT 3,0,512
1770 DRAW 2,0,420 TO 330,420 TO 0,80
:PAINT 2,0,427
1780 DRAW 2,440,0 TO 440,370 TO 85,0
:PAINT 2,460,0
1790 DRAW 2,0,620 TO 330,620 TO 0,940
:PAINT 2,0,600
1800 DRAW 2,90,1023 TO 440,690 TO 440,
1023:PAINT 2,70,1023
1810 DRAW 2,570,0 TO 570,360 TO 940,0
:PAINT 2,560,0
1820 DRAW 2,1023,90 TO 660,
420 TO 1023,420:PAINT 2,1023,440
1830 DRAW 2,1023,630 TO 700,
630 TO 1023,950:PAINT 2,1027,615
1840 DRAW 2,570,1023 TO 570,
680 TO 940,1023:PAINT 2,560,1023
1850 RETURN
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SHOCKING NEWS FROM
MICRO MIRACLES.4!
GIGANTIC STOCKTAKING CLEARANCE
((or a limited period)

EPSON FX80
EPSON RX8OFT
EPSON RX80
EPSON FX100

£9.36"

STAR

£2.51"

£325
£239
£209
£419
£199
£589
£159
£1.00
£945
£1095
£1190
£1150

£3.1-Gf

£

APPLE Ile
£$46
COMMODORE 64
£1.99"
BASF DISKETTES 51/4SS/SD £2,75
TEXAS T1820
TEXAS T1820KSR
RICOH 1600

£1.3415

QUME 5/55

£1;85

£1,580
£16.35

BROTHER HR15
APPLE III 128K

£945

TEC F10-40
APPLE L/Q PRINTER
APPLE MATRIX PRINTER
TEXAS TI810 LO

£12,85
£1,380

NEC 7700
IBM PC
EPSON QX10
EPSON HX20
ANADEX 9501A
ACT SIRIUS

£2.4-t8

£42:3"

£1550
£1441

£355
£1495
£950
£995
£345
£1195
£1290

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

DELIVERY NATIONWIDE AT £5 PER ORDER
Nationwide maintenance contracts arranged
Official orders accepted
Prices exclude VAT and delivery

WHY NOT PHONE FOR SOME MORE SHOCKING NEWS micro miracles
Ask for a full price list. 0962 66191/0962 66783
OR call at our showroom, next to Winchester BR Station

50A Stockbridge Road, Winchester, Hants
S022 6RL England
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TO THE
RIDICULOUS

SPRAKEFIELD LIMITED
137 High Street South
Dunstable Beds Tel (0582) 608818
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE
Prices Down on Software & Printers
SOFTWARE

53/4 " FLOPPY DISK BOXES 10
M13525 SSDD

13
1938

442.75
341.55

28.12

1926 18.78
2738 26.69

Lotus 1-23

MD550 DSDD

Visicalc

183.97

MD 557 SSQD

30.53

29.75

Wordstar

M0557 DS013

36.92

35.96 35.05

Mail Merge

284.63
143.75

Spell Star

143.75

27.70 27.29
29.96 29.52

Perfect Writer

189.75

Perfect Calc

112.21

42.68 42.05
41.64 41.02
55.23 54.40

Perfect Filer

228.08
272.55

Verbatim Oatalife

4-7

8+

dBasell

28.98

Dysan 51"
10411

28.13

10411D

30.43

104.20

43.34

204110

42.28

20420

56.08

Basic Compiler
Pascal Compiler
C Compiler

241.50
345.00

A COMPLETE BETTER QUALITY
WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR

JUST £999.50 INC. V.A.T.
Yes it may sound ridiculous but we have shaved our

margins to the limit so that we can offer a word
processing package that is within the reach of the small
business user or the enthusiastic amateur.

SHARP MZ-80A Cassette based micro computer

FREE FLOPPY DISK MARKER WITH EVERY BOX Apple, Commodore, IBM, DEC/CP1M)

5% off YES 5% off these already low prices. Cut
out this ad and send it with your order and you
can deduct 5% off the price.

BROTHER HR 1 5 Daisy Wheel Printer

PLUS 80 Column MZ-80A Modification.

MONITORS
Hi Res 12" Monitor
Green 117.46
Amber 124.86

WDPRO - Word Processing Software

Colour 14" 800 Dot RGB
for IBM PC

671.73

PLUS All Interfaces
INCLUDING DELIVERY

DON'T DELAY - Contact us before sanity returns.
PRINTERS
Epson RX80
Epson FX80
Epson MX100
OKI M80A
OKI M83A

309.73
462.00
497.00
251.47
371.07

Seihosha GP100A 230.00
Smith Corona TP1 483.00
Ricoh RP1600
1648.33
Ricoh RP1300
1311.00
Ricoh Flowriter
1748.00
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MS Consultants (Cambridge) Ltd.
Bridge foot House, 159 High Street
Huntingdon PE18 6TF
TEL: 0480 51721
Circle No. 199
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THIS VERSION

Dragon Life

of the classic simulation game

Life for the Dragon 32 by S Roach of
Enfield, Middlesex contains some
interesting routines in 6809 machine code.
They were written under the Mace
assembler cartridge, although here the code
is Poked into memory from Data
statements in the Basic program.

Lines 60-80 are for those who do not
trust cassette recorders: the routine makes
five copies on tape and is implemented by
Run 60. Lines 140 to 220 load machine code
into memory with a check -sum feature.
Instructions for the game appear in lines
240 to 290. The simulation rules are stated

here: it is not often realised that the rules
are applied to the whole colony at once, so
a temporary area is needed for the
developing next generation. The high resolution page 1 RAM is used for this.
Lines 510 to 560 clear the screen and
define the colony area. Lines 580 to 720
allow the user to enter a cell colony and
supply the basic cursor routine. Lines 740
to 800 set up an example colony.

Lines 820 to 870 call the machine -code
routine which is the basis of the program.
The same routine if written in Basic would
take over 90 seconds to update the screen
lines. Lines 990 to 1020 hold data for the
machine -code routine. This code is
relocatable.
All spaces and run -together words in the
program are necessary to the screen layout
and should be entered as listed.

6809 assembler.
HHH

00uI

LIFE

I,I

, L.

000*.

0003
0004
0005
0125
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0015

Eu0

08I1-

SGIOP
SGEOT

0420
05E0
0020
001E
001E
0420
0800
0802
008E
0050
0003
0020
0002
001,' 0003
0018 0080
0019 0200
0020 0520

EOU
LOU

ftt.I1

LULL

L1141-0'3

EuU
EUU
EUU
LOU
LOU
Eu0
E00
EOU
LOU
EUU
EUO
EQU
EQU

LL RL1M
::31oPE1

6IOPE2
EricH3Ei
211_11-Ei

NLIMLEN
LIVCHR
LIVE2
LIVES
DEHOCHR
BKUFSET
TEMTUP

T8Ff

$420
$SEU
$20
TIE
LIIILEN

SITUP
800
1802
$3E
60
$3

$20
$2
$3

$80
$200

SCTOR+SKOESET

0021

0022
0023
0024
0025
0025
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040

7000

0041

N22

0042
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051

12tH..,

4/1J0V

* MHIN LOOP
7000
CE 08FF
7003 108E 0420
CE 1E
7007
7009
1F 21
700B
3H
7000
36 34
8D 13
700E
8D 3F
7010
7012
3/ 34
50
7014
25 F2
7015
7017
31 H820
701A 1080 05E0
26. E7
701E
8D 41)
7020

L1FLOP

CHOLUP
c7023)
(7051)

LOU
LDY
LOE
TER

#3fALK
#CURLIN
#LINPOS

PSHU
SOP
BSR

X,S,Y
NCOUNT
ACTION
5, 'r'

FLILU

/009 )

0-4E

LEHI

Y,X

LHOLUP
SCINC,Y
#SG601

SHE
66R

f /OCF)

LINLOP
HUVSLK

3-

4 COUNT NEIL,HSUURS
7023
7026
7029
702G

OF 0800
OF 0802
30 88 HO

81,-;

7112E

4F

CLRH

:30

NGOUNI

:36

6TH'

LEW.
LEK,:

STUkLI
ENOFSET,X
81uPE2
-STOFSET,X

0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0081
0082
0083
0084
0085
0087
0088
0089
0090
0091
0092
0093
0094
0095
0096
0097
0098
0099
0100
0101

LS 03
7032
31 85
7034 10BG 0800
7038
2/ 00
70314
36 04
7030
ES 85
703E
Cl 2H
70413
26 01
7042
4C
7043
:37 04
7045
5F1
26 EH
7046
7048
3k) 8::.1211
704B
BC 00112
704E
26 EI:3
39
7050
703'0

16_1111_0P

LOS

itML11,1LL11

11HupLuP

LEW

b,X
SIORE1
SAME

COPY
BEG
PSHU
LDS
LAPS
ONE
INCA

c./045)

70143)

DEAD
SAME.
/032)

(7030)

5,X
#L1VCHR
DENO

PL LU
DEUE;

B

ONE
LEHX
LMPX
ONE

NHORLUP
SCINLI,X

STORE2
NLINLOP

1< I S

4 HGI UN LOUN1
7051
7054
7056
7058
7050

OE
ES
Cl
26
81

0800
84
2A
04
02

705C:

27 135

705E
7060
7062
1054
7056
7068
706H
706E

81
27
20
C6
20
C6
E7

HL WN
(705E)

(7064)
03
DEHDUM
(70E4)
02
04
2H
SURVIVE
r'06.H)
02
80
DIE
PLOT
89 0200

LOX
LDS
GNPS
ONE
GMPH
BEO
'APR
BEG
sPH
LOB
001
LOB
SrB

#LIVCAR
DEHDUN
#L1VE2
SURVIVE
#LIVE3
SURVIVE
DIE

#L1VCHR
PL or

#DEADCHR
OKOFSET,X

39

:t MU& TEMP 10 SLREEN
706E 108E 0420
8E 0620
7073
CS 1E
7076
7078
A6 85
H7 H5
71170
707C
5H
26 F9
707D
30 88 20
707F
31 A8 20
7082
7085 1080 05E0
25 EE
7089
:39

MOVBLK
MLINLOP
IICHRLUP

(7078)

LOY
LOX
LOB
LOH
0TH
DECO
SHE

LEW
LEHY
GMPY
ENE
RTS

#SCTOP
#TEMTOP
#LINLEN
O,X
b,Y

MCHRLUP
SCINC,X
SCING,Y
#$G801
ML1NLOP

Basic program.
10
0

K:t********A4*******
*"LIFE" SINUL AT IOW
******.tA*******44**

'

30
40

### AUTO SAVE ROUTINE ###
50 GOTO 100
60 FOR ST =1 TO 5:FOR GH=1 TO 1000:AEXT GH
70 NMS="LIFE".4-STRS(ST)

80 PRINTAWCSAVENN$;NEXT ST
######
###### IN IIALISE
T
90
100 OLS:FCLEAR8'POLS
110 CLEAR 100,&H6FFF
120 DEFUSR0=&H7000:BA=&H7000
### LOAD NACINE CODE ###
1.30
'

1.401 PRINT 12 224,"LOADING MACHINE CODE-PLEASE WAIT"
150 READ D$
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>END OF FILE
160 IF D$="22" [HEN 220
170 D=VAL("&H"+D$)
180 CS=CS-FD

190 POKE BEM)
200 BA=BA4-1

210 GOTO 150
220 IF CS<AH2E28 THEN CLS:FkINT L'' 224;"WARNING-DATA ERROR!!!" END
230
###### INSTRUCTIONS ######
240 PRINT e 224;" DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS Y/N?"
250 I$=INKEY$,IF 1$="" THEN 250
260 IF I$="N" THEN 430
270 CLS'PRINT e 0,"*** -4: THE 'LIFE' SIMULATION *****"
SIMULATION IN WHICH A COLONY OF CE
280 PRINT e 163;"THIS IS THE CLASSIC 'LIFE'
ACCORDING TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS.
LLS IS ALLOWED TO DEVELOP
290 PRINT e 482;"PRESS SPACEBAR TO CONTINUE";
300 IF INKEY$="" THEN 300
310 CLS:PRINT
0;"**** THE 'LIFE' SIMULATION *****";
320 PRINT P 6f';"IHE RULES ARE-"
330 PRINT e 96;"(1) IF A CELL IS 'LIVE' AND IT HAS TWO OR THREE 'LIVE'
NEIGHBOURS THEN IT WILL SURVIVE INTO THE NEXT GENERATION."
340 PRINT e 224,11(2) IF A CELL IS 'DEAD' AND IT HAS THREE 'LIVE' NEIGHBOURS THE
NA NEW CELL WILL BE BORN INTO THENEXT GENERATION."
350 PRINT e 352,.(3) ALL OTHER 'LIVE' CELLS WILL DIE."
360 PRINT e 482,"PRESS SPACEBAR TO CONTINUE";
370 IF INKEY$="" THEN 370
380 CLS:PRINT e o,.**** THE 'LIFE' SIMULATION *****"
390 PRINT e 67:"AT FIRST YOU ARE GIVEN AN
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE H CELL
COL
ONY OR WATCH AN EXAMPLE.AT
ANY POINT DURING THE RUN YOU CANHOLD THE SCREEN AND
MODIFY IT TOYOUR TASTE USING THE CURSOR
ROUTINE.
41710 PRINT e 355,"ALL OTHER INSTRUCTIONS ARE
GIVEN AS THE PROGRAM RUNS.
410 PRINT e 482:"PRESS SPACEBAR TO CONTINUE";
420 IF INKEY$="" THEN 420
430 CLS:PRINT e 131,"DO YOU WANT TO-"
440 PRINT e 160:"(1) CREATE A COLONY."
450 PRINT e 192:11(2) WATCH AN EXAMPLE."
460 I$=INKEY$:IF 1$="" THEN 460
470 V=VAL(I$)
'

ci!

480 IF V<1 OR V>2 MEN 430
490
##### SET UP SCREEN #####
'

500 G=0
510 PRINT e 0;STRING$(32;" ")
520 FOR LO=1 TO 14

530 PRINT e LO*32,CHR$(3ESIRINO$(30,126)/CHR$32
540
550
560
570

NEXT LO
PRINT e 480,STRING$(31," ");
POKE &H5FF,&H60
IF V=2 THEN 770

580 PRINT e 0,"ARROW KEYS -MOVEMENT1 -ON
0 -OFF";
590 PRINT e 480,"
SPACEBAR -END SET UP
600
*M** ENTER PATTERN 4####

. ,

'

610 CA=&H0421:Ck=80:AU=GA
620 POKE AO,CR
630 AC=CA
640 IS=INKEY$

650 POKE ACAH2A
660 IF I$=CAR$(94) AND (PEEK(CA-&A20)=A80 OR PEEK(CH-&H20)=&H2A) THEN CA=CA-a+12
670 IF IS=CHR$(10) AND (PEEK(CA+&H20)=&H80 OR PEEK(CA-1-&A20)=&H2A) THEN CA=CA+&A2
0

680 IF I$=CHR$(8) AND (FIA-&H01)=&H80 OR PEEK(GA-H01)=&H2A) THEN CA=A -&H01
690 IF IS=CHRS(9) AND OPEEK(CA+&H0i)=.4A80 OR PEEK(CA-F&H01)=&H2A) THEN r:A=CA-1-&H01

700
710
720
720
740
750

IF 1$="1" THEN CR=&H2A
IF i$="0" THEN CR=0180
IF I$=" " THEN 840
POKE AC,&A6A
FOR WA=1 TO 5:NEXT WA
GOTO 620
760
### DISPLAY EXAMPLE ON*
770 FOR LO=1 TO 5
'

(continued on page 172)
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RANK XEROX

Microcomputers?

Let Rank Xerox point you
in the right direction.
If you're confused about which microcomputer
system is exactly right for your office, let Rank Xerox be
your guide.
Today, with so many systems available, it makes
sense to deal with just one company who can supply all
your microcomputing needs - the hardware, and
specifically tailored software.
The advantage: total compatibility. There's no
shopping around for compatible equipment (printers,
disc drives, etc.); just look for the Xerox name. You'll
find it on every item you require to quickly establish a
cost-effective micro -computer system.
Also, Rank Xerox offer you the "Helpline" service.

As its name suggests, we don't just provide you with the
right microcomputer system for your business, we also
help you through those first vital stages of operation.
Any questions, just call us and our specialists will work
with you on a telephone link. No charge.
On -site servicing is another benefit of choosing
Rank Xerox. And it's prompt.

Powerful microcomputers designed to
help you manage your business better
Not just power, but simplicity, too. And such
compactness. Keyboards and controls have been more
thoughtfully designed to make working with Xerox
micro -computers easier and more comfortable.
The new Xerox 820 II range, for example, has all
the built-in memory and operating power you could
possibly need. It's CP/M* based with 8 -bit or 16 -bit
versions. You could select the advanced 820 II HRG,

with on -screen graphics for plans, graphs and so on.

For extremely powerful word processing and
microcomputing together in one complete system,
there's the Xerox 823.
And remember, these are expandable systems that
grow as your business needs grow. At the same time,
they're adaptable systems, with many disc drive and
printer options to suit your requirements.

Software for every aspect of your
more efficient business.
Every aspect of your business can be controlled
more efficiently by you and your better designed Xerox
microcomputer
Budgetry and financial analysis, records and data
management, word processing, plus specific business
accounting packages that help you to calculate payroll,
update sales ledgers, and monitor stock control, and more.
Suddenly, you have instant access to all the
information you need to make informed business
decisions - information you can update, manipulate,
and store on easy -to -file discs.
You're able to work in your choice of computer
languages too, including BASIC, Pascal, Cobol and APL.

Which Xerox microcomputer system is right for
you? Let us point you in the right direction right now.
To the coupon below. Simply fill in and freepost it today.
Alternatively call our 24 -hour enquiry service.
Dial the operator and ask for Freefone Rank Xerox.

r

*® CP/M is a registered trademark ofDigital Research Inc.
® Xerox and Rank Xerox are registered trade marks of Rank Xerox Ltd.

-i
FREEPOST THIS COUPON TODAY! NO STAMP REQUIRED.
To: Rank Xerox (UK) Ltd, Freepost, Admail 38, London NW11M-1.

Yes, I'd like to know more about the Xerox 820 II series of
microcomputers. Please ask my local authorised dealer to
contact me soon, to arrange a demonstration.

It

Name
Position

Telephone Number

Company/Organisation
Address
Postcode
Type of Business

Please tick if you are a Rank Xerox Customer

PCl/84

24 -HOUR ENQUIRY SERVICE. ASK THE OPERATOR FOR

L

FREEFONE RANK XEROX ni
_ OR DIAL 01-3801418.

Cirelo Nn

>END OF FILE
(continued from page 168)

780 READ AD$:AD=VAL("&A"+AD$)
790 POKE HL': ,H2A

800 NEXT LO
810 PRINT
488, "SPACEBAR TO RUN";
820 IF INKEY$="" THEN 820
830
### M/C CONTROL LOOP ###
840 PRINT
0,"
GENERATION
850 PRINT
480,"
SPACEBAR TO HOLD
860 N=USRO(N)
870 G=G+1
'

fi2

3:30 PRINT

18,G;

890 I$=INKEY$:IF Is<>" THEN 910
900 GUS O 860

910 I$=INKEY$
920 PRINT 6! 480,"

C -CUNT

E --END

M -MODIFY

930 I$=INKEY$:IF 1$="" THEN 930
940 IF- I$="M" THEN 580
950 IF I$<>"E" THEN 840
960 PRINT P 440,"
ANOTHER GO
970 I$=INKEY$,IF I$="" THEN 970
980 IF I$<>"N" THEN 430
990 CLS,END
1000
## MACHINE CODE DATA ##
1010 DATA UE,08,FF,10,8E,04,20,C6,1E,1F,21,SH,S6,34,8D,13,8D,3F,37,34,5A,26,F2,3
1,A8,20,10,81,05,E0,26,E7,8D,4D,39
i.

'

020 DATA 4F , Ok , 00,'20,84,3E,BF,0,112,30,88,A0,4F,C6,03,31,85,10,BC,04,00,27,n8,3
6,04,E6,85,1.;1,2A,26,01,4C,37,04,5A,26,EA,30,88,20,BC,08,02,26,E0,39
10:"-M DATA BE,08,0f:I;E6,84,01,2A;26,n4,81,02,27,06,81,04,27,02,20,04,CS,2A,20,02,C

1040 DATA 10,8E,04,20;8E,06,20,C6,1E,A6,85,A7,A5,A,26,F9,30,88,20,31,A8,20,10,8
C,05,E0,26,E8,39
1050 DATA ZZ
1060
### EXAMPLE DATA ###
1070 DATA 4D1,4D0,4F3AEF,510
1080 END
'

Superbrain patch
WHEN USING

Micropro's WordStar and

Datastar packages on micros you are likely
to encounter problems with the functions
called up using the Control -W key, writes N
D Abbott of Shrewsbury. The Superbrain
implementation of CP/M uses Control -W
to inhibit the operating system from acting
on a command input line - for example, in

called SB32CPM.COM or 64CPM5/5.

Now enter:

the version used. This file allows the user to

which produces:

COM, or similar depending on

modify the CP/M operating system if
required. The following description deals
with modifications of this file for
Superbrain operating system 3.2 with
suitable address alterations for 3.0.
The file SB32CPM.COM is called down

into main memory under the debugging

with the command line:
the event of a typing error - so the program DDT,
A >DDT SB32CPM.COM
operating system filters out the Control -W
characters when entered in one of the above
programs.
For WordStar this is only a minor irritant
as Control -W is only used to scroll down a
single line. The function is not used often
and there is always the alternative of using
the Control -E character to move up a line.
For Datastar, the problem is much more
serious, as Control -W is used in the

Formgen section to produce printouts of

[Return]

2821 CA

Now enter:
[Return]

Now you should exit DDT and save the
modified file with:
Control -C
A >SAVE 49 SB32CPM.COM

A new system disc must now be created,

Once the program has been loaded, the using the modified file. This is done by
DDT commands can be used to alter the running SB32CPM after inserting a new
point where the Control -W character is disc into drive B. Type:
detected. Use the L command to list from
location 289F:

-L289F
This produces the listing:
289F
28A1

28A4
28A6

CPI 17
JZ E784
CPI 81
JZ E79A

The byte value 17 in location 2820 is the hex

to pass to the application program and

- S2820 [Return]

value for the Control -W character. Using
DDT's S command it can be altered to a
different value, such as 0, which represents
the ASCII code for Null or Control -0.
Thus, you should enter:

operate as required. The distribution disc which produces:
2820
supplied with Superbrains contains a file

A > SB32CPM

and just enter Return in response to the
souce drive query. In response to
destination drive query, type B followed by
Return.

The new disc now contains the new

newly created forms, along with listings of
the various attributes of the fields used in
the form.
However, it is possible to modify the
Superbrain operating system to remove or
inhibit the action of Control -W allowing it

172

0

17

operating system free from the Control -W
block. It will need to be configured using
the Configur utility program, and can then
be copied as normal using Sysgen.

For v3.0 operating system, the CP/M
file is called 64CPM5/5. It is very similar to
the SB32CP/M file, but the location of the

CPI 17 command now starts at 288D and
thus the location of the byte to be changed
to 0 is now 288E.

a
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AN OPPORTUNITY IN

MICROCOMPUTING
JOHN WILEY & SONS Ltd, a leading international

publisher, seeks a computer -literate "person" to

take over the development of an established
programme for the publishing of microcomputer
books and software.
The ideal candidate will be conversant with the
current range of microcomputing products and
will be able to identify areas for software
development and expansion.
A background involving hardware or software
development, production or marketing, would be

CodeWriter
makes
data -base and
related programming
as simple as

an advantage together with an ability to assess the

market potential for software

in

the areas of

business, the professions and education.
An excellent salary is envisaged with a
substantial benefits package including car, medical
insurance, a non-contributory pension scheme

and your own personal computer.
If you are a quick -thinking realistic risk -taker,
contact

Jamie Cameron, Publishing Director,
John Wiley & Sons Ltd
Baffins Lane, Chichester
West Sussex P019 1UD
"WHY BUY ANY
OTHER DATA -BASE
PROGRAM WHEN
YOU HAVE
CODEWRITER?"

Circle No. 138

MICROPACS
Simulation, training and control packages available
£250
TUTSIM, a powerful digital dynamic simulation tool.
This unique and very popular package can be used
for all types of simulations, socio economic,
physiological, electronic, servo mechanism, chemical plant,
aero-space Etc.
CONTROL, Comprehensive control design and advanced
£850
training tool.
£850
FILTER, Digital filtering tutorial
£850
PID, A PID control loop tutorial
£850
LEVEL, A level control tutorial
All these packages run on the Apple 2/2e system are very
interactive, easy to use and make full use of graphics. IBM PC
versions are becoming available (Tutsim now). Substantial
discounts on the software are available for bonefide educational
establishments.
For the INSTRUMENT OR CONTROL ENGINEER, we supply a

complete "toolkit" comprising the above packages integrated
with micro, dual floppy and hard cop printout at a BUNDLED
PRICE OF £4190, A SAVING OF OVER £1000, extras include;
Applescope 2 channel fast digital storage scope
£695
Control loop draughting system with A3 size plotter
and instrument/control symbols
£1950
£6450
Total bundled price
THINK OF DESIGNING, TESTING, DEBUGGING, TRAINING FOR
AND DOCUMENTING ALL YOUR CONTROL SYSTEMS FROM
ONE INTEGRATED DESKTOP PACKAGE.!!

I

-41
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- recent satisfied user.

Forget about the expense of hiring a professional
programmer or the restrictions of 'off -the -shelf'
programs. Become your own program designer producing microsoftware to suit your specific requirements.
Codewriter enables you to do this, you type commands
in your own everyday language, just as you would
write them on paper . it's as simple as ABC!
When you've completed your design, Codewriter
will write the program code and store it on your own
disk whilst you sit back and watch. At anytime, you
can of course modify the programs you've designed.
Your programs may include data bases printed reports,
calculations and comparisons between fields of data,
development of menus, forms, letters, memos,
cheques, invoices, statements, mailing labels ... the
possibilities for design are endless. Codewriter
operates with most popular micros and will be
demonstrated fully at your local dealer.
.

For details on Codewriter, complete and return the coupon to;

DYNATECH MICROSOFTWARE LTD.
Rue du Commerce, Bouet, St. Peter Port,
Guernsey, Channel Islands.
Telephone 0481 26081 Telex 4191130
name
address

SEND FOR DETAILS TO MICROPACS, GRAPHICS HOUSE,
50 GOSPORT STREET, LYMINGTON SO 9BE Tel: 0590 73503.
IMicropacs is a division of Process Automaton And Control Systems Ltd.)

tel
PC
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For home or business the
IBM compatible
IN II
Adva n C e 7-41)
16 Bit Micro -Computer

For the home user start with Model A
with its massive 144K RAM, 64K ROM and
outstanding typewriter style keyboard that
fits within the base unit for portability and storage.
Note the large return key and position of the numeric keyboard. Fast retrieval from
storage and fast action on games is achieved by the use of the Intel 8086 16 bit
micro -processor running at 4.77 MHz.
The Advance 86A runs IBM PC software.
Specification
CPU Type

RAM
ROM
ROM Contents
Languages Included
Type of Keyboard

16 -bit 8086 running at 4.77 MHz.
128K or 256K with parity plus 16K video
64K.

Diagnostics, Basic, Cassette 0/S
Basic
Full 84 keys tactile

Keyboard Facilities
Character Set
Method of Display
Display Facilities

10 programmable keys
256 in ROM
TV, RGB, Comp/Sync colour or monochrome monitor
Full screen handling, 4 screen paged

Text

80 x 25 or 40 x 25
320 x 200 or 640 x 200

Graphics Resolution
Colours Available
Graphics Facilities
Cassette Recorder
Interfaces Included
Sound

Operating System
Printers
Comments

=N NNE MI

16

Scroll, reverse image
Audio
Cassette port, light pen, joystick, Centronics
Built-in speaker
Built-in ROM
Any using Centronics parallel interface
Hardware and software compatible with IBM PC User-upgradeable
to Model B Provision for 8087 Arithmetic Processor

=I NMI NM

- MI MI

The business user can upgrade to Model B by adding
the Advance Expansion box containing 2 x 5.25" disc
drives providing 720K storage at £852.80.*
The Advance 86 Model B offers the business
micro -computer buyer an IBM compatible disk -based
system with twin drives, with Word Star, Mailmerge
and Calcstar software (MS/DOS) for only £1200 plus
VAT & Delivery.

Advance 86 Models A & B are designed and marketed
by Advance Technology UK Ltd.
*Ex VAT.

Dealers are now being appointed.
Advance Technology UK Ltd.
8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8HB

--

IN THE MEANTIME ...

=O IMO

MEI MIN

To Advance Technology UK Ltd.. 8A Hornsey Street. London N7 8HB 01- 609 0061

NMI

PC 2

Please send Model 86A, Micro -Computer & Keyboard I enclose £404.99 including VAT & Delivery.
Please send Model 86B which includes Model 86A plus Expansion Box & Software.
I enclose £1200 plus £180 VAT plus £10 Delivery

Cheque/Barclaycard/Access No.

Name

Company

Address

Address

MIN

174
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Book reviews

Second steps
Simon Beesley's selection extends BBC programmers' range beyond the essentials.
of choice now faces
BBC Micro owners in the way of books
about their computer. It seems that every
AN EMBARRASSMENT

publisher feels compelled to add a book on,

say, BBC Basic to its list, irrespective of
whether books on the subject already exist
in profusion. Consequently there are now
umpteen books for BBC beginners, at least
four works on machine code, and as many
again on BBC sound and graphics.

A few books break new ground, in
particular The Advanced User Guide by
Bray, Dickens and Holmes, which is
essentially a reference book reaching those

parts of the BBC's operating system that
the manual neglected to mention.
One highly useful chapter deals with the
Osbyte calls, which are invoked from Basic
by the * FX command. The list given in the
official User Guide is by no means

complete, and for months owners have
been painstakingly investigating the Osbyte
calls and reporting back to magazines with
their findings. This major work of
exploration can now be stopped. The
Advanced User Guide contains an
exhaustive list of all the available calls and
accompanies each with a detailed
explanation.
Other areas covered in detail include the

filing systems, the use of RAM vectors,
interrupts, paged ROMs and memory

usage. There is also a section devoted to
hardware, complete with a full circuit
diagram. Among the goodies on offer here
is a program to set up a new graphics mode,
Mode 8, which uses 10K RAM to give 16
colours across 10 characters.
Hitherto most of this territory has been

unmapped, or at least not at this level of
detail. Owners who want to exploit the
BBC Micro fully will find this book
essential reading. Presumably the authors
had access to Acorn's own documentation,
and it is a pity that Acorn could not have
collected it together itself and produced a

similar book a year ago. If you design a
computer such as the BBC to allow the user

a high degree of interaction with the
operating system it is absurd then to
withhold the necessary information.
Advanced Programming Techniques for
the BBC Micro by Jim McGregor and Alan
Watt is another book that stands out from
the pack. What makes it exceptional is the

amount of genuinely new information it

manages to cram in on a wide range
of

topics - from

three-dimensional
graphics and animation techniques to

The chapter on three-dimensional Watt's book it provides the answers to the
graphics, for example, starts by describing problems it sets.
BBC Basic for Beginners by David Smith
two- and three-dimensional transformations - rotation, enlargement and is more of the same but less thorough. My
suchlike; it passes on to present the confidence in it was reduced when I could
transformations for perspective views, and find no mention of the Instr command,
finishes with a section on hidden -line
removal. All these techniques are illustrated

despite the publisher's claim that it deals
with every concept and function of BBC

with program procedures. By joining the

Basic.

procedures together you end up with quite a
sophisticated graphics program.

For those who are tired of Basic there are
three new books on machine code.

There is enough material here to keep

Choosing between them depends on how

most owners occupied for months. Because

you like your instruction served up. Beyond

almost as much room is given over to Basic by Richard Freeman adopts the
programs and diagrams as to the text itself
it should be accessible to anyone who has
mastered Basic.
Jim McGregor and Alan Watt have also
written The BBC Micro Book to cater for
beginners. Like its more advanced
companion it is fairly densely packed, but
the approach seems less successful at this
level. Occasionally it has the flavour of a
computer -science textbook with its

introduction of such terms as "stepwise
refinement" and "data terminators".
Some newcomers might find this heavy

American high-school textbook approach.
It

supplies a heavily structured course

divided into units, sections and subsections.

Each unit has its own self -test questions
and assignments. The book does an
extremely thorough job and is packed with
diagrams and example programs. Anyone

who has the energy to work through it,
dutifully meeting their unit objectives and
completing their assignments, would
probably come out of it fluent in 6502
assembly language.
Discovering BBC Micro Machine Code

by A P Stephenson takes a rather more
A rather gentler introduction to BBC relaxed line: it comes as a relief to read
Basic is provided by Seamus Dunn and several consecutive paragraphs unbroken
going.

advanced use of sound, recursion and Valerie Morgan's The BBC Microcomputer by section headings. The explanations are
board -game programming.
for Beginners. Unlike McGregor and
(continued on next page)
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Book reviews
(continued from previous page)

statements to create the scenario of your

taining program is a mini version of Eliza in

more informal but, arguably, just as clear
as Richard Freeman's. It is not a complete
course, however. Topics such as multiplication or indirect indexed addressing are
barely touched on. At the end of the book

choice. The book also contains listings for
three ready-made programs.
BBC Basic is certainly fast enough for
Adventure programs and almost fast
enough for adequate arcade -style games.
Several of the latter feature in 21 Games for
the BBC Micro by Mike James, S M Gee

which the computer plays psychiatrist to
the user. Few of the other games have that

the author reminds us that we agreed to
shelve these subjects until his next book.

Assembly Language Programming on
the BBC Micro by John Ferguson and
Tony Shaw proceeds at a much brisker pace

than the other two books. It moves you

addictive ingredient which forces the player

to cry, "I'm sorry, but I must have another
go". But perhaps that is not the point. At
around 30p a program a game with only a
brief playing interest may seen a reasonable

and Kay Ewbank. But the most enter- return for an hour spent keying it in.
The Advanced User Guide by Andrew Bray, Adrian Dickens and Mark Holmes.

along with the aid of numerous listings and

Published by Cambridge Microcomputer Centre, £12.95. ISBN 0 946827 00 1.

before you know it you are staring at

Advanced Programming Techniques for the BBC Micro by Jim McGregor and Alan
Watt. Published by Addison-Wesley, £7.95. ISBN 0 201 14059 4.

programs to handle interrupts or sample
the A to D converter. But not everyone
finds 6502 machine code hard to master
and this work would be suitable for those
who like to take their instruction in
concentrated doses.

From Ian Watt comes quite a different
sort of book, Creating Adventure
Programs on the BBC Micro. People either
love Adventures or fail completely to
understand their appeal. I am in the latter

camp and I sympathise with the software
reviewer who complained recently that too
many Adventures use the same sub-Tolkien

scenario - forests, caves, goblins and so
on. Still, they are immensely popular and
their afficionados will be well served by Ian
Watt's book. Writing an Adventure
program is relatively simple once you have
designed the program framework. It is this

framework that the book supplies; you

The BBC Micro Book by Jim McGregor and Alan Watt. Published by AddisonWesley, £7.95. ISBN 0 201 14058 6.
The BBC Microcomputer for Beginners by Seamus Dunn and Valerie Morgan.
Published by Prentice -Hall International, £6.95. ISBN 13 069328 6.
BBC Basic for Beginners by David Smith. Published by Melbourne House, £6.95.
ISBN 0 86161 126 8.

Beyond Basic by Richard Freeman. Published by the BBC and National Extension
College, £7.50. ISBN 0 563 16592 8.
Discovering BBC Micro Machine Code by A P Stephenson. Published by Granada,
£6.95. ISBN 0 246 12160 2.
Assembly Language Programming on the BBC Micro by John Ferguson and
Anthony Shaw. Published by Addison-Wesley, £7.95. ISBN 0 201 14239 2.
21 Games for the BBC Micro by Mike James, S M Gee and Kay Ewbank. Published
by Granada, £5.95. ISBN 0 246 12103 3.

Creating Adventure Programs on the BBC Micro by Ian Watt. Published by
Interface Publications and Addison-Wesley, £6.95. ISBN 0 201 14678 9.

only need to fill in the variables and data

IS SOFTWARE YOUR BASIC PROBLEM?
Too many programs to choose from?
Too little background information and data?
O

k4

sof TwaRe INDEX
User Gude to Nbaocomputqw Software

S OF TWaRe
INDEX

1984 /491 4130

BBC
thing for
veryoneI
ATARI

1 76

200(prewares
detained

IS
YOUR ANSWER
The most comprehensive guide to Software
programs for the eight leading Micros.
BBC COMMODORE 64 DRAGON ORIC

ATARI 400/800 VIC 20 SPECTRUM ZX81
Software Index gives a description of each program listed
and provides information on price, program operation,
sound, memory required, colour, names and addresses of
retailers and in many cases a screen photograph.
The whole range of programs are covered in the index.
Whether your interest is games, utility, education,
business or personal management you'll find the
information you need in Software Index.

DON'T LET SOFTWARE GIVE YOU A HARD TIME 84
GET
£1.5 °'

50
sonwarte INDEX 190

The problem solver- in your newsagent's early Dec.
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MODEM
WS2000 "WORLD
STANDARD"
This is the only
Modem you should
need to buy: All standards
ever
in one package!
* 300,600
1200. 1200 75

* FULL and HALF DUPLEX BAUD
* ORIGINATE

* RS423 232 and ANSWER

COMPATIBLE
INTERFACE
BELL , USA , STANDARDS
1200
BAUD CAPABILITY
COMMUNICATE
WITH VIRTUALLY WS2000 CAN
MODEM. IN
ANY OTHER
* IN-BUILT ANY COUNTRY.
SELF
TEST
* BUSINESS
FEATURES
OR HOME
* BT APPROVED
USE VERSATILITY
ISOLATION
MODULAR
COMPONENTS
'PHONE PLUG
AND

* CCITT AND

* HOST 75

MICRO COMPUTER
SERVICES

LINK THE

Includes WORLD TO YOUR COMPUTER
FREE computer'
FOR JUST

contact

OFFER YOU
FREE specialist advice to choose your
business system
FREE initial analysis of your requirements
LOW COST hardware under warranty &
maintenance
LOW COST software for business and
engineering use
LOW COST in house staff training

WE ARE OFFICIAL DEALERS
for all the products listed below
MICROWRITER PORTABLE
WORD PROCESSOR

EPSON MX100 FT3
DOT MATRIX PRINTER
EPSON MX82
DOT MATRIX PRINTER

£299
£474
£350

AAA

numbers directory

DIGITIZER
GRAPHICS
Drawing Board" for BBC 'B'
-Computerised

Our latest issue featuring:

* 40 + GRAPHICS COMMANDS
COLOUR FILL
* AUTO SHAPES.
PRINT SCREEN
* SAVE SCREEN,
DESIGN AID
* UNIQUE WORK SHEET'
SYSTEM
IN CASSETTE
* TOP SOFTWARE

VALUEE. OUR DIGITIZER.

** OUTSTANDING
CASSETTE AND 8 -PAGE MANUAL
WORK SHEET,

READY TO USE FOR ONLY

£29.96 EXC. Also

for RML soon
II

I

BBC DISK DRIVES

£180
Single drive unit 200K from
£295
Dual Disk unit 800K from
FULL RANGE OF DISK UNITS AVAILABLE

FLOPPY DISKS
sold in any quantity 1 to 10000
£2.20
5.25 inch SS/SD BASF from
£3.45
8.00 inch DS/DD BASF from

ad

xP

te
from

OFFICIAL LONDON DEALERS FOR
THE PIED PIPER MICRO COMPUTER PIED
PIPER + ONE MEGA BYTE DISK UNIT +
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM +
SPELLING CHECKER PROGRAM + FILING
PROGRAM + PERFECT CALC SPREAD
SHEET.

A COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM

****FORE1050'

NEED SOMETHING THAT
ISN'T LISTED?

call us now for professional help

a'

pre
eating

C

°:04vee
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e:1 %c
::;:5"
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ts

:1
eV115
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------Please Rush Me. .
O

MIN I=

. .

) WS 2000 MODEMS @ fi.116.00
) DIGITIZERS (BBC B) @ £36.00

DELIVERY, VAT
INC.

) LIGHT PENS (RBC B) @ £15.60
Cheque. PO ens.

Debt my

Access.

Barclaycard

No.

FOR TOTAL OF S.,

Name

Address
Postcode

MICRO COMPUTER SERVICES,
3A WOODLANDS PARK RD LONDON N15

Tel: 01-802 0019 or 01-809 3896
Circle No. 184
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JACKjAcK
REPORT
What is the incredible JACK of

WHAT IS JACKreport?
JACKreport is a Report Generator

Who should buy JACK?
JACK is perfect for the first-

calculate the total value of your
inventory, or count the number
of labels in your mailing lists, or
summarize data from your JACK
files, JACKreport lets you turn
this information into clear and

time computer buyer who works
,with information, be it words,
numbers, or lists with words and
numbers in them. You can learn

designed for use with the incredible JACK -Of -All -Trades.

JACKreport

information

uses

NEPTUNE

from your JACK files to create

times as much with your computer

JACK REPORT

I

do

If your work consists of words,
lists, or numbers, JACK can
probably handle it. If you work
with words and numbers at the
same time, or lists with numbers,

or even lists with words, JACK
will make that work easier than
any other software you can buy.

Things you can't do with most
software are easy with JACK:

the functions of a language
card. More important, its extra
all

of memory space for BASIC,
VisiCalc, Multiplan and much

THE

APPLE -IBM
CONNECTION
This might sound like heresy,

but we're sure that some of

word

processing,
data
management, spreadsheet,

and

Apple and

disk for the

a

disk for

a

the

£139 + VAT

IBM-PC.

Most people use
computers to prepare documents,
Convenience.

1111

to handle informatiom, and to

answer "what -if" -type questions.
Without JACK, it takes a separate
program to do each task. But
most people don't work that
way. We work on tasks that

RAM leaving full lower 48K for program text. All bank switching is
done for you. Each array can use up to 64K of RAM. Ember runs
slower than Applesoft-but you can always use an Accelerator!

Rana Systems.
Always A Step Ahead.

Rondezvous

£295.00 + VAT Nit Jumpman
Zork I
Zork II

1011
%hi

St% Z or k I I I

0

Professional Easywriter
Apple
Cooling
Fan
Koala Pad Touch Tablet

A <raft Joystick
The P & P fan is here!
This neat fan with power
surge suppression and neon lit

How long will it take me to get

avoid possible data errors by

take a day or two. JACK comes
witha step-by-step tutorial of
seven lessons, so you can go at

smoothing current flow and
keeping the Apple's power
supply and circuitry at a
lower temperature. The fan

your own pace.
INCREDIBLE JACK
£129.50 + VAT

£39.95 + VAT (Dealer and

a

high -quality

unit

at

Distributor enquiries welcome.)

RENTAL

AN INCOMPARABLE GRAPHIC
PLOTTER AT ONLY £495+VAT
Works on all micros with a suitable
parallel interface for all your
Graph Processing, Chart Processing, Engineering Graphics and
Overhead Transparencies.

.

.a QX10 .

. .

a Printer or anything else you
can think of? Call either of

our offices for a quote from one machine to fifty,
from one day to a thousand
years.

Chess

36.00
22.00
25.95
17.90
19.95
64.95
19.95
45.95
179.00
154.95
239.95
23.95
24.95
14.95
26.95
22.95
25.95
34.95

22.95
22.95

THE APPLE
PROFESSIONAL
HOME COMPUTER
YOU GET:
An Apple Ile
Disk Drive with Controller
TV Modulator (Colour and Souni

SNAPSHOT TWO

Exclusive Apple Bag
Plus MONEY OFF VOUCHERS

An accidentally erased disk can
cost you weeks of time waiting
for

an

Making

expensive replacement.
backup copies of all

your important programs

is an

essential element of sensible computer use. SNAPSHOT TWO

FOR

£25 off Apple Ile Monitor (£14.e
+ VAT)
£25 off of the Apple discover

NEC

GREEN MONITORS

1

games

12" diagonal & 90° deflection

or Apple Logo

the powerful, fast, and easy -

video band width 30 Hz -20 MHz.

to -use hardware/software system
that gives you the power to
copy your valuable software.

An excellent high quality video

or Applewriter Ile
or Quickfile Ile
46% off Micronet 800 Service
saving of £79.95 which include

is

display monitor.

£135 + VAT

Just boot your disk, and press

Want to rent an Apple?
Or an IBM PC .

Dollars & Sense
Castle Wolfenstein

Perfect Writer
DB Master
25.95 DB Master Vers. 4.0
26.95 Shamus
22.95 Stickbear Bop
26.95 Pre School 10 Builder
26.95 Golf
26.95 Frogger
119.95 Type Attack
39.95 Wizardry
99.00 Snooper Troops 1
37.95 Snooper Troops 2

front facing switch will help
to keep your Apple cool and

is

Apple Joystick
Apple Controller
Master type
BASF S/S S/D
Olympic Decathlon

1114.-444E.WW1Virglretore-4;o1-01-4;61
*
*

HELLO FAN!

three ways, at the same time,
JACK offers greater convenience
than single
function software
packages. JACK is THE software
that lets your personal computer
work the way YOU do, instead of
the other way around.

1-18

Sea Dragon
Magicalc

Sargon II

you to work on one task in all

little as

'

I

6114,

record -keeping all together. And
tasks don't conveniently
sort themselves into "word processing tasks", "calc tasks", and
"data base tasks". By allowing

as

£299 + VA'

APPLE BLOSSOM!

22.95
99.00
And it's happening again with our ,:a d Base I
375.00
14.95
IBM compatible Rana 2000. This 'Tits Andromeda Conquest
Apple Mechanic
19.95
320K double density drive offers
44.95
Bank Street Writer
a large centering cone for problem
da, Murder by the Dozen
23.95
free diskettes and our exclusive gilFs Kids + the Apple (no VAT) 13.95
Zaxxon
26.95
silencing mechanism to make it
45.95
Speed Reader II
the quietest disk drive you
can buy.

and

hour. First -timers may

it off from the keyboard to ru

your Apple at regular speed.

£34.95 + VAT

those

half an

time means less waitin
for you and an increase in you
productivity.
This Titan exclusive has its ow
fast 6502 processor, 64K of higi
speed memory, and built-in fa:
language card. It is transparer
to your software and is hardwar
compatible with most standar
peripherals. And you can tur

I

someone?

What else makes JACK special?

picked up JACK in

without long delay

Your Apple II or II Plus rur
these programs a true 3% tirnt
faster. This faster computer re
ponse

64K £179 + VAT each
additional 64K (up to max 192K)

bit IBM-PC must be of use to

Comes with

going with JACK?
Experienced computer -users have

Pascal

each Neptune card.

EMBER is written for Titan RAM Boards or Neptune extended 80 col.
card. You can use as much memory as you can possibly plug into your
Apple! Ember automatically puts variables and strings in expansion

the 8 bit Apple to the 16

or

With the Titan Accelerator

- £109 + VAT
Now you can write Applesoft Programs bigger than 64K!

and from the IBM-PC. The
ability to upgrade files from

running VisiCalc, D
Master, Applesoft, Apple Fortra
Imagine

moreVisiCalcenhancements.
PASCAL and CP/M PSEUDO DISK patches and a DOS reloca-

tion program are included with

base

accounting applications. They're
ideal with PASCAL, CP/M and
BASIC too.
32K £129 128K £299

you are going to want to
transfer any kind of file to

command, or make a list of
'what -if' options and select the
best one by simply telling the
computer what you want.

numbers,

You also get Titan's special VICEXPAND/80 software to expand
VisiCalc up to 220K of workspace
memory and to provide many

drive. Save time accessing data,
and save wear and tear on your
floppy drives! Saturn boards
are a super aid for advanced

Can also be used to send electronic mail messages in mixed
Apple / IBM-PC network.

words,

lets you use the additional memory
as a super -fast RAM disk -a big plus
with many programs.

banks of RAM give you loads

write a memo with calculations and do those calculations at the
same time; or create form letters
from a mailing list with a single

involve

128K or a full 192K of RAM.

Dramatic increases in speed and
productivity.
Software included with Neptune

more. You can even use your
RAM boards like a speedy disk

Experienced computer -users who
need to integrate their applications
should also consider JACK. If
you've ever wished you could

with JACK?

your Apple Ile. And you can

select from three versions - 64K,

Each Saturn RAM board performs

£75 + VAT

buying three different programs!

What kinds of work can

you increased video display and
to 192K of extra memory
by using just the auxiliary slot of

up

even greater power.
Big on benefits.

ware. And JACK costs far less than

integrate a document and a calc
model without scissors and glue,
or 'printing to disk', JACK is
for you.

featuires, on a single card.
Titan's exclusive Neptune Extended 80 -Column Card gives

Perfect for

WHOSHOULD BUY JACKreport?
People who are considering JACK
(or already using JACK) for
personal filing. If you need to

useful reports.

The two most popular expansion

SATURN RAM
Apple II, II+, Ile
and their compatibles.
In
1981, we introduced our
famous Saturn multi -bank RAM
card to boost the Apple's memory
by 32K. Now we also offer
64K and 128K versions for

customized reports.

JACK just once and do three
as with any single -function soft-

TECHNOLOGIES, INC
Make your Apple run
3Y times faster

The name may have changed but
the product is still the best available!

OFALLTRADES

All Trades?
JACK is an integrated applications
software p'ackage for Apple II
computers. "Integrated" means
thatJACK can do Word Processing,
Data Base Storage and Retrieval,
and Calc Analysis all at the same
time. Because it is integrated
JACK lets you do all these
things with just one simple
set of commands.

Titan

.5°.,54.7EnS Have changed their name to

the trigger. SNAPSHOT TWO
removes copy protection, and
copies most programs in 30
seconds,
even programs that

baffle other copiers. Backups are

ordinary DOS 3.3 disks that will
immediately boot and run on
any
on

64K
any

Apple land, often,
48K Apple) without

SNAPSHOT TWO Present.

£99.00 +VAT

Modem

GLANMIRE 64K EXTENDED
80 COLUMN CARDS FOR THE
APPLE Ile

- at a price you'll find hard to
believe - just £89 + VATI
This card works in the same way

as Apple's own 80 column extended

memory

card and

is

covered by Pete & Pam's own
12 months warranty,

Communications Card
British Telecom Jack Plug
Installation
Postage/Packing/Insurance
1 days FREE training at an App
Training Centre Value £100
Various Vouchers for money o
Pete & Pam distributed software

£999 including VAT
Get into Personal computing in
a big way!

ONE MORE WAY TO GET THE
BEST OUT OF YOUR APPLE,

Fast Dos

SPEED UP DISK ACCESS ON.
DOS 3.3 BY UP TO 20 TIMES!
(Depending

NOW

AVAILABLE
FOR

the

on

program)

09.95 + VAT

stilts

£4.45
£3.95
EPSON MX80
£3.95
When ordering please state
printers model

IN FOTORY
Infotory

and

its

special

feature.

Apple

graphics

uction three years ago, the
rappler has been initiated by

any, but never matched. Now

Dual Hi -Res Graphics for
de by side reproductions and
liked Mode screen dumping,

,ith

REPORT, Provide you with a
Stock Control System that is:
Easy to understand and use.
Comprehensive enough to solve
your inventory management

the power and potential of your
computer.

Capable of handling 5000 to
65,000 stock items depending
upon your floppy or hard disc
drive configuration.

£350 + VAT

Itelligent interface available. Over
No dozen commands give Apple
sera full control over any graphics
r text on the Apple screen,
icluding a new 80 column
set dump..

MultiMate'. is the fastest, easiest to use
and most powerful word processor
available on microcomputers today.
multiMateTM offers a complete function
key driven system for efficient document
creation and modification. Most functions
are performed while in the document
(rather than from menus or utilities) with
a minimum number of keystrokes_

Cursor Positioning Functions

MAGICALC
Both

Apple II

the

MultiMate'. has the most complete set of
cursor positioning capabilities available

(minimum

AND MAKE ONE IBM PC
WORTH NINE

48K) and the new Ile are supported,
memory
memory

well as expanded
cards up to a total
of 512K (four 128K

as

cards). There are 254 rows and

TASCMASTER SOFTWARE does
that by converting PC -DOS to
CONCURRENT PC -DOS thus

63 columns of work space on

enabling you to create up to 9

the

tasks and run up to 9 programs

spreadsheet. The program
works in 40 or 80 columns
(most of the 80 -column cards
are supported).
A 70 -column
format is provided using Hi Res graphics. Both uppercase
are
be

used with multiple drives including
hard disks.

G. What advanced spreadsheet
features does MAGICALC have?
A.1. Columns may be different

£109 + VAT

widths

to

fit your data and

formats.

add

economical way
)rinter buffering. The Buffermard easily adds memory to
,our current Apple interface
-he

ystem, freeing your computer

Or additional input. Easily up-

jradable from 16K, the Buffer)oard can store up to 20 pages
)f text. It fits neatly inside your
fipple,
mxisting

"docking" onto your
printer interface. No

:lumsy boxes or cables, no
D,ternal power supplies... just
:onvenience and economy.

Double Sided Double Density
suitable for IBM PC
10 for £24.75 + VAT
100 for £225.00 + VAT
Double Sided 96 tpi suitable
for Sirius/Victor
10 for £30.60 + VAT
100 for £279.00 + VAT

A whole range of other disks
available - ring for details.
5K" Disk Boxes £1.95 + VAT
5%" Head Cleaning Kits
£15.95 + VAT

P & P DUSTCOVE RS

+

The most sophisticated buffered
Apple printer interface available.
The New Buffered Grappler +
combines

the

industry

leading

features of the Grappler + with
the time saving economies of the
Bufferboard.
f179 + VAT
With this much interface power,
you'll never need anything else.
Over 90,000 Apple computers are
using Orange Micro products.
Innovation and excellence have
made us the No. 1 manufacturer
of intelligent printer interfaces.

The top selling Grappler + has
industry standard,
an
recommended by more software
become

houses and Apple dealers. Recent

innovations include the Grappler
+ for IDS colour printers and

the new Orange interface, with
text screen dumps and formatting
at a low price.

gether, for example, while leaving
the title and other windows
unchanged).
3.

Individual cells may be made

invisible to hide sensitive data.
4.

Cells may be protected to

prevent inadvertent erasure.
5. Cells may be protected to allow

only numbers or labels to aid in

£109 + VAT

Gras

to hide data or to operate as a
third -window on the data (bring
first and last quarter figures to-

Apple II
Apple & 2 Disks
Apple & 12" Monitor.

6.95
8.95
.
.
8.95
Apple 2 DK&12" Monitor. 9.95
Apple 2 DK&9"Monitor . . 8.95
3.45
Single Disk
2 Stacked Disks
4.45
Sirius Keyboard
5.95
10.95
Sirius Proc & Mon
BBC Computer
6.95
Pet 4023/8023/8096
9.45
Pet 4040/8050 Disk
6.95
Pet 9060 Hard Disk
6.95
QX10 and Monitor
9.95
QX 10 Keyboard
4.95
Epson MX80/70
5.95
Paper Tiger 445/60
7.45
MX100
9.95
Qume 5 W/Tractor
1.95
Prism Printer 560
8.45
Anadex 9000 Series
6.95
Apple Dot and NEC
6.45
Pet 4022P Printer
5,95
Pet 8023P Printer
7.45
Pet 8300P Printer
9.45
F X 80
5.95
Silentype Printer
5.95
Microline 80
5.95
Microline 82
6,50
Microline 83
6,75
Microline 84
9,95
9: Monitor
5.95
Nec 12" Monitor
7.45
Hitachi 12" Mon
7.45
Decca RGB Monitor
9.95
IBM PC MOn and Bas
9.95
IBM PC Keyboard
4.95
Apple /// Inc. Mon
12.45
Apple III Mon & pro
13.95

the setup of templates.
6. A "tab" to the next unprotected
cell is provided for fast data
entry into templates.
7. On -screen indication of Global

Computation Order is provided,
as well as Manual or Automatic
Computations mode.

f109 + VAT

Mode 1 - 9 x 9 matrix, 160
cps bi-directional logic seeking
Mode 2 - dual pass, near -letter -

quality (NLQ) printing

Formatting Functions

Printing Functions

TASCMASTER SOFTWARE a
MULTIFUNCTION
powerful

MultiMate's complete printer control
capabilities allow full utilization of the

board FREE!!
Take you choice of:

ADDRAM ELITE FEATURES or
ADDRAM PLUS FEATURES
with RAMDISK and RAMSPOOL

Meet 1.2-3 - the remarkable
new software package that puts
more raw power at your fingertips
than anything yet created for the

IBM PC. 1-2-3 actually combines
information management, spread-

sheet, and graphing in one program that can perform all three

functions interchangeably and instantly at the touch of a key.
That's Power.

To explain

since

1-2-3's

information management, spreadsheet and graphing functions
reside in memory simultaneously,
you can go from retrieval to spread
sheet calculation to graphing

instantly, just by pressing a few

keys. So now you can experiment

and recalculate and look at data
in an endless variety of ways. As
fast

as your mind can think up

new possibilities. There's no lag
between you and the computer.
And that's a new kind of power power that's greater than the sum
of its programs.
£375.00 +- VAT

cr

PRINTERS
Dual mode printing

and are performed with a minimum
number of keystrokes

the page

DOES THE WORK OF NINE.

SPECIAL OFFER

OKI MICROLINE

The standard functions such as Insert,
Delete, and Move, as well as the more
complex functiries. are self -prompting

every board you may need for
your IBM PC we include with

TASCMASTER

£345.00 + VAT

2. Columns may be made invisible

Editing Functions

While you are working with a task
on the screen other tasks are
working for you. To give you

10 Disks for the price of 91
Single Sided Single Density
suitable for Apple.
10 for £16.11 + VAT
100 for £148.50 + VAT
to

today

Full control over tab settings, line
spacing and line length are provided by
MultiMate'.'s format line feature. An
unlimited number of format lines may he
included in your document. Format line
modification results in automatic text
readjustment from the modified format
line n, the next format line or the end of

simultaneously.

SOFTWARE TOO.

SPECIAL OFFER
BASF DISKS

For Apples and Praisers

M U LT I MATE "
Complete Function Key Orientation

So

£49.49 + VAT

and lowercase entry/display
allowed. The program can

le Grappler+ remains the most

sUfuferborailead

MULTI -TASKING PC DOS

printer paper again.

State of the art fully utilising
Original

to make back-up

copies of your valuable software.
£39.95 + VAT

your hard copy to print out -

data
ANY -

Flexible enough to offer alternatives that satisfy the needs
of your particular business.

rinter interface. Since its intro-

COPY II PC

Allows you

your spreadsheet columns need
fall off the edge of your

problems.

he

Now you can print all the
columns of your spreadsheet, all
at one time, all on one continuous
page. Sideways, the ingeniously
simple software program, causes

Stock Control System
management

-Grappler +-

FOR EASY -READING HARD COPY

you guessed it - sideways.

EPSON MX100
EPSON F X80

SIDEWAYS`

come and
see us

on
STAND
coor,17. 23011

features available on your printer
MultiMate'.'s Header and Finger facility
is unsurpassed in flexibility and ease of
use. Alternate Headers and Footers are
supported as well as the ability to change
Header or Footer text as then as needed
within a document.
Printer Control Codes provide special
printing functions, unique to your printer.

Ihatiment printing is performed in a
-background' mode so that while a
document is being printed, you may
create or revise another document.
Foreground printing is also provided
The Printer Queue Control allows you hi
control the documents to he printed by:
deleting a document from the queue.
placing a document on hold or releasing
it from hold. moving a document to
the top of the queue, and restarting
document currently printing

Advanced Functions
MultiMate's Library function allows
you to store an unlimited number of
boilerplate phrases, paragraphs, or forms
(up to one page each) on a diskette.
These Library entries may be recalled for
insertion into your document whenever
specified

Merge. Repaginate, Column Manipulation
and the other advanced functions are also
available and equally easy to use

With the Column Manipulation function,
you may Move, Copy, Delete, or Insert
columns of text or numerical data in a
page of your document with a few
keystrokes.

Column Calculation functions provide
you with the following math capabilities:
Vertical and Horizontal Addition to sum
columns or lines of numerical data.
Subtraction, which is accomplished by
designating a number as negative, and
thereby is equivalent to adding a negative
number Combined. these column oriented functions yield you considerable
Flexibility and versatilety when creating or
editing documents with numerical data.

Mylar Key Labels
See-through, color -coded, adhesive

labels are provided for quick and
easy identification of the function keys.
Both a Help screen and a Function
Location Chart are provided for use
when you are working on an
unmarked keyboard.

£339.00 + VAT

Pin -addressable graphics 72 x 72

dot resolution
Superscript, subscript and underline

Proportional spacing in NLQ
mode

Downline loedable character
set

No routine maintenance
The Microline 92
(360 x 328 x 130mm)
Parallel £399
Serial £419
The Microline 93
(612 x 328 x 130mm)
Parallel £599
Serial £629

ellte:m Computers

Pete2"1

Mail Order & Oestobutodo
New Hall Hey Road,
Rossendale. Lanes.. BM 6..IG

itarlOSSATAPPLE-

rf

eh Circle No. 256

9blono,Roeutgand

103 5Lartniet

Road.

London. SW16 60L
Norwegian Agent
Phone 01-677 7631
Phones
The Norwegian Software Moose
London Once
(07061212321 & 227011 Address
0
ten 145
Open Saturdays
Telex 635740 Petpam G
Oslo 5
1747/
Telephone 47 264 55 77
iMPrices do not indude VAT please add 15% to your remittance
ostage and Packing FREE

STEMMOS

VAT

IOC
STEMMOS

dBAt SE II

DELIVERY

Expand your

ELECTRON

.

with

-

MRL'S ELECTRON-

£79

SEPARATE:

EC1 Printer Interface (Base Unit)
EC2 A/D Converter and Joystick Ports
EC3 Double User I/O Ports

£39
£29
£29

Available Mail Order (10 Days), soon to be on sale in many High
Street Outlets.

Coming soon:
Mrl

ECDI Disk Interface
ECSP Speech Synthesiser

for dBase II

approx £99
approx £39

Also Available: Spectrum Printer Interface
(Fully compatible, e.g. with TASWORD 2)
and ATARI PRINTER DRIVER
Plus lots more.

TEMMOS hold monthly
seminars in the heart of
London on dBase I I

Micro Research Ltd, FREEPOST

£39
£45

0506-

Industrial Unit 6, Knightsbridge East,
31605
LIVINGSTON, West Lothian, Scotland. EH54 5BR.

- An opportunity for anyone from
engineer to businessman to write their
own microcomputer program.
- And for the programmer the chance
to write programs in a fraction of the
time.

Circle No. 140

0

I=

5, 6, 7, Dec. 10, 11, Jan.

CONSULTANTS
IN COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

C DP Consultants Limited =::::= .7V

THE FUTURE IS

STEMMOS

OLE
STEMMOS

The Key to
successful

YOURS WITH THE
FX20 AT ONLY
£1875.00
FX20 - 16 Bit/8Bit Formulation, 128K - Imbyte ram,

software

Integral LAN, choice of 4 OPERATING SYSTEMS and
SPELLBINDER, the total wordprocessing software

:14

Please send me more information on:

dBase II
Autocode I
dBase II User seminars
Name:
Company:

supplied FREE

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Product Pricing/Enquiry
Video Library
Printers Estimating/Job Control
Accounts (Integrated)
Estate Agents
Special (Bespoke) Software written

Circle No. 148

ZORBA THE SERIOUS PERSONS PORTABLE
Software writers/Developers/Engineers
College and University Dept.
Business Executives who want to work at home
This is the computer for you. It has
8 Bit, 800KDisc, 5 R/W Formats and corns for up and
down loading to Minis and Mainframes.
FREE Software is CBASIC, WORDSTAR/MAILMERGE

Address:

STEMMOS LTD

AND CALCSTAR
£159.00
ORDER BEFORE END 1983 and we will give you 20 DYSAN

199 Uxbridge Road,
London W1 2.

DISCS FREE

Tel: 01-740 9444 Telex: 893003 STEMOS G
Stemmos Ltd

Phone 0992.445700

AND PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW Circle No. 271
VAT Ma 215 551877 Chrectors C A Peony 0 K. Poem* Repast...m."0.1..1.6M
linpstered Othca P,U. Batley 6

Circle No. 136
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I

EC1 Centronics Printer Interface (with Cable)
EC2 A/D Converter and Joystick Ports
EC3 Double User I/O Ports
Complete only

TEMMOS wrote Autocode I;"
the only intelligent
program generator

Autocode

FREE

1

CLOUD®

TEMMOS are one of Britain's
leading software houses
and specialists in dBase II
TEMMOS offer a helpline for
dBase II users

eBase II" Ashton Tate

I" RP

A NEAT "BLACK BOX" CONTAINING:

enpe

Seminars:

I

INCLUDED

Imer Moue.. The High. Marlow. Ease.

Circle No. 148
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Index

A
index
compiled by Nigel Martin
Articles which appeared during the year are indexed by
page number, with the issue number in italics. An asterisk
signifies a correction to an earlier entry. A cumulative
index for volumes 1 to 4 appeared on page 153 of the
January 1982 isue of Practical Computing; an index for
volume 5 appeared on page 179 of the January 1983 issue.
Acorn Atom, function keys routine,
167,5

graphics digitiser, 100,3
Algorithms, sorting, 120,3

Apple, boolean tutorial, 177,7
character set loader, 165,9
clock -face, 174,7
confuse an Apple, 110,3; *14,6
date routine, 166,9
date validation, 144,3
disc dump, 174,12
disc -patch routine, 149,10
DOS writer, 140,3; *14,5
enhanced file indexing, 171,4
formatter solution, 13,3
gilt complex, 155,2
graphing trigonometric functions,
157,5

hanging around, 195,11

HGR plot, 175,6
high -resolution text, 165,9
integer, fast array retrieval, 158,5
Lissajoux figures, I54,/
logical operators, 113,12
maths pack, 173,6
menu catalogue, 139,3
one-liners, 139,11
organ program, 173,6
overlays, 154,5
paged lister routine, 154,1
Paper Tiger print -dump tips, 13,2
Pet program converter, 110,3
school administration, 114,1
security password program, 155,2
security routines, 152,5
sound USR routine, 154,1
Undelete utility, 178,7
vibraphone, 174,7
Archaeology, 144,6

Arithmetic, floating-point, 122,8
Artificial intelligence, 177,2
Atari, calendar, 178,11
disc copier, 177,1/
Fearless U.K. pirate, 177,11
flashing characters/cursor, 145,8

recursive anagram, 174,4

BBC, block filling, 112,10
Box spin, 147,10
bridge -hand generator, 141,2
circuit diagrams program, 163,1

CLI interpreter, I87,//
colour blending, 170,9
disc dump, 174,12
display program, 159,5; *13,7
Envelope and Sound commands,
126,3

Face, 147,/0
fill routine, 143,10
Find utility, Basic 1, 162,7

Basic II, 190,//
*FX calls, 137,11
Graph 1, 165, 4
Graph 2, 166,4
graphics digitiser, 100,3
graphics terminal program
correction (Nov. 1982), 8,5
Happy, 186,/1
interrupt handling, 130,6
large text, 167,9
least -squares program, 163,5

loading trick, 13,10
machine -code disassembler, 136,1;

*7,3; *8,3; *8,10
map generator, 163,/
mainframe terminal emulator,

122,//
memory display/amend routiens,
159,5

mode 7 graphics, 82,2; 170,9;

I71,/2
one -line word processor, 165,4
plotting, Spectrum -compatible,
153,8

printer line feeds, 13,1
relocation routine, 155,8
Saucy, 156,8
screen dump, 157,3
Seaspray noise, 156,8
sequencer, 141,10

Quick Tricks routine, 150,3

sound demonstration, 126,3
sound experimenter, 159,5
sort program, 164,7
tax program, 155,2; *7,5
teletext graphics, 82,2

screen save, 149,3

terminal emulator, 122,//

Hotstuff, 146,8
Input routines, 156,1

List "C", 150,3
slow lister, 145,8
tokenisation, 149,3
variable dump, 146,8
Authoring languages, 120,9
Axioms and assumptions, 39,3
Basic comparisons, 126,4
Basic routines, area under normal
curve, 174,4

VDU 23 character design, 136,2;
142,10; 190,1/; 110,12
Blug, 49,11
Buffers, printer, 84,8

Capital Radio, 142,7
Casualty record system, 118,2
Chess, European Microcomputer
Championships, 37,12
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Chips, the 64 million question, 39,5
Chinese characters, 190,7
Class micro, 203,/2
Classroom traffic count program,
141,5; *13,7
CMOS, 35,11
C04 criteria, 43,6; 43,7
Colouring blocks, 112,10
Commodore, Basic 4.0 keywords,
7,7
Business mode Rem tip, 8,5
Database program, 120,5
disc -file restore utility, 163,9
Rem enhancer, 138,8
sprite graphics, 99,7
Communications, 111,11
Compec '82, 17,1
Competition report, 104,12
Computer Fair '83, 30,8
Computerised casualty, 118,2
Computers in - workers out, 112,3
Consumer rights, 102,4
Copyright, 108,8
Data protection, 201,7
Databases, 111,5

Disabled users, programming for,
132,3

Dragon 32, high -resolution dump,

174,4; 164,/0;*13,//
Poke tip, 7,4
Print@ tip, 7,4
Education, 141,5;
144,7;107,9;126,10
primary schools, 108,9
Eigensolutions, 133,5; *8,6
Epson HX-20, alarm clock, 179,/2
coded programs, 179,12
memory structure, 179,12
Morse code, 158,8
Print Using, 179,12
Euromouse finals 1983, 30,12
Factorials, 8,12
Fifth generation, 29,8
File interchange, 118,11
Filling algorithms, 112,10
Financial modelling, 111,7
Floating-point arithmetic, 122,8
Floppy discs, 105,5
Forecasting program, 116,3
Formcalc, 112,8
Forth, 131,1; 38,6
turtle graphics on BBC, 112,9
Fraud, computer 108,/2
Games programs, Ace (Jupiter Ace),
167,5

Air Attack, 196,/1
Asteroid Dodge (Spectrum), 146,3
Astro-Dodge (Tandy), 180,6
Brick Out (Spectrum), 146,3
Caterpillar (BBC), 157,3
Caveman (BBC), 161,7
Cavern Quest (Vic -20), 160,9
Connect -4 (Apple), 177,7
Crack Code (BBC), 160,5
Dog Fight (Pet), 126,2
Fruit Machine (BBC), 163,5
Gladiator 83 (BBC), 163,1
Hambly's Maze (Apple), 175,6
Hangman (Apple), 175,12
Hangman (Newbrain), 188,7
Helicopter Rescue (RML 380Z),
154,10

Invaders (Superbrain), 187,6
Jupiter's Moons (Jupiter Ace),
196,11

Krypton Game (MBasic), 133,3
Lightcycle (BBC), 164,5
Mastermind (Tandy Forth), 170,7
Maze (BBC), 153,8
Mouse Maze (MBasic), 160,8
Mousetrap (RML 380Z), 154,9
Nine Man Morris (Apple), 156,2
Noughts and Crosses, 3D (Apple),
152,1

Orbit (BBC), 155,8
Othello (Oric), 183,12

Paper, Scissors, Stone (Pascal),
172,9

Pawn (ZX-81), 158,9
Pet Nasties, 166,6
Pinball (MZ-80K), 189,7
Race 2000 (Tandy), 158,4
Rapid Run (Tandy), 152,9
Reaction Timer (ZX-81), 152,2
Road Runner (MX -80K), 158,8
Round the Bend (Apple), 178,7
Sea Battle (BBC), 172,12
Simon (Apple), 171,4
Simon (Dragon 32) 176,4
Space Invaders (BBC), 141,2;
*165,4
Speller (Apple), 142,8
Submarine (BBC), 169,7
Tangle (BBC), 136,2

Wordsquare (Apple) I91,//
World War 1 (BBC), 186,//
Geometrical Ploting, 108,10
Goto elimination, 103,9
Graphics, 93,10
multiple blocking, 88,2
stereo, 104,8; *8,9

Hanoi, Tower of, 8,/
Healey, Martin, 95, 5
Hidden intellectual cost, 185,1
High resolution vision systems,
116,10

Home micros, 141,/1

Identification tree program, 144,7
Industrial relations, 112,3
Integration, Monte Carlo method,
8,2

Interlaced scanning, 95,10
Jupiter Ace, user -defined graphics,
187,6

Kalman filters, 141,4; *8,6; *8,7
KSIM simulation program, 116,3
Linear regression,113,2
Local area networks, 114,1/
Logical operators, 113,/2
Lynx, program recovery, 160,8;
*13,9
Magnetic discs, 104,5
Mail, electronic, 128,11
Mass storage, 103,5
MBasic, date -handling program,
165,3

Micro -floppies, 108,5
Microline 82, Dip switch setting, 7,2
Micromouse, 39,9; 30,12
Mini -floppies, 106,5
Modelling, financial, 111,7
Monday morning computing, 107,3
Monte Carlo method of integration,
8,2

Morse program omission (Aug '82),
7,1

Multi-user dungeon Adventure,
126,12

Music, 114,6
NamAdd name -and -address

program, 86,/
Nascom terminal routine, 165,10
Nation Association for Gifted
Children, 128,5
New technology, industrial relations,
112,3

Newbrain, Bounce, 158,10
clock tips, 13,6
Format 40, 158,10
graph, general-purpose, 156,10
keywords tip, 8,9
letter writer, 185,7
machine -code monitor, 185,7
multiple screens, 158,10
reserved words, 13,6
rotate, 158,10
Nominal -ledger software,
26,3 -supplement
(continued on next page)
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Index
(continued from previous page)
Operating systems, 16 -bit,
12,3 -Supplement; 173,8

Orion, 95,5
Peddle, Chuck, 36,3 -supplement
Pet, Anybody there?, 160,9
back-up copier, 162,11
block Load/Save, 162,11
flipping screen, 152,4
hexadecimal one -line conversion,
125,2

IEEE device tester, 160,9
input crash fix, 155,12
keywords, two -letter abbreviation,
13,4

machine -code routines, 167,1
machine -code sort routines, 161,3
popping out utility, 152,4

program header structures, 165,6
program line -counter routine,
167,1

screen Save/Load routines, 153,12
selective restoration, 152,4
skilled judgement, 152,4
string -match routine, 167,/
tax calculator, 127,2
vision -to -monitor output, 157,4
word processor, 154,12
Pi, 7,12
Pilot, 120,9
Piracy, software, 41,11
Plato, 120,9
Plotters, 80,8
Portable micros, 99,1; 127,9
Epson HX-20, 104,1
HP -75C, 101,1
Husky, 104,1
Newbrain, 104,1
Osborne 1,105,1
PC -1500, 101,1

Scorpion, 105,/
Sord M -23P, 101,/
Postcode sort key, 130,10
Primary schools, 108,9
Printers, 62,8
Programming languages,
APL, 107,4
Basic, 109,4
C, 111,4
Cobol, 114,4

Forth, 114,4
Lisp 117,4
Logo, 118,4
Pascal, 119,4
Plato, 120,9
Pilot, 120,9
Prolog, 121,4
Smalltalk, 122,4
Wise, 120,9
Reviews - Books,
Apple, 171,3
Atari, 183,5
BBC, 165,8
Business, 193,7
dBase II, 102,12
Dragon 32, 179,9
IBM PC, 167,10
Logo, 195,12
Spectrum, 174,1
machine code, 183,4
Tandy, 165,2
Vic -20, 201,6

Reviews - hardware,
Acorn Electron, 68,10
Adcomp X-80SP printer, 77,2
Advance 86 Model A, 72,10
Almarc Series 16, 16,3 -supplement
Alphatronic PC, 96,11
Apple He, 89,4
Apple Lisa, 77,3; 92,8
Atari 800XL, 84,12
BBC Buggy, 100,8
Canon AS -100C, 76,5
Cifer Series 1, 86,4
Columbia PC, 19,3 -supplement
Corvus Concept, 88,9
Cromenco C-10, 87,6
Dot, 92,11
Dynalogic Hyperion, 106,7
Epson FX-80 printer, 77,8
182

Epson QX-10, 63,2; 86,11
Fortune 32:16, 66,1
Fujitsu SP -830 printer, 87,3
Hewlett-Packard Model 16, 76,12
IBM PC XT, 130,8; 62,9; 60,10
Jupiter Ace, 71,1
Logica Vitesse, 64,10
LVL dual disc drives, 69,2
Lynx, 84,3
MPF-II, 77,1
Olivetti JP -101 printer, 70,8
Olivetti M-10, 88,12
Olivetti M-20, 77,4
Oric 1, 84,4
Oric MCP -40 printer/plotter,
137,9

Orion, 93,5
Rainbow 100, 80,6
Rikadenki RY-series plotters, 82,8
Sony Typecorder, 93,3
Sord M-5, 96,7
Strobe 100 plotter, 80,8
Synthesisers, 118,6
Tandy 100, 96,8
Telecon Zorba, 92,9
Texet TX -8000, 80,5

Toshiba T-100, 60,2
Victor 9000, 58,2
Walters 2000 matrix printer, 78,1
Wang Professional, 90,7
Zenith Z-110, 82,9
ZX-Microdrive, 94,11

Reviews - software,
Apple II assemblers, 94,9
Applewriter II, 101,2
Apwriter, 103,11
Ascom, 119,11
Atariwriter, 86,10
Autocode, 138,6
Beebcalc, 113,7
BBC tapes, 82,5; 90,6
Calcstar, 116,7
Codewriter, 138,6
Condor, 114,5
Corp, 138,6

Correspondent 20, 103,//
CP/M Plus, 78,10
dBase II, 114,5
dBase H enhancements,
dBPlus, 102,12
dGraph, 101,12
dUtil, 100,12
Friday, 100,12
Quickcode, 100,12
Runtime, 102,12
Display Manager, 99,11
Easywriter Professional, 98,2
Educational, 116,12
Executive Secretary, 101,2
Format, 80, 100,2
Formcalc, 126,7
HX-20 word processor, 95,3
Ibis payroll, 106,6
Intext, 104,11
ITE + , 102,/1
Jarman J-52 payroll, 106,6
Letter Perfect, 101,2
Memocalc, 113, 7
Micromodeller, 122,7
Move -It, 119,/1
Multiplan, 120,7; 64,9
Omicron Powerpay, 106,6
Payroll packages, 106,6
Peachtree 2, 26,3 -supplement
Perfect Writer, 103, 2
Personal Pearl, 138, 6
Pips, 138, 6
Plannercalc, 116, 7
Program generators, 138, 6
ProPascal, 102, 6
Pulsar 3.1, 26, 3 -supplement
Pulsar payroll, 106, 6
Quicksilva package, 99, 6
Rescue, 114, 5
Snap, survey analysis, 93, /
Superfile, 114, 5
Superscript, 86, 5
Superspell, 98, 8
Supertext II, 102, 2
Sussbox, 121, 11
Tabs, 26, 3 -supplement

Tasword, 99, 6
Techwriter, 138, 6
Telewriter, 104, 7
Textstar, 104, 7
The Last One, 138, 6
TK!Solver, 132, 8
View, 95, 4
VisiCalc, 120, 7
Word, 70, 12
Wordpro, 86, 5
Wordstar, 99, 2
Wordwise, 102, 8
Zardax, 99, 2
Reviews - Software, Games,
Apple, 134, 1
Atari, 146, 4; 148, 7
BBC, 138, 9
Business simulations, 124, /2
Chess, 120, 12
Dragon 32, 82, 10
Flight simulations 130, 3; 146, 4;
118, 8; 150, 11
TI -99/4a, 145, 5
Top 10 games, 133, 12

comma separator tip, 158, 1;
*158, 4
date checker, 132, 2
date compression, 171, 1/
defined functions, 171, 11
fast coversion, 151, 8
Fly Pilot, 172, 11
Forth, 170, 7
graphics reflections, 182, 6
graphics selector, 172, 11
logical functions, 170, 7
Magicalc, 151, 8
micro word processor, 161, 1
mixing text and number, 181, 12
multiple save routine, 150, 5
new data for old, 153, 3
noise input, 153, 3
one -key entry, 150, 9
page storage, 128, 2
perpetual calendar, 170, 7
Print Using tip, 161, 1
printer Tab tip, 161, 1
printer/screenswitch routine,
161, 1

Vic -20, 123, 2

program protection, 153, 3
Racing Certainty, 128, 2
speedier graphics, 153, 3
system Save routine, 150, 5
system tape copier, 181, 12
ticker -tape program, 158, 1
time -waster program, 132, 2
variable lister, 149, 9
Telecom Gold, 128, 1/
32 bits, 45, 12
School administration, 114, 1;
Threaded interpretive languages, 29,
124, 9
9; 29, 10
Security codes file protection, 141, / Traffic -density program, 141, 5
Sharp MZ-80B, Basic listing, 164, 10 Training, 116, 9
Sharp MZ-80K, Print At command, Turtle -graphics routines, 112, 9
RML 380Z, Banner, 162, 12
Cecil interpreter, 150, 2
Graphics editor, 144, 2
Graphics input, 168, 4
3-D plotter programs, 154, 9
Typewriter text editor, 161, 12
ROM, 37, 9
RS -232 interface, 86, 8

165, 3

Shell -Metzner sort, 8, II
Shop, point of sale terminal
simulation, 126, 10
Silicon Futures, 39, 7

UK -101, Save/Load routine, 175, 4
U.K. Budget modelling program,
131, 7

Sinclair, Ian, 29, /
16 -bit guide table, 29, 3 -supplement

Sorting algorithms, 120, 3; 136, 4
Spearman correlation coefficient,
149, 6

Spectrum, analogue -digital

interface, 120, /

VDUs, 94, 10
Vic -20, colour -flip routine, 127, 2
home accounts, 137, 8
Key Wait routine, 162, 3
number storage tip, 8, 2
Poke tips, 140, 8
Video disc, 122, 9

bigger screen, 186, 6
Bigprint, 170, 11

Winchester discs, 109, 5
Wise, 120, 9
character generator/editor, 146,
Word processing, 93, 2
12
Applewriter II, 101, 2
correlation coefficient, 163, 10
Commodore 64 packages,
determinant evaluation, 152, 2
Easy Script, 94, 12
machine -code entry, 186, 6
Paperclip, 64, 93, 12
music program, 146, 3
Quick Brown Fox, 95, 12
Press any Key, 146, 3
Script 64, 96, 12
printer conrol codes, 147, 8
Simply Write, 95, /2
security -code routine, 8, 3
Visawrite, 95, 12
security confusion program, 158,
Wordcraft 40, 94, 12
9
Wordpro3-Plus/64, 96, 12
smooth scroll, 161, 10
Easywriter professional, 98, 2
Solar System, 184, 6
Executive Secretary, 101, 2
Talker, 169, 11
Format 80, 100, 2
Undeletable Rems, 14, 6
Letter Perfect, 101, 2
User defined I/O routines, 160, 10
Perfect Writer, 103, 2
word processor, 169, 11
Superscript, 86, 5
Z-80 machine -code programming,
Supertext II, 102, 2
98, 4
Wordpro, 86, 5
Speech, 122, 6
Wordstar, 99, 2
sound and music, 113, 6
Zardax, 99, 2
Spi-Tree, 144, 7
WordStar, form letters, 108, 2
Stained-glass graphics, 31, 4
Statistics, 149, 6
Z-80 machine -code programming,
98, 4
linear regression, 113, 2
significance testing, 122, 10
Zilog, 35, 8
Spearman correlation coefficient,
ZX-81, alphabetical list sort, 145, 1;
149, 6

Stereoscopic slicing, 104, 6; *8, 9
Structured Basic, 149, 5
Subroutines, named, 133, 11
Symbolic logic, 29, 10
Tandy, arithmetic input, 134, 2
Basic insert routine, 158, 4
Basic loaders, 150, 9
circle drawing, 182, 6
Clear tip, 150, 9

*16,4
bridge hand, 163, 10
car diagnosis, 149, 1
clean -screen tip, 186, 6
curve -fitting program, 181, 7
data in strings, 148, 8
family tree, 146, 1
graph plotter, 145, 1
monitor interface, 158, 9
number formatter, 152, 2
Spiral CLS, 147, 8
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SOFT OPTION SOFTWARE CENTRE
When you're thinking software, think Soft Option first. Chances
are we'll have the right product, in the right format, on the shelf in
quantity.
We despatch fast from stock. We also offer a dealer pricing
system to suit individual needs with cumulative discounts available.
Finally, we know about software-we can give you technical
support when it's needed.
So make Soft Option your first call. We'll soon become your first

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

Our complete list of
software is too long to
publish and changes by the hour
but here are a few examples to
whet your appetite.

choice.
WORDSTAR
MACHINE FORMATS INCLUDE:

CP/M 80 CP/M 86 MS-DOS

and IBM PC Software
SOURCES INCLUDE:

We hold stocks of most
software manufacturers
including:

MICROPRO
MICROSOFT
DIGITAL RESEARCH
SORCIM
IUS

ASHTON TATE

Software can be made
available in 8 BIT or 16
BIT formats to suit most microcomputers currently on the
market including:

Superbrain
North Star Horizon
North Star Advantage
Columbia PC IBM PC
Televideo Apple

CP/M 8" RairSirius

PL/I-80
BASIC -80

FORTRAN -80

SUPERCALC
EASYFILER

dBASE II

MICROPRO's
comprehensive word
processing system.
DIGITAL's PL/1
Compiler.
MICROSOFT's popular
and powerful basic

Interpreter. There is a
Compiler too.
Fortran Compiler to
ANSI X3.9 1966 except
COMPLETE data.
SORCIM's spread
sheet and modelling
system.
Data Recording
System for the IBM PC
from IUS.
Relational Database
Management from
Ashton Tate.

RINGTHESOFTLINE Grantham(0476) 860171
All products are supplied complete with full originator's documentation.
Please send large s.a.e. for full details.
1=^2=13
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

VISA

option

SOFTWARE CENTRE

The Soft Option (UK) Ltd. Home Farm House Colsterworth
Grantham Lincolnshire NG33 5HZ Tel: Grantham (0476) 860171
Circle No. 139
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Go 4th
from £1495

With the advent of the fourth generation of computers,
we are delighted to announce our dealership for the
excitingly -innovative Apricot computer.
Over the past seven years we have become established
as leading suppliers of microcomputers and software.
Our comprehensive service includes pre -sales advice,

installation and full technical support.
For full details or to arrange a demonstration please
telephone or write:
force includes: MS-DOS 2.0, Microsoft BASIC
Interpreter, Configurator and Utilities, Async
Comms., CP/M-86, Concurrent CP/M-86.

Apricot Sales
Interam Computer Store.
FREEPOST. London SW12 9A0

Personal BASIC. SuperCalc and SuperPlanner.
Excludes VAT and carriage.

Tel: 01-675 5325 Telex: 925859

ricot

1111111111IIIII
A NI
__MINI/ IMRE
MI Ill

VIM

COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
SOUTH BANK BUSINESS CENTRE, 1st. FLOOR, THAMES HOUSE, 140 BATTERSEA PARK ROAD, LONDON SW11 4NB TEL:01-622 9373 TELEX:925859
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MicroSight CI
Use your BBC Model B as an image analyser with

MicroSight

:-

>NEXT MONTH
>CH IPS
Microprocessors make everything happen, but how
many micro users understand anything about
them? Anyway, does it matter? The answers are
not many, and yes it does, which is why in next
month's special section Ray Coles will be levering
eight of these many -legged little beasties out of
their sockets and laying them bare for your
edification and delight.

I

>REV I ENS

V'Sr

Available on BBC, Apple, Commodore, Research
Machine, Sirius, etc, Includes Camera cables, interface,
software and documentation.

£495.00 + VAT

MicroScale.

processing software to calculate area and
perimeter of objects within a specified window also
to dimension features. Disk and printer dumps of
Image

New micros are hitting our office with horrifying
regularity at the moment, and most carry a large
label saying "exclusive". At the time of writing it
is not certain which will be granted the accolade of
a review. However, as many readers are
considering buying multi-user systems, we are
currently trying out the new Seiko system with an
extra terminal. In single -user mode we will also be
looking at the new LSI Octopus, if CP/M Plus
arrives from Digital Research in time.
On the software front, the interesting talk will be
of Microsoft Windows and the many -windowed
VisiOn. We will also be looking at a new package
or two for the IBM PC, plus Commodore 64
games and Spectrum books.

binary and grey scale data.

£295.00 + VAT

>AND MUCH MORE!

MicroEye Vision Interface.

Also in February, programming buffs will enjoy D
J Clarke's guide to writing a telephone directory,
or similar database, using the Soundex method of
finding names. Consultant Mike Lewis will present
the first of a series of user's columns on
programming and software techniques. And there
will be all the regular news of new micros, regular
columns and departments, and pages and pages of
free software in Open File.
256 x 256 pixel resolution with 255 grey levels per
pixel comes complete with software and documentation. Can be used for video tape digitising Satallite
picture analysis etc. Available for BBC, Apple,

Make sure you don't miss the February issue of

Commodore, Research Machine, Sirius etc.

£295.00 + VAT

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill. Orwell. Royston.

Herts SG8 50H

On sale at W H Smith and all leading newsagents
after January 18.

Tel: (0223) 208926

Circle No. 201
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GR IPA 1:1
THE AFFORDABLE TABLET

FOR
YOUR BBC
MICRO
ADAPTORS FOR OTHER HOME COMPUTERS TO FOLLOW .

BRITISH MICRO
A HEGOTRON GROUP COMPANY
British Micro, Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford, Herts. WD2 4YY Tel: Watford (0923) 48222/43956

Qty

Item
Price

Item

Item

Price

Grafpad complete

Totals

Inc VAT

To: British Micro, Unit Q2, Penfold Works, Imperial Way,
Watford, Herts WD2 4YY
I enclose cheque/PO Order

£125.00 £143.75

Card No

186

C.A.D. Program

£18.00
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£

Please charge my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/AMERICAN EXPRESS/DINERS CLUB
I

1

1

I

I_

I

£20.70
Signature

IMPORTANT!!!

Tick Below

Postage & Packing

BBC MODEL 2
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM

COMMODORE 64

£5.00

Name

Address

Total
Tel No

I

1

I

I

1

I

1

1

I

I

The new generation of plotters
for all business & scientific graphics
Low cost, high performance
intelligent plotting

A3 paper

8 pens

RS232, IEEE

£1890

Cx I/faces

£795

A3/A4 paper
Interchangeable pens
RS232 & IEEE I/faces

HOUSTON
DMP-29

HOUSTON DMP40
Sintrom Electronics Ltd

Sintrom
psa
Electronics

Arkwright Road, Reading, Berks RG2 OLS
Tel: Reading (0734) 875464

PERIP HE NAL

SUPPLIERS
ASSOCIATION

SINTROM GROUP

_L865

Telex: 847395

For professional career opportunities contact our Personnel Department
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SOF1WARE CENTRE
INN

1NFOSTAR

- MicroPro's Database
Management System combines the
power and versatility of Datastar and
Reportstar. Design your own screen
input and data validation routines;
specify the processing to be performed
and how information is to be retrieved;
on -screen design of report layouts permits
fast implementation of information processing systems
without the necessity of programming languages.

ASCOM

- Open up the world of

telecommunications: connect CP/M
Micro to CP/M Micro, mainframe or mini
timesharing systems; transfer files and
programs between micros;
control remote micros

using ASCOM. Menu
driven with on-line help
facility. (Also for CP/M86, MSDOS, IBM-PC.)
E

CARDBOX

- The popular electronic
card index system. Maintain records on
any subject from Books to People.
Instant access to individual or groups of
"cards" by multiple selection criteria.
Card layouts are defined according to
user requirements. The ability to interface to
Wordstar, Supersort, Supercalc, dBase II etc
provides a simple start to database applications.

y

dBASE II
dGRAPH
dUT1L

QUICK CODE

MULTIPLAN
CARD BOX
SUPERCALC
BASIC -80 INTERPRETER
BASIC -80 COMPILER

£437
£200
£69
£200

FORTRAN -80
COBOL -SO

MAGSAM

OS CONVERTERS
CP/M-86 under MSDOS
MSDOS under CP/M-86
£70 each + manual

C BASIC
CB80
ACCESS MANAGER
DISPLAY MANAGER
PRO -PASCAL

CP/ WV:4144161 MSDOS £

fTHE GEANS, 3 WYCOMBE ROAD,
PRESTWOOD, BUCKS, HP16 ONZ.

111

TEL: (02406) 6365.
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PASCAL MT +
SPP

295
390

VvORDSTAR

Telesystems Ltd

CIS -COBOL
FORMS -2

W/STAFI+ MiM
SPELLSTAR
MALMERGE
DATASTAR
REPORTSTAR
INFOSTAR

CALCSTAR
SUPERSORT
dBASE II
RESCUE
THE LAST ONE
THE FORMULA

145
145
175

210
295
1

16

145
437
295

330
380

'C' COMPILER
MACRO -SO

199
155
200
259
295
369
549
130
425
110
233
133
100
333
200
267
220
185
149
133
130
100
70

BSTAM
TRANSFER
CPIM 2.2
DISKEDIT
IBM-CP/M COMPATABILITY 110
300
LEDGER PACKAGES
1200
ALIAS ACCOUNTS
PAYROLL
500
STATUTORY SICK PAY
495
120
STATISTICS ROUTINES
120
MATHS ROUTINES
MICROMODDELLER
250

PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST
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ELBUG - ELBUG - ELBUG.- ELBUG - ELBUG - ELBUG - ELBUG - ELBUG - ELBUG - ELBUG

FOR THE
ACORN

ORBIT
ELECTRON

IF YOU HAVE AN ACORN ELECTRON OR ARE THINKING OF BUYING
ONE THEN YOU SHOULD JOIN THE ELECTRON USER GROUP.
Members receive 10 copies of the magazine ELBUG each year. ELBUG is devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the ELECTRON
MICRO. It is packed with news, Reviews, Hints, Tips, Programming ideas, Major articles, plus Regular program features
including games and useful utilities.

BEEBMAZE

ELBUG, is produced by BEEBUG Publications Ltd., publishers of BEEBUG, the magazine of the National User Group
for the BBC Micro. BEEBUG now has some 20,000 members, and has achieved a high reputation both in this country and
abroad. Acorn and the BBC have both taken out multiple memberships, for example, and our articles are now syndicated
in Australia. (For further details of BEEBUG, see separate advertisement elsewhere in this issue.)
The formula which makes BEEBUG an invaluable companion for users of the BBC micro will be applied to ELBUG.
By subscribing to ORBIT you gain all the advantages of a single -micro magazine, with no space wasted on programs and
articles for other computers.
Further benefits of membership:
Members' discount scheme with national retailers of software, hardware and books, with savings of up to 25%.
Members' software library with a growing range of titles at special prices for members.

RACER

SPECIAL OFFER

SUBSCRIBE NOW, AND GET A FREE INTRODUCTORY CASSETTE CONTAINING 8 TESTED
PROGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRON.
1.

2.
3.
4.

SPACE CITY Defeat the invading Aliens with your laser, and save the city.
3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES Pit your wits against the ELECTRON on a 4 x4x4 board.
RACER Guide your racing car to victory, avoiding other cars and obstacles on the track.
3D MAZE In this challenging game, you must escape from the maze - The screen displays a 3D view from inside the
maze.

5.

6.
7.
8.

PATCHWORK A multicoloured display of continuously changing patterns.
KEY SET ROUTINE A program to set up the user function keys.
MEMORY DISPLAY An efficiently written utility to diplay the contents of memory (ROM and RAM).
CHARACTER DEFINER Define individual graphics characters with this useful utility for use in your own programs.

SPACE CITY

HOW TO JOIN
To subscribe for one year, and get your free cassette, send £9.90 (payable to Orbit) plus a strong stamped addressed envelope (tor the cassette) to:

ORBIT, PO BOX 109, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2TD
SIX MONTH TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION 15 ISSUES) UK ONLY £5.90- FREE CASSETTE OFFER STILL STANDS.
NIembership outside UK one year 00): Eire and Europe £16. Middle East £19. America & Africa £21. other countries £23.

Editorial address BEEBUG Publications, PO Box 50, St Albans, Herts.: AL I 2AR
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Expansion for Genies and TRS80
Direct from the manufacturer

No expansion interface required

Colour Genie Owners
NEW!

NEW!

connect a disk drive
for £99 only
with the WIZARD interface
The Wizard is an interface which connects direct to the cartridge port on the Colour Genie keyboard. The Wizard com-

prises a disc controller, with 25ms interrupt driven heartbeat output to provide a real time clock, Centronics parallel
interface and power supply, enclosed in a sleek, sturdy,
steel case. It even has a mains plug with the correct fuse

Disc Drive that plugs directly into the keyboard

£230
The DP2000 combines a Canon disk drive with disk controller, parallel printer interface and power supply in a sleek
but sturdy steel case. All you need is your computer and a
disk operating system. (We even supply a 1 3amp plug!) Extra drives can be connected.

WIZARD £99
ODOS

QDOS facilities include:
Append, Attrib, Auto, Backup, Basic, Clck, Copy, Date, Dir,

£86
The DP1000 plugs directly to the keyboard. Just plug in
your computer to one side and your disk drive and printer to
the other side and off you go! Comes complete with P.S.U.
in a sleek but sturdy steel case.

ammic

chain cable. The printer interface can be used whether or
not a disc drive is connected.

QDOS is the disc operating system for the Colour Genie
with Wizard interface.

Parallel Printer interface with Disc Controller

Dealer
Enquiries
Welcome

already attached.
The Wizard was designed and is manufactured by us in
our own factory. The design utilises the experience we have
gained over the last two years in designing and manufacturing a similar interface for the Video Genie and TRS 80 Model
I computers.
Further disc drives can be added using a standard daisy

Dump, Format, Free, Kill, Lib, List, Load, Print, Prot,
Rename, Time, Verify, Trace.
QDOS is also specifically designed to Read and Write files
set up by most disc operating systems for the Video Genie
and TRS-80 Model I computers. You can therefore transfer
ycur files and maintain compatibility.
ODDS also includes an extended colour Basic with over
30 additional commands:

.SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER*
Buy the Wizard interface and a disc drive from us and get
QDOS FREE.

For example:
Wizard

99

Canon 110 Drive
179
Ribbon cable
19
297
with FREE QDOS
TOTAL
Disk Drives for TRS 80, Genies, BBC, Dragon, etc.
with case
Bare Drive
& P.S.U.
110 40 track single sided
£139
£179
210 40 track double sided
f179
£209
220 80 track double sided
£229
£269
£19
Ribbon cable
64K Ram for TRS80 and Video Genie
This allows a full 48K Ram for Basic plus an additional 1 6K
Ram for machine code overlay. This area can be used as a
Ramdisk, printer spooler, storage space for spreadsheet or a
database programs, or just an extra large adventure.
In a second mode it allows for 12K of Ram within the bottom 16K block to allow modification of the Basic
interpreter.
Supplied complete with small machine code driver.
CANON slim Disc Drives

QDOS £35

64K Ram £52.50
48K Ram (only) £43.50

All prices exclusive of VAT and Carriage

GENERAL NORTHERN MICROCOMPUTERS LTD.
Dept. PC1283, 8 Whitworth Road, South West Industrial
Estate, Peterlee, Co. Durham, SR8 2JJ.
Telephone: Peterlee (0783) 860314 (24 hour Answering Service)

Credo
F

acarbes

Available

E=CA.E4

EXPRESS
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Last word

The invisible

woman

Microcomputer adverts are aimed almost exclusively at men and boys. Danielle
Bernstein wonders why the female majority hardly gets a look in.
WALK INTO any newsagent and look for
your favourite micro magazine. Chances
are that it will be displayed along with the
girlie magazines and photography journals.
Computers have nothing to do with either

of these subjects, except for one factor:
they are all trying to appeal to the male
market. These titles are placed as far as
possible from the traditional women's
magazines.
When you flip through the magazines, it
becomes even more obvious that computers
are supposed to be men's tools or toys. Out
of curiosity, I started to collect examples of

outrageous ads in both the general press
and personal -computer magazines. I had to
limit myself to the most sexist or unrealistic

ones or else

I

would have kept almost

everything.
I

also wrote to computer magazines

asking other readers to send me examples
of offensive ads. I can't honestly say that I

was flooded with replies but I received
enough samples and long letters to know
that I had hit a nerve. In general, computer
advertisements either use women as

attention getters or ignore them. The ads
seem to fall into three types: men as
decision makers; women as attention
getters and family -oriented ads which do
not include the whole family.

Men in control
Before micros, when computers were
tools used exclusively by computer
scientists, ads existed only in professional

computer magazines. Here, men are in
control and are shown using the machine,
holding discs or making important
decisions, either with the aid

of the

computer or about computers. Women are
nonexistent or just incidental.

bikini -clad women holding up Spectrums.

sight execpt in the background of family

He felt that these ads were not only groups. How did the women and the girls
degrading to women but to computer get so dumb in the intervening years?

An ad for the Acorn Electron shows two
enthusiasts. He wrote that he did not need
these pictures to turn him on to computers. separate pictures: a man with his son and a
Some products do not even bother with woman with her daughter. Both children
photography to make the point that micros are supposed to be introducing their
are supposed to be toys for boys. In this parents to the machine. At first, it looks as
case, a word may be worth a thousand if the sexes are fairly represented. But look
pictures and is cheaper and longer -lasting again! The boy has his arm around his
too. They draw attention with their names. father and is going to help him. "Now
"The French Mistress" presumes to teach you've mastered monsters, we could move
you French. When I first heard of it, I did on to money management," he says. But
not think of "Mistress" as the feminine of the girls is a little brat, trying to show up her
"Master". Virgin Games named its whole mother who is getting very frustrated.
company around degrading women, and "Experts like What Micro? and me rate
readily acclaims that its market is young the Electron higher than any of the
boys. Just in case you are a little slow and competition." The stereotype is that men
don't quite understand, it is "a name to are supposed to co-operate while women
compete. But who are they competing for
play with".
Family -oriented ads try to show how the in this situation? The approval of the
whole family can benefit from the machine. machine?
But actually the whole family is not using
the micro: usually the boys play while girls
look on. People may be gathered around
The IBM PC ads with their cartoon -like
the computer like a grand piano, but why
isn't anyone looking at the screen? figures include both sexes and give the
Everyone is looking at the clever one - a impression of equal representation. Some
boy, of course - who has keyed in of their women even look as though they
may be over 30. But count again carefully:
something to cause the screen to change.
In practice, if there are more than two there are always more men than women.
people sitting around the machine it is One double spread shows a businesswoman
impossible for the others to participate. So learning about the PC from an inspired
they passively watch the monitor as if it was salesman: The copy was eye-catching and
a television set. When families are amusing, but as I read to the end I found
photographed around the computer, an that the salesman is her husband. Why did
adult - usually the mother - is placed they have to spoil it?
There have been some improvements,
behind the screen for balance. What does
she expect to see from that position? however. Last year, Spectrum was showing
I wonder if the people responsible for the families around the computer with almost
no one looking at the screen or boys with
ads have ever used a computer.
The toy computers and software for the the "old school tie". This year they are
under -eight set are careful to show both concentrating on the product. In the
boys and girls using the machine. Most of autumn of 1982, Dragon was running a

Spoiling it

Now that ads are also pitched to the
businessman who knows nothing about that software is aimed at teaching basic particularly belligerent set of ads aimed
men are portrayed as being
confused by which micro package to buy.
The manufacturers try to calm the
prospective customer down and show him
how simple it really all is. Ironically,
women are never shown to be indecisive presumably they don't make any decisions.
Women are used to display and to attract

micros,

reading and maths skills, so presumably all

clearly at the father -and -son market. "Like

children should be interested in that. But

father like son" and "Read this ad to your
wife", it proclaimed. I wrote to the
company several times to complain. It may
have been a coincidence, but the ads have

the real reason might be that at that age it is
the mothers who are most involved in their

children's education, and would therefore
been through great changes. Now, they just
be the potential customers.
In the ad, the adult who is helping the display the machine, and one showed a girl
child is always a woman - a mother or in a cap and gown with the banner saying
attention to the product. Often they are teacher I assume. But by the time the "If you want to know which computer to
dressed in bathing costumes or other children reach 10 years of age, the boys are buy, ask your expert."
The potential market is 50 percent
ridiculously inappropriate clothing. One doing all the interacting, the girls are
sympathetic man sent me examples of watching and the women are nowhere in female. Don't alienate us.
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Telephone 01-661
01-661 3612 to reserve your space
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

£15.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 5 cms x 1 col.)
Series discounts available, details on request.
COPY DATES

4 weeks preceding Publication date.
SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE
LIBRARY

Does your
SUPERBRAIN

VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND FITTING
FUNCTIONS
Mean, SD, normal distribution, partial expectation,
Chauvenets criterion, least squares fit to polynominal
and arbitrary function, repetitive least squares fits,
covariance matrix, chi -squared statistic, matrix
inversion, solution of simultaneous equations.

blink and then go blank?
For all your Superbrain

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a Simplex tableau, integer
programming, partial integer programming,

problems, telephone Bristol
(0272) 45222

conversational linear programming system, least cost
mix problem.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
TEAC TOSHIBA
TEAC 48TPI 0.5MB unformatted
TOSHIBA DOUBLE SIDED 96TPI IMB
unformatted
SYSTEMS

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS

IE -MOW!.

COLDHARBOUR
DEVELOPMENTS

Ranking, quantiles, frequency, 2 -way table,
correlation coefficient, T, chi -squared and F
distributions and their inverses, T test, chi -squared
test, Wilcoxson test, linear and multiple regression,
ANOVA I -way and 2 -way.

ENCOTEL SYSTEMS LTD, 7 IMPERIAL WAY
CROYDON AIRPORT IND. EST., CROYDON

differentiation. Exchange sort, Quicksort, Shell sort,
Tree sort.
Manuals including full source listings with
implementation notes and documentation
BASIC £25 per volume
PASCAL £30 per volume
Software in CP/M (8" SSSD) or DEC RT-I1

-

POSEIDON
COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD.

(RX01) formats - £75 + VAT per volume.
CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSER
Software to read and write RTI I format RXOI
diskettes under CP/M. Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette

-POOLSWINNERS"

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.

Of Hampton S.W. London Dealer
FOR SIRIUS 1 APRICOT & PULSAR
COMPETITIVE PRICES - FLLL LK DELIVERY

NEWBURY DATA PRINTERS
£480.00
8510 from'
£600.00
1550 from

are, what other printers want to be
Continuous Stationary 1000 SHTS
£5.25
11 x 91 plain
£6.00
11 x 91 plain (zip margins)
£7.00
11 x 141 plain/lined
Min. Quantity = 1 Box (2,000 sheets)

Contact Chris Pearce
CDP Consultants Ltd.
Wicken Rd., Clavering, Essex CB11 4QT.
(079985 617)
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POOLS PREDICTION

- £25 + VAT.

W. Sussex.
Telephone: 0403 731818

Tel: 01 680 6040 (6 lines) / 01 686 9687
Telex: 8951921 ENCO G
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VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS &
SORTING ALGORITHMS
Fourier, FFT, Laplace, numerical integration and

57, Station Rd., Southwater, Horsham,

Bespoke Scl ' ware and Consultancy

The most sophisitcated Pools Prediction Aid available. Gives probabilities of
score draws, draws, homes or aways, based on two databases holding over
20,000 matches (included).
The databases are automatically updated as results are entered.
Can be used in simple mode, or with parameter adjustments to develop your
own unique forecast method.
Fully documented, available now for Apple, Spectrum (48K), Dragon, ZX81
11661, BBC Model B, Commodore 64 (others - please enquire).
E15.00 (discs/tapes)

"POOLSDATA"
Complete record of all English Football League matches 1978.83. Teams,
scores and dates of 10,000 matches held in simple format, ready for your
analysis. Starter analysis programs and full documentation included. Available
for Apple. Spectrum. ZX81, BBC, Dragon, Commodore series.

Discs IS year) E15.00
Tapes 15 year) E12.50
all prices
Tapes 12 yearl £7.70 (p&p included)

01 94/ 1447/5986 TELEX 8954665 GITS

SELEC SOFTWARE (PC)
C IF

EXPORT/IMPORT SPECIALISTS
ISO FOR COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
FOB
AND SOFTWARE

37 Councillor Lane,
Cheadle, Cheshire

;ME
ti_T061-428 7425
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POSEIDON COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
01 941 1447/5986 TELEX 8954665 GITS
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MJ MICRO SUPPLIERS
Disks Wabash - Box of Ten
15.10
19.16
21.60

SSDD 5.25"

5500

Snail Software
INCOMPLETE RECORDS/NOMINAL LEDGER A
LVL II VIDEO GENIE / TRS80 48K
Finished accounts from incomplete records. Full
nominal ledger, running totals of all debtors,
creditors, stock and capital assets. Weekly and
quarterly cash, bank, VAT and nominal accounts
summaries. Detailed profit Vt loss and balance
sheet. Comprehensive manual.
22.50
SCRIPT 32 - DRAGON
A versatile wordprocessor. produces text to
your format. Complete with mange!.
9.95
-SPECIAL OFFERS MAILBAG for Dragon A
8.00
DRAWER (Compiled) for Genie
9.95
a BBC disk versions available soon.
Dealer enquiries welcome. SNAIL SOFTWARE,
21 Bell Lane, Ludlow. Shropshire. SY8 18N.
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NEW for NEWBRAIN
BUSINESS: )5,42=5 cassettes, 42 progs)
Business Secretary/Accounts (5,42)
12 Business Files (30,12)

Integrated File progs (5,11)

APPLICATIONS:
Hotel, Restaurant billing/Text file
HOME:

OSDO

£230
£120
£120

L24/114
£83

Home Secretary/Accounts (3,19)
3000 -item SHOPPING list
375 -COCKTAIL files

£11

£13

CARD GAMES COMPENDIUM each vol.

LI0/L13

Cooking manuals in progress
EDUCATION: Advanced programs in
Arts, Humanities, Languages in progress

+ VAT; Carr. included: Direct only
Mail Order incl. Access (no callers):
LBORsoe'r
81 HULL RD, YORK YOI 3JS
phone: (0904) 411873 (ansaphone lam-lpm)
Catalogue free: Business documenttion £1 note

TELEPHONE (0584)4303.

£150
£175
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1.15
1.22

Listing Paper 9.5" .11"
2.84
5.43
10.36

Listing Paper 14.5" .11"
500
1000
2000

5500
DSDO

17.90
22.33
26.30

Disk Storage Box 5"

Samsom Data Binder
9.5" x 12" ea.
14.5" 11" ea.
500
1000
2000

SSSD 8"

3.61

ABA 30140
ABA 60180
A4 Clean -Edge
500
1000
2000

Labels 3.5" x1.5"
1000 lup

6.91
4000 lup
13.18 8000
All sizes of stationery available.
Prices excl. P&P and VAT.
Ribbons -Apple Peripheral Cards -Disk Drives
Pre-printed Stationery )Cassettes -Printers
For all your supplies, write for full prices to

16.00
22.00
6.82
13.02
24.80
5.35
20.45
38.97

MJ MICRO SUPPLIES, FREEPOST IBS3661),
NAILSEA,

BRISTOL BS19 2BR.

No stamp required
Tel: Nailsea 10272) 857354
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showroom
for all the
leading
micros

OPEN HOUSE FOR
NOVICES AND BEYOND
Choose your time - day or evening
Learn at your own pace on OSBORNE,
RAIR or BBC BASIC, D BASE II,
SUPERCALC, WORDSTAR, Graphics

Introductory Course £45
Also evening club
Brochure from:
MICROCOMPUTER ADVISORY
CENTRE

Polytechnic of the South Bank
Borough Road,
London SE1 OAA
or ring: 01-928 8989 ext. 2468

easy parking off the M56 (junc 12) VIC 20 VIC 64
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sec micros Newbrain Acorn Atom Books
Apple 11e, 111 Dragon Electron Games

. Sinclair Spectrum
Secondhand computers EASY PAYMENTS
ALL ACCESSORIES SALES AND SERVICE

northern
computers

Churchfield Road,
FRODSHAM
Cheshire WA6 6RD

TEL: FRODSHAM (0928) 35110
WE WILL PURCHASE AND PUBLISH YOUR PROGRAMS CallSleye Rhodes for details
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MICROCOMPUTER INSURANCE
Comprehensive cover at a reasonable

premium:

All Risks Cover (incl. Transit) - up
to £8,000 for £20

Increased Cost of Working - to
reinstate lost data

Breakdown & Derangement -

SOFTWARE
For simple bookkeeping & VAT record: Designed for small business & the self

employed. A simple to use program
combining sales cash book and
purchase day book, included VAT
calculation and analysis can be printed
if required
For Apple II 48K Disc £9.99 inc.

alternative to maintenance agreement

Write with details of equipment to:

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Freepost (no stamp required)
Woking
Surrey GU21 3BR
Tel: Woking (04862) 61082 (24 hrs)
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For Spectrum 48K Tape £7.99 inc.
JADE TRADING
409 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX
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ZORBA
THE SERIOUS PERSONS PORTABLE
PLUS

LUCAS LOGIC LX80

PROGRAMMERS
We urgently require good quality
software for the ZX Spectrum. For

the right material we offer Improved market penetration

Expert presentation - Worldwide
Distribution - Total distribution in
the U.K. and a high 25% Royalty.

SPARTAN SOFTWARE

PRINTER PROBLEMS?

The Low Cost 80cps Printer
(A great Parternship)
ADD

DBASEII
The Most Powerful Micro Database
(Now the system is complete)
And you can take it anywere
Deliveries are immediate

Contact Chris Pearce
CDP Consultants Ltds
Wicken Rd., Clavering, Essex. CB11 4QT

3 DAYS
GETS

YOU
BACK
IN

ACTION!
The buying and installation of printers and peripherals is
only the beginning. What about maintenance? Or repair?
When a machine out of action can mean time and
money, who do you turn to for fast, reliable service?
The Northamber Service Centre.
After all, we are the only authorised Epson Service
Centre in the U.K.
As well as immediate repair, we offer a choice of
very flexible Service Contracts starting at £.28pa,
covering a wide range of products.
So you can choose the contract that suits you
the best.
Whichever one you choose, we guarantee a
3 -day turn around on back to base repairs.

To find out more about how the Northamber
Service Centre can help you, contact your local dealer, or
Northamber on

01-3906166
The authorised Epson and
Anadex Service Centre.

(0799 85) 617

9 Cotswold Terrace,
Chipping Norton, Oxon.
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APPLE CARDS
AT INCREDIBLE PRICES!
£34.50
RAM Card 16k
£151.95
RAM Card 128k
£46.95
80 -Column Card
£37.95
Z-80 Card
£29.95
PAL Colour Card
£41.50
EPROM Writer
£25.95
Talking Card
£25.95
Drive Controller Card
Prices include air postage to U.K.
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATES
Dept. PC, GPO Box 7779, Hong Kong
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DB ASE II
ON SITE TRAINING
Phone Mike Gardner on

01-421 0266

cats
software

96 Grimsdyke Road,
Hatch End Pinner
Middx HAS 4PW
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NORTH
AMBER
Canberry House, Tolworth Close,
Tolworth, Surrey.
*Not including delivery time.
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8080 BASIC COMPILER
This compiler is supplied complete with an assembler
and linker on 8" CP/M format disks for only
£35.00
8080 SMALL C COMPILER VERSION 2
This compiler is available as C source on 8" CP/M disks
for only
£25.00
FIG -FORTH

£12.50
Available for the following CPU's: 6502, 8080/Z80,
Installation manual + source listing

T RS - 80
VIDEO GENIE
NEWDOS-80
APL -80
PASCAL -80

FORTH (MMS)

6800, 68000, PDP- 11/LSI-11. FORTH Disc systems
available from
£25.00
RED A PORTABLE SCREEN EDITOR IN C
RED is a text editor available as source for either BDS C

or Small C (specify when ordering). Works with any
video terminal which has cursor addressing Supplied
on 8" CP/M disk
£40.00
Some 5" CP/M disk formats available, please state No
of tracks, reserved tracks and sectors, skew factor, and
density required.
CONGUIN SOFTWARE
14 GOODWOOD CLOSE, MORDEN, SURREY, SM4
5AW
No personal callers please. Phone 0524 381423
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Details of these and over 200 other programs
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HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED
BAR CODES
Bar-codes give a speedy

and error free means of
data entry and provide a
foolproof method of
11111111111d 111
identification for any
item or document. Typical uses include stock contro ,
libraries, filing systems, security & checkpoint verification, point of sale terminals, spare parts identificaiton,
etc. etc. Already most grocery products are bar-coded
at source and many other areas of industry and commerce are following. Bar-codes will soon be
commonplace.

APPLE 2 PET BBC micro

A complete low cost bar-code identification system is
available for these micros. It contains all the hardware,
software and documentation needed to read and print
bar-codes (using an Epson dot matrix printer). Most
bar-code formats may be read and the system may
easily be patched into an existing applications
program.

: GO FORTH & * ;

for 8080, Z80, 8086/88, and 68000 processors using
CPM-80, CPM-86, MSDOS/PCDOS, or CPM-68K.
CPM-80
£60
CPM-86
£105
MSDOS/PCDOS
£105
CPM-68K
£190
NEW - FORTH + packages have 32 -bit stacks and can
access the processor's full address space for both
program and data.
CPM-86/MSDOS/PCDOS
£109 CPM-68K £290
Nautilus Systems Cross -compilers - transport FORTH to
different processors, generate ROMmable code, these
compilers will run on any of the FORTHs above. The
complete development system - a real time saver.

Choose targets from - 8080, 8086/88, Z80, 6800,
6301/6801, 6809, 68000, 1802, Z8, 9900/99000,
Z8000, LSI-11. First compiler from £230, additional
targets from £95.
NEWBRAIN FORTH in PROM - includes screen editor,
full integration to NEWBRAIN i/o handlers, a complete

Z80 assembler, decompiler, utilities and manual - £55
+ VAT EPROM/RS232 card and comms software also
available.
DRAGON FORTH cartridge - full fig -FORTH with editor,
colour management, sound facilities, and manual - £45

+ VAT
77? III JUPITER ACE DISC CONTROLLER III 777 Well ain't

that magic - just add 12 volts and a disc drive - 3" , 5",
or 8" . Includes full FORTH DOS software. A snip at

£98 + VAT. Additional disc utilities £15.
DIY FORTH Kits Installation manual - How to do it,
model, definitions, editor £7
Source code listing for one processor - choose from

6502, 6800, 6809, 8080, Z80, 8086/8088, 9900,
1802, 68000, Z8000, VAX, Apple II, LSI-11, Eclipse £7
Comprehensive range of FORTH books includes 'Starting FORTH' by Brodie - the classic
£16
'Systems Guide to fig -FORTH' by Ting
£26

21 Manley Road Shirley

80typton O1 SAO
ed) 003 T104142

We **cam Maw
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£385.00 + VAT

More information on these products is available on request. Please state your micro & area of interest. The
decoder board is available separately to OEMs.

WITH

TOP MICRO

BROTHER TEC

etc. etc. etc.

lists.

ALTEK (PC) 1 GREEN LANE
WALTON ON THAMES SURREY
please phone before calling

(0932) 244110
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THE

SWOT

TO For details and an order form

.

within 24 hours. Phone for a quote or write for full

£45.00

Upgrade our 80 column card to full 64K.
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE

E32.00
Full graphics dump capability, page 1 or 2, or, ex -or,
and, inverse, double size/density, screen echo option
and many other features. Recognised by CP/M and
Pascal compatible. Best value printer card!!!
Z80 CARD
£45.00
Run any CPIM software on your Aple + or //e.

Postage and packing - El 00 per card

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15% TO YOUR ORDER TOTAL
ORDERS/ENQUIRIES to: CIRTECH, P.O. Box 29,
Dunfermline, Fife.

Telephone 10383) 729770
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Every computer needs

VI II, I I Err OLIVA II
For 2X81
SPECTRUM
BBC
TRS 80
APPLE
NASCOM
VIC/PET/64
(Please state)

NEW!
EXCLUSIVE'

"Listen creep. I am the leader

-'
c

ron,US TO

OUR L KOER

......

V

fI

t

o4
r

PITCH

C'447o'9fi!-E

CONTROL

CHATTERBOX II TM can say anything!
Genuine phoneme synthesis - not just recorded
speech - hence unlimited vocabulary.
Programmable pitch for more natural intonation
(exclusive to Wm Stuart Systems)- solid tone
cabinet for quality sound - integral beep music
amplifier. PLUS expansion socket for BIG EARS
voice recognition system. Full instructions
technical notes and software supplied with this
outstanding educational unit.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
As seen on BBC TV "Computer Programme"

*BIG EARS*
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR ANY
COMPUTER

%79

,,,,<,',
-c,

sa

\

Hugely successful Speech Regnition System
complete with microphone, software and full
instructions.
ONLY
BUILT TESTED & GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER UK101,
SPECTRUM, ATOM, NASCOM2, Vic 20. Micron,
ZX80/81, PET, TRS80, MZEICIK, APPLE II, BBC MICRO

£49

NEW!
VIBRATO
CONTROL

MUSIC SYNTHESISER (Stereo)
+16 LINE CONTROL PORT
Play 3 -part music, sound effects, drums etc. Full
control of anack, decay and frequency.
Input/Output lines provide control and monitor
facility for Home Security. Robot Control, Model
Railway etc. etc. Works with or without 16K RAM.

let

Full instructions: software included.
AMAZING VALUE
Add keyboard to make a live performance
AT ONLY
polyphonic synthesiser!
£19.50 (KIT)
Note: up to 3 units can be used simultaneously.
£25.50 touch
giving 9 music channels 848 I/0 lines

DOT MATRIX & DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!
FX80
EPSON FX80 RX80
NEC 8023 STAR
SHINWA CP80

.

hi-res graphics.
64K UPGRADE KIT

ZX81 /SPECTRUM

Iliereereetteror Eteetteerem Lie

This new stand-alone unit decodes the bar-code and
converts it into ASCII for transmission to the host
computer via a RS232 port. Complete with scanning
wand, power supply & cables. Works with virtually
any computer.

.

Increase your memory to 128K! Display 560 x 192

Laboratory Microsystems FORTHs - the professional
FORTHs complete with editors, assemblers, turn -key
compiler, many system utilities, multi -tasking, and
extensive documentation. These FORTHs are available

£199.00 + VAT
*** NEW *** RS232 bar-code reader

Our pricing policy is
to match or better any
other advertiser. In addition
enthusiastic and knowledgeable technical
advice and backup is available to all our
customers. Delivery is from stock to your door, often

DAC/ADC and graphics printer interface operating in
parallel. AMAZING VALUE!!!
EPROM PROGRAMMER
£55.00
Connects to Controller by 2ft. cable. Intelligent
program mode drastically reduces programming time.
Menu driven routines read, copy and program Intel
compatible EPROM's up to and including 27256's.
80 COLUMN CARD We)
£50.00
Adds 80 column text display to your Apple
lupgradable to 64K).
64K 80 COLUMN CARD We)
£90.00

STAR DP610 110" paper width) - ONLY £230.00
STAR DP515 115" paper width) - ONLY £275.00
Postage and packing - £7.00 per printer

MICROCOMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

TEL: (0258) 55100

DESIGN + QUALITY = LOW COST
CONTROLLER/INTERFACE
E35.00
On -board ROM to drive EPROM Programmer of

PRINTER STARS!!!

are contained in our new loose leaf
catalogue price f 1.00 (refundable) from

41 QUEEN'S ROAD
BLANDFORD FORUM
DORSET DT11 7LA

THE CIRTECH ANSWER FOR YOUR APPLE 11 AND Ile

48K

GET

SPECTRUM
USERS.

write,enclosing a STAMPED
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE to: -

M ICRO-SWOT,
FREEPOST,

BIRMINGHAM B42
1BR

SPECIALISTS IN
Ino stamp required)
PROGRAMS FOR
SECONDARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS
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TALKING HANGMAN A

THE COMPOSER
Synthesiser Music
Programme
Enter & play 3 pan harmony
Includes demonstrations
(Spectrum ZzEtt trecommended E7

ZX ARP/DRUMSEO
Fasonalog SyntheSiSer

demonstrations. General.
automatic sequences and
plays from keyboard Some
wetrd effects (Spectrum)

-=

=
--

_--..-

For Chatted:text
T he classic game
claims its victims
*41, a dry ttoca;

CHROMACODE,'","
Can you defuse. bomb by
cracking the secret

co.:motion betore lime runs
our, With Chatterbox voce
output (Spectrum)

COLOUR MODULATOR
RGB in, PAL UHF out (not /or 25)

Please add VAT at 15% to prices.
Ben clay/Access orders accepted by telephone

WILLIAM
STUART
SYSTEMS Ltd

44.01.

accompammem )Spectrum1 E6

gu,grlyZOwn House

KIT £16
BUILT £22

All enquiries
S.A.E. please

MINIM
NM

ItItSs1=4 002
Tel 098 064 235
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CENTRONIC 737

Printer N x 9 Matrix
(proportional) 7 x 8 (monospaced), 80 to 132

CPL, 22 LPM at 80, full justification, single
sheets, rolls, fanfold. £100 Eastborne

SHARP MZ8OB plus twin floppies and 16
discs. Cost around £1900 one year ago.
£1,000 o.n.o. Phone Bolton (0204) 593285.

0323-22466.

SEIKOSHA GP80A matrix printer. Little us-

SHARP MZ-80K/A software. 12K M/C
REVERSE (othello) 3 skill levels, also 10K
M/C SNAPPER (Packman). Both on

TELEVIDEO (1983) TS802H 10 Mbyte
Microcomputer, Wordstar, Mailmerge,

cassette for only £5 P.O./Cheque payable to
S.F.B.

Datastar,

Calcstar, Spellstar, Supersort,

Software, "Beauly" Tower Road, Bstam, DBase2, CBasic, MBasic, Cobal,

North Heswall, Merseyside.

discs and
monitor, includes language card and
APPLE

ed. £140 (03727) 22105 (Eves)

Ile

(64K) with

Pascal, PL/1, List over £8.000 accept £3,800
Plus VAT. Telephone 01-486 1670 anytime.

dual

pascal. £1000. Phone Hull 861660 anytime.

TABLES 12 (BBC A/B Cassette) The easy
way to learn school. Prompt dispatch. £5
payable to D.F. Steven, 61a Tehidy Road,
Tywardreath, Par, Cornwall. PL24 2QD.
SHARPE MZ-80B Software sale including

many useful adapted CP/M utilities. Enquiries Peter Philips GPO 7849 Hong Kong.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE for the Newbrain
Computer Invoice & Credit Note; Cash
Book; Purchase Day Book; Sales Day Book.
Full Details & Sample Output from:- CornixMicro, 16 Kneesworth Street, Royston,
Herts. Tel: Royston (0763) 46065

Exchange or Sell complete 16mm Bolex
cine outfit RXVS Finder 17-85mm Pan Cinor

Zoom Lens - Rare 10mm - 16mm -

25mm - 75mm Switar Lens - 150mm Yvar
Lens - Assessories - spare reflex body H16 Body - 25mm two 75mm Yvar Lens Octometer - Pro 16mm Splicer Pro 16mm

Murray Editor - Arms on stand - 16mm

NASCOM 2, Ram B, Kenilworth Case PSU
£245 Write to: S.A. Stock 7 Yorklea Croft,
Fordbridge, Birmingham1337 5EG.
NASCOM 2, Ram B, Wintec Colour Board,
Desktop case with PSU. £250. Telephone
021-478-3084.

APPLE lie system, as new, disc drive, 80 column card, TV Modulator, paddles, software
selection, £895 + VAT. 01-743 8751.

APPLE SOFTWARE - Wordstar,

mailmerge, dBase II, Cobol, last one, Format 80, Applewriter II, Visi-Calc, Visi-Dex,

many utilities plus over 100 games. J.
Davey, 44, Hazelmere Raod, Stevenage,

Herts.
NEWBRAIN 96K, dual 200K discs, CP/M, HIRES, Screen, Software, Manual, Spare
Newbrain, Cables, etc. Cost £1600 + .

Bargain at £1350. Used daily. Wish to
upgrade.

Telephone:

421072 (daytime).

Hastings (0424)

EPSON HSX-20 portable computer, £370.
Brother HR1 daisy -wheel printer (RS232C),

XEROX 820 Software on 8"SD for sale.
SuperCalc. £50, MBasic £100 Including
Manual, or P/E for Cobol, DBase. 01-878
5774 (Evenings).

EPSON HX20 Portable Micro Computer,
complete with breifcase, AC/DC Mains
Adapter, Manuals etc. £225 Telephone Mr
Draper 01-992 4477 (Office hours)
OKI MICROLINE 80 PRINTER, RS232 Interface and tractor. Lightly used. £220. 01-868
5402.

6802 ASSEMBLER on 32K PET. Full 2 pass

mnemonic assembler. Professional style.
Fast execution. Versions for 6802 6803 6303

processors. £18 each disc. SAE for futher
details. M.J.TYLER 2 Parkview Drive Cashes
Green, Stroud, Glos. GL5-4NQ. 04536-77257.
EPSON MX80111 printer, 80 column parallel

interface, mains cable, manual. As new,
rarely used £250. 0904 765193

COMMODORE 8032, 8050 plus DIABLO 630

daisywheel printer with Rutishauser cut sheet and tractor feeders, Wordcraft, DMS
Diamond, and Visicalc; accept £3300 plus
v.a.t. Tel (0282) 38757 anytime.
APPLE //e 64K, boxed, unused, £620 + VAT.
01-743 8751.

SHARP MZ-80B with addtional HS-RES

Sond Ampro Profector - Original

£640. All brand new. Will deliver. Call 062882
2335 NOW!

Wanted Complete outfit Apple Ile (Series)

TELEVIDEO (1963) TS802H 10 MBYTE
Microcomputer, Wordstar, Mailmerge,
Datastar, Supersort, BSTAM, DBase2,
CBasic, MBasic, Cobal, Pascal, PL/1, List
over £8,000 accept £3,800 plus VAT.

complete £2500 + system in mint condition.
£1750ono. Tel: Bradford (0274) 875049.
PET 3032 disk drive 3040 teletype printer,

Telephone 01-486 1670 anytime.

54553.

Transformer - Films - Cartoons - Etc.

Computer - Monitor - Printer Disks Storage - to value £2,500 - IBM may be

considered - Adjustment if required -

0278-58404 Genuine offers only please or
exchange - phone evenings best.

graphics ram, MZ-80FD dual 51" disc drive,

MZ-80P5 character/graphics pritner. This

visicalc, wordcraft and other software sell
separately or £750 complete. Medway 0634

RDER FORM -25p per

Micro Ads are accepted from PRIVATE readers only and must be submitted on (or a photocopy of) the order
form below. All advertisements must be PRE -PAID - Help our typesetter to help you by PRINTING your
advertisement clearly. Please make cheques or postal orders payable to 'PRACTICAL COMPUTING' and
enclose it with your advertisement to Room L310, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

£2.50

£3.75
£5.00
£6.25
£7.50

£8.25
£9.50

El 0 75

NOTE: Advertisements will be published in the next
available issue and we cannot guarantee to print
an advertisement in any specific issue.
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Data Disk Ltd.

Contact us for all your computer needs. Anything from
ribbons, listing paper, labels, disks, printers etc. etc.

The small Company
with the big name
in consumables

67, Swan Street
Boxford
Suffolk
0787 210091

Everything on mail order, enquire for our comprehensive
price lists.
*Free delivery on all printers and disks*
Nominal charge for all other ranges.

COMPARE OUR PRICES
PRINTERS

The New "JUK I" 610 Daisywheel

IRRP £399 + VAT)

OUR PRICE

ONLY £375 + VAT
"Free Delivery" No Extras

JUST ARRIVED
Our own brand of covers

for the Commodore 20, 64 &
the B.B.C./V computer £3.95
+ VAT Colours black or beige.

EPSON FX80

OUR PRICE

IRRP £438.00 + VATI

ONLY E425.00 including VAT.
"Free Delivery" No Extras.

EPSON RX-80

OUR PRICE

Our own brand of disk binders

IRRP £298.00 + VATI

with a capacity of 20 £3.95
+ VAT Colours black or beige.

ONLY E285.00 including VAT
"Free Delivery" No Extras

EPSON RX-80 FP

OUR PRICE

ONLY £31 5.00 including VAT
"Free Delivery" No Extras.
OKI MICROLINE 83a = £525.00 including VAT
OKI MICROLINE 80a = £225.00 including VAT

ALL CARRIAGE FREE

LISTING PAPER

Floppy Disks by BASF
5;1" Single Sided/Single Density = £15.00 for 10 + VAT
Single Sided/Double Density = £22.00 for 10 + VAT
Double Sided/Double Density = £24.00 for 10 + VAT
8" Disks and Quad Density also available

11" x 91" Single pt = £9.60 + VAT per box of 2000
11" x 141" Single pt = £12.40 + VAT per box of 2000
All other sizes available. Either plain or green lined.

To Data Disk.
Please Supply
Please Supply
Please Supply
Please Supply
Enclosed my cheque/money order Total
Delivery to:- (Name)
Address

5;" Plastic Library Cases £2.75 + VAT each
NEW FROM FRANCE!
LIBRARY CASES IN BROWN/CREAM.

51" 20 - Capacity = £2.80 + VAT
8" 25 - Capacity = £5.75 + VAT
Lockable Filing Cases with carrying handle Brown/Cream

for 5 i" disks x 100 capacity ONLY £18.50 + VAT
Other lockable filing cases;

51" 40 - Capacity = £15. 50 + VAT
51" 90 - Capacity = £21.95 + VAT
8" 40 - Capacity = £22.95 + VAT
8" 90 - Capacity = £31.95 + VAT

Telephone No
Trade and Dealer Enquiries Welcomed. More Agents Urgently
Needed Nationwide.
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Advertisement Index
A
A&G Computerware
A -Line Computer Systems
ACT Hardware
ACT Pulsar
ADP

ATA
AWS
Advanced Technology
Akhter Instruments
Anglia Computer Centre

E

126
137

150,151
142,143
126

Encotel Systems
Epson HX20
Epson Printer
Epson QX10

118,119
160
152
144

57

48
174

140
47

F

Ferranti
Fox &Geller
Fraser Associates

74,75
65
109

M

B

BASF

Barley Mow Workspace
Beebug
British Apple Systems
British Micro
C
CDP Consultants
Calco
Cambridge Comp Consults
Cambridge Micro Elec
Camden Computers
Chiltern Electronics
Clapp & Poliak
Comart
Commodore
Cornpsoft Ltd
Computech Systems
Control Universal
Contract Journal
DRG Business Systems
Data Disk
Data Flex Ltd
Digital Equip Co Ltd
Digital Equip Co Ltd
Digithurst Ltd
Display Distribution

Dynotech Microsoftware

194

LSI Computers Ltd
Lantech Info Systems
Laserbug
Laskys
Lifeboat Associates Ltd
Linear Graphics
Lomax
London Computer Centre
London Computer Centre

136,137

47

165,188

138
186

180
56
79
62
56

G

GW Computers
General Northern

54,55
188

H

Hal Computers
Hotel Micro Systems

109

158,159

100
53
4

128,129
9

141

138
114
6

194

45,47
58,59

BC Computer Systems Ltd
arus Computer Systems
ce Ltd

ntelligence Distrib. Seiko
nteram
TL Kathmill

64
42
IFC

157
184

0
J

John Wiley & Sons
Johnson Micros

62

154

61,63

44
50
154

173
126

165,167

64
138
10,11
177
IBC

180
138
91

177
37,41
173
149
31

139
56
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GEMINI and DELTA, a new range of Star Performers -the
ideal complement to any computer system. At prices starting
from £299 + VAT, the GEMINI and DELTA open up a new
world of printing power - quiet, fast printing in a range of
different character types, print pitches and print densities
and ultra high resolution graphics and programmable down-

* Normal, expanded and condensed print
Emphasized and double strike print
* Superscripts and subscripts

* True underlining
Italics and international characters
* Downloadable character set
* Interface - Gemini (parallel), Delta (parallel & RS232)
* Full one year parts and labour warranty

GEMINI and DELTA - professional solutions to the printer
problem.

THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD'

Friction, tractor and roll feed
Ultra high resolution graphics

*

loadable characters for good measure.

micro
ITP Peripherals lid

KEY FEATURES:

* 120 CPS (Gemini), 160 CPS + 8K buffer (Delta)

Call your local dealer now for full information on the GEMINI and
DELTA printers or clip this coupon and we'll send you brochures
and print samples.
Name

S

Address

69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 OBY
Tel: 0256 3232 (12 lines)

Telex: 859669 MICROP G

Tel. No.

Circle No. 246

So don't expose your If, talk to Software Limited.

You've a deadline to meet,
the right CP/M Software package is needed, the right decision has to
be made; which format, which product,
when can it be delivered, at what price?
You need good advice, and just as

Choice, advice and delivery, all aimed at
meeting your deadline.

important, you need to talk to someone who has a large enough range to be
able to offer honest advice. Someone
who can then deliver on time, someone
whose catalogue is fast becoming the
byword of the software industry.

01-833 1173/6

Attractive quantity & dealer discounts available

9(ei

Software Limited...
Because there's more to
choose from, we're the
only choice to make.
Software Limited
No. 2 Alice Owen Technology Centre
251 Goswell Road, London EC1
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

Software
Limited
Circle No. 247

